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Preface

Hardly anyone will deny that the twentieth
century has altered the course of history. Its
content has precipitated an interminable and
bitter controversy, a clash between different,
often diametrically opposite, points of view.
What is the world heading to,® to what

new forms of community and organisation,
lo what new forms of intercourse and coope
ration?
People of different class interests have differ

ent answers to these questions. Advocates of
free enterprise stress changes in the technical
basis of production, scientific and technical
progress, the rapidly growing flow of informa
tion and the swifter tempo of life. They prefer
to steer clear of problems that animate large
sections of the working people and stand in the
centre of the social struggle: exploitation of
man by man, elimination of exploitation
and class and racial discrimination, and every
man's equal relation to the means of pro
duction and the sources of material and spiri
tual wealth.
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The discussions raging over these problems
are no longer confined to the purely conceptual
realm. They are impelled by the rich experience
of countries that have successfully built (or
are building) socialism. To put it differently,
the capitalist social system is contrasted by
another system—a really existing socialist
society marshalling and demonstrating its
historical merits and advantages to an ever
greater degree.

This book deals with some of the distinctive
features of the new social system, its nature,
development and prospects.



An Infroductory Chapter

1. Definition of Socialism's Essence
as a Social System

These days the term socialism is used to
denote three things.
1. The political and ideological doctrine

of a just social system for the working people,
that is, for the majority. Initially Utopian—
criticising the exploiting order and offering
in its^ stead an ephemeral programme for an
Weal human society—it was superseded
thanks to the discoveries of Marx and Engels
by a ̂ scientific and realistic revolutionary
socialist doctrine.

2. The social and political liberation move
ment of the masses, classes and organisations
aspiring to socialist aims and finding its most
consistent and victorious form in the revolu
tionary class struggle of the proletariat headed
by the Marxist-Leninist communist parties.
3. The system of real social relations that

have resulted from the overthrow of capitalism
and the abolition of private ownership of the
means of production. It embodies the class
interests of the industrial workers, who carry



along the entire mass of working people.
First established in Russia, its emergence is
associated with Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, the
disciple and successor of Marx and Engels.

It is socialism in this sense that we examine
in the present study. Our purpose is to give
a concise exposition of a few important aspects
of the theory of socialism as the first phase
of communism.
The epoch we arc living in was begun by the

Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia
in 1917. Yet, as socialism becomes more
mature and ever more diverse in form and rich
in content, its continuously advancing practice
gives rise to more new problems.The congresses
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
wiiich devote close attention to the problems
of existing socialism, bear this out. Now, at
the stage of developed socialism, a tremendous
contribution was made by the 25th Congress.
No, it did not deal with any icon-like 'models'
of the present and future artificially construct
ed, as a rule, to profit from the current political
situation, riie 25th Congress made a purpose
ful, exhaustive and fruitful analysis of devel
oped socialist society, a fully formed social
organism, and of its achievements, growing
pains, problems and perspectives. The judge
ments and conclusions of the Congress are
based on tangible revolutionary 'assets' —
the economic, social, political and cultural
gains of the Soviet Union, the pioneer of the
world's passage to a new, communist social-
economic system, a collectivist system that
is now the fundamental principle of life for
hundreds of millions of people.
In his Report to the Congress,L. 1. Brezhnev
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assessed all achievements in a long-range
historical context, and singled out three deci
sive results.

First, a new society has been built, the like
of which the nations of the world had not
known before. Its main distinctive features
show its radical advantages over capitalism
and any other social system. First of all, Soviet
society has a crisis-free, continuously growing
economy, mature socialist relations, and true
freedom. Its indisputable credit is that the
dominant scientific materialist world outlook
secures conscious, humanitarian principles. It
is a society with Ijoundless faith in the future.
Vistas of further all-round progress lie open
before it. Cumulatively, this makes developed
socialist society a society of justified social
optimism.

Second, the Soviet socialist way of life has
taken shape, with an atmosphere of genuine
collectivism and comradeship, the continuous
ly growing unity and friendship of all Soviet
nations and ethnic groups, and moral sound
ness of the individual. It is a way of life of
class-conscious and united working people',
as Lenin wrote, 'who know no yoke and no
authority except the authority of their own
unity',^ an association of true masters of the
wealth of society and of their own destiny,
in which profound and all-permeating democra
tism is a habitual feature of social being.

Third, a new man has been moulded in the
process of socialist development. Having won
his freedom, he defended it in arduous battles.

^ V. I. Lenin, 'A Great Beginning', Collected
Works, Vol. 29, p. 423.
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He built his future unsparing of energy and
ready for any sacrifice. He withstood all
trials and changed beyond recognition, com
pounding ideological conviction with tremen
dous vital energy, culture, and knowledge.
In short, it is a man of the Soviet mould—a
free working man, devoted patriot, and con
sistent internationalist.
The Central Committee Report to the 25th

Congress of the CPSU contains Lenin's defini
tion of one of the most profound and most
important tenets of historical materialism;
'Ashman's history-making activity grows broad
er and deeper, the size of that mass of the
population which is the conscious maker of
history is bound to increase.'^ This has been
proved by a variety of facts in what would
seem dissimilar social, cultural, and historical
conditions in dozens of countries on all conti
nents, by the realities of the present epoch—
the epoch of transition from capitalism to
socialism on a world scale. The fullest expres
sion of the inevitably increasing role played by
ever broader sections of working people all over
the world in the development of society is seen
in the historical creativity of the masses in the
socialist countries, with socialism resulting from
their long, persevering and purposeful efforts
as their own, cherished cause.
To cite Marx and Engels, people must be

altered, as a mass, which is possible only in
practical movement and through revolution,
in order to cultivate communist consciousness
among the masses, and likewise to achieve

^ V. I. Leoiu, 'The Heritage We Renounce',
Collected Works, Vol. 2, p. 524.
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the communist aims.' The example of the
working class and all other working people of
the Soviet Union is confirming this.
Under capitalism the proletariat, which

unites the mass of the oppressed and exploited,
is the 'intellectual and moral mover and physi
cal executor' of the revolutionary transforma
tion of capitalist into socialist society.'' Simi
larly, the Soviet people and their leading
social force—the working class headed by
the Communist Party—are, in conditions of
developed socialism, builders of the world's
first communist society and executors of histo
ry's greatest revolutionary and peacemaking
mission.

As a rule, people judge more freely and com
petently about the past and more audaciously
about the future than they do about contempo
rary affairs. The substance of events which
they observe at first hand or in which tliey are
directly involved is often obscured by a mass
of accidental or incidental circumstances or
is distorted by particular or transient interests.
The individual's involvement in an event
predetermines a mainly empirical approach.
Even adequately trained persons are in many
cases unable to avoid this, let alone those
who give little thought to the meaning of
things and accept the realities as they happen
to appear to them. This is also still tlie case
in the socialist environment, despite the cor
rectives introduced by the conscious organisa-

' See Marx and Engels, 'The German Ideology',
Collected Works, Vol. 5, Moscow, 1976, p. 53.

2 See V. I. Lenin, 'Karl Marx', Collected Works,
Vol. 21, p. 71.
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tion of society and by the spread of the scienti
fic socialist ideology.
Yet, any not entirely accurate reflection of

the laws and regularities governing the work
ings and development of the new society is
becoming less and less tolerable. Detailed
elaboration of the theory of the first phase of
communism is an increasingly vital condition
for success in building the second phase.
This makes it essential to define and resolve
the new problems, to turn back to such old
problems that ma'^ have acquired new meaning
in the light of present-day experience.
The question of the essence of socialism,

long since resolved by Marxists, is still being
raised and variously interpreted. This is seen
most distinctly in the extremes of right and
'left' opportunism, the slightly refurbished
concepts of 'cooperative' socialism, tlie origins
of which go back to the speculative projects
of Duhring, on the one hand, and the concepts
of 'barracks' socialism, first outlined in the
programmes of Bakunin and Nechayev, on
the other. Right revisionist writers gravitate,
as a rule, towards the Kautskian eclectical
combination of proprietary and collectivist
structures in the economic basis of the new
society. No economy reposing on these prin
ciples could ever lead to the spread and full
victory of socialist principles. These and simi
lar petty-bourgeois variations of the social-
political alternative to the exploiting system
are often exploited by imperialist propaganda.
The bourgeois press maintains that nowadays
the concept of socialism cannot be accurately
defined and is therefore devoid of any definite
contours.

14



By means of this ploy our class opponents
hope to cause a gradual 'erosion\'of the Marxist-
Leninist world outlook. Anti-comunists de
clare its basic tenets either outdated or subject
to arbitrary review, and demagogically refer
to the authority of science. 'Words like "so
cialism", "communism", "capitalism" and "co
lonialism",' says Louis Fischer, 'are empty
bottles into wliich one person pours poison
and another wine; they are not scientific
terms, nor are they unchanging terms. Tliey
change in time and space.
Here we have to do with one of the most

wide-spread formulas of the ideological strug
gle. And though alongside positive results—
a steady growth of the number of aspirers to
restructuring life on socialist principles—there
are also some negative ones, such as the spread
of illusions foreign to scientific communism,
these are no more than side-effects of the long
global and diverse process of transition from
capitalism to socialism begun by the October
Revolution. Apart from the politically con
scious proletariat the world-wide revolutionary
stream washing away the pillars of imperialism
is steadily drawing in hundreds of millions of
people of non-proletarian origin, status and
mentality. They are people burdened with all
kinds of prejudices and often with distorted or
Utopian ideas about the aims of the struggle.
It is therefore especially important for all
sections of the communist, working-class, and
also the anti-imperialist movements to work
for a correct understanding of everything that

^ L. Fischor, 77ie Life of Lenin, York, 19C5,
p. 479.
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objectively determines the passage to socialism.
We are helped to defend the true scieutilic

understanding of the historical perspective
and to repulse the designs of socialism's ene
mies by timeless theoretical tenets and prin
ciples, and notably the objective law of the all-
round socialisation of labour and production
discovered by Marx. It operates imperiously
in the conditions of capitalist society, shaipen-
ing the irreconcilable contradiction between
the social character of production and private
appropriation, and bringing the proprietary
system closer and closer to its downfall.
The law is expressed in centralisation of

capital, the increasingly extensive spread of
cooperative forms of labour, conscious use of
science, planned use of land, development
of labour instruments that have to be collective
ly operated, economy of means of production
determined by the mode of their use in the
system of combined social labour, incorpora
tion of all nations in the world market, and
internationalisation of the capitalist regime.^
As all these processes unfold, the mass of prole
tarians, of exploited wage workers taught in
large-scale industry to manage production by
themselves, without capitalists, is growing
physically and intellectually. The class strug
gle moulds them as a politically active anti-
capitalist force. 'Centralisation of the means
of production and socialisation of labour,*
Marx writes, 'at last reach a point where they
become incompatible with their capitalist
integument. This integument is burst asunder.

^ Karl Marx 'Capital. Part Vlll'. In; Karl Marx
and Frederick Engeis, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow,
1977, p. 144.
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The knell of capitalist private property
sounds.''
Growth of large-scale production makes

the bourgeoisie socially redundant (and
exploiting classes in general) as it is replaced
in the production apparatus by salaried man
agers. Also, it tends to increase the number and
heighten the skills of the working class, which
absorbs new groups of manual and mental
workers of new trades created by scientific and
technical progress. A situation arises in which
the working class becomes an entity dominat
ing the heart and centre of the whole capitalist
economic system and expressing the effective
economic and political interests of the vast
majority of the working people. It is thus
not only able but also obliged to undertake
the job of organising production on new
collectivist principles, and simultaneously
secure a revolutionary reconstruction of all
society.
The working class, intellectual, moral and

physical mover of this reconstruction, is locked
in bitter class struggle with the bourgeoisie,
winning to its side millions of other exploited
and the broad democratic groups. Apologists of
capitalism are mistaken when they say that
this applies only to relatively backward coun
tries. Many sections of the working class in
economically developed capitalist countries,
too, show a high degree of readiness to fulfil
their mission of liberation. The exploit of the
Upper Clyde workers who prevented closure
of their shipyards by taking over and running
them on their own for 14 months will not be

1 Ibid.
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forgotten in the history of the working-class
movement.

Tremendous theoretical and practical politi
cal significance attaches to Lenin's thesis that
Marx inferred the inevitable transformation of
capitalist into socialist society wholly and
exclusively from the economic law of motion
of modem society. Socialisation of labour and
its thousands of ever more rapidly advancing
and active forms seen in the growth of large-
scale production, in capitalist cartels, syndica
tes and trusts, and likewise in the gigantically
increasing size and power of finance capital,
is the chief material basis for the inevitable
advent of socialism.^ The aim (and essence)
of socialism formulated by Lenin in the wake
of Marx and Engels is in total harmony with
this—transfer of land and factories, and of all
other means of production into the possession
of all society, and replacement of capitalist
production by production under a general
plan in the interests of aW members of society.®
Hence the common programmatic approach
and single orientation of Commxmists in all
countries, put into effect by their own choice
hiid in their own specific way with means and
at rates best suited to the national historical
and cultural conditions.
;  ■ But Marxism did not confine itself to defining
the aims (and essence) of socialism and to
showing the way to it. A profound understand
ing of the historical tendency towards capital
ist accumulation) and of the need for socialist
tieyolution, enabled Marx and Engels scientifi-

"" ̂ See V. 'I. Leiiin, 'Karl Marx', Collected Works,
Vol. 21, p. 71.

8 Ibid., Vol. 4, p. 275.
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cally to predict socialism's most salient featu
res. The only 'limitation' of their prevision,
and also its token of universality, is that it
presupposes the fullest possible operation of the
law of the socialisation of production and,
therefore, a conceptualisation of all its possible
effects. The theoretical portrait of socialism
drawn by Marx in the Critique of the Gotha
Programme and by Engels in Anti-Duhring
is not nominally associated with the concrete
historical, national or geographic conditions
of any country (though Marx based himself
mainly on his analysis of capitalism in Bri
tain). It contains no allowances for the varying
levels of social-economic and cultural develop
ment. But this does not detract from—and
rather augments—its universal relevance.
The most characteristic aspects of this gene

ral portrait are:
—conversion of the implements of labour

into the property of society as a whole;
—direct fusion of individual labour with

aggregate labour, and direct acknowledgement
of the former by society without the medium
of the market;

—collective appropriation of the aggregate
social product;

—ownership by society of that part of the
product which is required to replace the
consumed means of production or to expand
production, and also of the reserve and insu
rance funds, none of which are distributable
to individuals;
—withdrawal from the part of the product

set aside for consumer needs (before its indivi
dual distribution) of the general costs of
'management not immediately related to pro-

2* 19



(luction, of funds covering joint satisfaction
of needs (education, health, public works,
and the like), and also of funds for the mainte
nance of the disabled, and the like;

—distribution according to labour, that is,
according to its quality and quantity (the
producer receives exactly as much, less de
ductions, as he gives to society);

survival in individual distribution of the
same principle as that prevailing in the
exchange of commodity equivalents: an
amount of labour in one form is exchanged for
an equal amount of labour in another;

due to the dissimilar abilities, skills and
labour productivity of individuals, and the
like, there also survives some inequality in
their material condition. 'This equal right is
an unequal right for unequal labour,' Marx
writes. 'It recognises no class differences, be
cause everyone is only a worker like everyone
else; but it tacitly recognises unequal indivi
dual endowment and thus productive capacity
as natural privileges....
'These defects are inevitable in the first

phase of communist society as it is when it
has just emerged after prolonged birth pangs
from capitalist society. Right can never be
higher than the economic structure of society
and its cultural development conditioned there-
by."
The progressive, in substance internationa

list, socialisation of labour with production,
oriented on its highest forms and including
conversion of the means of production into

' Karl Marx, 'Critique of the Gotha Programme'.
In; Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 3, Moscow, 1973, pp. 18-19.
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public property, plays tlie part of a, so to
speak, 'funclamental' and '^constitutive^ law
in the destiny of socialism, and the working
class is its living collective subject and promot-
er.i And the optimum result, according to the
teaching of Marx, Engels and Lenin,is sociali
sation of the means of production as property
of the whole people. Lenin described the enter
prises of the whole people, as distinct from
a cooperative enterprise, as 'a consistently
socialist type of enterprise (the means of pro
duction, the land on wliich the enterprises are
situated, and the enterprises as a whole belong
ing to tlie state)'." Practice has also proved
effective the cooperative forms of socialising

^ No 'modol' of socialism that neglects this law
and the interests of the working class, that neglects
the problem of the basis and is aimed mainly on seiz
ing the existing boijrgeois-dcmocratic superstructure,
has ever stood, nor is able to stand, the test of lime.
This is true of the past, the present, and the future.
'We are asked,' said Herbert Mies at the Bonn Con
gress of the German Communist Party, 'whether we
have in mind any special socialism as a model for
the Federal Republic. We declare for all to hear that we
do not care for abstract speculation and refuse to'
waste time puttering about with any "models". There
is only one socialism—that which Mar.x and Engels
turned from Utopia into science, the socialism which
the Party of Lenin was the first to turn into reality
and that is being successfully built today in the so
cialist countries, and that represents the future of
the whole world' (Herbert Mies, Bericht des
Parleivorstandes der DKP an den Banner Parteitag,
[Unsere Zeit (supplement), March 20, 1976]. So
cialist theories that ignore the law of the
socialisation of production and the historic mission
of the working class are at best short-sighted attempts
at changing socialism back from science to Utopia,
and at worst a deliberate falsification.

® V. I. Lenin, 'On Co-operation', Collected Works,
Vol. 33, p. 473.
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means of production where these were pre
viously dispersed in small private enterprises
based on the labour of their proprietors.
In the light of Marx's conception of socia

lism, Lenin censured Georgi Plekhanov, the
first Russian Marxist, for describing the so
cialist system as planned organisation of
the social production process to satisfy the
needs of society and its individual members.
Lenin said; 'That is not enough. Organisation
of that kind will, perhaps, be provided even
by the trusts. It would be more definite to say
"by society as a whole" (for this covers planning
and indicates who is responsible for that plan
ning), and not merely to satisfy the needs of its
members, but with the object of ensuring
full well-being and free, all-round development
for all the members of society.'^'Socialism,'
Lenin said soon after the October Revolution,
'is the society that grows directly out of capi
talism, it is the first form of the new society.
Communism is a higher form of society, and
can only develop when socialism has become
firmly established. Socialism implies work
without the aid of the capitalists, socialised
labour with strict accounting, control and
supervision by the organised vanguard, the
advanced section of the working people; the
measure of labour and remuneration for it
must be fixed.'"
In Lenin's own works socialism is presented

as a system of social relations consciously brought
into line with the known objective laws of society''s

^ V. I. Leniu, 'Notes on Piekhanov's Second
Draft Programme', Collected Works, Vol. 6, p. 54.

® Y. I. Lenin, 'Report on Subbotniks', Collected
Works, Vol. 30, p. 284.
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development, using the resources in the possession
of this society with the aim of satisfying the
growing material and spiritual needs of the
working people.
Pivot, heart and soul of this system is m a n

as a creative and spiritually rich personality.
First of all thanks to the collectivist organisa
tion of socialist socialised production and its
planned development in the interests of the
mass of the people. The successive stages of
movement towards this goal are naturally
different in different countries. But in all
countries they are the degree to which man's
domination over his social relations increases
on the way to the realm of freedom.
There are obstacles on this road: first, the

imperialist attempts at hindering the consoli
dation and improvement of socialism as the
historical alternative to capitalism (by blocka
de, outright aggression, imposition of an arms
race, and so on)^, second, a certain historical

* As Lenin noted in 1923, 'the West European
capitalist powers, partly deliberately and partly uncon
sciously, did everything they could to throw us back,
to utilise the elements of the Civil War in Russia in^
order to spread as much ruin in the country as pos
sible. It was precisely this way out of.the imperialist
war that seemed to have many advantages. They
argued somewhat as follows; "If we fail to overthrow
the revolutionary system in Russia, we shall at all
events hinder its progress towards socialism." And
from their point of view they could argue in no other
way. In the end their problem was hsuf-solved. They
failed to overthrow the new system created by the.
revolution, but they did prevent it from at once taking
the step forward that would have justified the forecasts
of the socialists, that would have enabled them to
develop the productive forces with enormous speed,
to develop all the potentialities which taken together
would have produced socialism, and would have.



backwardness of the material and teclinical
basis, of economic resources and of culture,
and outdated views and traditions, and, third,
incomplete reflection in the functioning and
development of the new society of the objective
laws, with sometimes insufficient consideration
of them in administration. Overcoming tliese
hindrances is a necessary part of building
socialism and communism.

Lenin conceived socialist society as an in
tegral, dynamic and developing organism.
He put it thus: 'Infinitely mendacious is the
ordinary bourgeois conception of socialism as
something lifeless, rigid, fixed once and for all,
whereas in reality only socialism will be the
beginning of a rapid, genuine, truly mass
forward movement, embracing first, the majo
rity and then the whole of the population, in
all spheres of public and private life.'^

Like Marx, Lenin regarded the growth of
the new society out of the old as a natural
historical process which acquired an essential-

proved graphically to all people that socialism
possesses gigantic forces and that humanity has now
come to a stage of development with exceedingly
brilliant possibilities' ('Better Fewer, but Better',
Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 4981. If these imperialist
designs are overlooked, we will never obtain a full
and truly objective idea of bow socialism was built
after Lenin's time, of the historic content of its clash
with fascism, and then of how it coped with the cold
war that was launched against it after World War II.

^ V. I. Lenin, 'The State and Revolution', Col
lected Works, Vol. 25, p. 477.

Cf. Engels' observations in a letter to Otto Bocnigk,
Aug. 21, 1890: 'The so-called socialist society, in my
opinion, is not something given once and for all;
like any other social system it should be seen as
subject to continuous changes and transformations'
(Marx/Engels, Werke, Vol. 37, p. 447).
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ly new feature after tlie socialist revolution;
it stopped being spontaneous and was increas
ingly determined by the scientifically organised
and purposeful activity of the masses.

Also, Lenin defined socialism's main objective
in the mature stage immediately preceding
full communism as laying a modern technical
foundation for all brandies of the economy,
converting farm labour into a variety of
industrial labour, and assuring more complete
satisfaction of the spiritual, cultural, social,
material and physical needs of the people and
every individual than under capitalism.

Lenin saw that in Soviet Russia tlie advance
to this stage would take many years. 'Even
the more developed generation of the imme
diate future,' lie wrote, 'will hardly achieve
the complete transition to socialism.'"■ Com
pleting this transition had, in fact, been the
object of the daily activity of several genera
tions of working people brouglit up under
Soviet power.

2. Revolution and Democracy

Ideologues of imperialism and 'theorists' of
reformism and revisionism contrast revolution
to democracy. They maintain that the two are
incompatible. Nothing could be more absurd
and nothing more untrue.

Revolution—if, of course, it is not a palace
revolution or reshuffle in a capitalist govern
mental orchestra—is always a qualitative change

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Session of the All-Russia C.E.C.',
Collected Works, Vol. 27, p. 301.
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in the mode of life of the mass of the people.
It is a revolution only if vast masses of pre
viously passive people join in vigorous politi
cal activity. Revolution is always a break-up
of the previous social connections that have
become too narrow for contemporary social
practice. It replaces them with new ones
through the direct involvement of the masses.
For a time, the country becomes a turbulent
general meeting, a national forum seeking
to resolve society's vital problems and to
chart the country's future.

In other words, revolution is a period of
direct democratic development full of content
and varied in form of expression. As a rule,
it raises economic, social and political prob
lems that cannot be settled by other than
revolutionary means, and therefore settles
them radically and conclusively.
To be sure, the above applies mainly to

socialist revolutions which put power into
the hands of the working people, marking the
end^of the prehistory of human society and the
beginning of its true history. But even revolu
tions that saw transition from one antagonistic
class system to another (such as the bourgeois
revolutions in Britain, North America, and
France) are also a manifestation of the people's
libertarian spirit suppressed at the time of
evolutionary development and then released.
Throughout the hilstory of the exploiting so
cieties,^ in which economic, political and
ideological domination, no matter how 'demo
cratically' fashioned, belonged to the prop
ertied classes, it was revolutions that intro
duced truly thorough democratism,the strength
of the 'commonalty' frightening even those
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who stood to gain the most from tho change of
course. It is at times of revolution that tho
democratic mass is able to square its shoulders,
to discover its own historical importance and
make a visible step closer to political maturi
ty. In the pre-socialist epoch only few genera
tions were blessed with such an opportunity.
Revolution is truly a 'festival of the oppressed
and exploited' (Lenin).

Revolutions are democratic by nature. Their
relation to democracy may be examined from
at least two angles; the impact they make on
the curtailed democratic norms, traditions and
institutions of the previous regime, on the one
hand, and the essence of the democratic forms
created in the course of the revolution, on the
other. The present revolutionary epoch puts
these questions more bluntly than they have
ever been put. Because at the centre of it
stands the working class, and because it is
essentially oriented on a radical shift to the
collectivist communist system based on com
mon ownership of the means of production
and the participation of all citizens in the
affairs of society. It was no accident that in the
several weeks of direct preparation for the
overthrow of the bourgeois dictatorship, Lenin,
then working underground, wrote his book.
The State and Revolution, summing up the
views of Marx and Engels and national and
international revolutionary experience con
cerning the future political pattern of society.
In this sense, analysis of revolution and

democracy will always entail thorough study
of available revolutionary practice, accentuat
ing this or that side of it and, naturally,
enriching it with new elements, But there is
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no denying that in this treasure-house of
experience that of tlie October Revolution
in Russia, a timeless asset of the international
revolutionary movement, will always retain
its fundamental relevance.

Portraying the relation of the October Revo
lution to the Russian variety of bourgeois
democracy, some Western writers try to create
the impression that Soviet power arose on the
ruins of semi-feudal political structures and
shaped itself under their influence. These
disquisitions carry the stamp of the old, once
widespread semi-mystical contraposition of
East and West and of. Western snobbery, and,
furthermore, betray reluctance to study the
true course of Russian and, for that matter,
of world history.
The growth of the capitalist basis and its

corresponding superstructures in Russia did
lag behind that of the foremost 'old' parliamen
tary democracies. But there were few such
democracies. (Surely such countries as Germa
ny, Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal, or Japan,
which were long ruled by feudal monarchies
and had more or less long periods of fascist or
militarist tyranny, had no special 'democratic'
advantages over Russia.)Constitutional demo
cratic ideas appeared in Russia in the 18th
century. The first thorough literary expression
of the anti-monarchist and anti-feudal ideology
is associated with the name of A. N. Radi-
shchev, a contemporary of the French Revolu
tion, whom Catherine II declared a 'rebel
worse than Pugachev'. In the early nineteenth
century it was developed into a political
programme, which the Northern and Southern
Decembrist societies endeavoured to put into
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effect. Though they f.iiled, their attempts were
a seed that fell on fertile soil. Libertarian
traditions, perhaps richer than elsewliere in
the world,accumulated. Like Western Europe,
Russia had its town-republics and its commu
nity self-government. Throughout the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries it was shaken
by peasant wars of unprecedented dimensions,
involving large numbers of people of many
nationalities and engulfing vast territory, led
by such men as Ivan Bolotnikov, Stepan Ra-
zin, Kondraty Bulavin and Emelian Puga-
chev. This left an ineradicable imprint on
popular tradition and the people's psycliology.
The history of Russian capitalism, short

compared to that of the West but precipitous
and abounding in social turmoil, explains
why in the wake of the February revolution
(preceded by the 1905-1907 revolution, the
first people's revolution of the imperialist
epoch and breeding-ground of Russian demo
cratism) which overthrew the hated land
lord-bourgeois tyranny, it became possible to
establish a political system more democratic
than any existing in bourgeois conditions.
This did not complete the process. With the

epicentre of the world revolutionary movement
shifting to Russia, where three revolutions had
succeeded one another in a matter of 12 years,
there rapidly developed forms of a democracy
of a higher order than bourgeois democracy.
Embodied in Soviets, it was a democracy of
the working class and working peasantry.
This mighty 'rival' exercised a tremendous
moral influence on Russian bourgeois demo
cracy. Some critics portray this fact as some
thing next to a historical fault: they regret
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that clemocratisation stimulated by the revo
lutionary situation had not been held in check.
But, surely, revising past history, especially
from a conservative angle, is anything but
honest. The fact that proletarian democracy
proved its advantages over the bourgeois
variety, which it superseded, is a 'fault' tanta
mount to a virtue. One can only be proud of it.

Soviets were not a product of scientific
thought or even of some political party's
tactical manoeuvre. They were born out of
the independent action of the working masses,
a product of their amazing historical creativity
and an outlet for their will, an organ of direct
democracy. The working-class movement was
their cradle and nutrient medium. According
ly, its various currents and groups were repre
sented on them—Bolsheviks, Mensheviks, So
cialist-Revolutionaries, and other parties,
along with the unaffiliated mass. In this the
Soviets resembled the Paris Commune of
1871—the first experience of proletarian poli
tical rule exercised by members of several left
organisations—the 'majority' consisting main
ly of neo-Jacobins and Blanquists, and a
'minority', gathered rotmd the Proudhonists.

Soviets were not 'invented' by Bolsheviks.
Bolsheviks had to fight for influence in them.
The bolshevisation of Soviets (end of the
summer of 1917) occurred precisely because
the Communist Party, fighting for the vital
needs of all toilers and for the interests of all
nations in the country, was the firmest in
facing the challenge of the counter-revolutio
nary mutiny of monarchist general Kornilov.
While the bourgeois Provisional Government
and the Socialist-Revolutionary and Menshe-
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vik leaders, who had boasted of tlieir 'revolu
tionism' when this was safe, showed their
cowardice. The gains of the bourgeois-democra
tic revolution were saved by the proletariat
headed by Communists. Under the influence
of the Bolsheviks, the Soviets proved to be
'the only popular force that put a final end
to the monarchy'.^
From the point of view of their influence

on the masses and mass participation in revo
lutionary reconstruction, the Soviets had the
indisputable advantage, as noted by Gramsci
among others, of having absorbed the deep-
rooted democratic traditions of the people.
Besides, they were not entrammeled by any
old norms that in fact amounted to the will

.of the exploiting class enacted as law. In
revolutionary Russia the Soviets compared
favourably to all other political institutions
(including those created after the February
revolution), above all because the masses did
not associate them with the old regime and
because there were no other intermediate orga
nisations between the masses and the Soviets,
because the Soviets were not a petrified form
of administration and had the requisite flexibi
lity to act in the bourgeois-democratic stage
of the revolution as organs of advanced worker-
peasant democracy and grow into organs of
proletarian statehood in the next, socialist
stage.
The current discussions of ways of securing

a peaceful, democratic, etc., transfer of power
to the working people, paving the way to

^ V. I..Lenin,'Proekt dekreta o rospuske uchredi-
telnogo sobrania'. Collected Works, Fifth Russian
edition. Vol. 35, p. 232.
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soci.aiist reconstruction later on, often lead
to an aberi'atlon. Countering vulgar interpreta
tions of the need for tearing down tlie bourgeois
state machine, some hold that the well-known
Marxist-Leninist tenet on retaining those parts
of the old maciiine that can still serve tiie
people applies to all the basic institutions of
political power created by the bourgeoisie—
created not for the working masses but for
itself, for maintaining its domination. No
other class, and doubly so one with directly
opposite, anti-exploitative interests, must or
can, much as it may wish, guarantee them
immunity. Of this no thinking revolutionary
can have any doubts.
A revolutionary in deed and not word

knows perfectly well that, even given the
loyalty of officials of the old state machine
and of the gigantic executive apparatus of
banks and monopolies, and even given absence
of sabotage and incitement of the people, and
the like, it is still too early to shelve the
Marxist-Leninist tenets concerning the need for
pulling down the bourgeois state machine.
At the very least, it has got to be refurbished—
untilsocialj'practice and the new administrative
staff remake it completely.

Certainly, the remaking should be as pain
less as possible. Certainly, there is no need to
scrap norms of life created down the ages if
they are no drag on the ongoing revolutionary
change. The extremist disposition to retailor
everything, to identify loyalty to revolution
and the new morality with purely external
attributes, may be wholly sincere, but being
devoid of truly revolutionary content it can
only discredit the revolutionary ideals.
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Sooner or,later, however, the principles of
bourgeois democracy—which are not directed
to changing the proprietary order—are bound
to come into collision with the radical changes.
This has got to be anticipated and taken into
account, and the contradiction has ultimately
got to be resolved. It wp.uld be simple-minded
utopianism or deliberate acceptance of social-
reformism to evade the issue and to tell oneself
and others that the capitalist social system
cantba eliminated not despite, but by means
of its own legal superstructure, which, in fact,
is designed and adjusted to strengthening it.
National historical or cultural specifics have
nothing to do with this. Here we have a case of
class and, therefore, international concepts.
The twentieth century abounds in revolu

tionary situations. They arise in many coun
tries. Some have resulted in transfer of power
to the working people, in the establishment of
a people's democratic and, later, socialist
system. Others, and some quite recent ones,
petered out for various objective and subjective,
internal and external reasons, with the
result that a new upswing must be awaited,
possibly in the lifetime of the next generation.
The actions of socialist and democratic forces,
even if initially successful, came to nothing
because, among other things, they had failed
to secure revolutionary self-organisation of tfie
people such as the Soviets, which swiftly
spread in 1917-18 across the vast expanses of
Russia and proved unusually tenacious and
viable in the intricate situation created by the
overthrow of the exploiting classes, the ciyil
war, and the imperialist intervention. Their
tenacious hold on life is probably due to the
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fact that the irrepressible Soviets were, hS
biologists say, 'points of growth' of true demo
cracy for which the people itself discovered
affinity in mind and heart. It was a democracy
without reservations, a village democracy,
a factory or city democracy, with close and
trusted comrades delegated to further the
people's aspirations and hopes, trusted with
the futiu'e of a people endlessly proud that
power no longer belonged to God, tsar and
local headman, and conscious of its own power.
In other words, the Soviets proved clearly and
conclusively that the success of the revolution
depended on the degree and nature of demo
cracy in the revolutionary bodies representing
the self-expression of the masses just as the
achievements and consolidation of democracy
depended on the strength and scale of the
revolution.
This experience helps assess the arbitrary

anti-Soviet and anti-socialist interpretations
of the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly
in January 1918. Before passing any final
judgement, it is essential to determine what
stage of the revolution and whom the Assem
bly rejpresented. Here we discover that the
Constituent Assembly, a plenipotentiary leg
islature elected by the people, was supposed
to have been a step forward compared to the
Provisional Government that had resulted
from a behind-the-scenes compact of the bour
geois-landlord upper stratum (which had, by
the way, procrastinated with elections). It
was supposed to have been that, but was not.
Not because of any action on its own part,
for, in effect, it had not done anything, hut
because it had missed the bus: by the time
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it opened, the Provisional Government had
already been swept out by the whirlwind of
the October Revolution and a historically
superior, no longer bourgeois-democratic but
proletarian-democratic power had been esta
blished—that of the Soviets.
Nearly two months had passed from the day

of the October Revolution to the opening day
of the Constituent Assembly. Elections were
completed in these two months under an
election law drawn up in September. But these
two months were also a time of triumph for
Soviet power. The country—which could not
wait—had already become a scene of democrat
ic changes inconceivable by purely post-
February revolution standards. And the Con
stituent Assembly, reluctant and unable to
understand this, proved much more petty,
egoistic and pedantic than could have been
expected in view of all that had been achieved
and, in effect, already assimilated by the
people.
The conflict between the mass of the people

and the Constituent Assembly erupted because
the latter refused to consider and approve the
Declaration of the Rights of the Working and
Exploited People and to endorse the decrees
on land, peace, and transfer of power to the
Soviets. What is the alternative suggested by
the advocates of Russian bourgeois democracy?
Should the nation have given up its hope of
long-awaited peace? Should tens of millions
of peasants have given up the land, for which
they had yearned for centuries of suffering
and which they had finally acquired? Should
the workers have repudiated the steps taken
against exploitation of their labour? Is this
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not too much to ask for the sake of illusory
'democratic' procedure? Could democratic gains
be sacrificed to mere procedure?
The Constituent Assembly was dissolved

after it had shown its complete inability to
reckon with the compelling political realities
of the times. Soviet power had had no pre
vious intention to dissolve it. Far from it.
The Bolshevik party had thought that the
Constituent Assembly could blend with the
Soviet Republic. 'Is it so difficult to under
stand,' Lenin wrote a week before the October
rising, 'that once power is in the hands of the
Soviets, the Constituent Assembly and its
success are guaranteed! The Bolsheviks have
said so thousands of times and no one has
ever attempted to refute it. Everybody has
recognised this "combined type".'^ It could
have existed for an indefinite time. Lenin
objected to one thing only: that this 'combined
type' of administration (a combination of the
parliamentary system with bodies of mass
democratic initiative) should ' be tantamount
to a negation of the power of the Soviets.
The realism of a 'combined type' of state

hood is a special feature of our transitional
epoch. It is still realistic for some 6f the devel
oped capitalist co\mtries, provided the course
of events is less precipitous and less dramatical
ly tense than it was in Russia, and provided
the circumstances depending on the sum total
of concrete internal and international condi
tions are more favourable. Do the people who
these days so categorically declare Lenin's

' V. I. Lenin, 'Letter to Comrades', Collected
Works, Vol. 26, p. 200.
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concepts to be outdated, know of these Leni
nist tenets?

Unfortunately, the discussion about the rela
tion of revolution and democracy is not always
motivated by the wish to find the truth. Some
times, the aim of obscuring the issue takes
the upper hand. Even in some of the commu
nist publications the debate is at times remi
niscent of a terminological tournament. The
subject is unclear, the concept dim, the class-
political content foggy.

Often, bourgeois ideologues and reformists
join in, introducing topics which they expect
to breed strife in the communist and working-
class movement. It is apposite, therefore, to
recall Lenin's warning. 'More than any other,'
he said, 'our revolution has proved the rule
that the- strength'of a revolution, the vigour
of its assaulti its energy, deterininationj its
victory and 'its triumph intensify the resis
tance of the bourgeoisie. The more victorious
we are, the more the capitalist exploiters
learn to unite and the more determined their
onslaught.'^ Following the bitter lessons of'
the counter-tevolutionary explosion in Hunga
ry in 1956 or that'in Chile in 1973, which, by
the way, were due among other things to a
neglect of certain essential aspects of scientific
revolutionary theory, there seems to be no
need for proving the rele'vance of Lenin's
warning.
The Marxist doctrine, according to Lenin,

'is a summing up of experience illuminated by
a profound philosophical conception of the

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Ninth Congress of the R.C.P.(B)',
Collected Works, Vol. 30, p.' 450.
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world and a rich knowledge of history'.*
Clearly, knowledge of the experience of class
struggle in the present era is absolutely essen
tial, though by itself insufficient, as the start
ing point for any truly revolutionary activity.

Revolution is, of course, a highly authorita
rian thing because the main issue in it is that
of power, and no class has ever conceded power
of its own free will. Power is seized by use or
demonstration of force. And in this respect
a socialist revolution difiers from all preceding
ones only in that its idea of justice is so force
fully embodied in its sweeping popular im
perativeness.

Opportunists never did see and refuse to
see the organic unity of proletarian revolu
tions and democracy. Hence their pathetic
concvirrence with bourgeois ideologists in de
claring Lenin's theory and practice of socialist
revolution 'imdemocratic'. Hence, too, the
assiduously spread tale that a revolution
which creates'a workers' state stands not for
an expansion of democracy, as should be the
logic of things, but, on the contrary, for its
curtailment orj abdication. Even the centrists
(like Otto Bauer) who acknowledged the neces
sity for socialist revolution and proletarian
dictatorship, regarded the latter as a forced
necessity, a temporary sacrifice of democracy
in the interests of building socialism in the
future. Even these 'best' of reformists did
not see the essence of the worldwide historic
assertion at long last of true people's power.
Of the Soviets that sprang up in the 1905-07

* V. I. Lenin, 'The State and Revolution', Col
lected Works, Vol. 25, p. 407.
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revolution Lenin wrote: *As the dictatorship
of the overwhelming majority, the new authori
ty maintained itself and could maintain itself
solely because it enjoyed the confidence of the
vast masses, solely because it involved the
masses as a whole in the freest, widest and
most resolute manner.'^ This was something
fundamentally new—different in quality from
the democracy narrowly conceived as a syno
nym of parliamentarism, which latter, how
ever, it did not entirely negate.

Marxists-Leninists are not opposed to parlia
mentary activity or bourgeois-democratic free
doms. On the contrary, it is the Communists
who always were and are the foremost fighters
against fascism and totalitarian regimes like
the Pinochet junta. But their fight is not aimed
at perpetuating the dictatorship of the bour
geoisie, no matter what super-democratic garb
it may wear, but at drawing ever broader
segments of the people into active political
life, into reconstructing society; they never
forget that in the absence of organised extra-
parliamentary mass action parliamentary acti
vity per se will not take the people a single
step closer to real power.
In the struggle for the new system, Lenin

wrote, 'this is exactly a case of "quantity being
transformed into quality": democracy intro
duced as fully and consistently as is at all
conceivable is transformed from bourgeois inje
proletarian democracy.'® To transform quanti-

^ v. I. Lenin, 'The Victory of the Cadets and the
Tasks of the Workers' Party', Collected Works, Vol. 10^
p. 244-45.

2 Lenin, 'The State and Revolution , Collected
Works, Vol. 25, p. 419,
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ty into quality—here communist and workers'
parties in developed capitalist states hav©
gained extensive opportunities by virtue of
the changed relation of world forces in favour
of peace, democracy and socialism. Conditions
make it possible to work for a new quality,
going beyond purely quantitative achieve
ments that may fluctuate one way or the other
but not secure any fundamental change.
All conimunist and workers' parties in capi

talist countries naturally devote themselves
to 'Working with electors, to election cam
paigns, and to work within parliaments. But
they are always aware of the set of influen
tial—sometimes much more influential than
the representative organs—extra-parliamenta
ry spheres of bourgeois power. First of all,
the state apparatus, and the police and army.
Then, the apparatus of banks and monopoly
eorporations. And lastly, the monopoly-cont
rolled miass media with their colossal modern
resources of manipulating public opinion for
couhter-revolutionary ends. .
" How do-they differ from the parliamentary;
sphere? To begin with, they are closed, can
keep down publicity to the minimum and
iih^ose rigid diktat, thus avoiding public in-
teiaerence dnd outside influence. And Commu
nists'are. not as_ naive us to expect qualitative
social- change to come about if they merely win
seS'ts in parliament in the absence of a decisive
and--definite blueprint for democratising the
extensive extra-parliamentary spheres where-
the qisin levers of the dictatorship of monopo-
ly cdjpital are usually concentrated.^

•  * He' who' goes a22 out, who fights for complete
victory, must alert himself to- the -danger- of having'
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These factors inevitably bring us back to
proletarian dictatorship as conceived by Mar
xists-Leninists, and not as a term of which so
unjustifiably much is being said these days.

Imperialist ideologues still frighten people
"With it, drawing absurd and cynical compari
sons with tyrannical and terrorist regimes of
the bourgeoisie. Those who try to be more
'flexible'and 'subtle' refer to the 'undemocrat
ic nature' of the socialist revolution in Rus
sia, allegedly accompanied with mass violence,
They contrast it to the 'respectable' bour
geois-democratic February revolution. In so
doing, however, they forget that more than
1,500 people were killed in the February coup,
while there were only six killed and 50 wound
ed during the October rising in Petrograd.
Even the monarchist General Krasnov, who
joined 'Socialist' Kerensky in a mutiny against
the Soviet Government, was released from
detention on his word of honour—though this
should probably be considered a mistake.
Breaking his promise, he escaped to the Don
and began organising counter-revolutionary
gangs; during the Second World War he was
a faithful servant of the nazis.
Why was the greatest revolution of all

time, a revolution that changed the face of the
world, almost bloodless? Because Lenin and
the Communist Party succeeded in uniting
millions of workers, peasants and soldiers in
one great political army. They were convinced

his hands tied by minor gains, of being led astray
and made to forget that which is still comparatively
remote, but without which all minor gains are hollow
vanities' ("V. I. Lenin, 'Political Sophisms', Collected
Works, Vol. 8, p. 427).
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that socialist revolution required the inde
pendent social initiative of the bulk of the
people, the working people, and that, in other
words, it was the most democratic action
heretofore known in history.
Summing up the experience of revolution

in Russia and drawing lessons from the defeat
of the 1919 revolution in Hungary, where, by
the way, Soviet power was constituted without
an armed uprising and was later brutally
suppressed by the local and foreign bour
geoisie, Lenin stressed again that 'the dicta
torship of the proletariat is a specific form
of class alliance between the proletariat, the
vanguard of the working people, and the
numerous non-proletarian strata of the working
people (petty-bourgeoisie, small proprietors,
the peasantry, the intelligentsia, etc.) or the
majority of these strata, —an alliance against
capital, an alliance whose aim is... the final
establishment and consolidation of socialism*.''

All working people in town and country
have a stake in this alliance. For them the
working class is that powerful social force
which can defend them against reactionary
trickery and against restoration of the ex
ploiting order. They freely accept the hegemo
ny of the working class and its dictatorship
over reactionary elements. This, however, does
not necessarily imply denial of civic rights
to any social group. Whether or not restrictions
are imposed on the bourgeoisie depends, natu
rally, on the specific conditions in the country,
on the forms and degree of resistance of the

' V. I. Lenin, 'Foreword to the Published Speech
'Deception of the People with Slogans of Freedom
and Equality'", Collected Works, Vol. 29, p. 381.
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exploiters, and the political awareness and
organisation of the working people and their
unity with their revolutionary vanguard.
There can be no ready prescription on this
score.

But irrespective of the concrete historical
situation in which a communist or workers'
party operates, we must always remember
that power termed 'proletarian dictatorship
or by any other identical term, ceases to be
necessary not when the general democratic
majority is won and not in the early period
of transition, but only after the stage of tran
sition is over—with a natural, objective deve
lopment of proletarian statehood and demo
cracy into a state and democracy of the whole
people.
Our class adversary has for many centuries

spread the specious idea of an allegedly organic
link between freedom and private property
and man's incorrigibly'egoistic nature'. Yet,
there is no deeper, broader and more funda
mental premise of democracy than common
ownership, use, and disposal of means, objects,
and products of labour. This is the essential
premise of socialist democratism at the source
of the real, collectivist democracy that trans
cends the accepted constitutional procedures
and ultimately secures unprecedented social
equality and involvement of an ever greater
number of, and finally of all, citizens in the
administration of the state and society (which,
by this token, becomes self-administration).
None but the socialist revolution can end

the antagonism between the state and civilian
society, and compound democracy with state
power. Defining the new type of state and the
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n&w type of democracy that arose in October
1917, Lenin referred to the apparatus of Soviet
power. He said: *It makes it possible to com
bine the advantages of the parliamentary sys'
tem with those of immediate and direct democ
racy, i.e., to rest in the people's elected
representatives both legislative and executive
functions. Compared with the bourgeois par
liamentary system, this is an advance in de
mocracy's development which is of world
wide, historic significance.'*
Our ideological adversaries refuse to accept

this conclusion—the crucial conclusion that
in a way summarises the historical controversy
between bourgeois and proletarian democracy.
They cannot refute it in substance and take
a devious route, weighing the outward, purely
formal qualities of the socialist political sys
tem against the Western variety. We, Soviet
Commxmists, are being maliciously accused by
them of incongruous dogmas that they later
just as lightly deny.
Even professors of history tend to claim

that the Bolsheviks had from the outset wanted
a one-party government and one-party system.
Yet, the government coalition of the Bolshe
vik Party and Left Socialist-Revolutionaries
survived from October 1917, that is, from
the 2nd All-Russia Congress of Soviets, until
July 1918 when the Left Socialist-Revolutiona
ries, seizing on the mood of the kulaks and
the sharpening of the class struggle in the
countryside, began a counter-revolutionary
mutiny.

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Can the Bolsheviks Retain State
Power?', Collected TPdrAs, Vol. 26, p. 103-04.
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The one-party system in Soviet Russia was
not predetermined by Marxist-Leninist doc
trine, as a n ti-co mmunists m a i nta in. 11 was shaped
by the course of events. This should be remem
bered, and correctly understood.

It is absurd to accuse the CPSU of using
identical methods of leadership throughout the
country. This is impossible because of the
typical and specific distinctions in social,
cultural, climatic and geographical back
ground .People living in the tundra and subtrop-
ics, in humid climate and arid desert, indu
strial workers, nomads, tillers and huntsmen
were, in many cases, historically separated by
one, two, even three distinct eras of social
development. This was strikingly described by
Yuri Rytheu, a Chukchi writer, member of an
ethnic group that had not even had a written
'language before the Revolution. At the time
of my childhood,' he wrote, 'a little boy step
ping out of a yarangon the way to school each
morning stepped without a thought across
millennia.'
The Russian Soviet Republic, a proletarian

state, was initially occupied in arranging
relations with states of working people that
had sprung up in Central Asia and which Lenin
described as 'peasant Soviet republics'. Con
sidering that before the revolution Russia was
nearly three-quarters and some of its outlands
totally illiterate, and that its multi-lingual
population was influenced by religion, it faced
a variety of formidable problems. No political
party could hope to retain power, if only for
a short time, in such a country if it were to try
and impose a standard model. ^
In the polemics West European 'pluralism
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is being contrasted to East European *monol-
ithism'. But, alas, these terms are often mean
ingless. Nowhere is the diversity greater than
in the Soviet Union, or for that matter a
greater variety of 'pluralistic' practices. There
is great diversity in the nature and forms of
participation in government, to say nothing
of the variety of parties which—given appro
priate conditions—is not negated by working-
class power. In such socialist countries as the
People's Republic of Bulgaria, the German
Democratic Republic and the Polish People's
Republic several parties participate in build
ing the new society and the political sy
stem.

The various stratagems of imperialist ideo
logues pursue one and only one purpose:
to malign the Soviet Union, the experience of
the most sweeping and the most deep-going
revolution, to divert the masses from revolu
tionary search, or at least lead them onto
a localistic, provincial path. And it is some
times hard to understand why some left lead
ers in capitalist countries are taken in by
them.

The Bolsheviks were victorious not least of
all because they opposed the national exclu-
siveness propagated by Narodniks, the Bund, or
national deviators. They triumphed because
they drew on the lessons of the European and,
for that matter, the whole international work
ing-class movement. They could not have led
the arrned rising in Petrograd and laid the
foundations for a socialist state if they had
not verified their course of action with the
history of the Paris Commune. 'In the present
movement,' Lenin stressed, 'we all stand on
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the shoulders of the Commune.'^ This froih
a man who also know the rich traditions of
the Russian revolutionary movement of libera
tion.

The experience of the October Revolution
in Russia is being studied from prime sources
to lighten the tasks of revolutionaries of
other countries, to minimise difficulties of
reconstruction, to single out positive examples
and avoid losses and mistakes, or, in short,
to bring closer the worldwide triumph of the
common ideals. The 60th anniversary of the
October Revolution was one more reminder
for the Soviet people that theirs had been the
world's first socialist revolution. They are
proud of it, but their pride has no trace of
national arrogance. On the contrary, for them
the broad international recognition of the
October Revolution only accentuates their
revolutionary responsibility. And responsibili
ty leaves no room for arrogance. Responsibility
has to be justified by hard, persevering, tireless
and good work.
There is no denying that many opponents

of the existing socialism have learned to be
flexible. No longer do they say outright that
it is impossible and undesirable ̂ to build
socialism. Instead, they call for its 'democra-
tisation', 'liberalisation', 'humanisation',
meaning a free band for forces hostile to socia
lism, and turning the Communist Party, the
only party through which true people's power
can be exercised consistently, into just one of
many rival organisations, societies, unions,

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Plan of a Lecture on the Commune',
Collected Works, Vol. 8, p. 208.
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and so on. Imperialists and their helpers know
the significance, prestige and role of the Marx
ist-Leninist party in the political system of
socialist society, and want to undermine them.

Stripped of its former political and econo
mic dominance, the hourgeoisie is prepared
to wait. It gathers strength slowly, patiently,
using its old-time ties with international capi
tal, its experience in politics and military
affairs, the tenacity of the bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois outlook and morality, and
especially the nationalist and individualist
prejudices of the non-proletarian groups. It is
out to erode the pillars of socialism where they
are not yet consolidated, and to prepare the
ground for a counter-revolutionary coup in the
hope of outside aid. Only those who have but
a vague notion of the watershed between
democracy and anti-democracy can be indiffe
rent to this activity, or be lulled by talk of
abstract humanitarianism.

Is there any way other than revolution with
proletarian hegemony to achieve true, not
formal, democracy? History has given the
answer: no, there is not.
The way suggested by social-reformists is

not novel. It has been tested and proved
barren. A social-democratic government has
ruled Sweden for 44 years. In this long term
it touched none of the pillars of the bourgeois
system. Social-democratic governments admi
nister the affairs of capitalists as conscientious
ly as the governments of bourgeois parties—
often even more effectively because the working
people trust them more than they do undis
guised conservatives. In short, the barrenness
of social-reformism leads naturally to the
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downfall of what would seem to be a stable
opportunist Utopia, and tliereby confirms
Marxism-Leninism by its negative example.

3. Socialism and the Present
international Relations

In our time, the emergence and evolution
of socialist societies is inconceivable outside
the global relationships of nations and states.
Therefore, no description of socialism's liber-
ative essence can be complete if an examina
tion of its effects in the domain of international
relations is omitted. Why? The answer is
contained in the Marxist-Leninist analysis
of the changing correlation of internal and
international relations in the present era.
These days, the now society does not emerge
and shape itself in isolation. It does so in the
framework of a world system whose historical
advance against the exploiting system is now
world-wide.

Those who depict this global approach
which Lenin introduced in the Marxist theory
of socialist revolution as a 'revision' of
substantive points in Marx's teaching, are

< either misled or are deliberately distorting the
f SLCtrS

Arguing against the Russian Communists'
orientation on socialist revolution, the leaders
of the Second International referred mainly
to the country's economic and cultural back
wardness and alleged absence of objective
conditions for its transition to the new system.
The right-wing Social-Democrats tried to
taboo working-class attempts at winning power
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in countries that bad not yet converted all
branches of -their economy to large-scale
machine technology. With Kautsky at their
head, the 'omniscient' exponents of social-
reformism rallied against Lenin and his
comrades. They depicted the Russian Bolshe
viks as dreamers, conspirators and Blanquists.
They said the Bolsheviks were exaggerating
the role of a restricted group of active revolu
tionaries, and accused them of giving precedence
to the political over the economic, the
subjective over the objective.
In the early twentieth century there was

bitter and ceaseless contention between the
revolutionary and the conciliatory opportun
ist wings of international socialism as an
ideological and political movement. And
Lenin turned out to be right all down the
line. He was right from the standpoint of
precisely those Marxist principles which the
opportunists had tried to use against him.
To see bow right he was, we should look into
the essential difierence between Lenin's posi
tion and the nationalist outlook of the Second
International doctrinaires.

The dogmatists that they were, the latter
referred themselves to past history, when the
antagonistic societies, including the capitalist,
emerged in more or less closed social struc
tures. The British, American and French bour
geois revolutions were opposed by contempo
rary feudal, semi-feudal and even bourgeois
states.. The internal progressive forces seeking
to repattern social relations acted at their
own peril, as it were, relying mainly on the
maturity of conditions for an overturn in
their country and with no serious hope of aid
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from kindred social forces in other lands.
The revolutionary capacity of classes in each
country was of a national order. The effect
of international factors was never ruled out,
but could not be decisive. This was true for
as long as the social organisation was one
of almost exclusively local societies and had
not consolidated into a form of broad com
munity, a world system, due to the absence
of that crucial economic precondition, a world
market.
The first of the socio-economi formations

that shaped gradually into a world system—
the capitalist—differed from the previous
ones in that the evolving worldwide division
of labour and commerce changed its intrinsic
economic laws from laws governing the internal
relations of peoples into laws of international
relations. Capitalist exploitation of workers
and other labouring strata in each country
was compounded with imperialist exploitation
of backward peoples. Lenin described it as
follows: 'Developed capitalism, in bringing
closer together nations that have already been
fully drawn into commercial intercourse, and
causing them to intermingle to an increasing
degree, brings the antagonism between inter
nationally united capital and the interna
tional working-class movement into the fore
front.'^

The internal and international social rela
tions became stably homogeneous and merged
so closely that the abolition of, say, exploita
tion in one country became an impediment

^ V. I. Lenin, 'The Right of Nations to Self-
Determination', Collected Works, Vol. 20, p. 401.
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to exploitative relations in the rest of the
world. By injecting its built-in profit motive
into all spheres of social relations, capitalism
created a situation where a local setback
assumed international significance. The revo
lutionary potential of the national contin
gents of the working class, peasants, middle
strata, intelligentsia, and national-democratic
forces, and the content, scale and rate of the
social transformations in a country, have
gained international relevance. This means
that a revolutionary success scored by a nation
causes immediate international repercussions
and affects the system of international, as
well as internal, ties. Furthermore, the revo
lutionary potential of individual countries
merges unavoidably with that of other peoples,
and is augmented by the example and strength
of the socialist world system.
No depiction of the higher stage of capital

ism will be complete if it centres on just
the production of surplus value in individual
countries and by-passes the monopoly profits
derived from international economic ties.
Similarly, no depiction of the preconditions
for progressive social change in individual
countries will ever be complete if based
exclusively on the internal economic, cultural
and human resources. If a narrow national
interpretation of revolution during the emer
gence of the capitalist system was liable
to lead to serious error, this is doubly so—and
in fact totally absurd—in the epoch of transi
tion from capitalism to socialism on a world
scale. The talk about revolutionary struggle
with exclusive reliance on one's own forces,,
typical of certain ultra-left elements, is out-
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and-out poppycock. If only because it amounts
te saying that socialism cannot be built in
countries where capitalism is at a medium
or low level of development, or that patriar
chal feudal societies cannot, even given
alliance of their progressive leading forces
with the socialist countries, go over to social
ism by-passing capitalism. In fact, this
tends to write off the several dozens of years
of experience on the European, Asian and
American continents where countries with
disparate social and economic levels have
been developing on the basis of public proper
ty^ jt ignores the practice of hundreds of mil
lions of people.
The principal difference between the L.om-

munists headed by Lenin and the leaders
of the Second International over the practica
bility of socialist revolutions centered on
Lenin's recognition and the latter s denial
of the ability of the Russian workers, who
comprised a minority in the country, to per
form a socialist revolution. The dogmatic
interpreters of Marx maintained that Russia
was insufficiently developed in the industrial
and cultural sense to set out immediately
on the passage to socialism.
Did Lenin deny Russia's social and econom

ic backwardness? Certainly not. Did he
recognise large-scale production as the only
possible material basis for socialism? Certain
ly. In fact, he held that anyone disregarding
this Marxist principle could not be a Com
munist.^

1 See V. I. Lenin, 'Tenth All-Russia Conferoncc
of the RGP(B)', Collected WorArs, Vol. 32, pp. 407-08,
492, etc.
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What was the new factor which led to the
deduction that the imperialist system could
be breached, and that socialist construction
was possible, in other than a highly developed
capitalist country? .
To substantiate this deduction it is not

enough to refer to just the unprecedented
strength, scale and organisation of the working-
class movement, the existence of a Marxist-
Leninist party, the alliance of workers and
working peasants, or to other factors of a sub
jective and political order. Certainly, they are
all highly important. But what about that
basic material factor, the productive forces
that justify passage to the new social system?
They did exist, Lenin maintained, and it is

immaterial whether or not all of them are at
hand in a country that takes the road to
socialism, provided it has reached a certain
minimal level of capitalist development. In
the imperialist epoch the fusion of internal and
international relations alters the method of
approach to the socialist potential of the revo
lutionary masses.
'Since large-scale industry exists on a world

scale', Lenin said in December 1921, 'there
can be no doubt that a direct transition to
socialism is possible—and nobody will deny
this fact.... And if, owing to the backwardness
with which we came to the revolution, we have
not reached the industrial development we
need, are we going to give up, are we going
to despair? No, We shall get on with the
hard work because the path that we have
taken is the right one.'^ Initially, the success

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Ninth All-Russia Congress of
Soviets', Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 160, ,
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of socialist transformations within national
borders may depend on the state of the productive
forces in the world. And though given relatively
less developed preconditions of an industrial
and technical order than those of the devel
oped capitalist countries, in our era this paves
the way to relatively higher forms of social
and political organisation dedicated entirely
to the working people. Every nation building
socialism must consolidate this success after
the revolution by working within the country
for a productivity of labour, and a scientific
and technical potential higher than capita
lism.
The connection between the internal and

international relations of every nation is now
particularly apparent. In the past, imperia,-
lism's ability to export counter-revolution
lessened or wiped out the chances of a revolu
tion winning in the smaller countries. Now,
as the events of the fifties in Hungary, the
sixties in Cuba and Czechoslovakia, and the
seventies in Vietnam, have shown, this abi
lity is in many ways reduced, if not entirely
eliminated. This applies to military inter
vention, economic sanctions, blockade, at
tempts at eroding the socialist consciousness
of nations, and the like. When acting in
unison, the socialist community can halt the
export of counter-revolution, compensate for
the rupture of the country's traditional eco
nomic ties, render technical, economic and
cultural aid, and exchange social experience.
More, the minimal capitalist development

once necessary for the transition to socialism
in, say, Russia's case, is probably no longer
indispensable. The facts show that even
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though., the country is one or two epochs
behind, this can be compensated by a firm
and consistent orientation on alliance with the
countries of the socialist world system. The
socialist countries' new type of international
relations enable some peoples to by-pass whole
stages of internal exploitative social relations
already passed and replaced in other coun
tries with relations of comradely cooperation
and mutual assistance. These new-type inter
national relations act as a transmission belt
for the most advanced forms of social organ
isation and as a catalyst of social progress.
If the difficulties of building the new society
in a country were viewed 'by themselves, in
isolation from the international situation,'
said Leonid Brezhnev, 'they would seem
insuperable. But the point is that nowadays
the inception and victory of a socialist revo
lution occur in conditions where socialism has
become the dominant trend in the develop
ment of humankind.'^
For this reason, the narrow national 'country

by country' approach (based on the relation
of forces in just one's own country) is giving
way in Marxist social science to an approach
based on .integration of the social relations
within the country with the country's interna
tional relations. This is the amendment that
the present times have made in the method
ology of the materialist historical analysis,
because these days the determining role in
all world events is played by the struggle of
the two systems—socialism and capitalism.

^ L. I. Brezhnev, Leninskim kursom (Following
Lenin's Course), Vol. 4, Moscow, 1974, p. H.
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Communist social relations are shaping not
only within individual countries, but also
between countries. And the ultimate result
is a social homogeneity of national and inter
national ties, a homogeneity of the internal
and external soeial environments, their organ
ic fusion, a consolidation of socialist national
societies into a communist international com
munity which could be described, to use
Marx's phrase, as socialised mankind.



Chapfer I

SOCIALISM AS THE MEANS

OF OVERCOMING ALIENATION OF LABOUR

1. The Social-Economic Meaning of Alienation
of Labour

Socialism is the only social system that
envisages a steadily increasing degree of free
dom within society. For the first time in
history, it creates equality in relation to the
means of production and abolishes exploita
tion of man by man. This is an essential
feature of the new system, testifying to the
elimination of that oppressive social fact of
centuries and millenia—alienation of labour.
This is the feature that sets every truly social
ist society, no matter what specific qualities
it may have, apart from the society based
on private property.
The first analysis of alienated labour was

made by Marx in his Economic and Philosophic
Manuscripts of 1844. The term 'alienation',
it is true, had been in use before Marx. But he
gave it a specific new meaning. We need only
compare Feuerbach's (let alone Hegel's) con
ception of alienation with Marx's to see the
complete dissimilarity of their methodologi
cal approaches. For Feuerbach, who examined
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the causes of people's poverty, suffering,
moral degradation and dehumanisation, the
matter boils down to the spiritual estrange
ment of the finest human faculties in favour
of an imaginary divinity. By yielding all his
virtues, endowments and energy to this divi
nity man is ravaged and robbed of his own
essence. Hence, he suffers. As Feuerbach saw
it, the aim was to give these qualities back
to people, to depose the divinity, and to make
man god. All he did was to criticise the old
religion and replace it with a new one.
The young Marx shows a new, more substan

tial approach. He sees man as an active factor
that transforms nature, through his practice;
this leads him to the conclusion that oppres
sion and suffering stem from the fact that
division of labour ousts people from many
varieties of activity, robs them of their uni
versality, impoverishes the content of their
labour. The results, and therefore the process
of labour, are taken from them. The material
conditions of subsistence are taken from them.
In other words, people's principal life activity
is materially alienated from them. It is not
a matter of replacing one faith with another,
but first and foremost a matter of returning
to man the material conditions and products
of his labour. And the only way to do so is to
eliminate the middleman between the worker,
on the one hand, and the means, objects and
products of labour, on the other. This means
eliminating the capitalist. Marx, as we see,
did not centre his criticism on religion but
on the existing relations between man and
man. Feuerbach's idealist standpoint is here
opposed by the materialist standpoint of the
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young Marx. This alone is enough lo qualify
Marx's Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts
of 1844, along with his Theses on Feuerbach,
as a work of genius, a brilliant exposition of
the new world outlook.
The notion 'alienated labour' applicable in

all antagonistic societies occurs but rarely in
the works of the mature Marx, who, as wo
know, concentrated on a detailed study of the
economic mechanism of tlie capitalist system.

Revisionists took advantage of the fact
that Marxists had for a time neglected the
question of labour alienation. Some Soviet
philosophers exaggerated the terminological
idiosyncracies in Marx's early works, and
suggested that the concept of alienated labour
should be altogether abandoned. They argued
that the author had himself given up using
it, that it was likely to cause misinterpreta
tion of established Marxist principles. In the
heat of the controversy they questioned some
of the most valuable scientific conclusions of
the early Marx, though experience had shown
that no scientific or philosophical problem
is ever prejudiced or devaluated by the fact
of our opponents' trying to exploit it against
us.

First, in Marxist use the term 'alienated
labour' is a wholly established scientific
concept, which could be mistrusted only due
to its 'Hegelian' ring rather than in substance.
Second, there was no sense in abandoning
something already elaborated in Marxist phi
losophy and letting anti-communists and
renegades arbitrarily distort our doctrine.
Third, Marx's Capital contains a projection
of the analysis of the alienation of labour.
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Fourth, in the absence of this analysis it is
harder to resolve certain questions of histo
rical materialism, scientific communism and
Marxist-Leninist ethics, in particular the
problems of freedom and necessity.
Labour, the simplest basic aspects of which

are purposeful activity and the means and
object of labour, constitutes man's transfor
mative influence on the substance of nature
in order to give it the desired form. It is in
labour that man shows his skill, knowledge,
ability and, in one way or another, his essence
and character. This effect, the transfusion of
subjective ability into an object, its conversion
from properties intrinsically rooted in the
subject into properties of a thing, constitutes
the common feature of all labour, for there
is no other way to adapt the object to human

If we take man's life activity as a thesis,
the materialisation of his essence in labour,
the dedication of his properties outside his
self, his egress from his T', will to some extent
seem a negation of subjectiveness—an antithesis.
The personal and productive consumption

of the created product, the return to the
producer of that which he had put into the
object in the process of labour, man's contin
uously repeated assertion of himself as the
active factor of production, may be regarded
as the synthesis. In contrast to the second
factor (objectivisation), this third amounts in
character to appropriation or subjectivisation
of the object, which is, in effect, an important
precondition of objectivisation. In fact, there
is the closest intertwining, interpenetration
and mutual conditioning.
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Though they are closely connected and
presuppose each other, these three factors of
human activity are distinct from each other
and often divided in space and time. There
are people, in fact, who do not engage in
labour, who do not objectify their essence.
This is true of those who belong to the exploit
ing class. On the other hand, there are people
who labour, who produce, but are denied the
opportunity of consuming. The act of objec
tifying the subject through labour is distinct
from the act of appropriation, of subjectifying
the product of labour. This feature of labour—
the objective division between manufacture
and consumption, between giving and taking-
delays the return of the object to the produc
er.

The objectihcation of man's faculties in the
process of labour (the subject-object relation)
will survive as long as there is social produc
tion. On the other hand, the withdrawal of
the material embodiment, of the concretion
of labour—the appropriation of a product—
by someone who does not work (Marx refers
to this social alienation in the man-to-man
relationship) began at a definite stage in the
development of society and is therefore,
though it lasts a long time, no more than
transient and temporary.
In the primitive community, for example,

which had rudimentary implements and pro
duced barely enough to sustain the people
comprising it, there could be no question of
alienating labour in the above sense. The
poorly developed productive forces, the low
productivity of labour and ignorance of the
social and natural laws made man completely
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dependent on nature. In addition, there was
his dependence on the group without which
he could not survive—a severe necessity and
anything but idyllic. It was not a free asso
ciation of harmoniously developed indivi
duals but a group of weak and defenceless
creatures who derived the modicum of strength
to face nature through their alliance. There
was no alienation there simply because there
was nothing to alienate and nobody capable
of alienating.

Private property and slave-ownership arose
on the basis of a higher productivity of labour,
which yielded a certain surplus product over
and above the minimal vital need. This
surplus became an alienated product. Besides,
a group of persons also began to appropriate
people as well for their own profit, reducing
them to instruments of labour. Slavery meant
that all the fruit of a slave's labour belonged
to his master; it also meant complete sub
jection, denial of all human qualities, and
did not let the slave belong to himself. The
slave's time was assumed to belong to his
master, though, in effect, part of his working
time went into replacing the minimum means
of life consumed by him.
The sole difference between the slave and the

serf of feudal times was that the latter—the
peasant dependent on the feudal lord—was
allotted land and the means for cultivating
it, and worked part of the time for his own
benefit.
In the system of capitalist production the

person of the worker is no longer dependent.
He is no longer anybody's property. But he is
deprived of the means of production. He is
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given personal freedom, but denied its mate
rial foundation.
The bourgeois revolutions abolished aliena

tion of the person. This was a step towards
real freedom, but alienation of labour remain
ed.^ Personal freedom, too, proved a mere
illusion, because there remained economic
dependence on the owner of the instruments
and objects of labour. The product of labour
went to the owner of the means of production,
not to the labourer, the producer. Thus, it
confronted labour 'as something alien, as
a power independent of the producer' In the
circumstances 'realisation of labour appears
as loss of realisation for the workers; objectifi-
cation as loss of the object and bondage to if
What the worker produces increases the

power that dominates and enslaves him. As
Marx observed in the initial variant of Capi~
tal, 'the emphasis is laid not on objectification,
but on the state of alienation [Entfremdet-,
Entaussert-, Veraussertsein\, on the possession
of enormous material power, which social
labour had itself opposed to itself as one of

1 The Constitution of the French Republic of
1793, for example, said: 'No type of labour, activity
or commerce may bo excluded from the occupat^u
of citizens. Each person may sell his services, his
time. But he can neither sell himself nor be sold.
The person is an inalienable property.' The point
about 'selling his services, his time meant that,
while outlawing sale of a person, it permitted partial
sale of his labour power, that is, alienation of his
ability. This is the key to the half-baked nature of
the bourgeois revolutions.

® Karl Marx, 'Economic and Philosophic Manus
cripts of 1844'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1975, p. 272.

» Ibid.
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its aspects: ownership of this power hot by
the worker but by the personified conditions
of production, i.e., capital'.' The product of
labour—the object created by man, begins
to dominate man: 'the more the worker spends
himself,' Mar.x says, 'the more powerful
becomes the alien world of objects which he
creates over and against himself.-

After studying factories in Russia in 1908,
Lenin calculated the correlation of a capital
ist's profit to the wage of a worker. "There
Were then 2,250,000 workers in the country.
Their earnings totalled 555,700,000 roubles.
The capitalists' profit was 568,700,000 roub
les. The average annual wage was something
like 246 roubles. In other words, each worker
yielded the capitalists a sum of 252 roubles,
that is, more than he I'eceived himself. Lenin
Wrote: 'It follows that the worker works the
lesser part of the day for himself and the
greater part of it for the capitalist.'®
At present, the contrasts are still more

staggering. In the mid-nineteenth century
United States, for example, a labourer worked
something like three-fifth of the day for him
self and two-fifth of the day for the capitalist,
whereas a hundred years later he worked
^s much as two-thirds of the day for the
capitalist, and just one-third for himself. And
since the end of World War II, according

„  ' Karl Marx, Gninarisse der Kritik der Poliiischen
Okonomie (Rohentwurf) 1857-1858, Berlin, 1953, p. 716.

_ ^ Karl Marx, 'Economic and Philosophic Mamus-
cripts of 1844". In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, p. 272.

® V. I. Lenin, 'Workers' Earnings and Capitalist
Profits in Russia', Collected Works, Vol. 18, p. 257.
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to Gus Hall in Imperialism Today, the rate
of exploitation of the working class in the
United States increased by more than 70 per
cent as a result of the scientific-technological
revolution.' Official figures show that in just
the past ten years this indicator has risen
by 17 per cent, and by as much as 29 per cent
in the manufacturing industry where the
effects of the scientific-technological revolu
tion are more strongly felt and the proportion
of skilled workers is higher.
The increase of real wages for some groups

of workers seen in the sixties does not conflict
with this fact. The concessions the monopolies
are compelled to make are more than compen
sated by the swifter rising mass of profit
obtained from the new technology, the inordi
nate intensification of labour, the super-
exploitation of immigrant workers, the infla
tion, and so on.
The annual growth of profit ofj the 500 big

gest US industrial concerns. Fortune reported
in a 1976 review, was 18.9 per cent in 1972
and 39 per cent in 1973. Dropping to 12.8 per
cent in 1974 and 13.3 per cent in 1975, it rose
to 30.4 per cent in 1976. Citing these figures,
the. French weekly, Le Monde diplomatique,
pointed to the decline of weekly ̂.wages in
manufacturing in 1972-3, with no wage move
ment in 1974-6. 'At the top of the hierarchy
things are different,' the journal said. 'The
emoluments of directors-general increased an
average 17-20 per cent last year (1976—R.K.).
Stagnation of the real incomes of hired labour

1  See Gus Hall, Imperialism Today. An Evaluation
of Major Issues and Events of uur Time, New York,
1972, p. 43.
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in industry is accompanied with a high level
of unemployment (7.7 per cent in 197G against
5.6 per cent in 1972), which does not seem
to be dropping despite changes of political
course and economic animation. The million

US workers who are out of work since 1973 and
see corporation profits rising while they remain
unemployed may ask if they will be needed
again at least in the future.'^
This question is doubly justified, since,

according to US News &. World Report^
following the slight decline of inflation rates
that began in mid-1977, the price curve is
expected to go up. The journal estimated that
prices would go crazy in 1978. 'Entertain
ment: Here's one place where the consumer
may get a break,' the journal added wrily.
"Admission prices are expected to remain
stable in 1978," says Joseph G. Alterman,
executive director of the National Association
of Theatre Owners. And only half of the
major-league baseball teams plan to raise
ticket prices for their games in 1978, according
to a survey by baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn.'^
This speaks of reduced living standards of

which the workers are not always aware.
There is interesting evidence to this effect in
a report by R. Guibert, a French journalist,
in the weekly La vie ouvriere. Guibert visited
workers' families in Chicago and described two
typical cases—the family of highly-paid white
toolmaker Joe Finocchio and low-paid black
floorsweeper John Ross.

* Le Monde diplomatique, July 1977.
® US News&t, World Report, January 9, 1978, p. 22.
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Tlie home of Iho former, a jack-of-all-trades,
is 'the typical pretty American home', pro
bably best qualified in the writer's caustic
remark, 'one cannot imagine a more astonish
ing concentration of consumer goods known
as "durables'". Finocchio, his wife and two
children wallow in their prosperity and are
proud of their home. The following conversa
tion ensued between the head of tlie family
and his guest:
Joe, all this is magnificent—
Thank you. .
It's magnificent, all this, but how can you

afford it? What do you earn at Harvester's?
I get §5.68 an hour. My take-home pay

is about §200 a week.
Is that enough to buy and keep up this

house?
Certainly not. I have two other jobs. I'm

at the factory from 7 am to 3.30 pm. That
leaves me time for other things.
What other things?
I'm salesman in a liquor store, and Satur

days I tend bar.
How many hours a week do you work?
Forty in the factory and between 20 and 30

at the other places.
Guibert turned to the man's wife. She was

ill and did not work.

How do you feel about all this?
He does it for me. He brings all the money

home. So....
And you, Joe, are you contented?
I guess so. I have the house I dreamed of

and everything that goes with it.
But not the time to enjoy it.
True enough.... A bit later maybe.
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Do you have any leisure at all? Do you have
a vacation?
We haven't been going out much because

of the kids. Now they've grown, and the day
before yesterday wo went to a show and dined
out. Two years ago we went on a vacation to
Sicily where I have relatives. But I'm not
sure we'll bo able to afford a few weeks this
year....

Guibert's last question:
Do you have many debts, was much of this

bought on instalments?
No, practically nothing. When I want

something, I prefer to pay cash. I don't want
to be a prisoner of the system.

Joe is a good man, Guibert writes. The
worst of it is, he adds, that he's a prisoner
of the system all the same, though he does
not know it.

In a certain sense, Guibert writes, John
Ross's house is the very opposite of Finoc-
chio's. Despite the cleanliness, everything is
falling apart. The ceilings in the ground-floor
rooms are badly cracked; water pours in when
it rains. The bathroom isn't usable any more,
and evidently hasn't been for a long time.
The furniture and the kitchenware seem to have
come from a second hand store. You see many
of the gadgets that white families have, but
they are like the cast-offs of another world,
a wretched parody of the consumer society.
How much do you earn at the factory?
$150 for a 40-hour week. But $142 a month

goes for the house. My 18-year-old son can't
find a job. I get $30 monthly from Welfare
for my granddaughter, because my daughter
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isn't married. And it costs mo a year
to send the other children to school.

Do you ever go on vacation?
No. Once, I had two of the boys visit my

sister in Saint Louis. Will they ever go again?
I don't know. Who can tell? My wife and
I have never been out of the Chicago ghetto.

I see you have a good car.
It's a 1966 Pontiac. I've got to have a car....

The factory is 15 miles away.'-
Ross and his family feel all the social

contrasts of US society, especially the racial
discrimination (which is the antagonism be
tween labour and capital that the bourgeoisie
has shifted to the sphere of relations between
people of different colour).
But Guibert's conversations with Finocchio

and Ross do not mean that the former is
prospering, while the latter is not. Finocchio's
60-70-hour week robs him of the chance to
enjoy the comfort he has earned, whereas
Ross is even unable to earn it. In a way,
the realities of their lives wipe out the diffe
rence between having and not having. The
effects are similar, though the causes are
outwardly different.
The proletariat's state of alienation assumes

a variety of forms, of which mass unemploy
ment is most typical. In the United States
in mid-1975 unemployment stood at something
like eight per cent, and at nearly 25 per cent
for blacks.

Certainly, this is the most obnoxious form
of alienation from their life activity of people
able and willing to work. Yet it is organically

^ La vie ouvriere, May 10, 1972.
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implicit in the capitalist social system and
is exploited by the ruling class in its economic
ofiensive against the proletariat. A definite
degree of unemployment, many bourgeois
economists hold, is good for capital, helping
to secure competitive, that is more severe,
terms of employment (and hence of exploita
tion), and to avert inflation, which bourgeois
scholars unjustly ascribe to rising wages and
salaries, the militancy of the working people's
Political and professional organisations, and
the like.^

Unemployment, some of them say, is no
obstacle to prosperity for the employed. But
that is an astonishing display of blindness.
They under-rato the pressure unemployment
is exerting on wage and salary earners. British
economist F.W. Paish notes, for example,
that there is a distinct relation between the
growth rate of wages and the level of unem
ployment. His tables and diagrams show that
between 1955 and 1959 unemployment in
Britain rose from 1 per cent to 2.43, while
the annual growth rate of wages declined

^ US economist G. Kenneth Galbraith is of a differ
ent opinion. 'It should not bo forgotten, ho says,
'that conservatives consider unemployment an advan
tage- it furnishes hands for the most unattractive
jobs. Besides, it may impose a certain discipline on
society: the jobless are troubled, they ask themselves
how they arc going to find a job and survive, and
hence behave quietly. Certainly, nobody ever says
this in so many words. Euphoniisms are uscd:^ in
the United States people have been referring to a "na
tural unemployment rate" for the past two or three
years. This is a formula Fortune magazine seized
on happily. Its enthusiasm can be shared only by
those who have never been out of work themselves.
{he Nouvel obscrvatetir, April H-17, 1077).
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from 8.2 per cent to 3.1. Between 1960 and
1963 unemployment increased from 1.53 to
2.47 per cent, while the growth rate of wages
dropped from 7.4 to 3.6 per cent.
A summary calculation based on this corre

lation shows that a rise in unemployment
from one per cent to two is accompanied by
a decline in the growth rate of wages from 9
per cent to 3. An increase in unemployment
by just one per cent would therefore mean
a decline of llie growth rate of wages by
slightly over one per cent. In the early sixties,
production growth in Britain per gainfully
employed was a little below an annual three
per cent. To avoid inflation, Paish maintains,
the wage increases should have been only
a bit over 2.5 per cent.

Calculations based on coefficients drawn
from this correlation show tliat unemployment
would have to amount to some 2.25 per cent.
Those are the workings of the system based
on alienation of labour—a system that owes
its existence to the extended reproduction of
this alienation.

Here are a few facts.

In 1953, one-fifth of US families with the
lowest incomes received 4.9 per cent of the
national income, and 4.5 per cent in 1960.
The respective percentages in the case of one-
fifth of the wealthiest families were 44.7 and
45.7 per cent. 'It is pointed out that the
poorest 20 per cent of all families get only
about 5 per cent of all pretax personal income—
about the same proportion as ten or even
twenty-five years ago,' Sanford Rose wrote
several years ago. 'On the other hand the
richest fifth get about 40 per cent, which
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is not niucli diflcrcnl from what they received
in 1947. And so, it is claimed, the US has
failed to make measurahlc progress toward
greater economic equality since the end of
World War II.

Still more striking contrasts are drawn by
James D. Smith of Pennsylvania State Uni
versity. The top one per cent of adult US
wealth-holders, he says, own roughly 25 per
cent or more of all personal property and
financial assets. Using data collected by the
University of Michigan's Survey Research
Centre, study director Lewis Mandell esti
mates that the lop five per cent of US families
(that is one-twentieth instead of theone-Iifth
given by Rose) hold upward of 40 per cent
of all wealth. The richest 20 per cent, Mandell
adds, has three times the net worth of the
bottom 80 per cent.
The concentration of wealth increased during

the twenties, decreased somewhat from 1929
to the late forties, started rising again in the
fifties, and remained fairly stable in the
sixties. According to James D. Smith, 'the
degree of concentration certainly did not
decrease in the last decade. If anything, it
increased slightly.' As usual, money continued
to make money. Though only one in 20 Amer
icans attributes the source of his prosperity
to inheritance, it is a relatively significant
factor in the case of the wealthy. Dorothy
Projector and Gertrude S. Weiss observe that
this is so for 'a substantial portion of total
assets' held by 34 per cent of those with
annual incomes of ^500,000 or more and

^ Forlniie, Dcccmbor 1972, p. 90.
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57 per cent with incomes of $100,000. 'The
clear implication of these findings', they say
'is that the gap between the poorest and the
richest Americans continues to widen, even
though the population in general has grown
much richer since World War 11.'^ The promi
nent US economist, Herbert Aptheker, points
out that in the first twenty years since World
War II more than 57 per cent of the national
budget was used for purposes of war or war
preparations, and that only six per cent was
spent on social needs. This ratio is a mirror-
reflection of the inhumanity of the present
social system in the United States.

Material poverty reigns in US society,
Aptheker writes further, with 20 per cent
living in appalling conditions and the living
standard of another 20 per cent well below
the official subsistence minimum.

Referring to obviously minimised official
figures. Time magazine claims that at present
12 per cent lives below the poverty line against
22 per cent in 1959. It leads off its article,
'Destitute and Desperate in the Land of
Plenty', with the words of James W. Comp-
ton, Chicago Urban League director: 'If the
cities erupt again we will find no safe place
on either side of the barricades.' Here is how
the article begins: 'The barricades are seen
only fleetingly by most middle-class Ameri
cans as they rush by in their cars or commuter
trains—doors locked, windows closed, moving
fast. But out there is a different world, a place
of pock-marked streets, gutted tenements and
broken hopes. Affluent people know little

* Business Week, August 5, 1972.
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about this world, except when despair makes
it erupt explosively onto Page One or the
7 o'clock news. Behind its crumbling walls
lives a large group of people who are more
intractable, more socially alien and more
hostile than almost anyone had imagined.
They are the unreachable: the American
underclass.'^
A similar situation is seen in Britain. Two

per cent of the British people, said the New
Left's May Day Manifesto 1968, still own
55 per cent of all private wealth, and 10 per
cent own 80 per cent. The top one per cent
of the British people receive about as much
income as the bottom 30 per cent put together.
'The class struggle in Britain sees now

eruptions all the time,' writes the West
German Stern. 'For many years politicians
have been trying to moderate the grim social
contradictions with more and more money out
of the state treasury. There is a steady flow
of allowances, benefits and relief money. But
by doing this the state has involuntarily
fathered a new class, against which all the
bitterness is now turning—the prosperous
unemployed.'

Stern quotes Edward Plimmer, a 45-year-old
warehouse worker: 'Are you surprised our
country is sick? Are you? But in our country
it is better to have no job at all.'''
In other words, salvation of the capitalist

system (or postponement of its downfall) is
sought, among other things, through organ
ised pauperisation of part of the working

^ Time, 29 August, 1977.
® Stern, January 27, 1977.
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people, artificial inculcation of a parasitical
psychology (reminiscent of the Roman plebs),
and attempts at reconverting the proletariat
from a 'class for itself into a 'class in itself.
There is, indeed, no limit to the varieties of
alienation.

'Selection by money remains pitiless, and
is seen at all levels,' writes Le Monde diplo
matique in 'Capitalism Against Democracy?'.
It adds: 'Whole groups of citizens gain little
or notliing from the progress of science and
technology and from economic progress; even
though their living conditions improve, the
differential gap separating them from the
others—inherent in the capitalist mode of
production—is the same if not greater. And
this applies to the majority of the working
people.
'Their numbers are, in fact, swelled by

"new paupers" continuously produced by the
capitalist system. Lionel Stolerie estimates
that half the persons over 65 (2,600,000), half
the skilled workers (1,300,000), most of the
unskilled (1,100,000), two-thirds of the service
staff (800,000), and the majority of farm
labourers (600,000)—a total of 7,200,000 have
incomes well below the national average.'
And this does not include those whom sociolo
gist Rene Lenoir calls the 'excluded', meaning
one Frenchman in five. Strange political
rights these, which exclude their possessors
from among tlie citizenry.^
The same Sanford Rose, though citing sharp

^ Soo Le Monde diploinatique, March 1977. The
ai lirle by Maurice T. Maschino, from which this pas-
sago was taken, is based on research by a group ol
sociologists, historians, economists, and jurists.
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discrepancies in income, emieavonrs to prove
that there lias been some progress in postwar
US society towards greater economic equality.
He refers, among other things, to the lack
of con.sensiis on the meaning of the word
income, to statistical flaws, and the like.
Some economists, he writes, 'contend that any
work done by the family, including work done
to save money or to avoid spending it, is
logically a part of income too. This would
include a number of non-market activities like
painting and repairing one's home, growing
food in the backyard, sewing and mending
clothes, and general hou.sework.... Ismail
Sirageldin (Johns Hopkins University) found
that in 1964 the value of "unpaid output"
for the average American family was appro
ximately $4,000—equal to almost half of its
disposable income that year. It is clear that
a definition of income that includes this
unpaid output results in less reported inequali
ty.'^
The method of Sirageldin and Rose sug

gests, in other words, that working people
in the United States should 'augment' their
income by self-service.
Now, a few words about wage-earners

participation in the economic turnover of
their enterprise through acquisition of shares.
This was described in the bourgeois press of
the fifties as auguring an era of 'people's
capitalism'. But the facts have not been kind
to those who believed in it. This social
partnership* gives a doughnut to some and the
hole in the doughnut to others. The working

1 Fortune, December 1972.
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man's capitalist 'partner' can still lower wages
and salaries or throw liis proletarian 'partner'
into the street (even though the latter may
have several of the corapany's shares). The
capitalist is still a member of the dominant
class and the exploiter. And the income ac
cruing to the worker as shareholder alters
little or nothing in his situation. It cannot
be the main source of his livelihood and
cannot, therefore, relieve him of the need of
selling his labour power. The worker remains
a proletarian to whom a wretchedly small
portion of his unpaid labour is returned—and
by no means for altruistic reasons. If capital
ists encourage the profit-sharing scheme, they
must be benefiting from it. The fact that
the worker is being drawn into it only accen
tuates—rather than eliminates—the abyss bet
ween the 'social partners'.
'His participation in a big enterprise un

doubtedly weaves the small depositor into the
pattern of that enterprise,' Lenin wrote.
'Who benefits from this link? Big capital does,
which extends its transactions by paying the
small depositor no more (and often less) than
it pays .any other lender, and by being the
more independent of the small depositors, the
smaller and the more scattered the latter are....
Yet in the event of a failure he loses even
his miserable mite. What the abundance of
these small depositors signifies is not the
decentralisation of big capital but the streng
thening of the power of big capital, which is
able to dispose of even the smallest mites
in the "people's" savings. His share in big
enterprises does not make the small depositor
more independent; on the contrary, he be-
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covciQS more dependent on the big proprietor.'^
Alienation remains. It increases. The wor

kers are steered away from managerial func
tions, on the one hand, and their estrange
ment from the affairs of the enterprise is
stimulated, on the other.
In the continuous alienation of the products

of labour, of the main results, of the coagulum
of man's activity, Mar.x saw a transformation
of man's activity into a process that did not
belong to him—an unceasing 'self-alienation'
of the labour process. 'The worker', he wrote,
'therefore only feels himself outside his work,
and in his work feels outside himself. He
feels at home when he is not working, and
when he is working he does not feel at home.
His labour is therefore not voluntary, but
coerced; it is jorced labour. It is therefore not
the satisfaction of a need; it is merely a means
to satisfy needs external to it.'^ This is why
the exploiting system tends to instil the attitude
that labour is an alien and detestable obligation.
The loathing for working for an exploiter
often spreads to work in general. And the
worker's moral alienation from labour becomes
a concomitant of the material alienation of
the product and process of labour.
Production, Marx says, is a specific type

of life activity inherent in none but the
human species. It is a specific and generic
way of life of humans as social creatures.
Alienation of labour is therefore alienation

^ V. I. Lenin, 'From the Economic Life of Rus
sia', Collected Works, Vol. 6, pp. 95-96.

® Karl Marx, 'Economic and Philosophic Manus
cripts of 1844'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, p. 274.
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of generic life, of llie social origin, while its
coercive character turns the true human
form of life activity into a means of sustaining
physical existence. The life activity of hu
mans, their labour, loses its independent
significance and value if it yields no immediate
utilitarian result. And this augments man's
dependence mainly on his physical needs
(animal in origin).
The installment-plan life style widespread

in the Western bourgeois countries, which
creates the appearance of prosperity, is, in
effect, a form of such dependence. Most
families caught up in this pattern of life
become 'prisoners of the system'. In the early
sixties the aggregate debt of the people of the
United States (exclusive of farmers' debts) for
consumer goods bought by installments was
^173,000 million, or $3,300 per family. The
average US family, government estimates
show, spent as much as 18 per cent of its net
Income on paying monthly installments. And
in the early seventies, wrote Business Week,
'10% of all families ... actually have negative
wealth—they owe more than they own.'^
The malaise is being driven inward, and

is becoming chronic. Apart from the millions
of unemployed and their families, hundreds
of thousands of US citizens are hounded by
a sense of insecurity and by the fear of losing
property they have not yet fully paid for.
Their labour, in the circumstances, is by its
social purpose no more than a means of sur
vival. But to perform this limited function,
it must also be a means of enriching the

^ Business Week, August 5, 1972.
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capitalist. In other words, it is an indirect
function. Creating the riches of the capitalist
society, the worker adds to the power of his
oppressor, who uses and at once increases his
need.
The facts show that Engels was perfectly

right to object to the simplistic claim that
'the number and the misery of the proletariat
increase continuously'. He wrote: 'The organ
isation of the workers and their constantly
growing resistance will possibly check the
increase of misery to a certain extent. How
ever, what certainly does increase is the
insecurity of existence.'^
Speaking of the economically developed

capitalist states, which have the basic attri
butes of modern technical civilisation, we
must bear in mind that the alienated character
of labour does not rule out the recurrence
of the former alienation of the human perso
nality in spite of the traditions of bourgeois
democracy. Take the enslavement by the nazis
of hundreds of thousands of people during the
Second World War. Reducing members of the
'impure' races to the condition of draught
animals thoughtlessly performing hard labour
was an 'ideal' that inspired the predatory
campaigns of the 'master race', the fledglings
of Hitler. A mere thirty-odd years ago German
fascism set out to destroy millions of recal
citrants and undesirables, to purge the survi
vors of their human qualities, to sterilise them
physically and to emasculate their spirit.

Karl Marx, 'A Critique of the Draft Social-Demo
cratic Programme of 1891'. In: Karl Marx and Fre
derick Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1973,
p. 431.
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The forced labour in nazl-occupied territo
ries was a thoroughly considered system.
It was envisaged in Goering's 'Green File',
which defined the 'principles' of forced labour,
that the problem of payment would be redu
ced to the question of providing the workers
with food.

In another no less typical document—the
Memo for the Treatment of Foreign Civilian
Labourers in the Reich—it said that German
labour laws did not apply to foreign labourers.
And this: 'No claim to leisure time is given.
Eastern women domestic workers may leave
the household only when on duty connected
with the needs of the household Visiting
the theaters, restaurants, cinemas, and similar
institutions is forbidden.
'Eastern female domestic workers are en

listed for indefinite time.
'Clothing as a rule cannot be supplied.'^
From the standpoint of its historical social

content, this attitude to human beings implies
absence of an impassable borderline between the
slave system and capitalist exploitation. The
chances .of a revival of slave labour, which can
in many cases replase the relatively expensive
tvage labour, exist under any private property
system.

In effect, it is practised in some of the
racist states and the colonial and dependent
countries. The 1968 Land Tenure Act, for
example, gives an equal amount of land to the
black and white population of Rhodesia,
although blacks outnumber whites by 21 to 1;

^ Der Prozess gegen die Hauptkriegsverbrecher vor
dem Internationalen Militdrgerichtshof, Niirnberg,
1947, p. 171.
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furthermore, the land held by the stock popu
lation is of worse quality. The Africans'
annual cash income from farming dropped
from just over £3 per head in 1958 to half
that in 1970. The situation of the whites is
entirely different, says the British journal
Economist (March 4, 1972); 'Their half of the
country not only comprises the most fertile
land with the best rainfall, but also happens
to embrace almost all the towns, railways and
main roads. When a road passes from white
to black land the tarmac frequently stops
dead.' The Economist cites average annual
earnings in the country. Its figures tell their
own story: whites earn £ 2,785, Zambians
£780, and the blacks of Rhodesia a mere
£215.

We find the same in Jeune Afrique, a journal
appearing in Paris. 'In 1975,' it says, 'the
278,000 whites, Indians and people of mixed
ancestry had a total of $605,900,000, while
the 6,100,000 blacks received $435,700,000.
In the modern economic sector the salaries
of whites were at least 10.8 times higher than
those of Africans.'^
The postwar economic growth of another

racist state—the South African Republic-
has not benefitted the non-white population.
Though in the early seventies African, Asian
and otW coloured workers constituted 77 per
cent of the work force in manufacturing
(including 58 per cent Africans), their share
of the wage packet was less than 40 per cent
(and less than 25 in the case of Africans).
The correlation of the wages of whites and

* Jeune Afrique, October 8, 1976.
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Africans has, in effect, been almost the same
over the years: it was 5.5:1 in 1960, and
5.4:1 in 1970.
Tony Clifton, an Australian journalist,

offers this evidence: 'The most emotionally
wearing experience of my life has come just
in the last few days—among the aboriginal
population of my native land. Now I have
seen how we Australians are condemning
a whole race of our fellow citizens to short,
brutish and miserable lives.'

Clifton accuses the Australian Government
in Canberra of responsibility 'for an oppressed
minority whose plight is as'desperate as any
other in the world. Black Australian babies
are dying by the hundreds. And most of those
who survive their childhood end up being
forced to live in despair—the men as drunks
and the women as prostitutes.'^

Newsweek writes: 'More than half of all
aborigines are currently unemployed and near
ly two-thirds live in abject poverty. Their
i^ant mortality rate is four times that of
whites and their life expectancy is only
50 years.... Living mostly in urban slums
or tin and tar paper "humpies" in the Outback,
they suffer from malnutrition and a host of
diseases. Only 4 per cent finish high school
and in the entire country there are only
56 attending university. Even those that do
get some education are effectively barred
from many occupations and find housing
in white neighborhoods "unavailable"....
'"The blacks are a forgotten people", says

Margaret Helman, a social worker in Sydney.

^ Newsweek, December 25, 1972, p. 20.
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"Few whites even see an aborigine, let alone
get to know one.'"'
Making the rounds of the capitalist 'para

dise' with these Western observers, we see
the range and variety of insecurity in bour
geois society, the luckless existence of the
bulk of the people: prosperous as consumers,
and destitute in spirit; poor materially and
culturally; denied the ability to appreciate
another individual as a human being; pro
testing but unable to alter things, etc. That
is the reality of the world of alienation that
so facetiously describes itself as the 'free
world' and that is still to be transformed by
revolution into a world of freedom.

2. Expansion of fhe Sphere of Expioifation
and Its Social-Political Consequences

There have been visible changes in the
economically developed capitalist countries
after the first, and especially the second,
world wars. The example of nations on the
socialist path exercises a growing influence on
public opinion and on the consciousness and
class attitude of the working people. Threate
ned by moral and political turmoil, the mono
poly bourgeoisie is manoeuvring to create the
impression that exploitation is becoming less
oppressive.

Exploiters in many Western industrial coun
tries have become more cautious in encroaching
on the vital needs of the workers. Coupled
with the strong influence of the socialist

' Newsweek, February 21, 1977.
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world system, this has been brought about by
scientific and technical progress and the eco
nomic, political and ideological struggle of
the working class which sees state-constituted
socialism as a pillar of support. The relative
improvement of the working people's condi
tion—in physical terms—has encouraged bour
geois propaganda for the nth time to campaign
against the 'validity' of Marx's theory of
exploitation. Its contentions to this effect
repose on the banal claim that the conditions
of capitalist production in the final third of
the twentieth century are not the same as
those analysed by Marx over a hundred
years ago. It is the old story all over again—
a story our opponents prefer not to recall:
their attack is much like the one mounted
against Marxism after Engels's death by
Eduard Bernstein, revisionist number one.
'Marx ... spoke of the growth of poverty,

degradation, etc., indicating at the same time
the counteracting tendency and the real
social forces that alone could give rise to this
tendency,' Lenin wrote, and amplified: 'Marx's
words on the growth of poverty are fully
justified. by reality: first, we actually see
that capitalism has a tendency to engender
and increase poverty, which acquires tre
mendous proportions when the above-men
tioned counteracting tendency is absent. Se
condly, poverty grows, not in the physical
but in the social sense, i.e., in the sense of
the disparity between the increasing level of
consumption by the bourgeoisie and consump
tion by society as a whole, and the level of
the living standards of the working people....
Thirdly and lastly, the passage on increasing
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impoverishment remains perfectly true in
respect of the "border regions" of capitalisnou
the border regions being understood both in
the geographical sense (countries in wliich
capitalism is only beginning to penetrate and
frequently not only gives rise to physical
poverty but to the outright starvation of the
masses) and in the political-economic sense
(handicraft industries and, in general, those
branches of economy in which backward
methods of production are still retained).'*
This is borne out by the situation in capita
lism's 'peripheral' regions, where capital is
still as intemperate and has not given up its
old methods of exploitation. The mechanism
of 'impoverishment' in the economically deve
loped capitalist countries is far more compli
cated and obscure. Mere examples are obvious
ly insufficient to clarify it. The fairly high
per capita consumption figures tend to dis
guise the fact that in mass terms poverty is
growing not in the physical but in the social
sense—an incontrovertibly new development
that had not been in evidence when Marxism
was still in its formative stage. That is all
the apologists of capitalism have oh the
'credit' side for 'demolishing' the monolith
of Marx's doctrine. But it does not impair
Marx in the least. On the contrary. The mount
ing radicalism of the rising generations in, the
'old' capitalist countries proves it.
The progressive youth movement in the

Western countries attained unprecedented di-

* V. I. Lenin, 'Review. Karl Kautsky. Bernstein
and das sozialdemokratische'Programm. Ein^Antikritik^,
Collected Works, Vol. 4, p. 201.
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mensions in the late sixties. And international
Marxist-Leninist thought faced a set of prob
lems requiring a prompt solution.
Not only the objectively inevitable conflict

between the youth movement and the bour
geois way of life, but also the increasingly
clear understanding of this conflict by even
larger sections of the youth, their rejection
of the exploiting order and the oppression of
the spirit their fathers had been content to
suffer, became an undeniable social fact.
This enlightenment of the youth of the

sixties began in the absence of any close
organisational and ideological ties with the
Communists. Mostly, the so-called New Left
acted autonomously, opposing the avowedly
bourgeois organisations, and sometimes the
proletarian parties as well.

Marxists-Leninists naturally welcomed the
^ self-inception^ of anti-capitalist radicalism
among the younger generation.
And yet Marxists who refused to jump to

overly optimistic conclusions were a thousand
times right. In the absence of joint work with
communist organisations and a scientifically
conceived world outlook, the New Left,
despite its apparent success, was in fact
stranded in an ideological vacuum. This
exposed it to counter-revolutionary influen
ces, to adventurist sentiment and 'leftist'
rhetoric, leading to a senseless waste of phy
sical and moral energy and discrediting the
substance of the struggle.

It is useful to recall this, because German
philosopher Herbert Marcuse, who had emigra
ted to Switzerland upon Hitler's advent to
power and later moved to the United States,
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tried to fill the afore-mentioned vacuum.
And many 'left' student leaders associated
their theoretical views with him, who is
often described as a 'neo-Marxist'.
The point of departure in Marcuse's system

is the present-day'industrial society', with the
United States as the classical 'model'. He
depicts it as a society in which the individual
is more oppressed than at any other time
in history. Yet the hands of the opposition
are tied, because technical progress has en
gendered an exceptionally high productivity
of labour and a high standard of living. The
modern mass media (press, radio, television,
cinema, and all varieties of advertising),
which Marcuse styles 'the opinion factory',
create 'freedoms' and 'demands' artificially,
while the existence of different political par
ties and of newspapers of different orienta
tions turns all democratic gains into instru
ments of domination. Since guidance in society
has been shunted more and more to a special
group of managers, workers are oppressed
first and foremost through the technical
apparatus. The picture of the industrial
society a la Marcuse is completed by the
impact of automation, which gives precedence
to psychic energy over physical and levels
out workers and office employees, hin
dering the gauging of the degree of exploitation
of either group.
The inevitable growth of consumption,

Marcuse holds, predetermines the necessary
disappearance of the forces of social protest.
The resulting 'paralysis of criticism' that
allegedly grips the 'industrial society' trans
forms it, in effect, into a 'society without
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opposition'.^ With the 'disappearance of social
poverty', of which Marcuse has not the
slightest doubt, the motives for class struggle
are reduced to nil, and the revolutionary
impulses of the working class diminish. The
proletariat—not only the workers' aristocra
cy, but the whole class—is integrated in the
'welfare society'. The working class, Marcuse
writes, ceases to be 'the historical subject
of the revolution'. The 'industrial society' is
opposed only by those who are in substance
outside its pale (those who have not 'integra
ted'), i.e., the racially oppressed minorities
and the depraved and rejected/.
The decisive means whereby 'industrial

society' is able to iron out all conflicts, Mar
cuse holds, is the 'repressive tolerance' engen
dered by the growing satisfaction of needs,
on the one hand, and the technologial and
spiritual levelling of people, on the other.
As he sees it, the only way to end this state
of affairs is to produce an explosion, a 'total
negation'. To accept the rules of the game
is to integrate with the system. Marcuse
rebukes the communist parties of France and
Italy for allegedly acting as physicians by
the bedside of the sick capitalist system.

Capitalism's structural changes, Marcuse
claims, have brought about a situation in
which the class contradictions are no longer
essential, on the one hand, while the leaders
of the socialist world occupy themselves with
eliminating the lag behind capitalism, on the
other. Hence, he concludes, the role of the

^ Herbert Marcuse, One-Dimensional Man, Boston,
1964, pp. IX-X.
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world proletariat has fallen to the peoples of
the developing countries. But he does not
take this Maoist contention at its face value
and tries to align it with the Marxist precept
that the socialist revolution has the best
chances in the industrially developed coun
tries. Who does Marcuse appeal to here?
How does he disentangle this self-created
contradiction?
He focuses on the necessary revolutionary

potential of the black ghettoes and the stu
dents, whom he describes as the catalysts of
the future society. They are the only ones
he considers capable of breaching the capi
talist system at the present time. To their
number he also adds a section of the intelli
gentsia.
Marcuse's reactionary orientation becomes

more than apparent when he refers to the
student movement's relation to other political
trends. Indiscriminately, he accuses all the
major communist parties in the capitalist
countries of reconciliation with the existing
'industrial society', and urges the 'left' student
radicals to dissociate themselves from the
communist movement. The latter, however,
must unquestionably find an approach to
them and blend their 'revolutionary elan'
with the working-class struggle. The negation
of the leading role of the revolutionary van
guard (party, organisation) implicit in Mar
cuse's system, coupled with his accent on the
important role of the 'active (intellectual)
minority' and his 'total rejection' of the
'industrial society', is stimulating 'anarcho-
communist' sentiment. This is clear even
without a detailed examination of his views.
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And yet this generally incontestable deduc
tion will not obviate Marcuse's adverse in
fluence. We must counter the basic points of
his concept with scientific revolutionary Mar
xism and the facts of the present times.
Has bourgeois society undergone any sub

stantial changes as a society based on gratui
tous appropriation of part of the labour of
the hired work force (the bulk of the people)
by the bourgeois class (the minority) which
owns all the basic means of production either
directly or indirectly (through its class state)?
It is this question concerning capitalism's
most essential social relationship—the exploi
tative relationship—that provides the answer
to the questions raised by Marcuse. Including
these: Does social poverty disappear in the
'industrial society', and with it the stimuli
of the working people's revolutionary struggle?
Does the opposition diminish or grow? What
social groups are the 'subject of revolution'?
Marcuse examines the consequences of the

latest scientific and technical achievements as
integrated in capitalist production. But a
closer look at his analysis will show that he
has overlooked the main point: What new
elements does the use of the achievements of
the scientific-technical revolution inject into
the forms of capitalist exploitation? Here
Marcuse refers only casually to the fact that
scientific and technical progress augments
the significance of 'psychic energy' as com
pared to physical, and this only to prove that
exploitation becomes 'invisible' and conse
quently, to follow his logic, ceases to be the
principal motive of the workers' revolutionary
struggle. This fact, however, should be the
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point of departure for an in-depth analysis
of the new forms of impoverishment in the
conditions of modern capitalism, and of the
growing social base of the socialist revolution.
The expanding use in production of the
achievements of science and technology natu
rally impels a rapid growth of mental opera
tions, an 'inlellectualisation' of labour. Under
capitalism this means that not the physical,
but the mental faculties of the worker are grad
ually becoming the main object of exploitation.
The emergence of this new source of profit
has greatly extended the Marxist conception
of the mechanics of capitalist oppression and
of the alienation of labour. Nor has it altered
in the slightest (and has rather reaffirmed)
the conclusions drawn more than a century
ago by the author of Capital.
The role and share of mental labour (the

intelligentsia) as an object of exploitation is
increasing. This means that the labour of
more and more groups of participants in pro
duction is being drawn into the sphere of exploi
tation. On the other hand, opportunities are
increasing in the industry of the developed
capitalist countries for using forms of social
enslavement based on a re-orientation of ex
ploitation, which had previously tired chiefly
the workers' muscles, to the less visible (for
workers) but more productive (for exploiters)
wearing of the nervous system. A study of
this latter fact yields an essentially different
answer to Marcuse's (for him no more than
rhetorical) question: Does social poverty dis
appear in the 'industrial society'?
There are official US admissions that poverty

survives in the literal or 'old' sense of the
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Word in the very society that Marcuse takes
as the classical model of the 'industrial
society'. But these may not be enough. Per
haps when claiming that social poverty has
disappeared, Marcuse means that the working
class in economically developed capitalist
countries is in considerably better circum
stances than before, that on the whole its
living standard is higher than in the beginning
of the century, and higher in some ways than
in the socialist countries. But does that mean
that economic need has ceased to be a per
vasive and palpable fact of the working people's
life and struggle?

Surely, no impartial observer will claim
that most workers have the standard of life
the modern productive forces should assure
them. Here is evidence of conflict typical of
all industrially developed bourgeois states.
The prosperity of wage workers has risen

over prewar as a result of scientific and tech
nical progress, the struggles of the organised
working class, and the advances of the socia
list world. That is a well-known and undeni
able fact, and an indisputably positive one.
But we should also see the other side of it:
some groups of workers have become reluctant
to cross swords with the capitalists. Does
this mean the grounds for conflict have dis
appeared? Certainly not. Capitalist monopoly
profits have risen incomparably higher than
have the workers' living standards. And the
conclusions flowing from this comparison tor
pedo Marcuse's notion that the causes for
class struggle, and hence the revolutionary
potential of the working class, have eroded.
The first and simplest conclusion is that the
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degree ot exploitation in factories and other
enterprises has increased, since this is the
only possible explanation for the increased
share of the social wealth appropriated by
capitalists.
True, Marcuse does not dispute this. But

mere acquiescence is much too little if the
philosopher undertakes to explore present-
day bourgeois society from a revolutionary
angle.
Having 'discovered' a new, more effective

source of profit in stepped-up exploitation of
the mental energy of his work force, the
capitalist becomes aware of the disadvantages
to himself of depressing consumption. Besides,
since modern technology yields higher profits
from skill than from physical energy, the
monopolist prefers workers of a relatively high
educational standard.
The bourgeoisie may in some cases even

have a stake in a widening of the standard
needs of the masses, and in satisfying them.
Yet the new, rapidly growing demands impelled
by the general rise of education and by the scien
tific-technical revolution are well beyond the
range of these standard needs.
The restrictions placed on consumption are

Hot abolished any more than exploitation.
But these days they are aimed mainly at
limiting the social rather than physical devel
opment of the exploited, though social deve
lopment is becoming an unavoidable conse
quence and condition of effective production.
And it is only in the absence of a direct quan
titative measure of the degree to which social
needs are satisfied that the bourgeoisie can
conceal the 'secret' of the exploitation prac-



tised in the latter half of the twentieth century.
Bourgeois propagandists take advantage of
this to argue capitalism's ability to raise the
living standard. This contention they buttress
with comparisons of the physical volume of
commodities consumed in the industrially
developed Western states and in some of the
socialist countries. This tends to distract the
attention of people in capitalist countries
from the increasing social-cultural under-con-
sumption prevailing among the working people
and to obscure the considerable lag in the
development of individuals behind the possi
bilities already created for this b,y modern
production. It is strange that Marcuse, who
claimed to be the ideologue of the 'rebellious'
intellectuals, overlooked this point in his
search of new impulses for revolutionary
struggle.
Some of the facts of the working people's social-

cultural under-consumption are apparent, others
are adroitly concealed. Some have been given
expression in political slogans and demands
(take the actions against class discrimination
frequent in higher schools in capitalist coun
tries).
With substantial funds having been worked

into the value of labour power to cover a wide
range of new social-cultural needs, the con
ception of social poverty is bound to change.
And none but Maoist rowdies of the 'cultural
revolution' variety will maintain that social
poverty vanishes once you have filled your
belly, have put clothes on your back, and the
like. In some countries capitalism is now able
to dispense with the profit it could derive from
the undernourishment of the masses. But it will
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tU)t ignore the opportunity of profiting from
their chronic cultural starvation. The form of
alienation has changed, its essence is the same.
The social-cultural under-consumption of

the working people is no longer simply a
problem of class discrimination against chiefly
manual workers who are fenced off from cul
tural values. The needs of present-day capital
ist production, the growth of science into a
(lirect productive force, have given rise to
a large stratum of intellectuals whose interests
are being increasingly subordinated to those
of capital, and whose social features distin
guishing them from the main mass of hired
labour are gradually being eradicated. And
thus the degree of satisfaction of social-cultural
needs is becoming the chief and immediate cri
terion of the impoverishment or enrichment of
these hired labourers, whose essential value
derives less from the value of their hands
than from that of their brain. Yet capitalist
production offers them neither material wel
fare nor real guarantees. First, because the
intelligentsia has ceased to be a narrow social
stratum that can be 'accommodated' at the
expense of the workers. Second, and more
important, because by enlarging the army of
workers by brain in order to expand the proT
duction of commodities, capitalism is deva
luating the human, spiritual content of intel
lectual activity.
Man lives not by bread alone may be an

ancient dictum, but it is highly topical today.
Apart from a measure of prosperity, the pre
sent state of the productive forces requires
from the worker a high cultural and technical
standard. The needs whose satisfaction the
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capitalist restricted a century ago and tiiosfe
he leaves unattended today as the source of
his profit, are disparate in origin, form, and
the objects on which they are focussed. Yet
they are equally vital for the personality if
it is to keep abreast of the present cultural-histo
rical development. The changed form and
orientation of exploitation does not alter
the Marxist concept of the alienation of labour.
On the contrary, it provides new facts to con
firm it.

The discontent and moral depletion of some
sections of working people in the West, notably
the intelligentsia, are so apparent and wide
spread that they have given rise to a literary
trend represented by writers of divergent
outlook but writing of the same thing: the
impoverishment of the spirit of the intellec
tual parallel with a growth of the mass of in
animate objects created by the 'consumer
society'. Their many novels express the mount
ing hostility even of those groups of intel
lectuals and near-intellectual middle strata
which have only recently been bourgeois
society's dependable if not always active
supporters.
The protests issuing from these social groups

round out the picture of the growing opposi
tion forces in present-day capitalist society.
As before, the main one of these forces is the
working class. With the progress of the scien
tific-technical revolution and the development
of farm labour into a variety of capitalist
industrial labour the working class is gradual
ly absorbing the non-exploiter section of
farmers. Furthermore, with science turning
into a direct productive force the bulk of the
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engineers and technicians, the so-called tech
nical intelligentsia or, as Lenin described it,
the 'engineer proletariat' adjoins the contem
porary working class as a force identical to it
in its relation to the means of production, its
manner of earning a living (salary), and its
relation to the bourgeois class (as a source
of surplus value). The working class is being
reinforced by members of new trades and
professions, by new groups of exploited en
gendered by the specific qualities of modern
production and the economic divorcement of
the bulk of society from the means and objects
of labour.

Observers agree that the share of non-
manual labour in the hired work force is
growing steadily.
In the present conditions most of the engi

neers and technicians have practically no
private property. Engineers sell their brain
to capitalists like most workers sell their
hands. And as a result of the changes in their
social status there is a distinct tendency to
wards proletarianisation. At present, most
engineers have no prospects of ever altering
what is in fact their proletarian condition.
Thus, in the setting of the scientific-techni

cal revolution capitalist production is beget
ting a mass of people of a proletarian status
and engaged in mental labour. It derives ever
greater surplus value from their intellectual
power, but also objectively creates an immense
and continuously growing mass of cultural
needs. These are ceasing to he the privilege of
a restricted and basically bourgeois minority,
and are the vital purpose and aim of a new
and numerous army of exploited. The opposi-
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tion to the exploiting bourgeois social system
is growing broader, for though it engenders
new needs, it has failed in the case of the
majority to create conditions for their satis
faction. The immediate aim of the capitalist
mode of production—increasing value—is at
variance with the absolute aim of production:
the manufacture of goods to satisfy human
needs. This means that the crisis of the bour
geois mode of production is also directly becoming
a crisis of intellectual production. Discontent
has spread not only among workers by hand,
but also workers by brain. Capitalism's main
contradiction is becoming universal not only
in principle, but also in practice. Most stu
dents, who have grown into a conspicuous group
in the social structure of modern society, are
also being drawn into its orbit.
In the past, students, like intellectuals,

were a small social stratum connected with
the capitalist minority in origin and their
future social role. In a way, they were an
'elite'. At present, capitalist production draws
on the broad 'middle' and even 'lower' strata,
whose future is insecure, to meet its great
demand' for intellectual workers. When they
finish their education most students have no
choice but to enter the ranks of 'intellectual
proletarians'. And when they enter the labour
market they feel as alienated as the worker,
and as subject as he is, or even more, to the
fluctuations of that market.^

^  'It's a bomb with a lighted fuse that could
explode at any time,' said University of Catania
sociologist Francesco Alberoni about what he described
as the disillusioned (young) generation. According
to European Community figures, 38 per cent of the
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■  • Sometimes the true meaning of the youth
and student actions in the West was con
cealed by their outer resemblance to a conflict
of generations. And it is quite true that under
the impact of scientific and technical progress,
the spread of new forms of exploitation, and
the strong revolutionising influence of the
socialist world on the internal life of capitalist
countries, the social status and outlook of
large sections of the petty and even middle
bourgeoisie and intelligentsia from which the
bulk of students originates, have changed
substantially. But this only means that the
conflicts erupting between different genera
tions within this changing social stratum are
of social origin and not necessarily traceable to
age differences.
Marxists-Leninists trace the other reason for

the sometimes very sharp social involvement
of the younger working people and the relative
indifference of some sections of older working
people to the transformation of human needs.
Satisfaction and non-satisfaction of needs has
always been the mainspring of the movement
of the masses.
The fact that they are now able to meet

their 'old' needs, dating to the twenties and
thirties, makes a far stronger impression on the
relatively aged section of working people, who
have experienced the hardships of wartime,
than it does on the rising generations. Eioabark-
ing on life at the levelof prosperity attained by
their elders, the younger generations react

more than one million French unemployed are under
the age of 25, 44 per cent in Britain, almost 30 in
West Germany, and at least one-third in Italy (Time,
Decemher 13, 1976).
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much more sharply to the restraints imposed
on their development by the capitalist system.
'They are intuitively aware both of the steeply
higher value of skilled labour power, and of
the fact that the capitalist class does not
reimburse the necessary cost of its reproduction
(chiefly the cost of education). Hence, they
angrily reject pleas for class reconciliation as
expressed in the trite 'maxim' of the many-
faced petty bourgeois: 'Be content with what
you've got. When we were your age we had
it much worse.'
The young are far less inhibited than their

parents by the workaday causes of political
opportunism—the refrigerator, TV set, motor
car, or house, often bought on the instalment
plan. Like the revolutionary section of the
proletariat of older age, the young worker or
future working intellectual is aware that
despite the high degree of economic growth,
capitalism has resolved none of the acute
social contradictions—those between labour
and capital, luxury and poverty, and educa
tion and ignorance. On the contrary, he knows
that it has engendered new conflicts, including
conflicts in the sphere of mental activity. For
him, the staggering scientific and technical
progress achieved in the lifetime of one gene
ration only accentuates the deformity, obsoles
cence, and reactionary conservatism of the
capitalist social system.
The changing consciousness of the youth is

visibly influenced by the massive political
and ideological work of the Marxist-Leninist
psnrties, on the one hand, and the experience of
the socialist world system, which is repattern-
ing social relations in the interests of the
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working people and fighting to resolve the
difficult problems created by present-day tech
nical, scientific and cultural progress, on the
other.
Determining and defining the needs of

modern bourgeois society, coupled with analy
sis of their structure, is therefore indispensable
if we want to know the conditions underlying
the formation of the revolutionary conscious
ness of the worker of today. Marcuse's refer
ring to these problems would have been more
than welcome if he had not put the cart
before the horse in defining them. He takes
for granted that 'the industrial society' satis
fies the 'vitally necessary needs' of the working
class and other working people, and urges
new needs to be cultivated which developed
capitalism is unable to meet. But what satis
fied 'vitally necessary needs' does Marcuse
have in mind? The 'revolt' of students and
a considerable portion of the intelligentsia
against the old 'order' is clear evidence that
their cultural and intellectual needs have not
been met. And the cultural needs of the
modern working class are either entirely
ignored or reduced to the minimum essential
for capitalist reproduction.

Perhaps (Marcuse wants to say) that bour
geois society satisfies all the material needs
of the working people. But in that case he
is reducing the wide range of human (indivi
dual and social) needs to a limited set of the
most essential individual physical require
ments. This approach would be understandable
if it reposed on candidly bourgeois 'common
sense'. But it is intolerable in theory, espe
cially one coming from a man who professes
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to be the modern interpreter of Karl Marx. It
is therefore reasonable to ask if Marcuse him
self hasn't fallen prey to the bourgeois 'opinion
factories' which he himself has exposed and
which tell people day after day that they have
never had it so good in the capitalist para
dise.

Exhaustive theoretical research is quite su
perfluous to pinpoint the wide range of mate
rial needs not satisfied by modern capitalism.
Many of these needs are pointed up these
days by the practical struggles of the working
class, other sections of working people, and
the students, by their actions for broader rights
of the trade unions and other mass organisa
tions, including participation in management
and public control over the rates and patterns
of production, over hiring and firing; for the
owners' greater responsibility in meeting the
social needs of their employees, in assuring
the future of employees jeopardised in capi
talist conditions by technical progress, and
in retraining workers made redundant by
retooling and modernisation; for a democratic
reform of higher education, and the like. The
working-class parties in the industrially de
veloped countries cover these demands in their
political programmes, which envisage demo
cratic control over the economic and govern
mental social policies, and over national
planning.
Another vital material need of every person

a^ need largely neglected in the bourgeois
environment—is to be assured free and crea
tive work. The technical conditions of pro
duction that could satisfy this need- have
already matured in the framework of modern
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capitalist production under the impact of the
scientific and technical revolution.
" All these (old and new) needs ignored by the

'ihdustriar and every other variety of capi
talist society, do not have to be 'cultivated',
for they already exist. And it is up to all truly
revolutionary forces to bring them to the
notice, the social consciousness, of all sections
of working people. As a known reality embed
ded in the consciousness of the revolutionary
masses this constitutes the true, deep-seated
and powerful impulse of the revolutionary
struggle of the proletariat and its al
lies.
True, the understanding of many of the

new needs as stimuli of revolutionary struggle
against capitalism does not come either quick
ly or easily. It is obstructed, among other
things, by the bourgeois demagogy that the
physical and some of the cultural needs of
working people are being effectively satisfied
by modern capitalism. The other obstacles are
yoiith, and the low degree of maturity of
part of the new detachments of the modern
proletariat and democratic intelligentsia. This
makes the essentially class-oriented educa
tional work of the communist and workers'
parties, the political vanguards of the work
ing people, all the rnore important and re
warding. And it is therefore doubly necessary
to combat the influence on the revolutionary
movement of workers, intellectuals and stu
dents of the half-baked, only slightly touched
up 'left* and right opportunist theories that
willy-nilly obscure the' new forms of capital
ist exploitation, and niinimise the leading
role, of. the proletariat as capitalism's grave-.
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digger and chief architect of the future of
humanity.
The working class of today has a good

knowledge of the objective laws governing
the development of society. It is the benefi
ciary of the mature political leadership afford
ed by the communist parties, and in some
countries plays a prominent role in social,
political and cultural affairs. The present and
future of the working class is anything but
idyllic—it holds the prospect of grim day-to
day struggle. And that is the guarantee of
its ultimate victory. Straining for victory, it
is not inclined to give up any of its conquered
rights and freedoms, already curtailed by the
bourgeoisie, or to fall prey to despair a la
Marcuse and plunge into a seemingly re
deeming revolt of the disinherited.
The very substance of Marcuse's views con

tradicts the requirements of the scientific
revolutionary theory and should be firmly
rejected despite the pertinent attacks on
present-day capitalism contained in his works.
Marcuse's views should be rejected along
with his claim to a critical revolutionary
and socialist conceptualisation of the modern
world. But this does not apply to the revolu
tionary section of students who, though hold
ing erroneous theoretical views, are fighting
might and main against the abominations of
modern bourgeois society.
Though critical of the excessively impulsive

radical youth, its impatience, political sim
plicity and utopianism, which often make it
the victim of provocations, it is farthest from
the Communists' mind to repulse it. They
stand by the youth to the finish in the coH"
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sistently revolutionary struggle against the
bourgeoisie. They encourage its selfless de
dication, knowledge and energy, orienting it
On the final destruction of the private-property
Society, social inequality and alienation. In
their attitude to opposition and revolutionary
oiovements in the capitalist society of today,
Marxists-Leninists are as devoid of sectarian
ism and dogmatism as they were at the birth
of scientific communism.
We know from the history of the revolution

ary movement that 'ultra-leftism' does not
osually as a rule come alone. Opportunism
has always been a two-faced game. LFltra-left-
ism is either a reaction to rightist tendencies
or, conversely, the breeding ground for rightist
deviations. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the other side of the coin with Marcuse's like
ness bears the characteristic profile of right
revisionist Roger Garaudy.
This prolific man of letters who had long

been a member of the French Communist
Party, and was expelled from it, has gone
through a cosmic evolution from dialectical
materialism to attempts at blending Marxism
and Kantianism, from professions of scientific
atheism to attempts at blending Marxism
with clericalism.

Garaudy's excursions into theory under the
'modest' signboard, as he put it himself, of
re-orientating the history of mankind could
not, of course, fail to touch on the social
structure of modern capitalist society, parti
cularly the relationship of the working class
and the intelligentsia. More, this aspect of
the matter was central to his anti-Marxist
disquisitions.
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Gatfaudy's books, Pour un modelle frangais
du socialisme (1968), Le grand tournant. du
socialisme (1969), Toute la verite (1971) and
Reconquete de Vespoir (1971), do not lack in
declarations about the working class being
the begemon of the world revolutionary pro
cess in the epoch of transition from capital
ism to socialism and the scientific-technical
revolution. But they also contain ambiguities
and reservations that betray their elitist,
technocratical and anti-proletarian petty-bour
geois orientation laced with virulent anti-
socialism and anti-Sovietism.
On the surface Garaudy's concept is in

compatible with Marcuse's. In his own way,
Garaudy acknowledges that the structure of
the working class has broadened, that it en
compasses persons of new trades and profes
sions engendered by scientific and technical
progress—workers by brain. 'In our time,'
he writes, 'the concept "working class" extends
to the new vital forces of the nation, and
notably to those sections of intellectuals who
are organically begot and developed by the
very development of science, technology and
economy, and who constitute a more and
more important element of the "collective
worker". The working class is thus at the
head of what Gramsci described as "a new
historical bloc", and within its Party these
new sections should feel "at home" and play
their specific role just as they play a specific
role in the "collective worker" who is the
motor of development in our societies.'^

•  R. Garaudy, Pour un modelle Jrangais du social~
isme, Paris, 1968, p. 22.
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6ut to what 'new vital forces of the nation'
does Garaudy extend the concept 'working
class'?

First of all to the students, for whom he
displays a special predilection. Garaudy asks
how to define their class status—hy the past
(their social origin) or the future (their pro
spective occupation)—and chooses the future.
For some reason he overlooks the most essen
tial point, namely, the present. This is con
trary to Garaudy's own reminder that 'Marx
does not define class status hy the original
background, but hy the place one occupies in
the process of production'.^
Whatever they may become in due course

the students do not, as a rule, occupy any
place in the process of production. But for
Garaudy this is evidently a 'trifle' compared
to his wish of 'integrating' the students into
the working class.

Garaudy's own philosophical remark sheds
some light on this type of 'methodology'. In
the human reality, he holds, the possible is
part, and moreover the chief and characteris
tic part, of the real. One can only wonder why
Garaudy fails to reckon with the Marxist
distinction between abstract and concrete pos
sibility, and between possibiliiy and reality.
By so doing he only creates a philosophical
fog. Lenin wrote: 'Marxism takes its stand
on the facts, and not on possibilities.
'A Marxist must, as the foundation of his

policy, put only precisely and unquestionably
demonstrated facts....

' R. Garaudy, Op. cil., p. 272; Toute la virile^
p. 32.
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In my opinion, you are confusing the pos
sible (about which it was not I who began
talkingi!) with the real, when you think that
the recognition of a possibility allows us to
alter our tactics. That is the height of illogi
cality.'^
This is the explanation Lenin gave to one

of his correspondents. And it is hard to exag
gerate the value of these principles when
examining social relations and determining
kindred social forces that could act as a single
political force. Yet Garaudy is at loggerheads
with this approach. For bim the wish is
father to the thought. Blithely, he turns his
back on Marxism-Leninism.
Speaking of the prospects of his'new histor

ical bloc' in the Unites States, Garaudy
shows whom he has in mind apart from the
students as the 'new vital forces of the nation'
and thereby the 'working class'. Since 'the
ruling class and the middle classes have lost
confidence in their own values, as evidenced
by the conflict in the universities where their
children are studying', Garaudy says, 'engi
neers, technicians, administrative staff and
a large number of intellectuals doubtless play
the prevalent role in this assemblage. This
has its objective reasons: the new structure of
the productive forces and the predominant
role played by the organised intelligentsia.'2
This interpretation of the present social

scene is really a cautious attempt almost im
perceptible to the uninitiated to infer by

^ V. I. Lenin, 'To N. D. Kiknadze', Collected
Works, Vol. 35, p. 242.

® R. Garaudy, Le grand tournant du socialisme,
Paris, 1969, pp. 80-81.
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References to 'the new structure of the produc
tive forces' the transfer of the vanguard role
in society from the working class to the grow
ing contingent of engineers and technicians.
Garaudy is unconcerned by the problem of
implanting the proletarian consciousness in
this milieu, and fusing it with the organised
working class. He is more concerned with
the 'organised intelligentsia', on which he
pins all his hope. This is where he converges
with Marcuse, relegating to the background
the main nucleus of the proletariat and elevat
ing the growing stratum of technical special
ists and even the middle strata. 'The radical
change in the United States will not he brought
about by the victory of one of the two parties
over the other (one of the parties implied is
evidently the US working class— but
by the combination of social forces aspiring
to give the system (the existing system?—
R.K.) a new goal.'' No bourgeois liberal would
hesitate to subscribe to these words.
Among those on whom Garaudy lays his

bets are the administrators, 'a large part of
the managerial staff in public and private
industry'.® He does not delve into the specific
aspects of their place in the bourgeois pro
duction machine, and the difference between
their functions and interests and those of
rank-and-file engineers and technicians, much
less those of the workers.
The fact that Garaudy ignores the antago

nism between personal identification with the
enterprise (in the case of the albeit hired but

1 Ibid., p. 80.
a Ibid., p. 243.
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privileged minority) and the sense of tenuous
ties with it (in the case of the bulk of the
workers by hand and brain) only points up
the fact that he has abandoned the class
standpoint. His ideas of fraternisation be
tween those who faithfully serve monopoly
capital and those whose nervous and muscular
energy is exploited for profit, looks novel in
word only. It is plagiarism pure and simple,
repeating the old talk about labour-capital
harmony with just the one difference that
the capitalist situation of the administrator
(with his bourgeois way of life) is adroitly
camouflaged by the form of his employment,
which is the same as that of the proletarian.-
They do not own the means of production,
says Garaudy of capitalist administrators,
but does not say that they own money. Yet
in the capitalist environment ownership of
money does not differ in social effect from
ownership of the means of production and is,
in substance, only its converted form. False
throughout is Garaudy's claim that irre
spective of living standard and mentality,
this owner of money 'has no objective inter
ests differing' in principle from those of the
working class'.' Not surprisingly, Garaudy
was driven to the wall in the polemics over
this point.
In his later works, Toute la verite and Recon-

quete de I'espoir, Garaudy makes 'corrections'
in what he wrote in Pour un module frangais du
socialisme and Le grand tournant du socialisme.
Out of a thousand varieties of intellectuals.

^ R. Garaudy, Le grand tournant du socialisme,
p. 243.
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he writes, some have completely integrated
with the ruling class, and its directors-general
and big-shot technocrats. Among persons be
longing to the liberal professions, he adds,
there are those who belong to the middle strata.
But this does not alter the concept as a whole.
The albeit wavy line of substituting a strategic
alliance of the working class with indefinitely
broad strata of intellectuals and employees for
the tactical alliance with non-proletarian stra
ta, remains the same.
Garaudy does not go back on his concept of

'unity' with non-proletarian strata which, he
says, 'may today be considered in terms of
a direct fusion of social strata, since there are
no stable and well constructed parties to be
their conscious representatives'.^ In short,
he still repudiates proletarian class partisan
ship in the Marxist-Leninist sense. And that,
Lenin says, is tantamount 'to completely
disarming the proletariat in the interests of
the bourgeoisie. It all adds up to that petty-
bourgeois diffuseness and instability, that
incapacity for sustained effort, unity and
organised action, which, if encoxiraged, must
inevitably destroy any proletarian revolu
tionary movement. From the standpoint of
communism, repudiation of the Party prin
ciple means attempting to leap from the eve
of capitalism's collapse ... not to the lower or
the intermediate phase of communism, but
to the higher'.2
Opportunist 'contortions' are typical of the

transitional epoch. Sometimes they originate

1 Ibid., p. 269.
2 V. I. Lenin, '"Lolt-Wing" Communism—an Infan

tile Disorder', Collected Works, Vol. 31, pp. 43-44.
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from incorrect estimates of incipient social
change in capitalist countries, sometimes from
under-estimation of specific social changes in
the socialist world. Often, they are due to
the fact that principles applicable to coun
tries of one social system are applied in analy
ses of processes in countries of another social
system. As|a rule, they are not purely academ
ic miscalculations and have class interests
behind them or recurrences of petty-bourgeois
thinking, which must be promptly detected
£lnd exposed.

3. Marxism on Alienation

.  'An immediate consequence of the fact that
man is estranged from the product of his
labour, from his life activity, from his species-
being is the estrangement of man from man,
Marx wrote. 'When man confronts himself,
he confronts the other man. What applies to
a man's relation to his work, to the product
of his labour and to himself, also holds true of
a man's relation to the other man, and to the
other man's labour and object of labour.'^
The reproduction by modern capitalism of

the basis for alienation and the evolution of
bourgeois society, which go hand in hand,
create an endless succession of new contra
dictions. Alienation has many faces. It occurs
between old and young, between educated
and semi-literate, white and 'coloured', be
tween persons in creative and non-creative

^ Karl Marx, 'Econpmic and Philosophic Manu
scripts of 1844'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, p. 277.
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occupations, between managers and workers,
civilians and servicemen, doves and hawks,
etc. The ruling elite makes the most of this.
It has just two remedies for the malaises of
bourgeois society—local anesthesia by means
of minute economic injections or psychological
processing, on the one hand, and diverting
public attention to those parts of the diseased
body that are the least associated with the
causes of the disease, on the other. This is
done to avoid a far-reaching surgical opera
tion.

On the face of it, alienation of labour has a
pernicious effect on just the working people.
It appears as though the exploiters who ap
propriate the product are thereby enriched,
and have every opportunity for self-improve
ment as personalities. But it is the dialectics
of the process that since the prosperity of the
propertied classes reposes on alienated labotir,
this cripples and dehumanises them as well.
Appropriation of another man's labour engen
ders flaws in the psychology of the exploiter
and rouses aversion to the real human life
activity. On this plane, the bourgeois as a
type is often an inferior personality. 'The self-
increase of capital—the creation of surplus
value—is consequently the determining, do
minant and over-riding purpose of the capi
talist, the absolute motive and content of
his activity,' wrote Marx. 'In fact, it is only
the rationalised motive and purpose of the
treasure-hunter, a wretched and abstract con
tent, which lets the capitalist appear from
one angle in exactly the same bondage to
capitalist relations as the worker, even though
from another angle he appears to be at the
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opposite polo.'^ The capitalist, too, in othet
- words, is not free to manifest the creative
human potential.
But it does not follow from this incontest

able fact that all classes are equally interested
in eliminating alienation, though this is
claimed by bourgeois ideologists and right
opportunists in order to rob the working class
of its class purpose and disorganise the politi
cal struggle of the masses. It may he useful
to recall Engels's observation on this score
in connection with the new edition of his
book. The Condition of the Working Class in
England, in 1892.
He described the hook, one of his earliest

works, as a phase in the 'embryonic develop
ment' of scientific socialism, created 'chiefly
and almost exclusively through the efforts of
Marx'. He amplified: 'And as the human
embryo, in its early stages, stillVeproduces the
gill-arches of our fish-ancestors, so this book
exhibits everywhere the traces of the descent
of modem socialism from one of its ancestors,
German philosophy. Thus' great stress is laid
on the dictum that communism is not a mere
party doctrine of the working class, hut a
theory compassing the emancipation of society
at large, including the capitalist class, from
its present narrow conditions. This is true
enough in the abstract, but absolutely useless,
and sometimes worse, in practice. So long as
the wealthy classes not only do not feel the
want of any emancipation, but strenuously
oppose the self-emancipation of the working

^ Marx and Engels Archives, Vol. 2 (VII), Moscow,
1933, p. 35.
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class, so long the social revolution will have
to be prepared and fought out by the working
class alone. The French bourgeois of 1789, too,
declared the emancipation of the bourgeoisie
to be the emancipation of the whole human
race; but the nobility and clergy would not
see it; the proposition—though for the time
being, with respect to feudalism, an abstract
historical truth—soon became a mere senti-
mentalism, and disappeared from view alto
gether in the fire of the revolutionary struggle.
And today, the very people who, from the
"impartiality" of their superior standpoint,
preach to the workers a socialism soaring high
above their class interests and class struggles,
and tending to reconcile in a higher humanity
the interests of both the contending classes—
these people are either neophytes, who have
still to learn a great deal, or they are the
worst enemies of the workers—wolves in
sheep's clothing.'^
This tears to shreds the supra-class inter

pretation of the alienation of labour. The
only one to profit from it in politics as a basis
for relations between different, including an
tagonistic, classes, as a justification for the
false concept of class collaboration, is the
bourgeois. For the exploited it augurs nothing
but continued movement in everlasting inse
curity within the vicious circle of alienation.

Marx rejects the idea that the ability of
materialised labour to turn into capital, 'that
is, to transform means of production into
means of dominating and exploiting living

1 Frederick Engels, Preface to The Condition of
the Working Class in England, In: Karl Marx and
Frederick Engela, Selected Works, Vol. 3, p. 444t
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labour',^ is inherent in things as things, as
use values, as means of production. Capital,
he writes, expresses 'a definite relation oj
production, a definite social relationship which
the owners of the conditions of production
enter into within production with the living
labour power.... The capitalists' domination
over the workers is in fact nothing but the
domination of individualised conditions of
labour independent in relation to the worker
(which apart from the objective conditions
of the production process—the means of pro
duction—s\so include the objective conditions
for support and effectiveness of labour power,
i.e., the means of livelihood).... The functions
performed by the capitalist are only the
consciously and willfully performed functions
of capital, that is, of value that increases
itself by absorbing living labour. The capital'
ist functions only as personified capital, capi
tal as a person, just as the worker functions
only as personified labour—for him only a
torment and strain while for the capitalist
it is the substance creating and multiplying
wealth, as it indeed appears as an element
incorporated' in capital through the produc
tion process, as capital's living and variable
factor. The capitalist's domination over the
worker is, therefore, domination of the thing
over the human being, of inanimate over
living labour, of the product over the producer,
because the commodities that become means
of domination over the worker (but only
means of domination by capital itself), are

Marx and Engels Archives, Vol. 2 (VII), Moscow,
1933, p, (30) 31.
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in fact only the results of the production
process, the products of that process.... Viewed
historically, this transformation appears to be
a necessary stage for securing the creation of
wealth as such by and at the expense of the
majority, that is, the creation of the uncon
strained [riicl(sichtslosen\ productive powers of
social labour that alone can form the material
basis of a free human society.'^
Marx added: 'The objectified conditions

necessary for the materialisation of labour
are therefore estranged from the worker and,
moreover, act as fetishes endowed with their
own will and their own soul,... commodities
figure as buyers of people.... It is not the
worker who buys the means of subsistence
and means of production, but the means of
subsistence that buy the worker in order to
integrate him with the means of production.'®
In his Economic Manuscripts of 1857-1859

Marx examines types of dependence, the
evolution of the alienation of labour, and
the question of its elimination. Here are
its main phases:

1. Relations of personal dependence (ini
tially completely primitive) are the earliest
forms of society, in which the human produc
tivity develops to only a small extent and in
isolated points.® Marx is referring to the
slave and feudal systems, in which alienation
of labour goes hand in hand with alienation
of the person.

2. Personal independence, based on mate
rial dependence, is the second major form in

1 Ibid., pp. 32-33, 33-34.
2 Ibid., pp. (58-60), 59-61.

•  ® Karl Marx, Grundrisse..., Op. cU., p. 75.'
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which a-system of universal social exchange
of goods, universal relations, all-sided needs
and universal potentials first takes shape.*
This system is the distinctive feature of
capitalist society. Here, Marx wrote, 'the
worker leaves the capitalist to whom he leased
himself whenever he wishes, and the capital
ist dismisses the worker whenever he sees
fit, dismisses him the moment the worker
ceases to yield advantages or does not yield
the advantages on which the capitalist has
counted. But the worker for whom sale of
labour power is the sole source of income,
cannot abandon the whole class of purchasers,
that is, the class of capitalists without con
signing himself to death from hunger. He
does not belong to any individual capitalist,
but to the capitalist class; it is entirely his
own affair to find himself a master, i.e., a
buyer among the capitalist class.
3. 'The free individuality,' Marx writes,

'based on the universal development of indi
viduals and the subsumption of their collec
tive, social productivity as their social poten
tial is the third, phase. The second creates the
conditions for the third.'® This last begins
with socialism.

This clear exposition of Marx's standpoint
shows the connection between alienation of
labour and emancipation of the individual.
Can there be any question of social freedom

where the bulk of the products of labour are
claimed by the non-working element and where
they serve as a means of augmenting the

1 Ibid.
2 Marx/Engels, Werke, Vol. 6, p. 401.
® Karl Marx, Grundrisse..., Op. ett., pp. 75-76.
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worker's dependence on the capitalist? Can
a person be free if his activity belongs to
another? Can a person be free if labour is a
burden for him and the only time he feels free
is at home, in his family, on holiday, and the
like? Can a person be free if he is slavishly
dependent on the products he makes? In the
light of the aforesaid, the only possible answer
to these questions is negative. 'The whole
character of a species—its species-character—
is. contained in the character of its life activi
ty; and free, conscious activity is man's spe
cies-character,''Marx wrote in 1844. But there
can be no question of freedom if the individual's
life activity is alienated from him and is
opposed to him as a hostile force. Later, Marx
wrote: 'The social ties of individuals among
themselves as a force that has become inde
pendent and that rules over the individuals,
no matter how it is pictured—as a force of
nature, an accident, or in any other form—
is the necessary result of the fact that the
point of departure is not a free social indivi
dual'.'' Marx added: 'Thestate of estrangement
and independence in which he still exists in
relation to these ties only proves that people
are still in the act of constructing the con
ditions of their life in society, instead of
beginning this on the basis of these condi
tions.'^

Neither the substantial progress of science
(i.e., cognition of necessity) and of the pro-

^ Karl Marx, 'Economic and Philosophic Manu
scripts of 1844'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, p. 276.

® Karl Marx, Grundrtsse..., Op. cit., p. 111.
3 Ibid., p. 79.
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duclive forces nor the high degree of labour
productivity reached in some capitalist coun
tries, can assure social freedom. The crucial
condition for social freedom to turn from a
possibility into a reality is to eliminate the
alienation of labour, and first of all private
ownership of the implements and means (and
hence also of the results) of production, which
is one of the economic components of aliena
tion. They must be transferred into the direct
possession of the producers as represented by
the working-class state or socialist coopera
tives. This is the main content of the prole
tarian revolution, the transitional period from
capitalism to socialism, the first stage of
freedom.

One of the effects of the simultaneous pas
sage to a planned economy is that the social
ties come to an increasing degree under the
control of the associated working people and
gradually lose their 'mystical', fetishistic aura.
In the socialist society the product belongs

to those who produce it. No longer is it an
instrument for the enslavement of man by
man. The manner in which it is appropriated
and used is clear evidence of the sovereignty
of the working people. Labour becomes labour
for oneself. It turns from forced into volun
tary and conscious labour that develops into
an understood necessity, into the prime and
vital need of free people.
The universal obligation to work means that

all must engage in a socially useful activity,
that none may shirk that life activity, labour,
which makes him or her a human being.
Some ascribe the origin of alienation exclu

sively to the division of labour, the progres-
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sing specialisation, the individual's confine
ment to a narrow professional sphere, and his
inability, therefore, to assimilate and subor
dinate the universal wealth of social practice.
They conceive elimination of the alienation
of labour as elimination of constraints on the
active potential of the individual and as
creating conditions in which his activity
would reproduce the entire content of that
which society as a whole has produced during
its long history.

Is this viewpoint acceptable? It is unac
ceptable, we hold, because it makes elimina
tion of the alienation of labour (without which
there can be no other 'alienation') conditional
on elimination of the division of labour as
a whole.

Division of labour, from its simplest forms
(division by sex and age in the primitive
community) to the unavoidable differentiation
of the productive and all other functions in
a communist society, is a property of the
social productive forces and a necessary con
dition for the effective organisation and con
tinuous growth of the productivity of social
labour. There will always be a variety of
specialised fields in the modern economy. 'The
division of labour as the aggregate of all the
different types of productive activity,' Marx
wrote, 'constitutes the totality of the physical
aspects of social labour as labour producing
use-values.

Division of labour seen as a social relation
ship in the activity of social groups and indi
viduals does not necessarily engender aliena-

^ Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique oj
Political Economy, Moscow, 1970, p. 51.
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tiofl of labour. There was no alienation of
labour in the tribal community where women
attended to the home and grew crops, while
men hunted and attended to the livestock.
Neither will there be any alienation of labour
under communism, though communist soci
ety, too, is inconceivable without a division
into more or less clearly defined professional
groups in a state of continuous mutual ex
change of activities.

Alienation of labour is not an eternal com
panion of the division of labour. It originates
from the division of society into antagonistic
classes, a state of society in which 'division
of labour and private property are, after all,
an identical expression: in the one the same
thing is affirmed with reference to activity as
it is affirmed in the other with reference to
the product of the activity'.^
The sole fact that they own the means of

production enables members of the ruling
class to alienate in their favour both the
labour and the time of the worker, i.e., his
life activity. This is what social slavery is
to be,deduced from as a system. And abolition
of this state of affairs is the beginning of the
leap to the realm of freedom.
The concept that associates the end of aliena

tion, and social emancipation, with an end
to the division of labour in general, presum
ably under communism, resembles an ab
stractionist canvas: a dark blot, 'alienation',
is contrasted by a bright spot 'communism'.
But the viewer is not allowed to see their
contours. By all evidence, socialism is not

1 K. Marx, F. Engels, The German Ideology, Mos
cow, 1976, p. 53.
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excluded from the period of alienation. How
otherwise to explain why its exponents, who
continuously refer to classical literature and
the future, tend to sidestep the following
crucial abolition, of private ownership of the
means of production of exploitation of the
labour of others, and of conditions for the
existence of parasitical classes, that is, aboli
tion of the material core of the alienation of
labour as conceived by Marx.
This is an important point, because coming

to grips with all varieties of opportunism,
Marxists have had to combat attempts at
denying the specific features of socialism as
the beginning and the first phase of commu
nism. The attacks will not be effectively coun
tered by abstract promises tliat the aliena
tion of labour will be eliminated in the indefi
nite and distant future. To fight bourgeois
ideology and opportunism we must give a
concrete exposition of the real contradictory
process of deliberately and purposefully elimi
nating the alienation of labour, and show how
the constructive activity of working people
is thereby liberated in the present, socialist
stage.

It would never occur to us to suggest that
the maximum freedom has already been
achieved under socialism. To do so would be to
set a limit to development. The liberation
process continues unintermittently. In the
economic sphere it is directly dependent on
the progressive socialisation of production—
meaning not only consolidation and develop
ment of public socialist ownership of the
implements and objects of labour in its two
forms—ownership by the whole people and
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^roiiR ownership—but also convergence of these
two forms or, in other words, emergence of an
absolutely identical relation of all working
people to the means of production and the
methods and rates of building the classless
society.
To eliminate alienation and its consequences

we must eliminate all factors preventing labour
from becoming a free act of self-expression.
Apart from economic relations, this applies
to things of a purely technical order that may
make the labour process unattractive regard
less of the social system—such as fatigue,
monotony and difficulty, accompanied by
sensations such as cold, heat, sharply changing
temperatures, humidity, iioise and smell, all
of which the German Marxist philosopher
Georg Klaus describes as 'technical aliena
tion' acting as a kind of last-ditch ally to
social alienation.^ This is probably the sole
material factor liable to slow up the emergence
of the communist attitude to labour in a
socialist society. But its ultimate elimination
is assTired by the growth of large-scale socialist
machine production, especially in the stage of
its automation when, to use Marx's expres
sion, 'labour no longer so distinctly appears
as something locked into the production pro
cess, but rather as something in which the
human being is related to the production pro
cess directly as its controller and regulator'.^

It is inevitable that elimination of the
moral alienation of labour should accompany

^ See Georg Klaus, Kybernetik und Gesellschaft,
Berlin, 1964, p. 150.

® Karl Marx, Grundrtsse..., Op. clt., p. 716.
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the progress to freedom, though it may survive
for some time after its economic causes are
abolished. The main thrust Jiore is to elimi
nate the negative attitude to labour inherited
from the exploiting system. It should be borne
in mind, however, that this is only a part,
and by no means the major part, of the eman
cipation of labour.
Man's final emancipation depends on the

fullness of his development. But one should
not expect that in a communist society the
individual will be able to master the entire
wealth of social practice. So, to predicate the
fullness of his development and the fullness
of his freedom on this is to cast doubt on both.
The working man will be fully developed,
because he will have mastered all the essen
tial aspects of labour, but certainly not all
the types of labour, for this is beyond the
capacity even of a genius.
This means that given continuously advanc

ing technology, each and everyone will be
able to function successfully a) in both the
sphere of physical and mental labour or, more
precisely, in labour that will harmoniously
blend elements of physical and mental activity;
b) in execution and in management and organi
sation', c) in mechanical (routine) and creative
operations; d) in material and intellectual
production.
The basic characteristics of labour as listed

above will cease to be the characteristics of the
activity of different social or professional groups.
In this sense, there will no longer be any social
division of labour, for these characteristics
will be inherent in the labour of all workers,
who will be proficient in more than one trade
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or profession in the present meaning of the
words.
But does this mean that division of labour

will be completely eliminated?
Certainly not from the standpoint of the

technological process on the scale of the
whole society. But it will cease to exist, in
a relative sense, from the standpoint of indi
vidual activity. The individual will belong
to several professional groups at once, and
will be proficient in all the different specific
types of activity. He will pass freely from
one type of labour to the other. But there will
have to be a highly advanced technical divi
sion of labour for him to do so. This has
nothing in common with the incongruous idea
that the worker of the future will be able to
produce literally the entire range of material
and intellectual goods.

If a person is one-sidedly developed, he is
alienated, says the simplistic formula suggest
ed by certain authors. Alienated from what?
From the types of labour he has been unable
to master? Did Marx ever approach the matter
from this angle? There is reason to believe
that he did not. He did not go into any extend
ed, vague or .unprecise interpretations of
alienation: He used the word to designate
alienation of labour, to show the economic fact
that labour is exploited and how this is re
flected in the superstructural sphere.
Furthermore, one-sidedness in development

is a concrete historical concept. The 'one-
sidedness' of the capitalist living at the
expense of the 'one-sidedness' of the proleta
rian is one thing. And the certain amount of
one-sidedness of persons of different profes-
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sions, subordinated in socialist conditions to
the principle of the universality of labour, is
quite another. Thus, one-sidedness can mean
different things. To measure them with the
same gauge, that of division of labour, and
thereby sidestep the imperative of destroying
the former one-sidedness, is to take an object-
ivist approach, for unless the former one-
sidedness is destroyed there can be no question
of social freedom and no all-round develop
ment of the individual (professional narrow
ness, too, will not be eliminated in that case).

Certainly, Marx's earlier works may be
variously interpreted. But none of the inter
pretations will make sense unless it fits into
the context of everything else the founder of
scientific communism has produced. Further
more, we must reckon with the projection of
Marx's ideas in the works of Engels and Lenin,
and also with the practice of socialist and
communist construction in a number of coun
tries. People are not particularly concerned
about the division of labour as such. During
the transition from capitalism to communism
they are far more concerned with eliminating
the 'division of labour' between exploiter
and exploited, for this weighs very heavily
on social freedom. Consequently, the matter
centres on ending the alienation of labour,
which, in the full sense, can exist only in a
society divided into those who work and those
who live off the work of others.
In a socialist society the product of labour

is by nature non-alienable. It is no longer a
means of exploitation, and is the property of
its collective producer—the working class or
members of an agricultural cooperative. Labour
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p6w6r ceases to be a commodity. Its sale by
■workers or farmers to the owners of the means
of production is meaningless, because it would
be selling to themselves. The nature of the
relationship between the working individual
and, the state or work collective has changed
accordingly. The individual rightly regards
himself the co-participant in production and
co-owner of all society's material and cultural
wealth. It is this that constitutes the crucial
social condition for freedom.
• Marx proved many years ago that alienation
of labour cannot be eliminated in the frame
work of private property relations. But can
all its forms be eliminated after the revolution
wipes out private property relations?

In the economic sphere elimination of the
alienation of labour and restitution to the
working people of the process and material
results of their activity are the cause and
effect of the socialist transformation of pro
duction. But eliminating from the conscious
ness the distorted ideas imparted by aliena
tion is a much slower process. It takes time
to reconcile the individual with labour, to
overcome the oppressive prejudice that labour
is ah annoying necessity and a heavy burden,
a divinely imposed expiation of his sins. The
-communist principle on this score is that the
negative attitude to labour has its origin not in
the intrinsic essence of labour as such, but in
the historically conditioned and therefore tran
sient fact of labour exploitation, and must con
sequently sooner or later go the same way ac
exploitation.
'  The' iinrversality of labour proclaimed by
the proletarian revolutions amounts to its
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recognition by society as the most essential
type of human activity from wliich man had
in various ways been priorly estranged. That
is the starting point in the massive remoulding
of people, in their active appropriation of
values created by preceding generations. The
transformation of individuals exploited by
the capitalist into equal members of society
who recognise labour as their inalienable
quality is, in fact, the essence of the socialist
revolution.

People respond differently to the universal
obligation of working. The working people,
who are the vast majority, consider it the
legalisation of their status of capable citizens,
of persons with full rights. The obligation to
work is consonant with the nature of their
life activity. Their now no longer alienated
labour is free both by virtue of the new econo
mic conditions and their labour habit, which
shapes the moral and political outlook of
workers and peasants.
Speaking theoretically, the universal obli

gation of working would be unnecessary if,
after the revolution, the new authorities
were dealing only with the politically-con
scious working class. It would then have been
quite enough to proclaim the right to work,
that is, to provide each and everyone with
a realistic opportunity for applying their
intellectual and physical faculties to socia
lised production. In fact, however, there is
a  considerable parasitical stratum and a
definite section of working people corrupted
by the bourgeois society and afflicted by a
private property psychology. This is why it
is not enough to proclaim only the right to
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work, because it impiies that acceptance of
labour is voluntary.

In a socialist society, a society which does
not rise upon its own foundation but ^emerges
from capitalist society; which is thus in
every respect, economically, morally and in
tellectually, still stamped with the birth
marks of the old society from whose womb
it emerges',^ the right to work must for a fairly
long time be inevitably compounded with the
obligation to work.

Is this a contradiction? Yes, because here
we have a unity of seemingly mutually exclu
sive ideas. For someone who is accustomed to
working the obligation to woi;k does not exist.
For him the wish to work is an intrinsic moral
quality, a habit, an inner urge. Nothing but
the right to work has meaning for him. Labour
is extraneous and an obligation only for those
who either have never worked before or worked
only when the whim seized them, or have
failed to acquire an enduring habit of working.
In this case compulsion is an external neces
sity, an obligation imposed by society, is an
essential addition to the opportunity for
exercising one's ability. In the transitional
period and, with appropriate correctives, also
under socialism, labour is therefore a unity
of opposites—a right and an obligation.

Certainly, some individuals and groups
retaining the habits and traditions of the
old society see the universality of labour
principle as a negation of the freedom of the
individual. But this view is wrong. It reposes

^ Karl Marx, 'Critique ot the Gotha Programme'.
In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 3, p. 17.
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on an unscientific understanding of man's
social nature. It imposes notions engendered
by the alienation of labour in the exploiting
society. It prevents people from understanding
and appreciating the gains of the revolutionary
masses, from accepting the objective and
tangible conditions of freedom. People may
consider themselves unfree not due to the absence
of conditions for free activity, but due to incor
rect ideas about freedom. This does not apply
to the masses, of course, but to isolated in
dividuals or groups, and is a classic example
of the consciousness tailing behind being.
This is why we feel it is useful here to examine
cultural and intellectual, as well as economic
problems.
There are those who think that in socialist

and communist society, too, social conscious
ness as a whole is bound to tail behind social
being. They take it for granted that since
consciousness reflects heing, is secondary to
being, it must necessarily and inevitably tail
behind being. But they are wrong. Reflecting
the material conditions of the life of people,
consciousness not only follows in the wake
of changes in society, but also, by virtue of
its relative independence, is able to anticipate
them in theory, to scientifically predict the
future social patterns, to outstrip being. The
categorical claim that consciousness always
lags behind being misses at least two points;
first, that social consciousness is heterogeneous
and, second, that after the socialist revolu
tion the relation of social being to social cons
ciousness is of a specific nature.
For quite some time Soviet authors failed

to reckon with the division of social conscious-
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ness into social psychology and social ideology.
Just "as there is a complex interaction of the
sensory and the rational in any consciousness,
there is in the social consciousness an inter
twining of feelings, emotions, habits and
morals, on the one hand, and formulated views
and interests forged into a more or less con
sistent system, on the other. The former belong
to the sphere of social psychology, the latter
to ideology. Both are class-motivated.
Psychology differs from ideology in that,

among other things, it directly reflects and
anchors in the consciousness even relatively
small changes in the being of people and that
it also tends to retain outdated views for a
longer time. Outdated views are enduring,
because even inconsiderable survivals of the
past are enough to feed them. In content,
psychology is far less active than ideology, for
it follows in the wake of empirical being,
adapting itself to every new phenomenon or
development.
Ideology leans on psychology, expresses but

does not imitate its chief features, and, the
main thing, summarises the interests of a
class. The advanced ideology is associated
with science, as well as psychology. It is
that part of the public consciousness which,
faithful to society's needs and material con
ditions, is able to foresee future development,
to anticipate social being not in origin (gene
tically it will always be secondary), but in
content. It reflects not only the already exist
ing, but also that which has grounds to exist
but is so far absent.

Along with these properties of ideology and
psychology we must consider the situation
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of the class to which they belong. Here is an
interesting point: the ideology of the exploiting
class anticipates events and separates from
psychology only on those rare occasions when
that class acts as a revolutionary. force oh
behalf of the entire society. Take the views of
the French eighteenth-century Enlighteners
who are head and shoulders above most of the
bourgeois thinkers of later times (because on
becoming the dominant class, the exploiters
were satisfied with the prevailing conditions
of social being and shifted their efforts to
safeguarding the existing social and political
order). This is why, following the collapse
of feudalism, bourgeois ideology did not even
try to anticipate history, and has been content
to drift along with the proprietary psychology.
This may be illustrated by the present crisis
of bourgeois social science and the devalua
tion of 'free world' ideas.
The Marxist ideology is different. The true

scientific expression of the interests of the
foremost class, whose mission in history is
to destroy all forms of the exploitation- of
man by man, it has its roots in the working-
class movement and the achievements of
science. The lead that it holds over the prole
tarian psychology, which, especially in a
capitalist society, contains an admixture of
the petty-bourgeois psychology, is neither
temporary nor transient. More, the Marxist
political ideology, historical materialism, eco
nomics, the theory of scientific communism,
generally anticipate the conditions of being.
Lacking this, it would be impossible to plan
ahead for the long term or, in other words, to
comply with the objective law of the planned
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(proportional) development of the socialist
economy.

'The notion that the ideas and conceptions of
people create their conditions of life and not
the other way round,' Engels wrote, 'is con
tradicted by all past history, in which results
constantly differed from what had been desired
and in the further course of events were in
most cases even the opposite. Only in the
more or less distant future can this notion
become a reality in so far as men will under
stand in advance the necessity of changing
the social system {Verfassung) {sit venia verbo),
on account of changing conditions, and will
desire the change before it forces itself upon
them without their being conscious of it or
desiring it.'^
This should not be taken to mean, of course,

that in the socialist countries social science
cannot in principle fall behind the needs of
life. Some branches of science, and some of
the problems, may be held back by some
objective or subjective factor. But the main
point is that this is as rare as anticipation of
social conditions is in the case of bourgeois
ideology. One of the principal tokens of the
scientific nature of the Marxist ideology is
that it anticipates the general trend of fur
ther development. This is confirmed by the
programme documents of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union.

As for the social psychology, under socialism
it depends on the conditions of being, and
also largely on the Marxist ideology. But the
substantial distinctions between the two re-

Frederick Engels, Anli-Duhring, Moscow, 1975,
p. 395.
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main. While socialist ideology reigns un
divided in our society, survivals of the pro
prietary mentality belonging mainly to the
sphere of social psychology, live on in people's
minds. Though the social psychology keeps
rising gradually to the level of the social
ideology, it is never able to coincide with it
in all respects. And it is important for ideolo
gical workers to promote the process, banish
ing the survivals of the past from the con
sciousness of working people, from the social
psychology.
Changes in the economy are swifter than

assimilation of the communist ideology. The
latter is swifter than changes in the social
psychology. The psychology of individuals
changes the slowest of all. In its initial period,
the revolution makes what may be described
as a rough cast, moving giant layers of soil
and creating the objective basis for social
freedom. The remoulding of men's minds
occurs simultaneously. They embrace com
munist ideas, whose materialisation is con
sonant with the finest aspirations of huma
nity. Yet the final touches are applied to
people's consciousness over a far longer period.
The reasons for this are many. One of the
main ones is the relative conservatism of
the social psychology, which prevents many
people from seeing the boons of the achieved
freedom and joining in the job of all-round
improvement. The level of the consciousness
of members of socialist society must be con
tinuously raised. It is not enough to raise
the level of their theoretical knowledge. What
must be also altered is the system of emotions
and reactions to a wide range of social pheno-
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mena..., Only those in whom the communist
ideology blends harmoniously with the commu
nist psychology may be regarded as fully politi
cally conscious. And it could not be more
obvious that in this case the individual thinks
and acts in freedom.

Is it right to assume that freedom is wholly
dependent on consciousness? Could it be that
the role of communist education is heing
exaggerated? Not at all. Take a worker who
knows he is working for himself, yet does his
work half-heartedly. Though a member of
socialist society, he is under the spell of old
ideas and still, to some extent, conceives
labour as alien, as a burden. What is here
at the root of the trouble? Having grown ac
customed as a partner in public ownership to
regarding the product created by all the
working people as his own, he fails to spread
this positive concept to the sphere of his
labour. This is a duality, a contradiction in
the thinking of some members of the socialist
society which has historically only just emerg
ed from the womb of capitalism. It is the
subjective element of non-freedom, because
survival of the old attitude to labour is
damaging to the building of communism,
inhibits activity, and acts as a force anti
thetical to social freedom. This is why sur
vivals or effects of the former alienation of
labour, an aversion to labour engendered by
the system of capitalist exploitation and the
example of the class of capitalists, are intoler
able in socialist society as an obstacle to the
universal human freedom.
There is no trace of idealism in the above.

The effect of the subjective factor on the life
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of people is an acknowledged fact. To under
estimate it is harmful for both theory (leading
to recurrences of vulgar materialism) and
practice.
It is not enough to create the social pre

requisites of freedom. People have to learn
to see it. Not in theory alone. Books will
not change the psychology. But through the
individual's immediate participation in pro
duction, in public pursuits, in constructive
activity, which breed a committed and con
scious attitude to the causes and affairs of
society. Since combating the attitude to
labour as an alien activity is a projection to
the consciousness of the battle against the
alienation of labour, the cultivation of the
communist attitude to labour is a projection
of the battle for the true freedom of every
individual.
In the Soviet Union, the objective of secur

ing the maximum involvement of the masses
in creative labour has been tackled from
different angles and in different directions
under guidance of the Communist Party by
the Soviets, the public organisations, and the
masses. A recapitulation of this process would
cover! many pages. The far from complete
list includes nationalisation of land, banking
and industry; obligatory labour by the bour
geoisie; elimination of unemployment; in
dustrialisation and collectivisation of far
ming; the cultural revolution, the Stakhanov
movement and the many front-rankers' cam
paigns, and the movement of innovators.
Each of these items occupies a specific place
in the birth and growth of social freedom.
The new attitude to labour is rooted in the
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economic condition of the working people
and arises in the wake of changes in social
being. But it would be a mistake to reduce the
whole thing to just these factors. Uniting the
masses in a bid for the common goal, giving
them a common Marxist ideology, the revolu
tion generates irrepressible enthusiasm, a new
psychology, a psychology of innovation that
visibly alters the people. The emotional
impact of the historic overturn is tremendous.
Growth of political activity helps purify
people, who fling off the spiritual legacy of
the past. The purifying winds of change create
a favourable environment for the emergence
of new moral standards, the main one of
which is work for the good of society.
The new attitude to labour is also shaped

by the political activity of the revolutionary
masses, with hundreds of thousands of rank-
and-fiile workers drawn into the business of
administering the country. Often this is the
prime mover in drawing people into socially
useful, frequently unpaid and unrecorded
labour. For some people social work is the
first school of communist labour. This means
that political freedom helps many to become
aware of economic freedom and to shake off
the remnants of a negative attitude to labour.
Political freedom is thus the intermediate link
between economic and moral freedom.
Under the influence of the educational work

of the Communist Party, the state, the
trade unions and the youth organisations,
through personal participation in mass orga
nisations and in active social work, people often
perceive economic freedom as their own per
sonal freedom.
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Chapier II

THE NEW NATURE OF COMMODITIES

1. From the Abstract Angle of 'Pure' Socialism

What we have discussed in the previous
chapter does not mean that we can turn our
hacks on the economic side of things. On the
contrary, we are now able to see it in an es
sentially new light.
Production becomes capitalist, Marx said,

when labour power is at long last drawn into
the sphere of commodity circulation. The
conversion of money and commodities into
capital, he wrote, 'can only take place under
certain circumstances that centre in this,
viz., that two very different kinds of commo
dity-possessors must come face to face and
into contact; on the one hand, the owners of
money, means of production, means of sub
sistence, who are eager to increase the sum of
values they possess- by buying other people's
labour power; on the other hand, free labour
ers, the sellers of their own labour power,
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and therefore the sellers of iabour\i
Conversely, socialism begins where and when

the capitalist economic system is replaced by
the kind of economic organisation that makes
such contact and such selling impossible and
unnecessary—an economic organisation of as
sociated labourers who run the economy
without and despite the capitalists under
a general plan drawn up to accord with the
determined needs of people.
The conversion of the means of production

into public property, abolition of the econo
mic grounds for the estrangement of labour,
the deliverance of human faculties, of labour
power, from being an object of sale, a com
modity all these are in a certain sense equi
valent expressions. The inalienability of la
bour power, the sovereignty of the labourer's
personality and, consequently, the end to
the exploitation of the labourer—these are
the fundamentally new points of departure
for the development of all economic relations.
They are also the starting point for the whole
system of values, principles and standards of
the socialist society, and for the socialist and
communist education of the people. It is not
surprising, therefore, that hostile propaganda
goes out of its way to distort this essential
fact.
The late John Foster Dulles, the architect

of brinkmanship, once described the Soviet
social system as state capitalism. This ploy
of obfuscating the basic distinction between
the two opposite social-economic systems is
not novel. It is typical of those who reject

^ Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1974, p. 668.
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socialism in substance but, fearing tbe repu
tation of retrograde, heap their objections
on the forms in which socialism was built
in the Soviet Union, the first socialist country,
and later in a number of other countries. The
same idea was voiced long before Dulles by
Kautsky, ideologue of the Second Interna
tional, by Trotsky, and by many other foes
of Bolshevism. In 1927, the Menshevik Sot-
sialistichesky vestnik, published outside the
country, lamented speciously that in Soviet
state-operated industry 'the participation of
workers in management has been reduced to
mere fiction; the mass of workers in the
enterprises are nothing but sellers of their
labour power'.^
These contentions keep resurfacing from

time to time, and are strongly amplified by
the modern bourgeois propaganda media.
Milovan Djilas won 'repute' chiefly with his
concept that the state-operated socialist enter
prises in the Soviet Union were 'state-capita
list'. The Soviet worker is supposedly compel
led to sell his labour power and is exploited
by the functionaries in the Party apparatus
and the administration, who, to believe Djilas,
have become a special class.

■rhe untruth here is obvious; people working
in the managerial apparatus are kin to the
workers by virtue of the common state pro
perty and do not differ from them in class
orientation. The reappearance of the same
old arguments is meant to attest that social
ism has in substance retained the system of

1 Quoted from XV syezd VKP (b), Stenographic
Record, Vol. I, Moscow, 1935, p. 331.
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exploitation, that it alienates labour. They
are meant to sow doubts as to tlie realness of
socialist freedom.

A conclusive reply (the idea was advanced
in the USSR by the Trotskyites) was given
in the political report of the Central Com
mittee of the Communist Party to the Party's
15th Congress in December 1925, dispelling
doubt and confusion among a section of
Soviet Communists. The state-operated in
dustry in the Soviet Union, the report said,
cannot be identified witb state capitalism
because under the dictatorship of the pro
letariat state capitalism is a form of produc
tion representing two classes—the exploiting
class owning the means of production, and the
exploited class not owning the means of
production. Whatever specific form state ca
pitalism may assume, it can be nothing but
capitalist in sub.stance. Anatomising state
capitalism, Lenin referred mainly to con
cessions, which do represent two classes—
the class of capitalists, i.e., the concession
holders, who exploit and temporarily control
the means of production, and the class of
proletarians, who are exploited by the con
cessionaires.^
The state enterprises are not capitalist

state enterprises, the Central Committee report
pointed out, because only one and not two
classes are represented in them—the class of
workers who own the means of production

^ This is distinct from the form of state capitalism
where the proletarian state is the co-owner of the
means of production and gradually buys out the cap
italist.
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through their own state, and are not exploited
because most of the revenue of the enterprise
over and above the payroll is reinvested in
industry, i.e., used to improve the condition
of the working class as a whole.
The 14th Communist Party Congress am

plified: the view that this is incomplete
socialism due to the remnants of bureaucracy
still present in the management of Soviet
enterprises does not contradict the fact that
state industry is socialist in typei There are
two types of production: capitalist production,
which also includes state-capitalist, where
there are two classes and where production
is motivated by capitalist profit, and socialist
production, where there is no exploitation,
where the means of production belong to
the working class, and where the enterprises
are not motivated by profit for an alien
class but by the aim of expanding industry
and improving the condition of the workers
as a whole. The report referred itself to
Lenin, who had specified that Soviet state
enterprises were consistently socialist in
type.^

Regrettably, people dealing with some
problem that is not, on the surface of
it, associated with the question of aliena
tion of labour, sometimes fail to reckon
with this basic conception. As a result, their
conclusions may pervert the substance of
the matter.
Take the fairly widespread notion that

^ See XIV syezd Vsesoyuznoi Kommunisticheskoi
parlii (6), Stenographic Record, Moscow-Leningrad,
1926, pp. 31-32.
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distribution in a socialist society is of necessilt)
commodity distribution in character, and that
all consumer goods sold through the distrib
utive outlets are real commodities.
Byoverlooking the concrete class situation
of the 'buyer', the exponents of this
view often miss the logical effects of this
premise.
1. Let us suppose a worker acquires in a

state-operated shop some object which in the
economists' opinion is a real commodity.
If this is so, a purchase-and-sale transaction
is performed by the worker and the state,
money-commodity (M-C), with the worker
getting a product in exchange for money.
But where did the worker get the money?
Engels wrote in his notes to Marx's Capital:
'C-M implies that the owner of M (if not a
producer of gold) received his M beforehand
in exchange for some other C; thus, for the
purchaser the deal is not only a reverse deal,
i.e., M-G, but also presupposes a previous sale
by him....'^ In order to have money it is
essential to sell something.
In our case, however, the worker has sold

nothing. He received the money from the state
for his labour, that is, for the function of his
labour power. And if we were dealing with
real money, labour power would necessarily
be a commodity. That is all it can be because
if the commodity nature of distribution is
postulated, it revives the idea that 'labour
power is a commodity' and that alienation

^ Marx/Engels, Werke, Vol. 16, p. 249.
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of labour survives under socialism.* Yet,
this is absurd in the conditions of proletarian
dictatorship, which is growing over into a
socialist society of the whole people.

2. Frequently, a worker buys in a shop a
product made at his enterprise, by his mates,
through the fusion of their labour powers
with the state's (the whole people's) means
of production. This product, the result of
collective labour, is collective (state) property,
of which all working people, including the
worker buying it, are co-owners.
And yet, if we are to accept the afore

mentioned idea, in the act of distribution this
product confronts the worker as a commodity,
i.e., as someone's property that does not
belong to him (the worker). One of two things—
either the product is a commodity and the
worker is not its co-owner, or the worker is
the co-owner of the product and it is not a
commodity.
Let us suppose the first is true, as many

authors maintain in works on commodity

1 The problem is still influenced by some conflicting
utterances of Joseph Stalin. While he noted correctly
that a) 'there is no system of hired labour' in our
country and 'labour power is no longer a commodity'
[see Stalin, Ekonomicheskiye problemy sotsialisma
V SSSR (Economic Problems of Socialism in the
USSR), Moscow, 1952, p. 15.], ho still assumed that
b) 'consumer products essential to cover the outlay
of labour power in the process of production are pro
duced and realised in our country as commodities
subject to the law of value' {Ibid., p. 20). The latter
passage may lead to the conclusion that labour power
restored through the consumption of the said products
is also subject to the law of value, which is obviously
contrary to the first passage and to the actual state
of aflairs.
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production under socialism. Then confronting
the worker with the product as a commodity,
that is, as something not belonging to him,
is tantamount to confronting the producer
and his labour power with the means of pro
duction. If the fruit of their labour does not
belong to the producers, then the means and
objects of labour do not belong to them either.
In that case they confront the working people
as a material force standing over them. It
follows that the worker ceases to be the owner
of the means of production and that socialist
state property is a variety of state-capi
talist property.

3. The contention that the relations of
distribution are commodity relations by na
ture leads to the ultimate conclusion that
public ownership of the means of production
is state-capitalist rather than socialist. This,
however, is liable to blemish the image of
the socialist state of the whole people. In any
case, as we see it, it is not likely to stand up
against Djilas's concept of a 'new class' or
to dovetail with the Marxist-Leninist con
cept of a gradual integration under socialism
of the labouring strata in a classless society.
Those are the main logical effects of this

concept of the nature of commodity and value
under socialism. The whole thing revolves
on man's relation to his most essential acti
vity, not on some special, purely economic
principle. Is this activity alienated or not
alienated? Does the maker of the product
relate to it as owner or is he held in some
intangible dependence by some mysterious
and anonymous owners of the material ele
ments of production? Does he dominate the
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conditions of his life activity or do these
conditions dominate him? To produce scien
tifically valid answers to these questions we
must refer to the Marxist method of analysis.
What is at the root of the above-mentioned

misconceptions? Why haven't we been able
so far throughly and conclusively to deter
mine the nature of commodities, and their
peculiarity and distinctions under socialism?

First, because of the complexity of the
problem. In socialist conditions the exchanges
of activity between, say, state enterprises,
between the worker and society (the proleta
rian state or the state of the whole people),
between the farmers and the state, or between
the state and the kolkhoz, all look alike, and
the act of acquiring products at the kolhoz
market is outwardly almost identical to a
similar purchase in a state-operated shop.
And yet all these relations of exchange are
different, as different, in fact, as the social-
economic nature of the persons, organisations,
or collectives participating in them, as differ
ent as the class situation of the sellers and
buyers, etc.
Second, because the simplistic method of

analysis used by some is at cross purposes
with the complexity of the social reality.
Setting out to analyse the nature of the social
ist commodity, some draw their conclusions
from the results of daily practice, from what
is on the surface of the ongoing economic pro
cesses. They do not look into the essence of
things, do not attempt to determine what is
behind the visible facts, giving precedence
to form over content. More, claiming that
it was impossible tQ foresee the concrete
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features of socialism in the mid-nineteenth
century, people pass deliberately one-sided
judgements about the 'disparity' between the
practice of socialist construction and the
profound observations of Marx and Engels
on the future of commodity production in the
new society.
As for analysis of Lenin's highly valuable

observations on this score, it was begun a
relatively short time ago and is often affected
by the drawn-out controversy between differ
ent schools and groups, each of which accen
tuates only that which argues, if only out
wardly, in favour of its own viewpoint.

Third, because of the deplorably uncritical
acceptance in the recent past of a number of
inaccurately formulated postulates in Stalin's
Economic Problems of Socialism in the USSR,
on the one hand, and then the hasty rejection
during the criticism of the personality cult
of its correct elements, including the repetitions
it contained of what is in effect the ABC of
Leninism.

Since direct study of the nature of commo
dities under socialism will complicate our
examination and is liable to lead to a dead
end, it is wiser, as we see it, first to abstract
ourselves from the existence of commodity-
money relations and examine the socialist
relations of production in, so to speak, their
pure form as treated in Marx's Critique of
the Gotha Programme. This is entirely legitim
ate, provided the connection with the tem
porarily abstracted factors is borne in mind.
Once the analysis of the 'pure' socialist
relations of production is completed, we may
add the previously dropped factors one after
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another until we get a faithful picture of the
real nature of the phenomenon.
Using this method, we propose to examine

■socialist society as one in which all means
cof production have been socialised and all
people act as a single collective of labourers
fused by common property, common aim,
and common working conditions.^

The means of production that only the
effort of many people can set in motion are
here the property of all labourers joined in
an integral collective. Management of this
property is the right of the collective as
represented by its administrative organ (the
state); the individual members of the col
lective are equal participants in the property
and free members of the association of labour.

While the socialistically socialised means
of production are permanently in the pos
session of the collective and always constitute
common property, the labour power of every
producer remains individual, belonging to
just one person due to the distinctiveness of
his or her bodily constitution.

But this does not mean that labour power
is not affected by the fact that the means of
production are publicly owned. Being co-
owners of this property, every worker and
his mates set in motion the means of labour
with their own hands. The individual labour
powers joined with the socialised implements

^ It is often said that this kind of socialism does not
and cannot exist. Why? Must the fusion of the sooiaU
ist property of the whole people with the kolkhoz
or cooperative form of socialist property occur neces
sarily after, and not before, the advent of the second
phase of communism?
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and objects of labour blend into one labour
power of the association, which, to use Marx's
expression, acts as the aggregate worker. Hence,
the individual labour power applied to social
ised implements becomes one of the compo
nents of the social labour power. The action
and functioning of the personal labour power
becomes a direct element in the functioning
of the social labour power.
In the socialist society the owner of machines

is not contrasted to the owner of the hands
-Ihat run them, as is the case under capitalism.
The worker, who is one of the many owners
of the common means of production, has
neither the need to sell his labour power nor
anyone to sell it to. The particular and inalien
able ability of the individual to produce pro
ducts, labour power is simultaneously endowed
with a new quality by directly joining the
common power of the collective and directly
constituting the social labour power. In sum,
collective ownership of the means of produc
tion makes the owner-society a collective
labourer composing the social labour power
out of a mass of individual labour powers.
This capacity of the individual labour power
to be social and of social to be individual is an
example, of the dialectical unity of opposites.
•.. The-'common labour of the whole collective
results in a product that is divided by use
value into two large groups: means of production
and objects of consumption. The moment they
are .produced these two parts of the social
product are the property of the association
that owns the raw materials and the labour.

When in production and before reaching the
consumption sphere these products do not
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differ from each other as the property of one
and the same collective of labourers. But
when we pass from producing them to their
distribution and use there arises a substantial
difference.

1. The implements and raw materials re
main in the hands of the collective and are
productively consumed, but remain public
property; this includes objects of consumption
that are part of the social funds and are col
lectively consumed by the working people
irrespective of the results of their own la
bour.

2. Another, far greater portion of the ob
jects of consumption passes out of the hands
of the collective into those of individual
consumers, thus becoming the personal pro
perty of the labourers.

Is the distribution of the first group of
products opposite in social essence to that
of the second group? Certainly not. Given
the premises cited earlier, the means of pro
duction are social in character and as
public property are set in motion jointly by
all the working people. There is no need to
transfer them to some individual for their
productive consumption, though it is indi
viduals who put them to use. The bigger
portion of the means of production consumed
over a long term does not and must not pass
out of the possession of the entire collective
throughout the period of their productive
utilisation. The same applies to the collec
tively used goods.
Not so in the case of objects of consumption

that replace not the material, but the personal
element of the productive forces—the labour
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power. Since the labour power of the associa
tion is nothing but the joining of the labour
powers of individuals, its replacement occurs
through the consumption by individual la
bourers of products necessary for their life
activity. Hence, the expenditure of labour
power cannot be replaced only by products
that remain in public ownership and do not
pass into anybody's personal possession. The
need for reproducing social labour power re
quires that objects of consumption pass into
the hands of the individual producers. The
passing of part of the product out of the hands
of society into those of its members, i.e. of
part of the social product into the sphere of
consumption, amounts to a transformation of
public into personal property.
This personal property of socialist labourers

has very little in common with private pro
perty in societies of antagonistic classes. In
the latter relations of production set apart
the private owners of the means of production
and thereby predetermine private appropria
tion of the results of labour. The individual
character of distribution is wholly determined
by the dispersal and dissociation of the pro
ducers: the implements of production, raw
materials, and objects of consumption do not
become the property of society and are sold
in the market by their private owners. In
dividual disposal of products follows here
from the private character of production.
Under socialism, on the other hand, personal
property is based on a diametrically opposite
principle, because it is brought into being
not by private, but by socialised means of
production.
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This essential difference may be described
as follows: private property in the implements
and means of production conditions private
appropriation of the product. Objects of im
mediate consumption pass out of the private
possession of their owner (producer or mer
chant) into the individual (also private) pos
session of the consumer not by virtue of the
individual nature of consumption, but owing
to the domination of proprietary commodity-
money relations.
Public ownership of the means of production,

on the other hand, determines public appro
priation of the product, regardless of its natural
form. When this product enters the sphere of
consumption it either remains in the use of
society as a whole (as a means of production)
or is transferred into the personal possession
of the labourers (as objects of consumption).
In contrast to capitalist society, where private
owners confront each other as independent
(mostly nominal) owners of the means of
production and consumption, under socialism
the transformation of part of the social pro
duct into the personal property of a labourer
does not make him either nominally or fac
tually independent of society and the collec
tive to which he belongs.
In socialist society a labourer's personal

property does not oppose him to the collective
(the state) as bearer of public property. On
the contrary, it ties him closer to the collec
tive, because personal property cannot be an
independent form of property. It is a derivative
from public property, a conversion of public
property to the sphere of individual consumption.
Hence, in the setting of complete socialisation
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personal appropriation is determined not by
economic factors (these only determine the
volume or quantitative aspect of personal
appropriation) but by the natural properties
of consumption.
This follows from the theoretical picture

of socialism drawn by Marx. Marx's picture,
we hold, does not diverge from practice, and
explains the nature of the appropriation of
the means, objects and products of labour in
the new society as built in the Soviet Union
and as is being built in other socialist coun
tries. This is why the anti-Marxist contention
that the truly highest form of socialist pro
perty (of the whole people) amounts to 'state-
capitalist' property should be firmly rejected.
Some revisionist theorists put just two types
of property—group and collective, on the
one hand, and personal, on the other—under
the head of 'socialist'. Property is collective,
they maintain, if the direct producers are
allowed to administer matters related to the
making of the product and to its general
distribution. By personal property they im
ply private landownership, which they un
justifiably describe as a component of large-
scale socialist agriculture. By so doing they
proclaim the smallholder a part of the social
ist social-economic forces. This conception
gives the group principle precedence over the
centralised planned economy of the whole
people, and portrays the small producer run
ning a small private farm or business—
essentially capitalist in type—as a socialist
social force. Here personal property is not
the citizen's ownership of objects of personal
consumption, a derivative of public property,
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but independent private ownership of means
of production by the small commodity pro
ducer. In method, this approach is doubtless
closer to the petty-bourgeois socialism criticised
well over a century ago in the Communist
Manifesto, rather than to Marxism-Leninism.
Take the 'new' interpretations of indivi

dual labour based on means of production in
the personal ownership of individuals. On
the face of it, their exponents merely want
to utilise the potential of petty private pro
prietors who do not exploit anyone else's
labour for the purpose of, say, improving the
services or to secure their more rational con
junction with the socialist economic system.
But closer scrutiny of the various expositions
of this viewpoint reveals a far more 'radical'
thrust. Falling back on the debatable infer
ence that artisan trades based on personal
means of labour that cannot become a source
of exploitation are part of the socialist econo
my if the artisan produces or renders services
by his own personal labour, they draw very
fair-reaching conclusions.

Individual labour based on personally-owned
means of production is proclaimed a 'socialist
principle' inasmuch as the working man en
gaging in it subsists exclusively on the results
of his own labour. Idealising this individual
labour, which has in fact existed for millen
nia and has served as the starting point for
relations of exploitation, the authors are
also impelled to deny that individual labour
based on personal means of production is a
remnant of past social relations and that it
will disappear with the growth of socially-
organised production. This latter idea is
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clearly set out by Marx, notably in his cri-
ticisra of Proudlionism.
Some theorists even contend that indivi

dual labour based on personal means of pro
duction, being the condition for the existence
of people subsisting on such labour and af
firming its social usefulness and value in the
setting of socialist commodity production, is
part of social labour and is of the same charac
ter (sic!) as the individual labour based on
socialised means of production. This is so
glaringly wrong that it hardly needs to be
challenged.
As we have said, in the socialist society

personal property originates from public pro
perty and is the property of people who are
immediate co-owners of socialised property.
And since in the socialist society there are
no proprietors other than the collective of
producers, and individual producers do not
distinguish themselves from the collective,
there is no such thing here as commodity
exchange. 'Within the cooperative society
based on common ownership of the means
of production,' writes Marx, 'the producers
do not exchange their products; just as little
does the labour employed on the products
appear here as the value of these products, as
a material quality possessed by them, since
now, in contrast to capitalist society, indi
vidual labour no longer exists in an indirect
fashion but directly as a component part of
the total laboxu'.'^

^ Karl Marx, 'Critique of the Gotha Programme'.
In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 3, p. 17.
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t)ealing with the matter in his Economic
Manuscripts of 1857-1859, Marx compared the
capitalist relations of production of his time
with the future socialist relations. The labour
of an individual viewed in the act of produc
tion, he wrote, is the money on which the
worker directly buys the product, the object
of his particular activity; but this is particular
money on which he can buy only this definite
product. To be universal money^ the labour
should not have been particular labour^ but
universal from the outset, that is, should
have been put in as an element of universal
production.^

Given this premise, it would not be exchange
that first imparted universality to labour, but
the priorly given collective nature of labour
that would determine the labourer's participa
tion in the distribution of products. The collec
tive nature of production would make the
product collective and universal from the
very beginning. And exchange, which ori
ginally takes place in production (it would
not be an exchange of exchange values but
an exchange of actions impelled by collective
needs or collective aims), would from the outset
include the participation of the individual in
the collective world of products. It is on the
basis of exchange values that exchange for
the first time treats labour as universal la-

1 That is, replace ordinary money as the universal
equivalent and hecome a universal measure of value,
putting an end to the existence of money as such.

2 As under capitalism due to the division of labour
and the economic segregation of the producers.

3 Possible only if socialised socialist property and
economic planning are dominant.
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bour.^ On the given different basis labour
would be treated as universal prior to ex
change, that is, the exchange of products
would not be an intermediate operation®
serving as a medium for the individual's
participation in common production.

Naturally, mediation is unavoidable. But
Marx shows that in the first case, which follows
from the independent (partial) production by
individuals, mediation occurs through the
exchange of commodities, of exchange values,
of money—all of which are expressive of one
and the same relation. In the second case,
the very premise is mediated-, in other words,
we presuppose collective production or col
lectivism as the basis ■ of production. The
labour of the individual is treated as social
labour from the beginning. No matter what
particular material form of the product the
individual creates or helps to create, he
buys with his labour not a definite and parti
cular product, but a definite participation in
collective production. He does not, therefore,
have to exchange any particular product. His
product is not an exchange value. It does not
have to be converted beforehand into any
particular form in order to acquire universa
lity for the individual.
So, in place of the division of labour® which

is inevitably engendered when the exchange
is of exchange values, there would in this
case appear an organisation of labour' securing

^ Under capitalism.
® Which, in fact, it is not in the planned socialist

economy.

® Capitalist.
* Socialist.
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the individual's participation in collective
consumption. In the first case the social
natiu'e of production is only subsequently
secured by converting products into exchange
values and by exclianging values. In the
second case, the socialised nature of produc
tion is a premise, and participation in the
world of products, participation in con
sumption, is not mediated by any e.xchange of
inter-dependent work operations or products
of labour. It is mediated by the social con
ditions of production in which the individual
is active.

Therefore, to treat the labour of an indi
vidual (and hence its product) directly as
money, or a realised exchange value, it would
have to be defined directly as universal la
bour, and this means denying the very con
ditions in which labour must necessarily
turn into money and exchange values and
which make it dependent on private exchange.
This demand may be met only in conditions
in which it can no longer be made. Because,
as Marx concludes, 'labour based on exchange-
values presupposes precisely that neither the
labour of the individual nor its product are
immediately universal, and that it acquires
this form only tlirough objectified mediation,
through a money that is different from it.'^
Taking note of this fundamental difference

between the new society and the old in the
matter of economic relations, Marx does not
deny vestiges of an outward resemblance
between the two, and the existence in the
new of 'birthmarks' of the old. 'Accordingly',

1 Karl Marx, Grundrisse..., Op. cU., p. 89.
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he writes, *the individual producer receives
back from society—after the deductions have
been made—exactly what he gives to it.
What he has given to it is his individual
quantum of labour. For example, the social
working day consists of the sum of the in
dividual hours of work; the individual labour
time of the individual producer is the part
of the social working day contributed by him,
his share in it. He receives a certificate from
society that he has furnished such and such
an amount of labour (after deducting his
labour for the common funds), and with this
certificate he draws from the social stock of
means of consumption as much as costs the
same amount of labour. The same amount of
labour which he has given to society in one
form he receives back in another.'^ The social
relations become perfectly clear and subject
to control by the associated individuals.

2. The Fafe of Value When All Means of
Production Are Socialised

Referring to this passage of Marx and to the
existence of commodity production under
socialism-, some authors argue that he had
not been thorough, that some things had es
caped his vision, and that all he had produced
was an abstract outline of socialism.
But this is untrue. Marx clearly and accu

rately defined the features of the new system
when all means of production were socialised.

^ Karl Marx, 'Critique of the Gotha Programme'.
In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 3, pp. 17-18.
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More, he anticipated the situation where
following the socialist revolution the proleta
riat would have to convert to socialist prin
ciples not only large-scale industries but
also the small peasant farms, and to draw
petty commodity producers into building so
cialism. 'Wherever the peasant en masse
exists as a private proprietor, where he even
forms a more or less substantial majority,'
he wrote some hundred years ago, 'as is the
case in all countries of the West-European
continent, where he has not disappeared and
has not been replaced by agricultural day
labourers, as in England, the following may
happen: either he prevents and wrecks every
workers' revolution, as he has up to the pre
sent done in France, or else the proletariat
(for the peasant-owner does not belong to the
proletariat, and even where his position makes
him belong to it, he thinks that he does not)
in governing must take measures which lead
to a direct improvement of his conditions,
and which, consequently, win him over to
the side of the revolution. From the very
outset these measures must facilitate the

transition from private to collective land-
ownership, so that the peasant himself comes
to it through economic means; care should,
however, be taken not to antagonise him, for
example, by proclaiming the abolition of
the inheritance right or of his property. The
latter can be done only where the capitalistic
tenant has ousted the peasant, and where
the actual cultivator is just as much a prole
tarian, a wage-worker as the rural worker and,
hence, has directly, not indirectly, identical
interests with him; much less should land-
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ownership be strengthened by enlarging the
parcel through the simple handing over of
large estates to the peasants.'^
Marx rejects Bakunin's nonsense that work

ers' rule implies enslavement of agricultural
labour. For the proletariat 'to have any
chance of success', he shows, 'it must bo
able mutatis mutandis to do directly for the
peasants at least as much as the French bour
geoisie did for the then existing French pea
sants during its revolution.'^

Engels put this in still more specific terms,
'Our task relative to the small peasant,' he
wrote, 'consists, in the first place, in effecting
a transition of his private enterprise and
private possession to co-operative ones, not
forcibly but by dint of example and the proffer
of social assistance for this purpose. And then
of course we shall have ample means of show
ing to the small peasant prospective advanta
ges that must be obvious to him even today.
Engels goes on to outline measures whereby
peasant associations will find that 'their
economic position is improved and simulta
neously the general social directing agency
is assured the necessary influence to trans
form the peasant co-operative to a higher
form, and to equalise the rights and duties of
the co-operative as a whole as well as of its
individual members with those of the other

^ Karl Marx,'From Comments on Bakunin's Book
"Statehood and Anarchy'". In: Karl Marx and Frede
rick Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, p. 411.

2 Ibid., p. 412.
3 Frederick Engels, 'The Peasant Question in

France and Germany'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, p. 470.
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departments of the entire community. How
this is to be carried out in practice in each
particular case will depend upon the cir
cumstances of the case and the conditions
imder which we take possession of political
power.''
The founders of scientific communism are

sometimes portrayed as maximalists who de
duced the emergence of the new system not
simply from the contradictions and tendencies
of capitalism, but from their necessary devel
opment to the culmination point. Certainly,
if we take the theoretical deductions, this
opinion is not entirely groundless because
Marx's thinking was remarkably logical and
consistent, pinpointing all the possible effects
of a discovered law. But did he equate meth
ods of thinking with political methods which
deal not with abstract scientific notions, but
with the fate of millions of living people?
The answer will be found in Engels. Anti

cipating, as it were, the rebukes later addres
sed to Lenin, Plekhanov and other Russian
Marxists for allegedly wanting to put the
entire working population through a factory
grinder, Engels wrote; 'The greater the num
ber of peasants whom we can save from being
actually hurled down into the proletariat,
whom we can win to our side while they are
still peasants, the more quickly and easily
the social transformation will be accom
plished. It will serve us nought to wait with
this transformation until capitalist production
has developed everywhere to its utmost con
sequences, until the last small handicrafts-

1 Ibid., p. 470.
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man and the last small peasant have fallen
victim to capitalist large-scale production.**
This shows the concepts of Marx and Engels

about the post-revolution period to have
been as realistic as they were definite. Along
with socialised ownership of the means of
production (expropriation of the expropria
tors), they also envisaged a voluntary insti
tution of associated property and associated
enterprises, which would survive until con
ditions ripened for their conversion to the
higher form. 'Marx and I have never been in
doubt,' Engels wrote to Bebel in January
1886, 'that in the transition to a completely
communist economy we shall have to resort
to cooperative production as the intermediate
link.' But this has to be'done in away that
society—and consequently in the beginning
the state—should retain ownership of the
means of production and, hence, the particu
lar interests of the cooperative should not
take precedence over the interests of society
as a whole.'2

When referring to a fully developed com
munist economy Engels obviously meant so
cialism and not the period of transition from
capitalism to socialism, because only the
economy of the second phase of communism
may be described as completely communist,
as distinct from the incompletely communist,
the less developed, economy.
What, then, was the sketch of socialism

presented in Marx's Critique of the Gotha
Programmed Evidently, it was the goal to be

1 Ibid., pp. 471-72.
® Marx/Engels, Werke, Vol. 36, p. 426.
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attained at some intermediate point in socie
ty's advance to communism following the
period of transition from capitalism to social
ism and resulting from socialism's develop
ment on its own basis. Marx and Engels did
not presume to elaborate on the specific ways
and concrete forms of the process. They always
emphasised that tiiis would be the business
of the immediate participants. Yet they spoke
unambiguously about its essence. This is why
references to what was really their modesty
in order to prove that they had no definitive
opinions about the laws and regularities of
the new formation are, in effect, entirely
groundless.
We have deliberately inserted long passages

from the works of Marx and Engels to show
how Marx's prophetic ideas agree with the
subsequent practice of proletarian revolutions
in countries with large peasant populations.
Don't these passages contain the germ of
Lenin's future peasant policy? Would some
one who allowed for the existence of a sub
stantial section of small commodity producers
after the proletarian revolution unconditionally
insist on the immediate abolition of commodity
exchange and of money on the next day after
the socialist overturn?
That Marx never departed from concrete

and practical ground even when he looked
into what was for him a distant socialist
future, is borne out by yet another passage
from his Critique of the Gotha Programme.
Showing that the principle of distribution
according to work would prevail undersocial-
ism, he wrote: 'Here obviously the same
principle prevails as that which regulates the
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exchangp of commodities, as far as this is
exchange of equal values. Content and form
are changed, because under the altered cir
cumstances no one can give anything except
his labour, and because, on the other hand,
nothing can pass to the ownership of indivi
duals except individual means of consump
tion. But, as far as the distribution of the
latter among the individual producers is
concerned, the same principle prevails as
in the exchange of commodity-equivalents:
a given amount of labour in one form is ex
changed for an equal amount of labour in
another form.'^
Marx points to the cause of the change in

content and form. But he does not describe
the change itself, or its effects, or how it
would reflect on social relations. For him this
was not important; he referred to the matter
in passing. For us, however, it is a central
issue because the content of economic rela
tions may at times be wrongly understood
if all attention is concentrated on just its
integumentary form. What we want to know
is the change which the relations of distribu
tion, those that have a commodity nature in
capitalist society, undergo under socialism.
Marx says in so many words that the pro

ducts which society issues to the labourers
for their work are not commodities, and that
the vouchers issued to them to certify to
their participation in social production are
not tokens of value. Still, commodity and
value remain. Anticipating the practice of

* Karl Marx, 'Critiqae of tlio Gotha Programme*.
In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 3, p. 18.
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socialist construction after October 1917, Marx
calls attention to this in Volume 3 of Capital.
'After the abolition of the capitalist mode of
production, but still retaining social pro
duction,' he writes, 'the determination of
value continues to prevail in the sense that
the regulation of labour-time and the distri
bution of social labour among the various
production groups, ultimately the book-keep
ing encompassing all this, become more es
sential than ever.'^

In sum, there is no commodity and no value
because all goods belong to one owner—to
society—and there is no one with whom to
exchange them, and yet commodity and value
exist, as Marx points out and as the practice
of socialist economy, which we leave aside
for the moment, bears out. And that is the
contradiction, the antinomy that we must
resolve before we go any further.
Let us first take the matter of commodities.
When Stalin's The Economic Problems of

Socialism in the USSR appeared in the early
fifties, the following passage in it was taken
as the definition of commodity: "A commodity
is the product of production which is sold
to any buyer, with the owner of the commodi
ty losing the right of ownership through the
sale of the commodity and the buyer becoming
its owner who may re-sell it, pawn or mortgage
it, or let it rot.'^
This statement is tautologous. All it really

says is that a commodity is something that

^ Karl Mar.\, Capital, Vol. Ill, p. 851.
® J. V. Stalin, Ekonomicheskie probleiny sotsializma

V SSSR (The Economic Problems of Socialism in the
USSR), Moscow, 1952, p. 52.
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is sold. Therefore, it is not a definition at all.
Its other flaw is that it treats movement in
only one direction—from seller to buyer—
and overlooks the fact that the buyer is
also a seller. Finally, concentrating on the
fact that a commodity is a product, the
exponents of this definition sidestepped the
main point—the social relation that consti
tutes the essence of a commodity. It is only
to be regretted that this formula had for a
time obscured Lenin's concise and accurate
definition: 'A commodity is, in the first
place, a thing that satisfies a human want;
in the second place, it is a thing that can
be exchanged for another thing.

It could not be clearer that a product he-
comes a commodity only under specific con
ditions. What we want to know, therefore,
are the criteria of commodity production. 'By
commodity production,' wrote Lenin, 'is
meant an organisation of social economy in
which goods are produced by separate, isola
ted producers, each specialising in the making
of some one product, so that to satisfy the
needs of society it is necessary to buy and sell
products (which, therefore, become commod
ities) in the market.'®

It follows that commodity production oc
curs when and where there are at least these
three conditions: a) independent producers
are separate and isolated; b) each producer
specialises in making some one or a limited
range of products; c) mutual exchange of

o. ̂  'Karl Marx', Collected Works, Vol.21, p. 59.
® V. I. Lenin, 'On the So-Called Market Question'.

Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 93.
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products (purchase and sale) is always ef
fected through the alienation of the product
from its producer (seller) and its appropria
tion by the consumer (buyer).
Marx's description of socialist society as

the sole and single owner of the means of
production and the sole and single producer
rules out the iirst and third of the above-
mentioned features of commodity production.
The territorial and administrative separate-
ness of various enterprises does not make
them owners of their product which, like the
enterprises, belongs to society. The speciali
sation that necessarily survives under social
ism causes products to be exchanged in the
manner of metabolism in one and the same
social organism. But this exchange is not
a transfer of the product into the hands of
another owner, which is characteristic of com
modity relations.
Trying to explain the existence of commo

dity-money relations in the Soviet Union even
between state enterprises coming under the
head of socialised property, some economists
suggested that a product can become a com
modity in the act of exchange without chang
ing its owner by merely changing places in
the framework of one and the same form of
property. At best, this is inaccurate. There
are all kinds of exchange. In one case, inde
pendent proprietors producing different pro
ducts confront one another, each interested in
selling his produce and acquiring the produce
of another. As a tendency, the exchange be
tween them is of an equivalent nature, though
allowances either way are possible and inevit
able. This type of exchange is necessarily an
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exchange of commodities. In the other case
there is exchange within the limits of one
household belonging to one proprietor.
In Capital Marx identified the cell in which

there occurs exchange of the second type as
the 'patriarchal industries of a peasant family,
that produces corn, cattle, yarn, linen, and
clothing for home use. These different articles
are, as regards the family, so many products
of its labour, but as between themselves, they
are not commodities. The different kinds of
labour, such as tillage, cattle tending, spin
ning, weaving and making clothes, which
result in the various products, are in them
selves, and such as they are, direct social
functions, because functions of the family,
which, just as much as a society based on the
production of commodities, possesses a spon
taneously developed system of division of
labour. The distribution of the work (and
hence exchange of the products of work—R.K.)
within the family, and the regulation of the
labour-time of the several members, depend
as well upon differences of age and sex as
upon natural conditions varying with the
seasons. The labour-power of each individual,
by its very nature, operates in this case
merely as a definite portion of the whole labour-
power of the family, and therefore, the measure
of the expenditure of individual labour-power
by its duration, appears here by its very
nature as a social character of their labour.'^
The same should apply to the socialist

society, which is 'a community of free indi
viduals, carrying on their work with the

^ Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 82.
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means of production in common, in which the
lahour-power of all the different individuals
is consciously applied as the combined labour-
power of the community.'' Here there are
no commodities because the individual labour
of each is directly an element of the collective
labour, and exchange occurs in the frame of
one community associated by common pro
perty. It follows that exchange is commodity
exchange not simply when it occurs between
producers separated in space or belonging
to different organisations (as this occurs under
socialism and will also occur in the second
phase of communism) biit when it occurs
between different economically separate pro
prietors-producers who are divided by distance
and sphere of activity and also by absence
of common property and joint economy.

According to Lenin's definition a commodity
has two features: first, it must satisfy a human
need, that is, it must possess use-value and,
second, it must enter the process of exchange
between different owners. The first feature
does not give it the specific nature of comino-
dity. Use-values were made before commodity
production ever began and will be made after
it disappears. It is the second feature that
turns a product into a commodity: the sub
stance of a commodity is not its usefulness, but
its ^exchangeability^ in the social relationship
arising over the given object between inde
pendent owners. It follows that once the system
of exchange relations between independent
commodity owners is abolished (under social-

1 Ibid., p. 82.
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ism), the product ceases to he a commodity
and becomes a non-commodity.
But what, according to Marx, remains of

the commodity nature of the product in a
socialist society? Marx maintains that what
remains is the 'determination of value', tracing
this to the need for recording and regulating
labour time and material values in the con
ditions of social production.
Why then does value, which, as we know,

is an all-important element of commodity
production, survive in the new society? We
know from Marx that with the introduction of
common ownership of the means of production
and the products of labour, commodity
exchange will disappear, as will value and
money. Under capitalism labour and wealth
were measured by value and its various forms,
whereas in the new formation the measure
of value should be replaced by direct measure
ment in units of labour time. But the facts
show thai for a long time after the victory
of the working class the new society lacks
a thorough system of accounting. It cannot be
devised overnight. And so, according to Marx,
in order that production is not interrupted'
while a new system of accounting is being
shaped, use must be made of value forms.
Certainly, these value forms are something
entirely diherent in the changed conditions.
The concept 'value' is usually held to include

labour objectified in a commodity. Value is
first of all the outlay of socially necessary
labour time for the manufacture of a given
product. This first feature of value is necessary
hut not specific, because the outlay of labour,
essential in every phase of social production^
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does hot per se fcreate any value. Second,
value is the proportion in which the given
object is exclianged for some other object
on the basis of the equivalence of labour outlays.
But this, too, is not all. In order f-inally to
become value, the proportion based on outlays
of labour must regulate effective commodity
exchange (not exchange in general), i.e., it
must be a relation between independent {indi
vidual or collective) commodity-owners who mu
tually alienate and appropriate each other's
products. Thus, value may be briefly defined
as a proportion based on outlays of socially
necessary labour time in which use values
of one kind are exchanged in the commodity
market for a certain amount of use values of

another kind.
It follows that the different properties of

value play dissimilar roles; some determine
value only from the standpoint of form,
while others express the content of the social
value relation. By content dialectical mate
rialism designates the sum-total of elements
and processes comprising the intrinsic basis
of the existence and development of a thing,
i.e. as some say, that of which the given object
consists. Examining the different forms of
value in Capital, Marx singles out the prin
cipal element in the content of the value
relation: tha manifestation in commodity exchange
of the social nature of the labour of private
producers, the social relation characteristic
of production based on private ownership
of the means of production. The content of
value as an economic relation of commodity
production is the labour expended on making
a product plus the exchange relation through
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the medium of which it manifests itself in
things that are exchanged.
Form denotes the other aspect of the object

or phenomenon. Form is the structure or con
stitution of the content, the means of con
necting its separate parts. The content of
value is 1) social labour and 2) the relation
of exchange in which it manifests itself,
while form is the manner in which these ele
ments of the content are connected. How do
outlays of labour manifest themselves in the
process of exchange, and how arc these dis
parate factors connected?
The answer is provided by the daily practice

of commodity relations. Exchange reveals the
socially necessary labour-time embodied in
a commodity by comparison of all commodities
to one commodity which is set apart from
the world of commodities and acts as a uni
versal measure of value. Down the ages a
variety of commodities was used for this
purpose, until the final choice fell on precious
metals. Hence, the form of value is an indirect
expression of labour outlays not in time but
in the comparison of the given product with
goldt which serves as the embodiment of social
labour .time. This indirect expression enables
us to determine the value relation through
commodity exchange, and identify the rela
tive quantity of labour put into an object.
Summing up, we may briefly outline the

specific features both of the content and form
of value: the former is the outlay of average
labour time put into the manufacture of a
product and manifesting itself in exchange;
the latter is a means of manifesting this outlay
through the indirect expression of labour
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time not in hours but in gold or some other
money-commodity. Content is that which is
manifested, and the form is how, by what
medium, this content is manifested.
The above refers to value in conditions of

capitalist production. In socialist society value
is something different. The content of value—
in the capitalist context a manifestation in
commodity exchange of the social character
of the labour of private producers—changes
radically because in the socialist environment,
first, the labour of socialised (not private)
producers is immediately social in character
and does not, as a rule, need any market
evaluation of its social significance, and,
second, there is no exchange of commodities
because there are no independent owners of
products to confront one another. The content
of value vanishes. The only thing that could
be put in its place is the direct social labour
expended in making the given object. But
that is something entirely different from the
private (or, in any case, separate and isolated)
labour on which the value relation is based.
What remains of value? Its form is what

remains, that is, determination of the outlay
of socially necessary labour time by indirect
means, through gold, for as long as the new
society is unable to measure this expenditure
directly in hours. In short, directly social
labour objectified in material goods is for
the present measured through the medium
of gold, by comparing it to gold, that is,
through its antithesis. That is the dialectics
of socialist production in which the new con
tent is sometimes seen in the old form adapted
to the new conditions.
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To sum up, value has acquired a new coii-
tent—directly socialised labour—and has there
fore in substance ceased to be value. The
form, the integument, that amounts to a
quantitative determination of labour time
through comparison of products with gold is
all that is left of value and may be described
as conventional, or formal value.^ Marx had
anticipated the survival of this formal value
(though he uses no such term) in the socialist
society after all means of production would
have been completely socialised. This value,
Marx held, would initially be used in the
system of accounts in socialist production.
Later, 'value' accounting is expected to be
replaced by recording labour in new units
corresponding to its directly social charac
ter—working hours or some other mean units
of labour time. According to our method of
approach the content of 'formal value* and
the working hour must be the same: the
directly social labour of the producers of
socialist society. In formal terms, it is true,
these types of accounting are very difierent,
and the identity of their content may be
questioned. But despite the dissimilarity and
seeming incompatibility of the value form
with collective production, Marx's genius spot
ted formal value as the prime category of
accounting under socialism.

^ Stalin saw value as a devious, roundabout means
of measuring the quantity of labour expended in
making products (see J. V. Stalin, Ekonomteheskiye
problemy sotslalisma v SSSR, p. 23). As we see it,
this pertains not to value but to formal value typical
under socialism. By overlooking this difference we
are liable to under-rate the distinctive qualities of
socialist relations of production.
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The product of socialist production is in
formal terms the bearer of value and expresses
the labour time contained in it through gold.
This gives it the form of a commodity, making
it a conventional or formal commodity. Non-
commodity content combines with commodity
form, which combines the product's use value
with its formal value. That is how the con
tradiction—no commodity and no value: com
modity and value—is resolved. Commodity
and value have both lost their content, have
become formal, and have thus ceased to exist.
But the commodity form and value form used
in practice have not ceased to exist, and will
not fall into disuse until a further advancement
of socialist relations of production. Yes and
no,I existent and non-existent—that is the
answer Marx suggested.

3. Marx's Prognosis and Socialist Reality

So far we have dealt essentially with Marx's
theoretical elucidation of the substance of
socialist society. Understandably, this can
help us determine none but the principal and
the most substantive features of the new sys
tem, but not analyse the practice of a social
system that appeared three and a half decades
after his death. Though Marx anticipated more
than just the principal conditions in which
the proletarian revolution would come about,
including such details as use of the old form
of value accounting for a certain time, he
did not and could not set out to predict the
individual features of the transition to social
ism in all countries.
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The proletarian revolution won first in a
country where the working class, associated
with the capitalist mode of production, did
not constitute the majority. It was the small-
scale mode of commodity production, the
economic basis of the many millions of pea
sants, that predominated in Russia then.
In economic status the small and medium
peasants were, like the bourgeoisie, private
owners of the means of production. But the
peasant's nature, as we know, is a dual one:
personal labour on the farm and threat of
ruin in the course of capitalist economic deve
lopment bring him closer to the proletarian
and make him the letter's natural ally. This
is what communist parties rely on in their
policy towards the non-proletarian sections,
assuring success of > (socialist revolutions
through skilful leadership of the masses and
winning the support of the majority for the
proletarian state.
The most crucial action of Soviet power was

to nationalise (that is, make state property
of the proletarian dictatorship) the land,
banks, capitalist industry, and the like. This
was the beginning of the socialised economic
sector. But this action, which replaces capi
talist production relations with socialist, is
not taken at once and not on the scale of the
entire society. Following the inception of a
state sector there still remains small-scale
peasant and even capitalist production, espe
cially in villages, in the consumer industries
and trade. And this for a fairly long time.
It takes some years to convert the peasant
to socialism, to change his private property
into public, while restricting and pushing
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out the bourgeois elements. This involves
building an industrial base for agriculture
and showing to the peasants the advantages
of large-scale socialist farming. Besides, there
must be intensive ideological and organi
sational work among them.
Following the revolution in Soviet Russia,

there simultaneously existed socialised indu
strial production, dispersed small-scale private
farming, artisan production, and private com
merce. The many private enterprises—whether
peasant farms or capitalist enterprises—did
not change their social substance and could
not exist without commodity exchange, com
modity circulation, and market relations.
Hence, the commodity nature of the economic
links survived. So did the law of value. Nor
did this exclude the socialist sector. Con
stituting what may be described as a single
enterprise, the state industries could not
operate without regular and close ties with
agriculture. The state deliberately organised
commodity exchange between town and coun
try. In these circumstances products of the
worker's labour alienated by the state in
exchange for the products of peasant la
bour, were a commodity. As a result, large-
scale social production, as well as small-scale
private production, was commodity produc
tion.

'More thought,' Lenin wrote, 'must be
given to the conditions of the transition epoch
(and the relevant facts studied in greater
detail).
'There is no doubt about switching from

money to the exchange of products without
money.
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'To make the switch a success, there must be
an exchange of products (not exchange of com
modities).
'So long as we are unable to carry on the

exchange of commodities, i.e., to give the
peasants industrial products, the peasant has
to make do with the remnants of commodity
(and consequently of money) circulation, with
a substitute for it.

'It is economically wrong to abolish the
substitute (money) before the peasantry has
been given that which eliminates the need
of a substitute.
'This must be given very serious thought.'^
The entire output of state enterprises was

still recorded as an aggregate of values. Some
authors took this to mean that the commodity
nature of production was inherent in socialist
state enterprises, that it was predicated by the
nature of socialist relations of production.
This is, in effect, contrary to Marx's postulate
that the nature of socialist economy is essen
tially non-commodity, and wrongly likens
socialist with capitalist production.
The survival of commodity-value forms in

the socialist economy of that time was due
much less to intrinsic causes than to the out
ward conditions in which it arose—the eco
nomic nature of the other sectors.
The first of the conditions imparting a com

modity nature to collective production was
the preeminence in the Soviet Union at that
time of commodity production, which neces
sarily implies spontaneous market exchange.

1 V. I. Lenin, 'Letter to S. Y. Chutskayev',
Collected Works, Vol. 45, p. 58.
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The state produced part of its output for sale
to other proprietors. This necessitated treat
ment of all products as commodity values,
which introduced a few additional facets to
Marx's vision of socialism. In its dealings
with private producers, the state acted as
a separate proprietor engaged in a definite
economic field and entering the market to
exchange manufactured goods for raw mate
rials and food products. Here, there are all
the criteria of commodity production enu
merated by Lenin. The second reason necessit
ating the commodity form even for products
that were not put on sale was the use of value
forms of recording outlays of labour time and,
consequently, the social wealth mentioned
by Marx. This, as we have said, was not due
to any intrinsic quality of socialist economics,
but because there could be no other system of
accounting as long as commodity production
continued to exist.
The relations of exchange of goods in the

transitional period may be put into the follow
ing three groups: a) exchange between private
producers which comes under the head of
commodity exchange; b) exchange between the
socialist state and private producers, which
is also commodity exchange, but different
because it involves a collective producer and
commodity owner; c) exchange within the
socialist sector between enterprises, between
the state and enterprises, between workers
and the state. The first two groups are incon-
testably of a commodity nature, while the
third is not equivalent to them and must be
treated separately.

A- note Lenin wrote on this score in March-
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April, 1921 is of unquestionable value. Here
it is:

'The question is of theoretical interest too'
'the proletarian state power

holds f factories
a material base ^ railways

t foreign trade.
'Consequence: in its hands is a commodity

stock and its wholesale (railway) transport.
'What is the proletarian state power doing

with this stock?
^Selling it:
(a) to the workers by hand and brain for

money, or for their labour without
money;^

(P) to the peasants for grain.
'How does it sell? Through whom?'2
The main question Lenin raises here refers

to the forms and methods of Soviet trade.
But he also separates commodity relations
within the state sector from those outside that
sector. Lenin shows that the workers' state
sells the commodities at its disposal in differ
ent ways to different classes and social groups—
in exchange for money or labour to workers
and salary-earners, and in exchange for corn
to the peasants. This concrete differentiated
approach is the only possible method of
approach and can help disentangle the web
of opinions and standpoints woven in the
long controversy over the nature of commo
dities under socialism.

I

^ It would be interesting to analyse the social-
eoonomic content of the sale for labour. It is doubtless
a novel thing.

2 V. I. Lenin, 'To N. I. Bukharin', Collected
Works^ Vol. 36, p. 539.
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That the sale of state-made products in
exchange for peasant corn is exchange of com
modities is self-evident, because it amounts
to mutual alienation and appropriation of
products by different owners. But is the pro
duct sold by the state to workers and salary-
earners, that is, to persons employed in the
state sector who can give nothing in exchange
save their labour, also a commodity? Marx
thought' otherwise. Yet in so doing he postu
lated complete socialisation of the means of
production. But what if socialisation is ini
tially incomplete} Would the socialist state,
compelled to trade and to produce commo
dities, enter into commodity-money relations
with the proletariat? Does the domination of
market ties affect the relationship of prole
tarians and their state, making Marx's outline
of socialism inapplicable in practice?*
To get our bearings we must first determine

the factor from which Marx deduced the non-
commodity nature of the distribution of
products under socialism. It is socialised pro
perty that shapes the nature of the relations
of production. By uniting people socialised
property rules out commodity relations bet
ween the state, i.e. society as a whole, the
collective, on the one hand, and the individual
labourer, on the other. Because it rules out
any mutual confrontation as independent ow
ners between the collective and the individual.

1 This question also concerns the character of the
state. What kind of a proletarian dictatorship is it
if it confronts the proletariat as a proprietor? Seen
in this light, the state is, as it were, divorced from
society, above society or, as the revisionists say,
'alienated* from society.
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Can the ..commodity relations prevailing in
other sectors of the economy, or between these
sectors, affect this relationship? Certainly not,
because commodity relations are extraneous
and are not conditioned by the distinctive qua
lities of socialist property (the artificially
invented 'predisposition' must not be taken
seriously); they cannot therefore influence the
nature of the ties between worker and col
lective within the state sector.
Due to the commodity nature of social pro

duction one may get the impression that the
relations within the socialist sector are at odds
with Marx's view of the future socialist society.
But this impression is wrong. True, the state
of society as a whole does nOt entirely corres
pond to what Marx had said, because non-
socialist economic forms and commodity
exchange survive for some time. But, cer
tainly, the economic relations between work
ing people within the state sector of social
production do coincide with Marx's vision
in every way.

Take" a product made in a state enterprise
and the relations that arise over this product
between different owners. In its natural form
it is a means of production, on the one hand,
and an object of consumption, on the other.
The product is not a commodity until it enters
the sphere of distribution. All the same, it
is' an aggregate of goods possessing the form
of commodities, that is, recorded as formal
values. Each product of socialist industry
has the integument of a commodity and pos
sesses formal value.' The" products are manu
factured for the seeming purpose of exchange
with other commodity producers. In certain
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conditions they may be converted into real
values, into actual commodities.
But this occurs only when the product is

taken outside the given form of property and
passes into the possession of another owner.
Almost all the means of production made in
state enterprises remain in the possession of
the state. They do not change owners, merely
passing from one industry to another, from
one enterprise to another. There are mutual
settlements by enterprises supplying equip
ment and enterprises receiving it. The settle
ments are made in terms of money. And this
creates the illusion that means of production
are commodities. Yet in substance this sort
of transfer is not alienation from one owner
and appropriation by another, but merely, as
Lenin put it, 'transfer of managemenV^ from
one economic field to another. Here the com
modity-value integument is just a form of
accounting and is in no way a characteristic
of the exchange of activities between state
enterprises. It is entirely correct to say, there
fore, that determination of the value of the
means of production that remain in the pos
session of the state 'is essential for calculating,
for settling accounts, for determining the
profit or loss of enterprises, for checking and
controlling enterprises'—merely the 'formal
side of the matter'.^

It is different in the case of the relatively
small portion of state-manufactured means

^ V. I. Lenin, 'To D. I. Kursky on the Question
of Leases and Concessions in Agriculture', Collected
Works, Vol. 36, p. 551.

® J. V. Stalin, Ekonomtcheskie problemy sotsialisma
p SSSR, p. 52.
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of production that enters the sphere of com
modity circulation. It includes farm machi
nery, implements and tools sold to farmers,
and raw materials exported to foreign markets.
Here, the formal value of the product becomes
real value, and commodity in form becomes
commodity in fact.
Apart from means of production, a substan

tial portion of the social product consists of
objects of consumption. To perform their
social function, these products must enter into
the individual possession of separate persons.
This creates the impression that the transfer
of a product from the hands of the state to
the hands of the individual has the same
content in all cases. In fact, however, the
state's realisation of objects of consumption
must be analysed in each separate case as to
who is the 'buyer', to what class he belongs,
and in what sector of the economy he is employed
or whether he works at all.
The state's 'sale' of objects of consumption

to the worker is, in effect, issue to the worker
of his share of the social product proportio
nally to the labour he has put into the common
undertaking less the appropriate deductions
for common national needs. As co-owner of
social property and employee of a state enter
prise the worker receives only what is poten
tially his own as a member of a work collective.
Here, individual distribution according to
labour is, first, a means of maintaining the
active condition of the social labour power and,
second, a means of securing the aim of social
production, namely, the maximum satisfac
tion (at the].level achieved in production) of
the needs of the working people—this latter
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being a substantive and distinctive feature
of socialism.

No matter that the product acquired by the
worker possesses formal value and has a com
modity integument. In essence it is not a com
modity because it lacks the main character
istic of a commodity—its being transferred
outside the given form of property, its being
alienated. In this respect objects of consump
tion placed at the personal disposal of workers
do not differ from the state-owned means of
production which, though turned over by one
enterprise to another, are not alienated to
another owner.

This social, in substance non-commodity,
relationship is obscured by the existence of
cash wages and salaries, which impart a com
modity form to the relations of distribution,
causing some scholars to suggest that labour
power, too, is a commodity inasmuch as
money is being paid for it. These false ideas
impose themselves when only separate 'pur-
chase-and-sale' transactions are examined,
rather than social relations as a whole. Then
it may really appear as though the worker
deals not with a collective to which he is
related by common property, but with an
independent commodity-owner. In such cases
we must bear in mind that as an owner the
socialist state cannot be conceived apart from
the workers. The socialist state is the prole
tariat organised as the dominant class. Hence
the working class is the organised collective
owner of the means of production and of the
product who precludes any contraposition
of the interests and the property of society
to the interests and property of individual
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members of society. Given this collective
ownership, money disbursed to workers as
wages ceases to be money and, though retain
ing the form of money, performs a different
function.

Demonstrating the fallacy of Diihring's
notions about the nature of distribution in
a society where socialised property is domi
nant, Engels ridicules the quasi-scholar^s ideas
about commodity exchange within the com
mune by means of metal coins.
'The exchange,' he writes, 'is effected

through the medium of metal money, and
Herr Duhring is not a little proud of the
"world-historic import" of this reform. But in
the trading between the commune and its
members the money is not money at all,
it does not function in any way as money. It
serves as a mere labour certificate; to use
Marx's phrase, it "is merely evidence of the
part taken by the individual in the common
labour, and of his right to a certain portion of
the common produce destined for consumption",
and in carrying out this function, it is "no
more 'money' than a ticket for the theatre".
It can therefore be replaced by any other
token, just as Weitling replaces it by a "led
ger", in which the labour-hours worked are
entered on one side and means of subsistence
taken as compensation on the other. In a word,
in the trading of the economic commune with
its members it functions merely as Owen's
"labour money", that "phantom" which Herr
Duhring loolm down upon so disdainfully,
but nevertheless is himself compelled to
introduce into his economics of the future.
Whether the token which certifies the measure
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of fulfilment of the "obligation to produce'*,
and thus of the earned "right to consume"
is a scrap of paper, a counter or a gold coin is
absolutely of no consequence for this purpose.
For other purposes, however, it is by no
means immaterial, as we shall see later."
The money acting here as the workers' wage

ceases to be money because it does not perform
two essential functions—those of being a mea
sure of value and a means of circulation. It
is not a measure of value because it is
issued to the worker not as an equivalent of
his labour power as a commodity, but as a
voucher certifying to labour expenditures
of a directly societal nature. Neither is money
here a means of circulation because there is
no real commodity circulation within the state
sector. Unlike capitalism, where wages are
a monetary expression of the value of labour
power, the price of the worker's hands, wages
under socialism express the worker's share
in the social product, the size of which does
not depend on the value of labour power but
on the quantity and quality of his labour
input. The remarkable thing is that Lenin
saw this specific feature of socialist production
relations at the very beginning of the tran
sitional period. He endorsed the view that
in the conditions of the proletarian dictatorship
society gave the worker not a wage hut a social-
labour ration.^ 'This ought to be developed
(to the detriment of the dozens of pages with
"points of view")',' he wrote in reference to

' F. Engels, A nti-Dukring, Moscow,1978,pp.367-68.
' See Lenin Miscellany XI. Moscow, p. 389 (in

Russian).
« Ibid.
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ike scholastic disquisitions of various authors.
This is convincing evidence that Lenin regard
ed cash wages in socialist society as merely
the form of a newjsocial relation, a merely out
ward form that only determined the quantity
of the product turned over to the worker for
personal consumption.
But apart from the portion of state-made

objects of consumption consumed by those
working in the state sector, there is also
a portion that meets the needs of the farmers.
This portion is sold and becomes a commodity
because it leaves the state sector and changes
owners. In sum, state production is only partly
commodity production because not all its
product is put on the,commodity market.
This is wholly consonant with Lenin's opi

nion that commodity is an all-encompassing
category so long as the system of social pro
duction is anarchistic and unplanned.'
This spontaneity is eliminated in the tran

sitional period—as the socialist state acquires
requisite experience—in relation to the state-
owned means of production and the objects
of consumption that pass into the hands of

^ That this is not everlastingly so is seen from
capitalist practice in the monopoly stage. 'When
capitalists work for defence, i.e., for the state,' Lenin
wrote, summing up the economic lessons of the First
World War, 'it is obviously no longer pure capitalism
but a special form of national economy. Pure capital
ism means commodity production. And commodity
production means work for an unknown and free
market. But the capitalist "working" for defence does
not "work" for the market at all—he works on govern
ment orders, very often with money loaned by the
state' ('Introduction of Socialism or Exposure of
Plunder of the State', V. I. Lenin, Collected Works,
Vol. 25, pp. 68-69).
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the workers employed in socialist enterprises.
Hence Lenin's conclusion that as tJie sponta
neous production process is supplanted by plan
ned regulation 0/ production, the comrrwdity
turns into 'a product going into public consump
tion not through the markeV,^ but through the
system of state non-commodity distribution.
The peasant running a farm of his own usu

ally sold his product to the workers, the
state, to other peasants, and so on, entering
into a commodity-money relationship with
them. He used the money thus obtained to
buy things he needed, first of all manufactur
ed consumer goods. Here, the product of
a state enterprise entering into a real commo
dity relationship acquired not only formal,
but also real value. In this way, a socialist
product that was a non-commodity in one
relationship became a commodity in another
relationship.

If this is so, and if the worker gets the
product by direct distribution while the
peasant buys the commodity for money, how
does this square with the fact that worker and
peasant alike acquire the product at one and
the same shop, at one and the same price,
presenting the same legal tender? Does this
not mean that worker and peasant are per
fectly equal in the act of purchasing a product
belonging to the state? These questions are
wholly legitimate. More, they are necessary,
because the idea that the content of the wor
ker's and peasant's relation to the state-owned
product is different does diverge from daily

1 See Lenin Miscellany XI, Moscow, p. 388 (in Rus
sian) (italics in the text are mine—U.K.).
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J)ractices and is apprehended as a paradox.
Yet, there is nothing unnatural about this
divergence of appearance and substance, of
the empirical fact and tlie theoretical con
struction. On the contrary. 'Scientific trutli,'
\vrote Marx, 'is always a paradox, if judged
by everyday experience, which catches only
the delusive appearance of things.''
The distribution of objects of consumption

manufactured by state enterprises derives its
essence not from the manner of the pi-oduct's
transfer to the consumer but from the relation
to state property of the worker labouring
directly in a state-owned factory and of the
peasant who, prior to entei'ing a collective
farm, had run his own farm and had marketed
the products of his labour.
Products in a state-owned shop may come

to the worker or the peasant. And neither
seller nor buyer will question the identity
of their acts of acquiring objects of consump
tion. It would never occur to anyone to differ
entiate between the quantity of commodities
soldj and the quantity of non-commodities
directly distributed. Since it is not known who
acquires the product, all consumer objects
have the form of a commodity irrespective
of the consumer's class background, for they
are made for consumption and are seemingly
intended for sale. They are formal values
that may or may not become real values. The
actual nature of the product and the specific
relation of distribution are unknown as long

^ Karl Marx, 'Wages, Price and Proiit'. In: Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2,
p. 54.
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&s the product is in a state of rest, reposing
in storage or on the shelf of a shop. This does
not become known until the consummation of

the act of its realisation, i.e. its passage into
the sphere of consumption—in motion, in the
movement of the product out of the hands of
the state to the hands of the individual.
The worker who acquires an article in a shop

does not transact a purchase because he is
the co-owner of the articles in the shop. The
product's form of a commodity is immaterial;
it merely facilitates the product's realisation^
its transfer to the sphere of consumption, in
a purely quantitative way as a form of account
ing. In terms of the qualitative side of this
social relationship we simply witness the
issue to the worker, a member of the collective
owner, of his share of the social product. Here
money performs the function of public vou
chers entitling their bearer to a portion of the
consumer products.
The peasant (not member of a co-operative)

is in an entirely different position. In the
transitional period when the 'system under
which the means of production were owned by
the working class, a working class that held
political power'^ has clearly taken root, the
peasant does not yet belong to the publicly-
owned sector; he runs a private farm and
sells the products of his labour in the market.
With the money he gets for his products he
goes to a state-owned shop and buys the
consumer objects he may need. This amounts
to an ordinary act of sale and purchase. While

^ V. I. Lenin, 'On Co-operation', Collected tKor&s,
Vol. 33, p. 472.
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in the worker's case this act is of a purely
formal nature, it is real for the peasant. The
worker did not have to sell anything in order
to acquire the right to a portion 0/ the social
product. He obtained that right by his labour.
The peasant running a private farm, on the
other hand, had first to take the results of his
labour to the market. The money he received
there certified to the social value of his labour
and enabled him to acquire consumer objects
from the state. The worker^s relation to the
state is not mediated by anything other than
his own activity. The peasant's relation to the
state is far more complicated. As an indepen
dent proprietor he does not take part in
creating the state-owned product, which fact
necessitates the mediation of money in his
economic relations with the state.
In the worker's relation to the state his

claim to a portion of the product is based on
direct labour in its concrete form. In the private
farmer's case the claim is based on money as
the universal equivalent that certifies to the
social value of the private producer's labour.
Hence, there is nothing unusual about the

fact that one and the same article in a state
shop may become a commodity if bought by
a peasant and remain a non-commodity if it
is transferred into the hands of a worker. This
is no sophism, no game at paradoxes. It
reflects the facts as they are conditioned by
the essence of the relations of production.
In fact, this is one of the most striking

confirmations of the Marxist postulate that
the truth is always concrete. This is why even
in the transitional period Soviet trade (like
all trade by a proletarian state) which, it
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is generally held, deals in commodities, is
really divided into two types:
a) distribution of products that are com

modities only in form {within the state sector)
and

b) trade in real commodity values {outside
the state sector).
So far, we have been examining the society

of the transitional period when the independent
peasant was the central figure in farming.
Then, in the early thirties, a revolutionary
change occurred which put the large peasant
class on the socialist road. The peasants enter
ed into association with each other on the
basis of socialist property—a process that
has gone down in history as collectivisation.
But this association did not occur on the
scale of the whole people as in the case of
the workers, but on a local scale of one or
several villages. The millions of family farms
gave place to thousands of group farms, to
collective producers. In relation to other
artels, as these associations were known, and
to the state, each artel retained a certain
degree of independence as the owner of some
of the means of production and as owner of
the product.
We need not here go into the various special

features of an agricultural artel. We merely
want to stress that it is a collective of working
peasants and that it reproduces in miniature
the most substantive features of the socialist
organisation of workers in the state sector.
The collective farmers work on land owned
by the whole people that has been placed in
their use in perpetuity. The social (group)
form of ownership of the means of production
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is dominant, with the so-called undistributable
fund (machinery, seed, buildings, cattle, etc.)
identical in effect to property of the whole
people as the main foundation of collective
farming. The sum-total of the collective,
farmers' labour power constitutes the single
social labour power of the collective and
the product it yields is collective property.
And this interesting sidelight: for a consi

derable length of time the socialist nature of
the relations of distribution on collective
farms was somehow more clearly visible than
in state enterprises, for here it often operated
directly, without the commodity-value inte
gument. To keep track of labour expenditure,
the collective farms used a unit of mean labour
time known as the workday unit. Unlike the
state sector, where labour time expended in
making an object was always indirectly repre
sented in terms of a conventional value, that
is, through a definite proportion in which one
product could be exchanged for another, the
measure used for this directly and immediately
on collective farms was labour time.

It stands to reason that alongside this form
of accounting there was also value accounting
in monetary terms. This was necessary, first,
due to close economic ties with the state and,
second, because the collective farms come
to the market as sellers of their product. More,
the practice of the economically sound collec
tive farms showed that the money form was
more practical and more advantageous. As
a result, the accounting in workday units was
abolished and kolkhozes went over to the
system of guaranteed payments to the farmers.

In any case, this evolution shows that the
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content of production relations in state enter
prises is concealed behind a commodity form,
a fact that often misled students of socialist
economics. The kolkhoz, on the other hand,
was a socialist enterprise where relations of
distribution were not masked. The labour of
each collective farmer was expressed not in
money but in working time, in so-called work
day units. The substance and content of this
expression of labour expenditure both in state
enterprises and on collective farms was the
same. The difference was only in the form.
In the former case the immediate social labour
was registered in the form of value, and in the
latter units of mean working time were used
for the same purpose. And these forms invest
ing the same content existed simultaneously
in enterprises belonging to the two types of
socialist property.
In agricultural artels there was no appear

ance of commodity relations between kolkhoz
and farmer: a certain portion of the product
was issued in physical form against workdays
worked and registered in the farmer's name.
No money was needed to receive what he had
earned. This did not conflict with the monetary
payments for workdays made out of funds
obtained through sale of the collective farm s
product outside the farm, on the market, for
it did not signify that the relationship between
the co-operative and its members in the act
of distribution was a commodity-money rela
tionship.^ In the present conditions the example
df the kolkhoz is an especially clear illus-
'  ̂ This confirms, and certainly does not negate, the
'non-commodity character of relations on collective
farms. Nor is this altered by the fact that in rec^n^
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tration of the non-commodity character of
distribution both in substance and in form.
To determine the content of the so-called

commodity relations between state and worker
we could from the very outset have referred
to the example of collective farms which
illustrates the essentially non-commodity cha
racter of socialist distribution and helps to
see it as it really is. We could have drawn
the conclusion that since both state enterprises
and collective farms are socialist enterprises,
and since distribution on collective farms
is of a non-commodity nature, it is also of a
non-commodity nature at state enterprises.
The conclusion would be correct but no more
than merely probable because it would have
been drawn from a deduction by analogy. This
is why we did not follow this course and
picked a more determinative argument—the
fundamental exposition of the essence of so
cialist relations of production by Marx and
the relation of this essence to the commodity
form.

A graphic argument showing that we are
really dealing with economic relations of a
non-commodity character merely clothed in
a commodity-value integument is the existen
ce, alongside distribution according to labour
(wages, workday units), of rudiments of dis
tribution according to needs through social
years collective farms have gone over to cash, payment
for labour. The workday, where it is still used, remains
the measure of expended socially necessary working
time, and retains its speciiic essence. This is clearly
emphasised by the formal nature of money used
or Mttlements within the collective farm, the owner
of the means of production. Here we have an analogue
with state enterprise.*:.
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consumption funds. Out of these funds the
population is provided free medical care,
free education and professional training,
grants, allowances, pensions, students' sti
pends, free or cut-rate accommodation in sa
natoria and holiday homes, and various other
benefits.

The fact that distribution of this portion
of the social product is non-commodity in
character is confirmed, first, by the fact that
a considerable part of the material benefits
and services are provided gratis, in physical
form, irrespective of the quantity and quality
of the individual's labour. A person receiving
medical treatment or nourishment in a hos
pital, sanatorium, or holiday home is not
related (even in appearance) to these material
values as to commodities. Second, payment
of large sums to persons not participating in
social production (pensioners, students, and
others) shows the non-monetary role of money
used for this; products are given to the indi
vidual by the state, but their physical form
and quantity are chosen within definite limits
by the consumer himself; the money form is
more convenient than food or goods rations
precisely because it facilitates choice. Here
we actually have a free transfer of the object
of consumption into the hands of the consumer
{without compensation by labour).
Let us compare this form of distribution with

distribution according to work. If the former
is only formal commodity distribution, the
latter may be commodity distribution proper.
But on what grounds? Axen't the same agents
involved in both acts? Does the measurement

of the product obtained against the quantity
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and quality of work oppose tlio state as pro
perty owner to the collective of workers? Is
anything new generated here or does the product
distributed according to labour and the pro
duct entering the sphere of consumption
through social funds represent relations of
essentially one and the same type?
The situation under socialism is distinctive

precisely because direct issue of products
(involving commodity-value forms) within the
collective of workers, who are also proprietors,
occurs in two forms distinguished one from
the other by the presence or absence of a direct
link with the results of the activity of the indi
vidual, and not by the fact that one is essen
tially a commodity and the other is not. You
get part of the products through earning
them, while the other part is given to you
gratis by society. Labour compensation for
consumed goods, the existence of control over
the measure of labour and measure of con
sumption, which give rise to different (includ
ing conventional value) forms of recording
material outlays, cannot in content be a basis
for commodity-money relations. This was
shown by Marx, and the same thing is con
firmed by the practice of socialist and com
munist. construction.
The fact that distribution according to

labour and distribution through social funds
are of one type (despite their different degree
of communist maturity) may be seen from
the growth of the latter as the level of the
production of material goods rises and labour
gradually becomes a prime vital need. In
1976 every Soviet citizen received 15.4 times
more on|^average out of public funds than
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in 1940. In due course an ever greater part
of the products whose distribution was for
merly limited and regulated will be issued
directly to the citizens of socialist society
without the commodity-value relationship.
Such progress of obviously non-commodity

forms of distribution would hardly be prac
ticable if we conceived all objects of consump
tion distributed according to labour as com
modities. The relative ease with which society
goes over from paid to free distribution as
it gains the requisite level of production is
due to the fact that payment is not based on
real commodity relations, but is necessary as
a material incentive of labour. In a society
where life is sustained through exchange of
commodity equivalents this development of
free forms of satisfying needs is impossible.
While the content of economic relations in

the state sector, and also within each collec
tive farm, is thus of a non-commodity nature,
the relations between the two forms of pro
perty are, however, undeniably commodity
relations. The emergence of large collective
farms does not abolish commodity exchange
because, as we have already said, agriculture
is associated not on a countrywide but on a
local scale. And since kolkhozes handle their
means of production and their product inde
pendently, there also remains a certain—
not only organisational but also economic—
separateness of the now already collective
producer-owners which is according to Lenin
one of the criteria of commodity production.
The products mutually alienated and exchanged
by enterprises of the different sectors or
forms of property become commodities. Means
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of production and objects of consumption
produced by state industry acquire commodity
content aside from the common commodity
form and become real values if sold to collec
tive farms or collective farmers. The surplus
output of collective farms and part of the
incomes collective farmers receive in kind
also become commodities. On receiving the
'wage' in kind, say, in the form of corn, a
farmer's family sells part of it on the market
to meet its needs, using the money thus obtain
ed along with money received for workdays
from the collective farm to huy the desired
objects of consumption. Production continues
to be commodity production even though there
are now no private commodity producers.

4. Complication of the Content of
Commodity-Value Categories—a Sign of

Their Dialectical Self-Negation

The directly social character of labour that
predicates the new nature of commodities
and their gradual self-negation should not
be regarded as immutable. Its emergence
occurs as the degree of socialisation increases
and as the distinctions in technical equipment,
productivity, profitability, and the like, that
exist at present between different socialist
enterprises are gradually eliminated. The
existence of value categories plays a promi
nent part in determining socially necessary
outlays for making a product. As a result,
they are not merely formal, but also—in the
context of achieving any given aim—con
ceptual. The work of an individual or a col-
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lective of individuals is directly social in
these circumstances, but not in a complete
or consummate form, being to a certain extent
mediated by means of the economic mechan
ism, which includes the functioning of the
law of value. By and large, the incompleteness
of the development of socialist labour as
immediately social is obvious. The problem
is to determine this 'certain extent' of the
mediation of labour by commodity-value rela
tions specific for the present period.
In popular economic literature commodity

relations are often portrayed as an exchange
of products or a purchase-and-sale relationship
between a) state enterprises, b) the state, on
the one hand, and employees of the state
sector, on the other, c) the state and its
employees, on the one hand, and the collective
farms, collective farmers and consumer and
producer cooperatives, on the other, and
d) between collective farms, collective far
mers, and consumer and producer cooperatives.
By virtue of the essence of socialist relations

of production, determined by public property
in the means of production, we should accept
for these four groups the commodity form
of exchange. But matters go no farther than
form alone. Exchange between state enter
prises (group *a') within the frame of one
form of property and not involving alienation
of the product does not come under the head
of real commodity relations. Neither do rela
tions of distribution between the state and
the employees of state enterprises and offices
(group 'b') which, though they are commodity
relations in form, do not in substance involve
an exchange of equal values. There remain
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groups 'c' and *d', that is, relations arising
between different collective owners or workers
in different sectors. These relations do retain
a commodity content.
The fact that, for example, group 'c' can

itself be sub-divided into relations 1) between
state and collective farms, 2) state and col
lective farmers, 3) workers and collective
farms, and 4) workers and collective farmers,
shows how complicated is the aggregate of
socialist exchange relations. This variety of
organisations and individuals with different
social status and class background makes us
wonder whether the relations they enter are
of one and the same type and whether, per
haps, the content of exchange changes depend
ing on the identification of the individual
concerned with the one or the other form of
property.
The same applies to the commodity. By

commodity we mean, first, a product retaining
the form of commodity and possessing formal
value solely due to the need for strict registra
tion of outlays of social production in the
absence of forms of accounting other than
value accounting and, second, a product alien
ated by one owner to another owner and
possessing real value, that is, a real commo
dity. Evidently, here different things are put
under one and the same head on the basis of
their formal resemblance despite differing
radically from each other.
This often causes confusion over the

question of commodities. It can be over
come if we separate quasi-commodity from
real commodity and see the true content
beneath the form.
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According to Marx commodity is a unity
of two opposites, namely, use value and
value. The use value of a thing or its utility
is created by the concrete labour of its pro
ducer and means different things under differ
ent social-economic systems. In conditions of
capitalist production it has no independent
meaning and acts as bearer of value which
the capitalist is occupied in increasing. In
socialist countries, on the other hand, increasing
value is secondary, while the utility of the
object, its ability to satisfy a human need, is
given precedence, this fully conforming with
the aim of socialist production. Value, the
content of which is abstract labour embodied
in a commodity and showing itself in a definite
exchange relation, is here an entirely different
thing. It changes some of its essential features
and its role is gradually reduced to that of
a form of registering social labour and the
quantity of use values.
In socialist society it is customary to con

sider the product made by the state and dis
tributed ('sold') to workers of state enterprises
and offices a commodity. Use value, that is, its
ability to satisfy a human need, is its main
aspect. At the same time it is the result of
an outlay of direct social labour measured in
terms of formal value, i.e. value that is no
longer a social relation of exchange between
individual commodity producers but can still
indirectly express the outlay of social labour.
In short, the product in question is a use

value plus a formal value. Being devoid of
real value it ceases to be a commodity and
becomes a formal commodity or, in fact,
a non-commodity.
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..Second, products made by the state and sold
to kolkhozes and collective farmers are also
put under the head of commodity. Possessing
use value, and as a product of a state enterprise
also formal value, they acquire real value and
become a commodity when they go to another
owner and are alienated from the state sector.
We must not think, however, that this com

modity is in all respects the same as commo
dities in the previous social-economic systems.
The state-manufactured socialist commodity
is made not by private labour as before, but
by the directly social labour of industrial
workers. This is an important distinction. It
is not the purpose of this book to go in detail
into the fundamental difference between a com
modity in socialist society and a commodity
coming from a private owner. That highly
relevant topic could be the object of a special
study. A commodity made with socialised
means of production is at first collectively
owned. This gives it featxires that serve notice
of passage to a new type of exchange of activity,
a step forward from commodity towards non-
commodity. Here we should take Lenin's
formula as our point of departure. 'Manufac
tured goods made by socialist factories and
exchanged for the foodstuffs produced by the
peasants,' he said, 'are not commodities in
the politico-economic sense of the word; at
any rate, they are not only commodities, they
are no longer commodities, they are ceasing
to be commodities!'^

* V. I. Lenin, 'Instructions of the Council of
Labour and Defence to Local Soviet Bodies', Collected
Works, Vol. 32, p. 384.
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Agricultural products sold by collective
farms and collective farmers to tlie state, to
workers, and sometimes to members of other
kolkhozes are the third type of commodity.
On the collective farm tiiese products have
use value and formal value like slate-manu

factured commodities. When e.\changed they
acquire real value.
At the collective farm they are products of

directly social labour, differing from commo
dities made in previous societies in social
character and from slate-manufactured com
modities by the lower degree of socialisation
of the labour embodied in them.

Finally, some commodities are products of
the personal labour of citizens of socialist
society sold in the market and possessing the
same features as commodities in pre-socialist
societies.

Looking at the substance of the matter, it
should be said that the first group does not
come under the head of commodities. The
fourth group can be safely ignored because
it is on its way out. The second and third
encompass the bulk of the objects made at
socialist enterprises and circulating as com
modities.

In a socialist economy the transformation
of a non-commodity (a commodity only in
a formal sense) into a commodity, of formal
value into value, is highly peculiar. All pro
ducts passing from one form of property into
another are subject to it. The product may
even have several transformations. Take farm
produce, say, butter, which was bought by
the state from collective farms and was thus
a real commodity. Its sale through state
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-retail outlets to workers is, however, of a
non-commodity nature. This conversion of
a commodity into a non-commodity and back
again, sometimes impossible to record, is
a specific feature of the socialist-type econo
my.

In socialist society the same thing happens
to money. As we have already noted, if a
worker spends it in a state-operated shop,
it only has the form of money. But if he spends
it at the kolkhoz market, this social voucher
of his labour is confronted with real commo
dities—products sold by collective farms or
collective farmers. In this event the social
vouchers act as money possessing the function
of a universal equivalent (unity of measure of
value and means of circulation). Consequently,
that which is usually called money is more
a labour voucher in the context of economic
relations within the state sector; if used at
a collective-farm market where it is confronted
by commodities, the voucher performs the role
of money.
When a collective farmer goes to a state-

operated shop, he presents what we regard
as the same vouchers which became money
and were received by him at the market for
his own product or products issued to him
by the collective farm. In this case there is
a real act of purchase and sale, meaning that
farmer and state enter into a commodity-
money relationship. The same rouble sym
bolises different social relations in the hands of
a worker and in those of a farmer. And this
is no theoretical sleight-of-hand but a real
fact stemming from the existence of two forms
of socialist property.
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Since the natural form of money does not
represent any use value and its use value
consists exclusively in the ability of providing
desired objects to its owner by passing into the
hands of another, it does not stay in one and
the same place for long and does not perform
one role but moves from hand to hand as
mediator in different acts of purchase and
sale, exchange, distribution, and the like.
For this reason it may retain the properties
of money in one act of purchase and sale be
tween different owners, and in another lose
these properties and act as a voucher. And so
forth: transformation of money into non-
money, that is, into labour vouchers as its
own antithesis, then a reverse conversion of
labour vouchers into money when they return
to the market. An endless chain of transitions
and transformations wholly elusive empiri
cally but open to theoretical analysis.
Having examined the peculiarities of con

cepts known as 'commodity', 'value', and
'money', all of which are categories of com
modity production, we may therefore draw
a number of conclusions. The present concept
'commodity' stands for two different but
in form similar phenomena: a) formal commo
dity which is not a commodity in the Marxist
sense of the word and b) a commodity in content
as well as form.
The concept 'value' stands for a) formal value

and is an old integument for a new, socialist
content and b) value per se as the intrinsic
property of commodity.
'Money', too, is a concept that encompasses

two different things: in one sense (on the com
modity market) it is the universal equivalent.
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that is a) a measure of value, b) a means of
circulation, c) a means of payment, d) a means
of socialist accumulation, and e) world money
(on the world market)—in other words, money
in essence; in the other sense (within the state
sector) money is the certificate of expended
direct social labour and can only conditionally
be called money. Since the same coins and
banknotes may at different times serve as
money and as vouchers, we have got to distin
guish between their two essentially different
functions.
As we have shown, in socialist society the

seemingly insignificant division of 'commo
dities' into commodities in the formal sense
and real commodities is ,of prime importance.
Any other approach would cast doubt on the
socialist character of state property, leading
to negation of the proletarian or people's cha
racter of the socialist state. If what the worker
acquires in the distributive outlets of the
state were conceived as commodities we would
be left in the dark about the intrinsic processes
of the socialist economy. It is revisionists, the
putative champions of creative Marxism, who
contrast the state as owner to the worker as
buyer.
To put an end to these distortions we must

clarify certain aspects of theory that are
liable to be misinterpreted. It is high time,
for one thing, to recognise that products in
socialist enterprises are distributed not con
trary but according to Marx, without the
slightest departure in substance from the ideas
he propounded in Capital and in the Critique
of the Gotha Programme. The fact that Marx did
not raise the question of commodity exchange
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between collective producers in a socialist
society is no reason for us to question bis
ideas about the state of affairs within col
lectives. , -
To obviate any incorrect understanding oi

the new content of commodity production
under socialism it would probably be worth
our while to work out some new concepts or
at least some additional terms to designate
the objectively functioning commodities m
the formal sense, formal value, and formal mo
ney. Once this is done, as we see it, we will
be able to scientifically express the distinctive-
ness of the socialist economic system.
Tt is necessary in communist construction

to make full use of commodity-money relations
in keeping with their new content in the
socialist period,'^ says the Programine of
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. ~
filment of this demand depends on successful
development of Marxist-Leninist social
science—'the scientific basis for the guidance
of the development of society.

5, Circulation of Material Elements
in Socialist Production

The working class, the leading force of
socialist society, does not sell its labour power.
It does not therefore have'a commodity relation
ship with the state, that is, with itself. This
upsets the revisionist lie that socialist state

^ The Road to Communism, Progress Publishers,
Moscow, 1962, p. 536,

2 Jbid., p. 574.
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'nterprises are state-capitalist in character;
it also upsets the dogmatic conception of the
essence of commodity production under social
ism.
Let us pass from the argument in favour

of this proposition presented above to an
examination of the circulation of resomces in
socialist production.
Under capitalism labour power is the pro

perty of the proletarian, who makes his liveli
hood chiefly by selling it. Only capitalists
have the means to acquire means of production.
To begin the process of production, they unite
in their hands the one and the other property,
buying labour power in addition to means of
production. This initial act has the appearance
of a purchase of a dual type of commodity
and is expressed by Marx as follows:

.MP

AA -Ci

where M is the capitalist's money, C the com
modity, and MP (means of production) and
LP (labour power) are the elements into which
C breaks up in its natural form.
The capitalist wants to make the maximum

use of the labour power to manufacture a sur
plus product in all the time for which it has
been sold to him, regardless of the effects on
the worker's condition. The interests of the
owner of the means of production are opposite
to those of the owner of labour power,
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Since the fusion of LP and ̂ P h y
occurred, all essentials are at hand g
production. The formula gains a

M-C

where P stands for production.
The product resulting from

a commodity whose value exceeds the value
of the elements of production. This gives
formula one more link:

M-C

where the value of C equals a) the original

plus h) a certain accretion of commodity
value (c) created by labour power.
The capitalist sells the manufactured product
C for a sum of money, M'. This sum exceeds
the originally advanced sum M by a certain
magnitude m—expressing the accretion of
the value c. This series of transformations
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follows:

M-ccr .p ...c'-m;

wliere M' equals M + m.
In this formula c, which becomes m after

the commodity is sold, is the surplus value
appropriated by the capitalist. The worker
gets only the value of his labour power.
In the circulation of the material elements

of state socialist production we find analogous
forms. Externally, they differ very little'
from the capitalist forms. The establishment
of a new industrial enterprise always involves-
considerable capital outlays—for buildings,,
technical equipment, machinery and raw ma-
tei'ials, and hire of labour power. Since monejr
is always a voucher of value, the money
advanced for wages appears as a monetary
expression of the value of labour power. On
the face of it, the act has not changed:

-MP

M-C-

LP

which is followed by the process of production.
Through the application of labour power

(LP) to the means of production (MP) we
get a product which assumes the form of a
commodity and is greater in value than the
advanced resources. Giving it to the consu
mer, the state gets money for it. This Qom-
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pletcs one cycle of the movement. The series
of transformations already familiar to us is
thus, in effect, repeated:

■MP

M-C< ...P...C'-M'

That the relations resemble those which
occur under capitalism is borne out by the
practice of accounting. For the book-keeper
this order appears permanent and immutable.
What else could it] be? Only by representing
the series of transformations in the course of
production as a chain of operations with com
modity values can he possibly account for the
real values and carry out cost-accounting control
over production, ensuring it against losses.

In substance, however, this is the old form
adapted to new conditions. It cannot be used
in a competent politico-economic analysis.
The above formula does not in content reflect
the real economic relations. It should be
entirely different. Under socialism money con
nects labour power and the means of pro
duction only in appearance: since the means
of production are publicly owned, labour
power is directly fused with them. From the
formula

M-c



we must therefore remove M—C. What remains

LP

I
is MP—a connection of the personal and
material elements of production. The next
stage is the beginning of the process of pro
duction: LP ... P. The result of production

MP
is the product, p. Now we have this formula:

LP

...P...P

MP

But what comes next? As we know, the
product of production becomes partly a com
modity, while the other part is distributed
directly within the given sector. Hence its
division into commodity and non-commodity,
which we can designate as C and non-C. The
series of transformations will then be:

LP non-C

I  ..P..
MP

What goes into the commodity and the
non-commodity parts of the product? Since
most of the means of production, and also the
products that comprise the social consumption
funds (SF) remain in the hands of one and
the same proprietor, they may be put under
the head of non-commodities (non-C). The
*status' of the consumer goods distributed
acQPrding to lahour is still being discussed in
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Soviet literature. Let us take the opiuion of
one of the contending sides, the one that
regards consumer products as commodities.
A certain part of the means of production, that
which is sold by the state to another pro
prietor, the collective farm, also comes under
the head of commodities. In our formula it
will come under C.
The non-commodity products undergo no

further changes, whereas the commodities
have still to be sold. This act, C—M, com
pletes one cycle of production:

non-c (MP + SF)

C-M

To renew the production process there must
be reproduction of the means of production
(MP) and of labour power (LP). Under capi
talism this is a simple operation: sale of C
yields M', a part of which is spent on buying
new MP and labour power

MP

).(M-C

In the socialist state sector, on the other
hand, the first cycle, which begins with MP,

I
LP

yields 1) a non-commodity, that is state-owned
MP -1" SF and 2) money (M). What has hap
pened to the labour power which had initially
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been directly joined with the means of pro
duction? It has dropped out of the process
of production due to the presumably commo
dity nature of the objects of consumption used
for its renewal, and has been replaced by
money. , . ■
According to this viewpoint, first, hy buying

commodities from the state the worker turns
his labour power into a commodity and, second,
the joining of labour power with means of
production was possible only by hiring it for
money, that is, by buying LP for the available
MP. This means, third, that the direct joining
of LP and MP typical under public ownership
of the means of production is here replaced
with a joining of the two elements through
money, which is typical of capitalism. As
a result, the original premise of the formula—
direct connection between labour power and
publicly-owned means of production—comes
into collision with the presumed course of
production. Consequently this connection
appears as mediate.

Since apart from labour power money can
also buy requisite raw materials (also means
of production) from the collective farmers,
the above formula will be:

non —C (MP + SF)

<RM(MP)
LP

where RM (MP) stands for the agricultural
raw materials acquired from enterprises of
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a different form of ownership. Hence, the
ultimate result of the assumption that articles
of consumption sold also to workers are by
nature commodities, brings us back to the
formula

•MP

M -C-

that is, the connections typical of capitalism.
LP

I
The direct connection MP, symbolising the
worker's ownership of the means of production,
is, as it were, interrupted and replaced by
the worker's relationship to property that
is not his own, a relationship of purchase and
sale of labour power.
To reconcile the theoretical scheme, built

on the assumption that all consumer articles
are commodities, with the actual state of
affairs, we should, as we see it, proceed not
from the form but from the content, not from
conventional notions but from the basis—
ownership of the means of production by the
whole people. The working class, which creates
all state production, has no need and, in fact,
is unable to buy state-produced objects of
consumption (that is, objects which also
belong to him) as real commodities any more
than he is able to sell to the state, that is, to
himself, his labour power.
Going back to our formula, we must abandon

the assumption that all consumer articles are
commodities and put the product distributed
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ajiiong workers of the state sector under the
head of non-commodities (along with state-
owned means of production and social funds).
Designating these products as non-C or pd,
we get:

P...P

non-C(MP + SF)

non—C'(pcl)

where MP is joined to the already operative
public means of production, SF and non-C
(pd) renew the labour power and engage it
in the production process, while C is sold
to other proprietors.
The sale of the latter represents the act

C—M. The money is then used to buy the
requisite agricultural products—raw materials
(RM) and food (f)

M-C

RM

the whole formula will be:

C-M-C
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Adding the formula of commodity exchange
to the general scheme, we get:

non — C (MP)

non-C (pd)

All these elements are now in the possession
of the state and are distributed as follows:
the non-commodity products of laboim (non-C)
absorb part of C-RM (agricultural raw mate
rials) and form new MP; SF is separated from
non-C and joined with non-C. Furthermore,
non-C absorbs another part of C-f (articles
of consumption produced on collective farms)
and forms the sum-total of products distri
buted among workers of the state sector and
used for compensating the outlays of labour
power (LP). The immediate connection bet
ween MP and LP is thus restored and the proc
ess continues:

non -

MP

...P.

>■ LP
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non-C

I MP

.  .P, etc.

LP

By replacing some of the symbols with
equivalent ones, this may be expressed as
follows:

y.-.p — c — M - C

, MP

••• P, etc.

LP

The direct connection between the means of
production and labour power is restored because
not all articles of consumption are commo
dities. The idea that under public ownership
of the means of production the worker receives
not wages (usually understood as the sum of
money equivalent to the value of labour pow
er), but his social labour ration issued for
direct social labour now appears in a some
what different light.
The same scheme, with but a slight adjust

ment, is also applicable to collective-farm
production. Since collective farms buy not
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raw materials and food but machines and
manufactured goods, the RM and ^ o* tJie
first formula should be replaced with appro
priate designations. The rest of the formula
looks the same.
Combatting distortions of the essence of the

socialist system, wo must also continue to
expose attempts at identifying socialism with
state capitalism. We must show that use of
old forms in new conditions does not mean
that the content is the same too. It changes
radically. 'From the standpoint of the devel
opment of international communism, our work
today has such a durable and powerful content
(for Soviet power and the dictatorship of the
proletariat)', Lenin said, 'that it can and
must manifest itself in any form, both new
and old; it can and must regenerate, conquer
and subjugate all forms, not only the new,
but also the old—not for the purpose of recon
ciling itself with the old, but for the purpose
of making all and every form—new and old—
a weapon for the complete and irrevocable
victory of communism.'^
This is doubly relevant during the active

unfolding of communist construction, and is
confirmed by economic, as well as political,
analysis of the socialist scene. The old com
modity-money form of connection between
worker and state cannot alter the non-com
modity content of the new, socialist relations
of production, in which alienation of labour
as an economic relationship is eliminated.

1 V. I. Lenin, 'Leit-Wing Communism—an Infan
tile Disorder', Collected Works, Vol. 31, p. 103.
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and so is the material basis for the exploitatioh
of -man by man.
The concept that much of the social product

is not a commodity in substance, though retain
ing a commodity integument, does not (as
some authors would have us believe) contra
dict the spirit of the economic reform that is
under way in the USSR since the mid-sixties.
Unfortujiately, the psychological impact of
the word 'commodity' is so great that the ordi
nary consciousness sometimes clad in quasi-
scientific form usually resists even timid
attempts to look more deeply into the essence
of economic phenomena.
To take seriously the 'commodity in essence'

concept with all the consequences this entails
(including exaggeration of the role of profit
to the detriment of natm'al indicators of
production) does not help improve methods of
socialist economic management, as the experi
ence of the Soviet 8th and 9th five-year plans
(1966-1975) has amply borne out. It is the
purpose of the reform to assure precise accounting
of labour outlays and to assure rational and
realistic management by means of this account
ing. And to our mind the ''commodity in form*
concept, which represents outlays of social labour,
is far more consonant than any other with the
nature of the new economic relations.
Attempts at interpreting the reform as an

act tolerating a revival of elements of aliena
tion of labour are not likely to benefit the
socialist system, no matter how attractive
the accompanying rhetoric may sound.
What is the purpose of our presenting the

special economic problems at such length?
The answer could be put as follows:
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d. Economic relations of a commodity na
ture between the owner of the means of pro
duction and the owner of labour power have
always been an expression of the separation
of the latter from the material conditions
of production and human life activity, which
became a factor not subject to the control of
the labourer and conditioning appropriation
of the results of the labour of others. For
Marx the examination of so complex a phe
nomenon as alienation of labour entailed study
of the entire mechanism of commodity-money
relations in capitalist society. And it is
impossible to avoid the same with allowances
for the new, socialist relationships when stu
dying the elimination of the alienation of
labour, that is, the process of subordinating
to people the social forces they have created.

2. Analysing the types of dependence (as
expressions of non-freedom) in the antago
nistic society, Marx took note of a) personal
dependence (slavery, feudal bondage) of the
labourer on the owner of the means of pro
duction, and b) the objectified, impersonal
dependence (given personal 'freedom') of the
proletarian on the capitalist class (see Chap
ter II, section 3). Local isolation and narrow
ness typical of subsistence farming is overcome
in the second stage, and, as Marx put it,
'there takes shape a system of universal social
metabolism, of universal relationships, all-
sided requirements, and universal assets. Free
individuality (citing this passage a second
time—R.K.) based on the universal develop
ment of individuals and the subordination of
their joint, social productivity as their joint
public possession, is the third stage. The
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^cond produces the conditions for the third.^
This third stage is socialism, which is a gua
rantee against alienation of the individual
and abolishes impersonal dependence. The
labourer's dependence on the exploiting class
is replaced under socialism by dependence on the
results of the labourer's own activity, his
dependence on himself, that is, by freedom.

Referring to the people of the future com
munist society, Marx wrote that they would
be 'universally developed individuals whose
social relations, being their own social rela
tions, are also subject to their own, public
control, are not products of nature, but of
history. The degree and the universality of
the development of the potentials in which
this individuality becomes possible, certainly
presuppose production based on exchange-
values, which, along with universal alienation
of the individual from himself and from others,
also produces the universality and all-sided-
ness of his relations and abilities.

Genuinely harmonious development of the
personality, an expression of true emancipa
tion, is possible only through appropriation
of the material conditions and results of
production and elimination from social rela
tions of their elemental, uncontrolled, supra-
human character. And the concept of socialist
commodity presented above is an illustration
of this.
3. The Programme of the Soviet Communist

Party says that liberation from exploitation
is the supreme expression of freedom. But

K. Marx, Grundrlsse..., Op. cit., pp. 75-76.
a Ibid., pp. 79-80.
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can it be compatible with essentially commo
dity relations between the owner of the means
of production as represented by the socialist
state and the bearer of labour power, who
would then confront each other as independent
(and unequal) proprietors? By logic and fact
the answer is negative. The concept of com
modity-money relations under socialism pre
sented here is aimed at eliminating the contra
diction between the general theory of socialist
society, which performs the leap to the realm
of freedom, and the solution of a concrete
theoretical problem that is so far sadly ambi
guous.

4. Showing the intricate patterns of capi
talist production, Marx calls attention to the
fact that due to lack of control over their
own social relations people tend to create
false notions about them. The relations be
tween people are seen as relations between
things. The dependence of the worker's lot
on his ability to make some article, the com
modity owner's on sale of commodities, and
the capitalist's on the demand for the products
of his enterprise gives birth to a cult of mate
rial wealth, creating a distorted idea about
their substance in bourgeois economics and
working people's psychology.

Socialism destroys this commodity jeti-
shism by a) introducing a scientific organi
sation of social production and b) transforming
commodity relations in a way that they can
not be anything other than relations between
people. This is possible only in a society
where products do not confront their immedi
ate producers as commodities. And survival
of commodity relations between enterprises
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belonging to different forms of property (while
having become formal within the enterprises
in question) alters nothing. True, the pro
perties of these inter-sectoral or inter-kolkhoz
relations of exchange of products often spread
to many other relationships. But this occurs
rather by analogy or on the basis of empirical
observations than by virtue of a scientific
understanding of the essence of socialist pro
duction.

5. One of the main arguments in favour of
extending commodity-money relations to sphe
res where, as we have endeavoured to show,
they are essentially of a formal character, is
that, ostensibly, any other approach would
inevitably igpx)re the law of value, would
undermine the pillars of khozrashchet (economic
accountability), and thereby damage econo
mic practice. These fears, as we see it, are
groundless. Besides, for us it is a mystery
why, in order to avoid these undesirable
effects, we must retain the action of the law
of value in spheres where value has already
become conditional and where the law of value
is no longer an independent notion and has
become a mere instrument for measuring and
recording outlays of social labour subordinated
to, and a part of the mechanism of, the law
of planned {proportional) development.

Negation of the content of commodity-mo
ney relations between, say, the state and
the worker or between state enterprises, which
follows from the social meaning of these rela
tions in the present period, does not disrupt the
principles of socialist economy. To keep
account of material values we do not have
to put all produced material goods under the
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head of real coinmodities,
them are registered as conventional
dities and remain so when they ..
sphere of consumption. Profitable ,
is inconceivable unless the outlays ® -
are properly counted. And the " jg,
profitability cannot be expunged even under
communism. It will continue to be
even when commodity production will
longer be necessary. ,

It would be strange to assume that tne
realness of commodity and value will surv
until that time, for it has already
exist in intra-collective relations and is sure
to disappear completely once the two forms of
socialist property merge into one. As
it, khozraskchet (economic accountability),
which is essential in any planned economy,
should not he associated with just the concepts
of commodity production. Already it oiten
reposes on conventional commodity-money
relations. After one form of socialist (or
communist) property is shaped—and before
passing to the communist system of distri
bution—money settlements may survive for
some time, though they will be completely
conventional. They will play an important
part in planned regulation of economic devel
opment. Gradually, however, they will be
replaced with the measure of labour in units
of working time.

Regrettably, the preoccupation of some
economists with the purely external, 'accoun
tant's' side of the matter has diverted them
from the more deep-going processes witnessed
in socialist enterprises. What is worse, they
underestimate the influence on the psychology
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of the worker of the incorrect contention that
•  the product he produces is not his property and

confronts him as a commodity belonging to the
state.

The important thing is for the worker not
only to stop selling his labour power but also
to stop thinking and feeling that he is selling it.
This is difficult to achieve if the contention
is spread that the product created by the
worker is a real commodity wholly appropri
ated hy the state. In reply the worker may,
for example, demand 'a share in the profits',
or be negligent with the equipment, or be
wasteful with raw materials, or commit theft,
or breach production discipline. The concept
of commodity production must flow not only
from the needs of daily management, but also
from an understanding of the nature of our
system and of the need for moulding the new
man. It must not handcuff the initiative of the
working people. The elimination of the alie
nation of the process and results of labour under
socialism must be properly and correctly
explained. This will help eliminate remnants
of estrangement to labour among the workers—
the self-alienation of labour resulting from
capitalist exploitation that has to be rooted
out in the course of the emergence of the com
munist social system. This is one of the essen
tial conditions for making labour a free acti
vity and a prime vital need.
Nat value but use value is strategically domi

nant in socialist production, which is expli
citly oriented on the ever fuller satisfaction
of the growing reasonable material and spi
ritual needs of people. True, this is not always
appreciated by the administrators. The place
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and part of use value in the economic theory
of socialism and the economic policy of social
ist states has still to be studied. Yet—to
slightly alter Marx' phrase in the 'Inaugural
Address of the Working Men's International
Association'—the final victory of the poli
tical economy of labour over the political
economy of property"^ depends on this in
many ways. To win this victory is not simply
a scientific or applied scientific aim, but also
a social-political or class aim. The aim matches
the magnitude of the present era, at the
centre of which we legitimately find the
working class.

K. Marx, 'Inaugural Address of tho Working
Men's International Association'. In: Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels, Selected H'orAs, Vol. 2, p. 16.



Chapter Ml

THE UNITY OF THE LIBERATION

OF LABOUR AND LABOUR'S CONVERSION

INTO A PRIME VITAL NEED

1. The Need for Labour and the Conditions
for Its Spread

It is through man's labour that the human
race came into being and that society is
improving itself. Through labour man fuses
directly with his essence, asserting himself
through his creativity as a social being.
Man ̂ face to face^ with his creative essence in
the process of its immediate and active self-
realisation—that is one of the most abstract
expressions of freedom.
The example of labour is convincing evi

dence of the fact that apprehension of neces
sity, of the objective law underlying a phe
nomenon or process in the life of society, is
merely a spiritual premise of freedom, its
necessary but insufficient condition. The im
possibility of doing without labour as the
source of livelihood was apprehended by
humanity many thousands of years ago.
But this did not make people free. Labour was
a  forced, non-voluntary occupation under
threat of punishment or hunger, and awareness
of its necessity was an awareness of need
imposed from outside. It is only in gualita-
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lively new social conditions—under the sys
tem of social relations that are being created
by socialism and communism—that the con
scious attitude to labour as an imposed obli
gation can give way on a massive scale to the
attitude that labour is free self-expression.
Marx wrote in Capital: 'In fact, the realm

of freedom actually begins only where labour
which is determined by necessity and mundane
considerations ceases; thus in the very nature
of things it lies beyond the sphere of actual
material production.'^ This does not mean
that labour as such must be eliminated, or
that freedom is conceivable only outside pro
ductive activity. It means that the realm of
freedom begins when all work, in all fields
of production, is stimulated not simply by
the need for material goods, not simply econo
mically. In other words, it begins when, along
with the natural requirements (food, clothing,
protection from cold and illness, and the like),
social and cultural needs, too, begin actively
to affect participation in labour. These social
and cultural needs take shape 'beyond the
sphere of actual material production', that is,
outside the sphere of manufacturing things,
but in the sphere that 'produces' the individual
as a social being, that develops the personality.
Marx does not contrast the realm of freedom

to material production as a 'realm of non-
freedom'. The idea behind his words is differ
ent. Though social production is the material
basis for raising the degree of human freedom
in relation to nature, the realm of freedom is
possible only after a qualitative reconstruction

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. Ill, p. 820.
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"of social relations and of man himself. Along
side other social factors, it is man's ability
to change himself that is the precondition of
the freedom of man. To put an end to 'labour
which is determined by necessity and mundane
considerations', and yet unable to end the
production process (without consigning society
to degeneration and himself to extinction),
man must greatly enhance the attractiveness,
the magnetic power of labour. Only then will
the externally imposed necessity of labour
turn into an intrinsic necessity for the devel
opment of 'human energy which is an end in
itself, paving the way for the 'true realm of
freedom',^ because ,the factor stimulating la
bour will be labour itself regarded as a means
of satisfying the wish to work.
Communists regard as true freedom not

apprehension of the necessity for labour nor
performance of this necessity (i.e. labour in
any social conditions), but exercise of the
apprehended necessity of labour of a specific
social quality within the framework of so
ciety—labour as the prime need of man.

Is this practicable? Bourgeois propagandists
say it is not. Why? Because the need for
labour, as they see it, is contrary to 'human
nature'. Yet, it is one of the most ancient gains
of human culture. As industriousness^'it has
been part of the make-up of creative persona
lities in every past epoch.

Unfortunately, we still lack a conclusive
idea about the place of labour as a vital need
among man's other needs. Some people, even
people in the ideological field, think that

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. II, p. 820.
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labour will not become a need until a distant
future. But can one divorce the ideal from
the real, can one ignore the new that appears
around us each day? In socialist society labour
already becomes a vital need for people,
though it has not yet had the deep and all-
round development which it will have in the
second phase of communism. The mere fact
that achievement of this need is looked upon
as a practical task is a distinct advantage of
socialism.
Though at first labour was not a need but

only a means of obtaining resom-ces to satisfy
the animal needs of man's distant ancestors,
it proved to be the basis of the life of society.
Gradually it became the factor that conditioned
passage to a qualitatively higher form of
existence for living nature. Man's needs, ani
mal in origin, acquired a social form. New
types of need appeared, bred exclusively by
the social environment. The humanly transform
ed need of the body in physical exercise, the
need for a definite period of bodily activity,
may be_^ conditionally regarded as the germ
of the vital need for labour. But this is only
the premise, theJ physiological implication
of the future developed social need that resem
bles it as little as a pithecanthropus resembles
modern man.

With labour divided into mental and physi
cal and with society stratified into classes,
one of which has monopolised all spiritual
activity, labour is an incontestable vital need
for only a relatively small round of people—
speakers, generals, scientists, poets, artists,
architects, musicians, and the like. This does
not mean, however, that the need for creative
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Work is absent among the broader sections of
people. Nameless craftsmen built pyramids
and temples,created models of folk architecture,
altered the course of rivers, composed songs
passed down from lip to lip, and created
popular melodies. If labour had not been a
need of the spirit, if only the slightest of
needs, in the times of slavery, feudalism
and capitalism, it would have been impossible
to explain the masterpieces of folk art, the
inventions of self-taught prodigies, or virtuoso
skills in various trades.

Two questions arise in this connection:
First, how to reconcile the claim that labour
acts as a need even in an antagonistic society
with the proposition that antagonistic society
can impart nothing but revulsion to labour due
to the alienation of labour prevailing in it?
Second, if the need for labour existed before
socialism, why do Communists consider it an
objective of the present and future?
This is an incontestable contradiction. A la

bourer's attitude to labour cannot be purely
negative due to the nature of his life activity.
His working life creates a positive attitude to
useful activity, teaches him to understand the
value of labour, makes him see labour as the
purpose of human existence. It is workers and
peasants that have throughout history displayed
the creative human essence much more
than landowners and capitalists. The emergen
ce of the vital need for labour is, consequently,
a general sociological tendency. And the histo
rically conditioned character of laboiu in
an antagonistic class society, which repels
people from the main type of their life activity
and depresses their inner need for creative
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Work, is antagonistically opposed to this getiC^
ral tendency. It tends to prevail over it, for
the relations of production based on domina
tion and subordination cause aversion for
forced labour on behalf of the exploiter and
thus an aversion for all labour. In these cir
cumstances non-freedom also consists in the
suppression of the vital need for labour activi
ty, which is for man the most essential social
phenomenon.
In a world of alienated labour the individual

tends to draw a sharp distinction between la
bour and consumption. Even in those rare
moments when he enjoys working, when he is
consumed by it as a need, he is blind to what
is happening to him and considers life truly
human if it is unburdened by labour.
Only the socialist revolution can deliver

a crushing blow to this anomaly.
It is not often that the vital need for labour

siurfaces en masse in an antagonistic class
society, for there the social conditions of its
development are limited. Socialism and com-
munismi on the other hand, impart this vital
need to all people. Where exploitation prevails
the vital need for labour cannot be a specific
characteristic of any social form of labour,
whereas under communism, when it becomes
all-embracing, this precisely is its role. Com
munism does not intend to impose on man any
features and needs foreign to his nature. On
the contrary, it creates the best possible clima
te for the fullest possible exercise and improve
ment of human nature.
In the precapitalist period the labourer—

society's principal productive force—perform
ed the following functions: he was the main
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factor of influencO, by meatts of impleinents
of labour, on the objects of labour; he was
the source of energy (along with draft ani
mals); he was the sole regulator and controller
of the process of production, and, last but not
least, the maker of new technology, of articles
of consumption, of works of art, and so on.
Individual labour required mainly muscular
force, was predominantly physical (spiritual
activity was the privilege of the dominant
classes). Due to low productivity, long working
hours and brutal exploitation it developed
only one side of the human abilities. Useful
and necessary for the normal human body in
a definite quantity, physical labour became
fatiguing and warped the brain when it went
beyond this limit. And the fact that the
product of their labour was appropriated by
the slaveowner or feudal lord made the labour
ers look upon labour as a senseless waste of
time and energy.
The development of the implements of labour

imder capitalism broke down the process of
production into sets of operations. At first
there appeared the so-called working machine,
which replaced man's direct action on the
implements and objects of labour. Then the
engine replaced man in his capacity of source
of energy. Yet man continued to control and
service the machine and its functioning. In
these conditions technology, the property for
eign to the worker, is used in the interests of
the capitalist in total disregard of how such
use affects the worker's condition. Not man
sets the pace of labour: it is imposed upon
him by the machine. The worker becomes its
physical and intellectual appendage. For the
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worker the machine is the material representa
tive of capital. The creation of human hands,
a product of labour, the machine imposes on
the worker the character of the principal type
of his life activity and thus symbolises the
domination of the product over the human
being. And this enslavement of man by things
is not eliminated once and for all until pro
duction becomes socialist, with the tempo of
labour no longer exceeding the natural limits
of the human body and with the means of
production owned by the whole people serving
as the material confirmation of man's domina
tion over nature and over social relations.

Mechanisation reaches its natural culmina
tion in the automation of production processes,
closely preceded by mass conveyor-line pro
duction. Automatons perform not only the
first two functions, but also effectively replace
man in regulation and control. This is neces
sary because the nature of modern mechanisms,
their complicated interaction and high-speed
operation, the ever increasing use of chemical
processes, and the like, are so much harder to
register and regulate for man's sensory organs
and therefore require supplementary self-regu
lating appliances. As a rule, automation leads
to a steep heightening of the productivity of
labour.
Even when automation does not push the

worker out of the enterprise, adding to the
reserve army of unemployed, it creates instabi
lity and calls in question the living standard
of many groups of workers. This under capital
ism. Under socialism, which guarantees the
right to work, it only compels workers to
improve their skills to meet the requirements
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of modern technology, while people made re
dundant in one sector learn a new trade and
are "transferred to another. In other words, it
promotes their development in both cases.
Automation is the future of social produc

tion, the mainstream of technical progress. And
for a number of socialist countries comprehen
sive mechanisation of labour-intensive proces
ses is highly important as a necessary prelimi
nary measure, along with eliminating the gap
between the high degree of mechanisation of
the main operations and the low machine-to
man ratio in the auxiliary jobs.
.  It would be a mistake to visualise the
increasing degree of freedom in labour, that is,
the growth of labour into a prime vital need,
as a smooth, ascendant process without any
contradictions. It has been the will of history
that socialism should win first in countries
that were not highly developed scientifically,
{technically and economically. As a result, the
social liberation of labour, that is, elimination
of its social alienation, greatly outstripped
the elimination of its 'technical alienation'.
A contradiction arose in the development of
freedom, due to the fact that certain economic
relations (e.g. socialisation of the means of
production) were ahead of the technical basis
(development of all operations into varieties
of industrial labour). In some cases this has
been a; brake on labour becoming a vital need,
though social relations had already prepared
the ground for it. What has to be done is to
create technical conditions for freedom of
labour consonant with the social conditions,
and to afford each working man the opportuni
ty for creative work.
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From capitalism the working class inherits
not only arduous and exhausting labour, but
also isolation from almost every type of intel
lectual activity. The latter was the privilege of
the bourgeois intelligentsia and gave its fruit
chiefly to the propertied class. The antithesis
between mental and physical labour that
existed under capitalism is reduced under
socialism to the rank of a substantial distinc
tion. And this latter is also destined to
disappear.
Since technical progress (especially automat

ed production) requires simultaneous perfor
mance of closely related operations, there is
a gradual eradication of boundaries between
the old trades (based on the old division of
labour and on outdated technology), accom
panied in the framework of each trade by
development of greater versatility in each
industrial and agricultural worker. The Dnep-
rodzerzhinsk chemical plant is a typical case:
already in the early sixties more than 70 per
cent of its workers had two trades and many
had three or four.
This makes^ workers and farmers producers

of a broader scope; their technical thinking
develops, and elements of mental labour invade
the realm of physical labour. And the essential
creative xmderstanding of the process of mate
rial production in his sector by the broadly
developed specialist leads naturally to at
tempts at improving and rationalising pro
duction techniques, at improving the mecha
nisms, at finding new potentialities and at
finding ways of economising materials. The
spiritual element in labour grows stronger,
and the worker's cognitive, creative interest
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incrcasss. No iongcr can the concepts mental
labour' and 'physical labour' even approxi
mately reflect the properties of the burgeon
ing, new, harmonious type of labour that is
in the act of surmounting these two extremes.
This is true to a still greater extent about

a worker's labour in an automated factory-
Here man is no longer the immediate factor
of production; he is removed from the general
system of interacting mechanised devices, and
stands above them. Feeding of prime materials
or parts, their replacement, adjustment of the
bench and other physical operations that took
up so much of the worker's time, are no longer
wanted on an automated line. Here, his job
consists mainly of mental operations of cont
rol, analysis of causes of any malfunction,
and regulation of some section of the line.
In other words, the worker performs functions
that were previously handled by a technician
or engineer. The changing conditions of labour
are gradually eradicating the line between
trades in the given enterprise. The experience
and versatility of the universal type of worker
emerging there enable him to pass from one
type of activity to another. The occupational
narrowness that had hounded the worker as
a necessity imposed from outside and that
fenced him offi from other types of labour,
gives place to vocational and technical freedom,
the relativity of which comes to light only when
it transcend the limits of some, sometimes fairly
broad, sphere of. production. The level of freedom
in choice of trade ̂ according to personal pre
ference rises.

Work should be a passion. And it must be
sensible, useful, socially necessary and public-
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ly acknowledged work serving simultaneously
as a means of individual self-expression and
of the worker's self-assertion as a personality.
Being a passion, it must be free of any self-
seeking considerations. It must possess its
own charm, its own inner force of attrac
tion. .
Of course, it is easy to say that it must. It is

obviously harder to prove that it must. Authors
who wrote about the emergence of communist-
type work were usually right in their final
conclusions. But these, unhappily, did not
always flow from the suggested premises.
Some of the authors held, for example, that
the blending of mental and physical labour
in production was accompanied with every
body's immersion in creative endeavour.
There is no denying that in universal aspect

physical as well as mental labour is a creative,
purposeful transformation of an object of natu
re. But concrete types of even mental labour
(controls operator, accountant, cashier, libra
rian, programist, laboratory assistant, and the
like) often amount to mere performance of
the same monotonous operations and are less
creative than they are mechanical. These auth
ors held that the repetition of definite opera
tions in mental labour did not, in contrast
to physical labour, produce a lasting dynamic
stereotype. This, to put it mildly, is inaccura
te. Sensing this inaccuracy, they made an
exception for what they described as auxiliary
operations of mental labour, meaning mecha
nical mental labour, the volume of which
exceeds the element of creativity even in the
work of many highly qualified operatives in
present-day production.
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The.blending of mental and physical labour
in the activity of every operative that will
occur.in the process of communist construction
is the initial premise for the transformation of
the basic mass of labour operations performed
by man into creative operations associated
with active intellectual search and requiring
knowledge and wit. But this is not all. Fre
quently, mechanical (now no longer physical,
but mental) labour predominates in automated
production as well, despite the minimum
number of manual operations and the maxi
mum expenditure of nervous energy. Here
man performs the function of regulator and
controller of the production process. This
requires a concentration of attention, coupled
with combined reactions to readings of appli
ances developed to a point of automatic
reactions. Technologically, such labour must
undergo considerable changes before it becomes
communist labour in the full sense of the
term.

Technical progress also has another tendency
that will ultimately become dominant: con
tinuous introduction of ever more advanced
technology, including self-regulating applian
ces, all types of cybernetic machines, and the
like, performing mental operations conducive
to formalisation. This relieves man of tasks
that can be profitably delegated to applian
ces. The operative's range of activity becomes
broader, on the one hand, and more narrow,
on the other: now he will be able to control
an ever greater number of technical processes
indirectly, by regulating a 'clever', self-con
trolling machine, on the one band, while,
on the other, in some fields of production the
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expenditure of his physical and nervous energy
diminishes Because a whole range of jobs is
done for him by machines. Hence, man is able
to concentrate his attention in ever greater
degree directly on that sphere of labour where
he is really irreplaceable—the function of
creating new models and types of machines,
articles of consumption, objects of art, social
and organisational forms of human life, and
the like. . i i u
The blending of mental and physical labour

does not lift all problems. Other questions
have to be solved, such as mechanisation arid
gradual reduction of the volume of mechanical
mental labour performed directly by the operaUve
and its rational distribution among all members
of society. Only after this question is resolved
on the scale of all society will there be acpess
for all to creativity in the direct and exalted
meaning of this word. Following the disap
pearance of the intelligentsia^ as a_ specific
social stratum, the essential distinction bet
ween creative and non-creative labour will
finally be overcome, though the 'levels' of
creativity and the contribution of people of
different ability will in these conditions depend
on the degree of versatility and talent of each
member of the communist association. This
sort of 'inequality' will naturally be of a pure
ly personal character, stripped of any and all
elements of a social kind. If some ambitious
individual fails to become an Einstein, he
will have only himself to blame. It will be
impossible to shift the blame on society, on
some impersonal 'social'conditions'.The absurd
ity of these charges will be much too ap
parent.
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Man's relation to labour is most vividly
reflected in the more or less conscious interest
that impels him in the process of his useful
activXty. It stands to reason that his basic
interest lies in receiving the greatest possible
amount of-products, prompted by the natural
needs of the individual and his family, and the
needs of the collective.
In the pre-socialist social systems labour was

as a rule by its social function a source of the
means of livelihood. In other words, it was
chiefly a means of satisfying needs other than
the vital need for labour. There were two
things that prevented it from becoming a uni
versal need. First, the alienation in favour of
the proprietor of the means of production of
the basic mass of the product and the entirely
insufficient satisfaction of the needs of the
labourer. This repelled man from labour, on
the one hand, and compelled him to labour
to exhaustion, on the other. Second, the mass
of arduous and exhausting physical labour was
shifted entirely to the labourers. The exploiters
appropriated the benefits of science and cultu
re, thus restricting the spiritual development
of the exploited. Burdensome labour almost
entirely stripped of the creative and spiritual
principle could not arouse the labourers' inte
rest, much less become a developed vital need
of the spirit. It is understandable why in these
circumstances economic incentives gained deci
sive priority; there was the all-consuming
wish to earn more, which frequently reduced
to nought all moral and other interests in the
results of one's labour.
The lust for profit born from fear of poverty

and the mercantile spirit of bourgeois society
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emasculates the finest human qualities, com
mercialises conscience and talent, and comes
into collision with the creative approach to
labour. Absolute predominance of material
incentives speaks of an absence of economic
freedom, for it proves that labour is not an
independent activity, a free expression of
man's highly diverse abilities, and does not
possess independent significance as the essence
of human life. Man is oppressed by an often
indeterminate economic necessity.
The following observation made by Marx

confirms the specifics of necessity as the oppo
site of human freedom: 'Just as the savage
must wrestle with Nature to satisfy his wants,
to maintain and reproduce life, so must civi
lised man, and he must do so in all social
formations and under all possible modes of
production. With his development this realm
of physical necessity expands as a result of his
wants; but, at the same time, the forces of
production which satisfy these wants also
•  • 1

increase "•
The expansion of production naturally causes

an expansion of the sphere of social practice,
and makes human labour encompass an ever
greater number of objects of nature. Man's
domination over separate areas of the environ
ment increases. This, however, gives rise to
a profusion of practical problems deriving
from the already established but not yet cog
nised and understood laws and regularities.
The inclusion of an ever greater sphere of the
objective world into the field of human practi
ce gives impulse to two opposite processes—■

^ Karl Marx, Capital, Vpl, III, p. 820,
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the growth of freedom and the expansion of
the necessity that opposes man. The greater
the area of nature cognised by society, the
more society mnst master and develop, and
the more of the unknown has got to be known.
The concept of necessity in the context of the
relation between necessity and freedom, reflects
not only properties common to all phenomena
of the material world, but also acts as a kind
of characteristic of the continuously richer
human practice. It is a more concrete concept
than necessity analysed in relation to accident.
With reference to practice, whose main con
tent is social labour, freedom turns out to be
a qualification antithetical to necessity. The
correlation of these two sides at different
periods serves as a characteristic of a particu
lar condition of society.
At one time, needs were defined chiefly as

a purely subjective factor in Soviet economic
and philosophical literature. This was due
to the confusion of two things: the objectively
existing needs of the human and social orga
nism, on the one hand, and the reflection of
these needs in the human mind, on the other.
The former are obviously independent of the
will and consciousness of either the individual
or society, and must bo considered a law of
nature. The perception of needs, on the other
hand, is secondary and subjective, just as the
reflection of any other facts in the human
mind. Does this mean that objective social
needs should be included under the head of
necessity when we speak of freedom as an
assimilated necessity and as domination over
external and one's own nature? As we see it,
the answer should be affirmative, because the
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necessity for eating, for protection from the
cold, for working, and the like, does not differ
from any other necessity. It is a law of 'human
nature', an objectively inescapable phenome
non, and must bo reckoned with. It is clear,
therefore, why Mar.x associated the develop
ment of production, and hence also the increase
of man's wants, with the expansion of the
realm of physical necessity. This is why free
dom must also be associated with some kind
of 'restraint', a sensible development and
refinement of needs, with domination over
needs, and with relative independence from
them in man's activity—an independence that
exists only when the growth of the needs is
covered by the growth of production.
In the days of the primitive community

people had the one principal task of surviving,
of maintaining their physical existence in
very hard conditions. It would he wrong to
say that the productive forces did not develop
at that time, and that needs did not grow.
But all these changes were distinguished by
the fact that the degree of development of the
productive forces, the growth of the productive
capacity of the clan—this clearest indicator
of the degree of man's domination over natu
re—was always balanced by the counter-
growth of needs. Society produced no 'sm^plu-
ses', it produced nothing that was not directly
consumed by its members.
The leap to relative freedom occurred when

the productive potential enabled people to
exceed the level of what the community con
sumed and to create a'simplus, to achieve'over-
production'. But this leap to freedom was
simultaneously a leap into the realm of social
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enslavement, because the progress of production
gave birth to the exploitative alienation of
labour and created a class that appropriated
not only the implements, objects and products
of labour, but also the producer himself. No
matter what forms antagonistic society subse
quently assumed, there was this common rule.
the mass of the population was denied that part
of the product it produced which could to some
extent make it independent of its own needs,
that is, weaJcen the necessity that dominated
over it. Reproduction of the neediness of the
working people was the unavoidable condition
for the reproduction of exploiter relations and
the non-freedom of most members of so-
ciety.
This means that elimination of non-freedom

is possible only through elimination of the
reproduction of exploiter relations in one eco
nomic sphere after another or, in other words,
through elimination of the reproduction of the
neediness of the working people. This is the
beginning of the realm of freedom, hut not
its culmination. Freedom in its universal sense
cannot he won overnight. It undergoes a long
process;of development amounting to its extend
ed reproduction on the scale of society as a whole,
its penetration into all spheres of society. It
requires not only elimination of the exploita
tion of man hy man, though this is thp corner
stone of freedom, hut also a steady improve
ment of the living standards of all members
of socialist society.

According to Marx, the realm of freedom
begins where and when man works not only
for his earnings, by compulsion, not only in
the expectation of definite material gain. In the
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conditions of socialism the 'external expe
diency', independent of man and dominating
man, loses the monopoly influence it had on
labour under capitalism and is necessarily
supplemented hy an intrinsic expediency, a
personal conviction in the necessity of labour
regardless of the remuneration. There is a mo
ral change that facilitates labour's transforma
tion into a vital need of the spirit.

All the same, it would be wrong to oppose
spiritual incentives to material incentives.
The great revolutionary enthusiasm of the
masses vividly displayed in, say, the first
communist subbotniks in the young Soviet
Republic, was an expression of a selfless atti
tude to labour, of ̂dedication to proletarian duty.
People were motivated not hy the hope of
reward but by the idea, by their loyalty to the
working-class cause. As individuals the parti
cipants in the subbotniks were impelled by
moral revolutionary motives and derived great
moral satisfaction. But this only from the
individual angle.
As a collective, on the other hand, they had

a material interest in the results of their
labour—the repaired locomotives, for example,
which were then so necessary {materially neces
sary, to be precise) to the Soviet Republic.
While the individual is guided by purely moral
motives this does not abolish the material interest
of the collective in the results of the individual's
activity. The individual may ask nothing for
himself, may want no wage, his sole interest
being the success of the common undertaking.
This interest if defined as a moral incentive.
But if we have a collective of socially conscious
individuals, the incentives that are moral for
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each of these individuals may as an aggregate
represent a collective material interest.

It would be one-sided to see these motiva
tions of the individual as being purely moral,
because indirectly they are stimulated by the
material interest of the collective, just as this
interest is influenced by the moral motivations
of its actual bearers, the individuals,
Lenin taught us to build socialist production

not by enthusiasm alone, but with the help
of the enthusiasm generated by the great
revolution, by personal interest, and by perso
nal involvement.^ He taught the Communists
the skill of working with people such as
people are. And his historic instructions are
the guideline for the.Communist Party of the
Soviet Union in the matter of distributing
material and spiritual goods. The Party has
always combatted violations of the principle
of material interest, and has always stressed
that it must be combined with moral stimuli,
with daily organisational and educational
work.

Under socialism there are three kinds of
personal economic interest: 1) personal interest
in the results of labour in a socialist enterprise
(or collective farm) operating in the frame
work of the economic law of distribution
according to work; 2) interest in the profit
from one's personal sub.idiary homework;
3) a selfish, profiteering interest, which has
been stripped of a broad social basis. The
first, which is socialist in inner essence, is
antagonistic to the third, which regrettably.

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'Fourth Anniversary of the
October Revolution', Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 58.
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is still capitalising on the difficulties and
contradictions of our growth (especially the
flaws in the service industries). And only
inveterate dogmatists and Utopians who do
not distinguish between these truly difierent
forms of material interest, will oppose the
socialist type of personal material interest,
doing untold harm thereby to communist
construction.

Labour is not free if it is wholly dedicated
to the personal material interest of the second,
let alone the third, variety. It is no more than
the shadow of labour on a personally owned
farm or a capitalist enterprise, and makes
the labourer a slave to his own needs which
arise, as a rule, under the influence of philisti-
ne bourgeois consumer standards. Surviving
due to the subjective incomprehension by some
members of socialist society (who pursue
narrowly personal and distinctly consumer
interests) of the new content of social labour,
it retains the elements of non-freedom and
divorces these people from the collective,
flings them into the midst of profiteers, of
thieves of public riches, and gives them the
psychology of the private proprietor who is not
loth to profit at others' expense.
For them freedom is not associated with

labour but with creature comforts, with
accumulation of personal property. Their out
look is a token of moral slavery. To make these
people free we must apply educational mea
sures coupled with compulsion to participate
in socially useful activity, which is here a
factor of liberation.
From its first day socialism abolishes labour

as an activity conditioned purely by 'want
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and external expediency'. Unlike capitalist
society in which the worker's consumption is
limited by his earnings which roughly cor
respond to but do not exceed the value of
labour power, a fundamentally new relation
is shaped under socialism between the quanti
ty of labour and the quantity of the consumed
product, while value ceases to play any decisi
ve part in determining this relation. Under
socialism personal labour has not ceased but is
already beginning to cease to be impelled by
only the need for things.
The principle of equal pay for equal work,

and of distribution according to work, which
is dominant under socialism, is sometimes taken
as an absolute, though in fact as the country
progresses towards communism it is being
increasingly combined with an essentially
new type of distribution. Needless to repeat
what has already been said of social consump
tion funds. Let us merely note that the striking
thing about socialist distribution is its pecu
liar duality, with rigid economic accounting
being combined with selfless generosity.

Distribution per se has never, of course,
been the principal or determining factor in
economic life. It is in all cases a derivative
expressing the specific communist features of
socialist public property, the result of the
development of production on which, however,
it is able to exercise either a stimulating or an
inhibiting influence. But precisely for this
reason it may be asked whether or not this
dual content reflects some more profound features
of social labour under socialism.

Marxists hold that distribution according
to need begins when labour becomes man's
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prime vital need. This is a two-sided process:
the change in the nature of distribution is the
efiect and the visible manifestation of a change
in the nature of labour. The unconditional
issue to the working people of a share—and
under communism of all—of the products
they consume must accord with the degree of
the need to engage in labour.
A new type of man is shaping before our

eyes, whose behaviour embodies the leading
trends and the main direction in which society
is developing. For many Soviet people labour
has already ceased to be merely a means of
earning a livelihood, and has become a social
vocation, a moral duty.
The fact that workers frequently increase

their own work quotas is highly significant
and has far-reaching social implications. It
reflects the richness of the new labour relations
inconceivable in the setting of the capitalist
alienation of labour, but natural for the emerg
ing communist social system. Do they not
show that the vital need for work is growing?
It is one of the main approach points to that
historic boundary where labour ceases to be
imposed by material need and external expe
diency, and where freedom begins.
Labour as a need of the spirit is an activity

that no longer depends on any marginal consi
derations. The necessity for it is dictated by
the desire to benefit society, by the natural
self-assertion of a highly moral personality.
Like freedom, it is described in the Programme
of the Soviet Communist Party as an under
stood necessity. This description shows the
profound connection between the development
of labour into a prime vital need and the leap
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from the realm of necessity into the realm ol
freedom. The Marxist idea of freedom is free
dom of activity, first of all freedom of labour.
And it finds its ultimate embodiment in a
developed vital need for work, i.e. an intrinsic,
conscious impulse for useful activity not im
posed from outside.
In socialist production the vital need for

work passes through two phases of development
and creates two forms. The first of these pre
dominates in the early stages of socialist
construction. It reposes chiefly on the idoolo-
gical belief of the working people that doing
a given piece of work, regardless of its nature,
is necessary. Seeing labour for the good of the
working people as a personal revolutionary
duty. Communists and Komsomols, the finest
sections of the Soviet people, performed the
most arduous and the most exhausting work,
made sacrifices and suffered privations, and
therein found the supreme moral satisfaction.
The vital need for work based on the ideologi
cal conviction that the communist cause is
historically correct was, is, and will be one of
the essential factors behind the labour enthu
siasm of Soviet people. In the process of com
munist construction this first form of the
vital need for work grows into the second,
which reposes on the change in the concrete
content of labour as it is transformed into
a creative process.
. A distinction must be drawn between the
creative attitude to work and the creative
nature of work. There is work that does not
involve difficult combinations of mental la
bour with muscular effort (such as that of
stevedore, porter, hammerman, or the monoto-
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nous and tiresome work of the book-keeper or
office clerk). These functions are mechanical
and are not as such of a creative nature, but
they can still be a need of the spirit if the
individual is guided by lofty considerations
and performs his work by virtue of his con
victions, i.e. if he draws his moral stimuli not
directly from the specific type of work he does,
but from the communist ideology and from
faith in the inevitable victory of the new social
system. A creative attitude to this kind of
job shows that a new component has appeared
in it, and that apart from the main mechanical
operations the individual has begun to perform
the functions of organiser or innovator in the
interest of the common cause, and has thus
gone over to a more complex type of activity.
There is also creative work in its own right,

whose very nature marshals and compounds
the individual's intellectual and physical facul
ties. Though, of course, the content of labour
as such is no guarantee against its being redu
ced by some persons to merely thoughtless
operations.

2. A Concrete Sociological Analysis
of the Vital Need for Work

In the sixties few problems engaged Soviet
economists, philosophers, sociologists, ethi-
cists and aestheticians as deeply as the prob
lem of labour. The main flaw of much of
their research, as we see it, was their underesti
mation of a strictly materialist explanation
for labour's development into a prime vital
need and the one-sided ethical interpretation
of this complicated and multi-faceted process.
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In the beginning of 1964, a group of asso
ciates of the sociological laboratory of Moscow
University's Department of Philosophy, includ
ing this writer, polled three Moscow enterpri
ses—Spetsstanok, Stankoagregat, and a factory
making grinding machines. There had been
many similar polls before and after ours, and
in different Soviet cities. The writer refers
to this one, now of considerable vintage,
because he was directly involved in it, and
because all the others yielded essentially simi
lar results.
The purpose of the poll was to check general

theoretical propositions with the actual state
of the processes, to destroy some of the stereo
types and illusions, and to verify the logic
of abstract thought through the logic of empi
rical material.
In drawing up their plan, the researchers

acknowledged as a principle that the vital
need for work is implicit in every working
person but differs in each case in motive,
degree and intensity and n ay be either cor
rectly or wrongly oriented.
The question was put as follows: how does

man's already existing and unconquerable
need for creativity begin to push back all non-
creative needs and become the prime need
conceived by every working person as an
intrinsic necessity as man gradually shakes
off the fetters of antagonistic social relations?
For the researchers labour as a vital need

playing an ever increasing role in the life of
people was not only a future achievement of
communist society, but also a reality of the
present day. This is why, from our point of
view, it was justifiable to examine not only the
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inception, but also the degree or level of develop
ment, of the vital need for labour—an indicator
of the level of the communist development of
groups and individuals in production.
The results of the poll exceeded our expecta

tions. We had of course anticipated that in
answering the question of how attractive labour
was at these enterprises, the ideological, moral
and creative interests of the workers would
play a prominent role. Still, we held that
first place would go to their interest in their
earnings, to the personal economic incentive,
the comprehended material interest.
But this proved to be wrong. The workers

gave priority to good relations with their
mates, to a friendly and close-knit work col
lective. Next came the convenience of shifts,
which enabled workers to combine work with
study and rest, to combine obligations in pro
duction with social obligations and home life.
Diversity of the job that made it attractive
to the worker as a versatile personality held
third place. Equal appreciation was expressed
of work containing a substantial element of
mental activity, requiring knowhow and pro
viding scope for creative involvement. The
workers were also stimulated by the importance
of the product made at their enterprise, by
its significance for the economy. Many were
attracted by the physical effort involved. And
only after this, in sixth place, and even that
on a par with opportunities for improving
proficiency, came the matter of earnings.

It is important to note, furthermore, that
earnings did not take first place even when
the question concerned what the workers did
not like in their job. Among the factors criti-
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cised by the workers, the size of their, wage
held fourth place. In first place was ununiform
provision of work, lack of rhythm, idle time,
and rush work; faulty organisation of pro
duction was in second place, and flaws in the
safety rules were third.^

Certainly, the results of the poll are not by
themselves a conclusive characterisation of the
stimuli of labour. They are at best a photo
graph of just some aspects of the labour psy
chology of the workers of the three factories.
Replies as to what workers like and do not
like about their job are not an orderly set of
motives. The numerical precedence of one or
another motive (for example, good relations
with mates or convenient shifts) does not
make it the principal motive. The limitations
of the data obtained are obvious. But this does
not cancel out the practical importance of
what we obtained: people turned their attention
not to wages first but to the character, conditions^
and social significance of their work. TThe necessi
ty for working is really no longer imposed by
material need and external expediency alone.
More and more, it is intrinsically apprehended.
The fact that workers give top priority not

to personal gain means that their range of
interests has grown. The workers' interest is
rising above the economic sphere proper to

1 Some sociologists thought that ununiform prov
ision of work, lack of rhythm, and faulty organisation
of production were mentioned by the workers because
they affected their earnings. There is an element of
truth here, hut not all the truth. It is one thing to
refer to earnings first, and quite another to refer first
to organisation of production. In the former case
personal interest takes precedence, whereas in the
second it combines with public interest.
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a sphere where moral and creative motiva
tions take precedence.
Friendly relations within the collective hold

top place among tlie positive motives. This
shows that socialist collectivism has become
a force of attraction, a factor stimulating indi
vidual work.

The workers put convenient shifts in second
place as an attractive feature. And this is
understandable. The hours of the worker's
shift have a bearing on his way of life, his
daily routine, his opportunities for meeting
friends and being with the family, his leisure,
study, and the like. Incidentally, by raising
the question of shifts, the workers served
notice of the change in their material interest.
They have begun to regard not only things,
hut also free time as a material benefit. And
that is a necessary objective condition for the
harmonious development of the personality and
for satisfying diverse material and spiritual
needs, including the need for creating.
Workers attach special importance to the

content of their job, to alternating functions
in the process of their work, to opportunities
for showing their inventiveness and initiative.
Variety of operations shares second place with
convenient shifts as an attractive job feature.
Those wishing to change to another, more
interesting job were much more numerous
than those wishing to change to a job simply
because it was better paid. And though only
less than four per cent were willing to change
to a more interesting but less remunerative
job (this was one of the questions, too), it
became clear that on the whole the character
and content of the job means more to the workers
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than what they will be paid for it. Though still
based on personal economic interest, labour is
gradually emerging from under the exclusive
influence of^■this interest, and has begun to
acquire a new, independent significance in the
eyes of the workers. Though it may not yet be
the prime vital need of man, it is already
a tangible need.

The interest that the workers showed in the
production of their factory may be regarded
as an expression of concern for the common
good, which Lenin described as one of the
early signs of communism. It is no longer
a matter of indifference to people what exactly
they produce, what objects embody the efforts
they apply, what objectifies their abilities,
and to what extent the things they produce can
be consumed or used by other people. The
workers' interest in the production of their
enterprise is a token of collective material
interest in the results of social labour.

We obtained a similar picture from our ana
lysis of the basic motivations of labour. The
biggest general group of the workers gave
precedence to the significance and social use
fulness of what they were doing, but also
took into consideration the need for material
incentives. The second largest group consisted
of workers who merely mentioned the social
significance of their labour and the motivation
of its social benefit. In third place were workers
who regarded earnings as the main motivation,
but were not indifferent to the content of
their work. These were followed by workers
who gave precedence to innovation, to the
creative interest. They totalled about one-
third of the questioned workers and outnumbe-
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red those who were concerned exclusively with
the personal material interest and were entire
ly indifferent to everything other than the size
of their wages.
These facts show that the ideological, moral

and creative interest in labour, combined
with a sensibly conceived personal material
interest is playing an ever more decisive role
in material production. In the setting of the
economic law of distribution according to
work there gradually emerges a communist
need not associated with any form of distribu
tion. This need, in its initial form, is part of
the make-up of many Soviet people.
Most of the factors with a negative influence

on the workers' attitude to labour are related
to the organisation of production and can be
eliminated by the collectives themselves, with
out intervention on a national scale. This

applies to the ununiform provision of work in
the first place, and to faults in the organisation
of production and in the safety regulations,
to the not always satisfactory sanitary condi
tions, and the like.
In the early sixties the opinion was voiced

in Soviet literature that already under social
ism labour is a prime vital need for many
members of society, but on a scale that is
short of what is necessary for the modern level
of production. If this is so, the intrinsic content
of working time should fall into two parts;
the time when the individual gets a chiefly
creative satisfaction from the process of la
bour, and the time he must devote to labour
chiefly due to the necessity deriving from
the present level of labour productivity. This
question was 'sounded' in the poll of the
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workers at the three aforementioned enter
prises-

It should be remembered, however, that
neither economics nor sociology nor psychology
have any tested prescriptions as yet for study
ing needs in general, and the vital need for
work in particular, on a mass scale. This
explains the tentative nature of our research.
Its authenticity is doubtful hut it is nonetheless
of some interest.
The workers were asked three questions:

after how many hours of work does weariness
usually set in; how many hours (on the avera
ge) of the working day do you work without
strain; how many hours of work give you
satisfaction?
Taking the arithmetic mean of the answers

to the three questions as roughly the time
when the vital need for work is essentially
present, we calculated the correlation of work
done as an internal and an external necessity
in a seven-hour working day: at Spetsstanok
it was 5.2 and 1.8 hours respectively, at
Stankoagregat 4.1 and 2.9 hours, and at the
third factory 5 and 2 hours.

Certainly, these ratios give enough food for
thought. Soviet economics has adopted the
concepts 'necessary labour' and surplus la
bour' as used by Marx for dividing the workers'
labour into labour replacing the value of labour
power and labour appropriated by the capital
ist and creating surplus value. Yet, for the
worker of a socialist enterprise, the co-owner
of the means of production, the product used
for expansion of the social productive forces
and for satisfying the needs of society is just
as necessary as the product satisfying his per-
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sonal material and spiritual needs. It follows
that under socialism these concepts can be
used only in a definite, strictly limited sense—
certainly not for analysing the substance of
social relations, and only for fixing quantita
tive limits to economic accountability, for
value and for techno-organisatiorial relations,
which are often similar in form with the analo
gous sphere of capitalist production.
But in that case other concepts, such as

socially necessary labour and socially surplus
labour, should also be singled out. As we see
it, however, the starting point, the 'count
down', will have to be different. It will have
to express the specific quality of communist
society. In the burgeoning new social system,
in accordance with its own nature, necessary
labour is labour according to need, that
is, free labour. Labour as an external neces
sity imposed by various non-labour circum
stances and non-creative motives could be
called 'surplus labour', that is, labour as an
unavoidable tribute to the as yet incomp
lete maturity of the new society that
diminishes with the society's advancing matu
rity.
What this looks like in reality may be part

ly judged from the calculations we have given
earlier. They show that the internal necessity
for labour (that is, moral or creative freedom
or both) is now in evidence during a relatively
longer period of working time than the exter
nal necessity. True, this conclusion is drawn
from a poll of workers of only three Moscow
enterprises held a fairly long time ago, and
it would probably be wrong to consider it
valid for other enterprises in industry and
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especially in agriculture. Still, it is clear that
this is a possibility that materialises when the
machine-to-worker ratio is of a high order,
and that, in other words, this possibility
represents a distinct tendency.
We have already mentioned the connection

of the dual character of distribution in a devel
oped socialist society—distribution according
to work in the form of wages and distribution
according to needs through social consumption
funds—with some of the properties of labour
activity. As we see it, this duality reQects
the process of the communist transformation
of labour: growth of the role of public funds
in satisfying the needs of the members of
Soviet society testifies to the growing share
of labour according to need in the total social
labour. The quantitative expressions of these
processes may not coincide, because the ratio
here is a complex one, being the ratio of the
phenomenon to its essence.
In sum, according to the poll more than

half the workers experience the impulse of the
vital need for labour during the bigger part
of the working day. If this is not a sign of
the coming victory of communist work pre
dicted by Lenin, then what is?
True, as long as the main types of labour

are not forms of creative activity, this need
is not a communist need for labour in the
strict sense of the word. It is still too depen
dent on material remuneration. All the same,
it is no 'illusion'. Neglect of a tangible feature
of the future is no more justified and no less
harmful than its exaggeration.
The life of three Moscow work collectives

shows that the Soviet worker is not engrossed
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in personal gain. More, motives of an economic
nature were literally smothered by motives of
a loftier order.

3. The Nature of the Creative Stimulus
of Labour

One of the objections to communism dating
to the Utopian Socialists was that if the
principle of distribution according to need is
introduced, society may perish from idleness.
'Who would then agree to work?' bourgeois
theorists asked. In the eighteenth century
William Godwin, a progressive English writer,
devoted a whole chapter to this in his book
An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice.
'Once establish it as a principle in society

that no man is to apply to his personal use
more than his necessities require, and you
will find every man become indifferent to
those exertions which now call forth the
energy of his faculties. Man is the creature of
sensations; and, when we endeavour to strain
his intellect, and govern him by reason alone,
we do but show our ignorance of his nature.
Self-love is the genuine source of our actions,
and, if this should be found to bring vice and
partiality along with it, yet the system that
should endeavour to supersede it, would be at
best no more than a beautiful romance.'^
This is how Godwin presents the view of his
opponents.

^ William Godwin, 'Of Property'. In: An Enquiry
Concerning Political Justice, Vol. 2, London,
MDCCXCIII, p. 819.
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Arguing against them, he makes three
points.

First, no system of equality is tenable at
the present level of consciousness, and will be
so only after people better themselves intel
lectually. It is impossible so long as mankind
is insufficiently enlightened. Hasty and
thoughtless measures are intolerable when
carrying out ideas of equalising property
because they will create confusion.
Second, idleness there will be none because

the volume of work one will have to perform
will be much reduced. At the end of the
eighteenth century, when Godwin wrote, only
one-twentieth of Britain's population was ear
nestly engaged in farming. If instead, Godwin
added, the work of this small number were
divided amicably among the whole nation,
it would occupy a mere one-twentieth of the
time of each. The work done by every member
of the community would be so light as to
assume the appearance of agreeable relaxation
and gentle exercise rather than of labour. No
one in the community would be expected in
consequence of situation or vocation to consi
der oneself exempted from manual labour.
Working only a bit of the time, people would
be in every way happier and better oS than
they were now, Godwin concluded.
The assumption that people would immerse

themselves in idleness, Godwin wrote, is based
on the assumption that accumulation of wealth
and self-interest are the sole motivation of the
individual. 'But the case is far otherwise,'
he wrote. 'The present ruling passion of the
human mind is the love of distinction.' Cer
tainly, he added, there is a class of people who
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'are perpetually urged by hunger and need,
and have no leisure for motives less gross and
material.' However, the class that stands
over them is only minimally engaged in acti
vity for the sake of satisfying its direct needs.
Guided mainly by the wish of winning the
respect of their neighbours or of protecting
themselves from their contempt people of this
class concentrate on accumulating material
wealth.

If this self-assertion were provided a sensible
outlet, Godwin writes, it would be a motive
force of the system of equality. Some people
are more active than others and at the same
time inexcusably indifferent to improving
their financial state. Deprived of the opportu
nity of acquiring the esteem or avoiding the
contempt of their neighbours by means of dress
or situation, people will divert their passion
for distinction into some other channel. They
will want to avoid the reproach of indolence
as carefully as they now avoid the reproach of
poverty. This will be stimulated both by
a greater social spirit, the effect of man's
consciousness having risen to a higher level
of perfection, and also by the greater leisure,
which is for the enlightened mind one of the
essentials for great deeds that win esteem and
respect.
Godwin builds his concept on the growing

effect of education and moral principles on
people's behaviour. His book appeared in 1793,
the year of the bourgeois French Revolution.
Has the approach to the matter of stimulating
communist work changed since then?
The visibly growing significance of the

moral principle in the life of socialist society
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is reflected in Soviet literature. What we see
may be described as an 'ethicalisalion' of the
communist attitude to labour. The matter is
presented as follows: in socialist society decisi
ve importance attaches to material incentives
(payment according to work), which operate
in combination with moral incentives, whereas
under communism all members of society will
be motivated exclusively by moral incentives;
when socialist society grows into communist
society moral incentives will remain, while
direct material compensation for labour will
no longer be necessary.
In short, under communism personal mate

rial interest will wither away. But can sense
of duty to society become its dependable
successor? Will it in centuries to come (for
communism is the unbounded future of huma

nity) guarantee a positive attitude to labour
on the part of every individual? What is the
link that will dependably connect the personal
moral and the social material interests?

Soviet philosophical and economic literature
refers to material and spiritual (the synonyms
of which are 'ideological', 'moral,' 'ethical'
and 'ideologico-ethical') factors that stimulate
work under socialism. Both types of stimuli
are said to be of a conscious nature. The dis
tinction between them is drawn according to
a different criterion—the orientation of the
interest in work, the object of the individual's
striving. And this is where, as we see it, some
authors commit an inaccuracy: they define
the object of the interest in work as either the
material values the individual receives in
reward for his work (material incentive) or
the public benefit, the striving for which is
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associalcd with a Iioiglilened moral evalualion
of Iho i)ersoiialiLy (moral incenlive). Bui there
is another object of personal Interest—the
process of work as such, and this must in no
case be allowed to escape our field of vision.^
There has been devotion and dedication

to work from times immemorial. Works of art
(rock and cave drawings, statuettes, and the
like) dating to primitive society can hardly
he explained by purely utilitarian motives.

It is our view that the promising hypothesis
of Laszlo Garai, a Hungarian scholar, merits
very close study. 'It is well known,' he writes,
'that each animal genus has a specific need in
performing activity through which, under nor
mal conditions, it secures its subsistence....
'In man, loo, the need to perform the activi

ty that secures his subsistence took shape in the
process of anthropogenesis. Labour activity
is precisely this sort of need, meaning partici
pation in social productive practice. For this
reason the new need directed itself to labour
activity. Since labour is an activity specific of
man, moreover the main one of his distinctive
features determining all his other traits, it is
our hypothesis that this need is the principal
specifically human need.'^

Attractive work according to ability creates
a personal interest whose nature has not yet
been studied—an interest that increases in
proportion to the personal compensation and
the significance of the work for society. Still,

' Sometimes oven in special literature no di.stinc-
tion is made between interest in the content of labour
and interest in the common good, in group achieve
ments, and the like.

® Voprosy psikhologii, No. 3, 1966, p. 64.
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it plays a relatively independent role. .This
type of personal interest is at tlie root of
a qualitatively distinctive, creative incentive
and:- is by nature concrete and individual.
In contrast, personal material and moral

incentives are in most cases indifferent to the
content of the worker's operations. Some
people follow this principle: any work is good
if it is well paid. As we found out at the three
Moscow factories, this applied to between 25
and 35 per cent of the workers. But a substan
tial section was motivated by public benefit
and moral interest, the principle that the good
job is the job that does the greatest good
to society. There were many more of these
people than of the former—between 36 and
56 per cent. Many preferred a combination of
the two incentives in different proportions.
Lastly, there was a group of people interested
in work as work. The view that 'a good job is
where you can show something of your own,
something new, your inventiveness, skill and
quick thinking', was shared by some 29 to
37 per cent of the questioned workers.

This group of workers had no interest in just
any work that yielded either personal gain or
public benefit or both. For them work was an
'independent value'. They were attracted by
the opportunities it offered for their personal
ability. This conclusion was drawn not only
from the direct questions (the sociologist is
always taking a chance when formulating his
questions of partly prompting the answer), but
also indirectly.
We have already said that at these enterpri

ses those who wanted a change of job were
mostly seeking a more interesting occupation
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rather tlian bigger earnings. Some wore even
willing to take lower pay so long as the job
would yield more creative satisfaction. It
turned out tbat in socialist society workers
drew a distinction between labour foi' gain,
labour for the common good, and labour for
creative self-assertion. Evidently, tlie time
has come to draw the same distinction in
theory.
While recognising the compound and simul

taneous effect of all labour incentives, it
would hardly be right to, say, reduce the
motive power of innovation unreservedly to
moral factors, tracing it exclusively to the
wish of benefitting society, to the social
effectiveness of labour. Creative interest stands
apart from the moral, first, by reason of its
purely personal character and, second, by
reason of the richness of its content. The moral
interest is less 'rich' than the creative in the
sense that it is associated merely with the
results of labour, with consumer values, with
material or moral satisfaction. The creative
interest, on the other hand, is directed not to
the result alone, to something already produced
and immobile, but to the emergence of this
result, to the entire content of the process
of labour, which the worker experiences as a
process of enjoyment of the interaction of his
own intellectual and physical faculties, as the
desired content of his vital process, as a plea
sant experience.
The creative interest gives expression only

to the need intrinsic in man, though often it is
not a wholly conscious interest and needs to be
awakened and developed. Like any other need
it has no moral content by itself, though the
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individual's atliludc to it can and must be
^ object of moral evaluation.
What conclusions can we draw from this?

They say that if material values, such as the
individual's rewards for liis labour, serve as the
object of his striving, this is a material incen
tive, a personal material interest. This seems
to be self-evident. But before we accept it, we
should determine what material values are
meant.

The benefits in question may be tlie daily
bread, but also works of art, the essential
clothing and visits to the theatre. Some ob
viously satisfy material needs (nourishment,
protection from cold, and the like), while the
others satisfy spiritual (e.g., aesthetic) needs,
though both are obtained for money. Is the
interest in satisfying a spiritual need an
essentially material interest? Or is it material
only because of the existing monetary form
that mediates between labour and consump
tion? We are accustomed to describing the
interest in financial gain as material, though
the individual may use the money to buy,
say, books, as well as provisions. This wants
closer scrutiny.
Second, this view is placed in doubt by the

fact that processes as well as things may be
implied by the abstract concept of material
value. And processes and things can both
satisfy either spiritual or material needs. So,
which value—spiritual or material—is repre
sented in creative labour, an incontestably
material process enclosing its own re
ward?
What, we may be told, is the use of asking

this question u it contains its own answer?
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A reasonable query. Slill, it is useful because
by defining labour itself as a material value
we reveal the incompleteness and conflicting
nature of the concept we have just discussed.
It follows that under communism as well
people will be impelled to work not by moral
stimuli alone. The need in labour as a material
'benefit', the need in an interesting and stimu
lating activity, confirms the fact tliat the
personal material incentive will survive, albeit
in transformed shape. Even after the incentive
of things, of products of labour, will die away,
the incentive of the content of labour will
survive. The personal material interest will
shift from the product to the process of labour and
will thus prove to be, in this form, man's eternal
companion.
We may bo rebuked for reducing the cherish

ed torch from the temple of the human spirit,
man's sacred monopoly, the sacramental rite
of creation, to a phenomenon of a less lofty
order. Indeed, there is no denying that to
picture the creative process as a bearer of
whatever form of material interest is almost
as difficult psychologically, as it is, say, to
reconcile oneself with the possibility of parallel
lines crossing. But why not try it as a hypothe
sis?

The solution is intimately related to a topi
cal problem of historical materialism: to deter
mining the specific quality of the social form
of the motion of matter and that new type of
the material tliat is conceivable only in a social
environment. The reference is mainly to social
relations, some of which are often called objec
tified relations. Not because they consist of
objects—for that sort of relations do not
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exist—but because they arise in connection
with objects as consumer values.

It is for two reasons—the relative underdeve-
iopment of the subject of our discussion, the
creative incentive (the psychology of creation
is even now almost wholly limited to the psy
chology of artistic creation), and the absence
of graphic objectified methods of apprehending
it—that stimuli of creation escape the atten
tion of researchers. Yet, a very substantial
social relation is to be found here, lacking
which no organisation of society could func
tion.

Labour is first of all a material process that
alters an object of nature in accordance with
the ideal conception determined by human
(personal or social) needs, and by the pro
perties of the material and the implements of
labour. As a process of satisfying a certain
human need it may be conditionally likened
to the process of satisfying aesthetic needs,
namely, visiting the theatre, listening to mu
sic, or seeing works of art. But this analogy,
like any other, has its limits. The substantial
difference between the one and the other is,
indeed, striking: labour as a process of satisfy
ing the need for labour is probably the only
form of consumption which is by nature active
and constructive; this cannot, obviously, be
said of the 'consumption' of aesthetic values
(though here, too, construction of the persona
lity is in evidence).
The relations of production, this main com

ponent of 'social matter', are usually reduced
in Soviet literature to property relations or to
economic relations of production, that is, to
contacts between people concerning the appro-
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priation of the products of labour. In an anta
gonistic class society these relations are expres
sed in the antagonism between the propertied
and the dispossessed, in the exploitation of
the latter by the former. In a way, this is
a vertical (from bottom up or vice versa) plane
of the relationship of domination and subordi
nation superimposed on the perpetual process
of production. But relations of production also
have a horizontal plane. Apart from the specific
intercourse between exploiters and exploited,
as, say, between the bourgeoisie and the prole
tariat, there are also continuously vibrant
ties within either of these large social gro
ups.

What changes does socialism introduce in the
relations among labourers in the process of
productive labour? To begin with, socialism
unites the owners of the conditions of pro
duction and the direct producers—in both
cases it is the labouring classes. Apart from
property relations (economic), a special role
in intercourse begins to go to direct labour,
technical, technological, or productive labourer
relations that are contiguous with the pro
ductive forces and belong to the sphere of
technology and labour organisation. This is the
actual state of affairs, and it has got to be
acknowledged. It is understandable why in
their concern with protecting, multiplying and
developing socialist property, the Communist
Party and the Soviet Government devote so
much attention to improving the organisation
of industrial and agricultural production, and
to arranging more rational forms of contact
between the different sections of working
people in socialist society.
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Fi'om the dialectico-matcrialist point of
view, tlie material relations of production
between people are the core of social relations
representing the human essence. But which
type first of all—the economic whose substi
tution leads to a substitution of social system,
or the labour, labourer, techno-ox'ganisational
relations, whicli are in essence the same under
several social-economic systems? We hold that
it is the latter.

If the essence of man were reduced to econo
mic, property relations, where only relations
of property and the consequent relations of
e.xchange, distribution, and so on, are meant
by the term relations of production, we would
quite unconsciously come to the conclusion
that there is more than one human essence.
It would even prove possible to count their
number by relating the various modifications
of the human essence to some specific social
and economic pattern. Such a 'pluralistic
conception' of one of the basic questions of
Marxist social philosophy is bound to come
into collision with the conception of the
monistic character of the natural historical
process and to complicate our understanding
of the successive link between different epochs.
By following this approach we could come

to a point where it will be possible to infer
that the members of either one of the contend
ing antagonistic classes are not human beings.
The ultimate illogical conclusion flowing from
this premise is that the human essence changes
with the change of social systems, depending
on the change of forms of property, and that
there is no tiling in common between the
human essence in, say, socialist society and
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the human essence under capitalism, to whate
ver class the individual may belong.

Certainly, the human essence is subject to
development. But this does not prevent it from
retaining a qualitativs dcfinitcncss throughout
history. This definileness reposes not in tran
sient economic structures which determine the
essence of classes, but in the eternal natural
condition of human existence—in labour which,
as Marx said, is 'independent of every social
phase of that existence, or rather, is common
to every such phase',^ that is, in direct rela
tions of production, in labourer relations,
that are relations governing the use of labour
implements and the organisation of
Labour activity constitutes the essence of the
specifically human life activity, and the imme
diate labour relations common to many epochs
are the basis of the material social relations
determining the human essence.

If the vital need for work, the nature of
the creative incentive, and interest in work
as such are seen from this angle, it becomes
clear that all this amounts to the individual s
striving to reproduce in his life activity the
'social matter', that is, the immediate human
labour relations constituting the objective
basis of the human essence. This matenal
need differs from other material needs in that
it owes its origin not to the natural but the
social character of man, to man's need for self-
assertion as an active and social being.
The reproduction of the human essence in

each creative act, the creation of new things,
the display of one's abilities, are experienced

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 179.
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by the individual as an enjoyment. But 'en
joyments themselves,' Marx said, 'are indeed
nothing but social enjoyments, relations, con
nections.'^ More, the enjoyment derived from
the creative process is not a simple relation.
History has cast it in the role of a perpetual
mover which, under communism, will help
without any external impulse to reproduce the
most substantive of social relations on which
all other relations depend, and will help to
renew the functioning of the entire social
organism, of different forms of social life.
The power of this incentive is comparable
only with the power of nuclear energy, and
its use will perform a revolution in the social
'energetics' of the future. Communism is des
cribed as real humaaism precisely because
it is based on the power of emancipated labour,
wbich is given only to man.
In coming to grips with self-love, which lie

assumed to be the fruit of inequality, Godwin
tried to prove the necessity of eliminating
personal motives of activity and replacing
them with the motive of the common good.
In the rapidly developing bourgeois society of
the late eighteenth century this was an immen
se contribution to the laying of the theoretical
groundwork for scientific communism.
But to reproduce essentially similar views

today, moreover in conditions of developed
socialism, to associate communist work exclu
sively with moral incentives, with a high
degree of consciousness, is to fall out with
the classical propositions of Marx, Engels

^ K. Marx, 'Wages'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick
Engols, Collected Works, Vol. G, p. 422.
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and Lenin, and with the practice of socialist
and communist construction.

'If we want to be of help to some cause,'
Engels wrote, 'it must first become our own,
egoistic cause ... consequently, in this sense,
even apart from any material aspirations,
simply for egoistic reasons, we are Communists
and precisely for egoistic reasons wish to be
people, not only individuals.'' If a modern
author were to say anything of this sort on
his own belialf, he would probably be misun
derstood by many of his colleagues and blamed
for 'advocating individualism'. Yet, this raises
the question of communism being impossible
without the active development of the indivi
dual, personal interest, and of the purely
moral motivations of a social order not being
effective enough as the main and perpetual
mover of personal activity.
The stimuli for work operating in society

must always be oriented on some personal
needs of people. Only then will we have a
viable system of social relations, for it cannot
be built exclusively on a 'responsive sense of
duty to society'. This ideal factor is obviously
insiifficient for the continuous renewal of the
material process of labour. In short, the already
existing ethical substantiation of communist
work must necessarily be supplemented by
materialist substantiation.

What human needs are known to science?
There are different points of view on this

score. The following may bo suggested as one
of the approaches to distinguishing needs by

' Marx/Engols, Werke, Vol. 27, p. 11.
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their origin—Ha/ura/ and physical, inhcriled
by people from their animal ancestors but
possessing a social form, and social, which are
purely human acquisitions. The need for work
belongs among the latter.
Since wo consider it an essential vital need

of the human being, a token that tiie indivi
dual has assimilated social relations, and
since we measure the nature and degree of
this assimilation by the nature and degree
of the need, we may legitimately ask why the
individual is able to be the bearer of the
human essence.

There could be this answer: the bearer,
protector, continuer and maker of social rela
tions is society. Tlie individual is born in
society into a setting of definite forms of
social life. And to reckon with them, to main
tain tiiem, is crucial for the individual's own
existence. Society impregnates and enmeshes
the individual in social relations and makes
him conscious of them every minute of his
life. The individual's behaviour is determined
from outside. This is why the individual is
a mirror of the epoch in which he was born.
If we were to stop at this point, we would
have presented views typical of metaphysical
materialism, leading to a fatalistic understand
ing of history, to abject worship of spontaneity,
to a belittlement of man's abilities. All this
Marx described as being one-sided.

Tlic other answer to our question is the
Marxist aiuswer. Marxism does not contrapose
the objective conditions and man's activity
to one another. In the process of labour, which
is tlie basis of social and historical practice,
the material of nature is opposed by man as
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a force of noliirc.^ Tlic subslance of llic histori
cal process aiiiouiits to the practical interac
tion of the socially determined active subject
who, however, possesses his own activity,
and the social and natural environment. There
is no non-human or supra-human history.

All associations of people—from the maxi
mum (a concrete historical society or a world
system) to the minimum (Robinson Crusoe
and his man Friday)—are at different levels,
in their own way, modes of existence of the
human essence. Persons are the individual
bearers of social relations.
'Above all' Marx warns, 'we must avoid

postulating "society" again as an abstraction
vis-a vis the individual. The individual is the
social being. His manifest ations of life—even
if they may not appear in the direct form
of communal manifestations of life carried
out in association with others—are therefore
an expression and confirmation of social
life.'^
Here, we encounter certain difficulties. As

long as we speak of society, everything is
clear. Society is inconceivable without social
relations. The same may be said with certain
reservations about any social group. Its very
existence guarantees the existence of the social
(group) principle. But how does the individual
acquire this ability, where are the essential
social ties 'recorded' in him?
'In the brain,' is one answer.

1 ScD Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. T. p. 173.
® Karl Marx 'Economic and Philosophic Manu

scripts of 1844'. In; Karl Marx and Ercdorick Engcls,
Collected IPorAs, Vol. 3, p. 299.
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'In what way?'
By means of the memory.'

® contradiction. It
maWn? totality of social, mainlymateiial, relations comprising the essence of
man and of the human is sustained only by

factor consciousness, and that is an ideal
Lenin wrote that social relations are divided

into material and ideological. Like the invi
sible lines of a magnetic field they permeate
the entire society. They can be discovered
on y indirectly, by generalising particular ca
ses of human activity, by generalising particu
lar actions. More, to be conductors of these
social magnetic lines', people must themselves
become something in the nature of little social
magnets, grains or, better still, knots in the
social nets. They must be the singular being
(potentially and actually) of those ties which
none but they can establish and maintain.

According to one conception, it is not the
coagulum of all social relations but only the
reflection of the ideological (and socio-psycho-
logical) social relations of a specific epoch
that act as the 'social atom'. All that is
social in an individual, if the matter is taken
to Its lexical conclusion, is conceived as spiri
tual, while the material is that which comes
under the head of natural and biological.
1 his IS strongly reminiscent of the view of the
pre-Marxian materialists that for an individual
to maintain' social relations he must be
continuously 'reminded' of them; the subject

himself to be completely determined
^ the laws of society, just as, according to
■Hegel, man is the most independent when he
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knows himself to he entirely determined by
the Absolute Idea."^
But why cannot the individual as the 'social

atom' possess an independent social charge,
merging with social relations not only spiri
tually, but also materially?
As we see it, he certainly can. This depends

on how the natural and social nature combine
in the separate individual, how the biological
performs social functions. Regrettably, only
rare sociologists notice this aspect of the
matter, though Soviet psychologists (e.g.,
L. S. Vygotsky, and A. N. Leontiev) offer
interesting supplementary material on this
score for historical materialism and scientific
communism.

The satisfaction of man's 'essential', vital
need for work has its psychophysiological side.
To accept this view does not mean 'biologising'
human needs, as some sociologists would have
us believe. It takes account in scientific analy
sis of the influence that the continuous repro
duction and satisfaction of the social need for
work can exercise on all the vital functions of
normal people. The rhythm of the processes
in the human body is largely determined by
the rhythm of labour. Satisfaction or dissatis
faction with one's work affects the state of the

nervous system and through it even the physi
cal condition. Man's social organisation has
fused with the biophysical basis more strongly
than this would appear at first glance. The
fact that we know very little about it is no
argument for negating the psychophysiological

^ See Hegel, The Science of Logic, London,
p. 283.
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basis of the need for work shaped by the
social conditions as a product of the social
evolution of the individual into a social
being.
Take children brought up in an animal envi

ronment. Their example shows that abilities
and functions typical of man are not inherited.
They are acquired individually in the social
environment. This process is usually described
as assimilation of culture where the term
'culture' connotes the totality of achievements
substantial for humanity and capable of exer
cising a practical influence on the life activity
of the individual. In this sense assimilation of
culture is assimilation of the totality of social
relations, assimilation of the ability to partici
pate in human intercourse, and this principally
with relation to the production of the necessi
ties of life.
Sometimes culture is used to mean purely

spiritual values, whose assimilation is often
one-sidedly regarded as a passive accumulation
of the knowledge already in the possession of
society. If we were to interpret assimilation
of culture as a passive absorption of cultural
values, the process of the development of the
individual as a human being would amount
to an endless quantitative accumulation of
verities, to an enrichment of the spirit. Assimi
lation of the most substantial social relations
would then be interpreted as a spiritual assimi
lation, as a function of the memory, and the
vital need for work as a spiritual (moral)
need, the essence of man as the product of
only his spiritual development.
But there could be a different approach.

We could see man's various abilities and needs
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as an exercise of cielinite organs. The problem
here is put as follows: the human being has
no special, morphologically distinct perma
nent organs (like the lungs, heart, stomach,
ears, legs, and the like) with which the specific
character of human activity could be asso
ciated; the elementary physiological functions
of the brain are common to all human indivi
duals, those brought up as animals and who
are not normal, and those who are normal
people. Search in these two directions augars
no positive results. Hence, the answer is to
be traced to the transformation under the
effects of the social conditions of those facul
ties that nature has bestowed on man. It is
this third way that A. N. Leon tie v suggests,
referring to such authorities as the prominent
German psycliologist, Wilhelm Wundt, and
the distinguished Soviet physiologists Ivan
Pavlov and A. A. Ukhtomsky. It develops
(and here historical materialism invades the
realm of psychology) that human behaviour is
determined by brain structures formed in the
course of individual development in the social
environment, by peculiar compounds of the
elementary functions of the brain which per
form the role of special organs of man's nervous
system, thus obviating the need for any new
organs.

Defining the 'functional organs' of the brain,
Leontiev writes: 'These organs, which function
exactly like the ordinary morphological or
gans, differ from the latter by being new forma
tions arising in the process of individual (onto-
genetic) development. They it is that constitu
te the material sub-stratum of those specific
abilities and functions wliich take shape as
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man masters the world of objects and phenome
na created by humankind, tlie creations of
culture.
'Now we know enough about the mechanisms

that form these organs, the peculiarities of
this, in order to create experimental "models"
of them in man. On the other hand, we can now
also more clearly conceive that which repre
sented the humanisation of the human brain

and brought the further development of the
human being under the effect of social and
historical laws, which accelerated this devel
opment immeasurably. The cortex of the
human brain with its 14-17 billion nerve cells
became an organ capable of forming functional
organs.'^
Knowing this, it wculd be strange to pretend

that the matter concerns natural science only,
and not sociology. And it is still more strange
to evade a mutual adjustment (not mechanical,
of course, and not artificial) of the propositions
of such disciplines as psychology and historical
materialism. The above conclusions were drawn
by psychologists through experimental re
search and correct use of the Marxist method
in social science. It is also important to note
the reverse influence of psychology on the
philosophical apprehension of the develop
ment of society.
As we see it, the teaching on the functional

organs of the brain closes the doors to the pre-
Marxian materialism which conceives 'thing
{Gegenstand), reality, sensuousness, ... only
in the form of the obfect {Obfekt) or of contem-

^ Leontiev, 'Chelovok 1 kultura' ('Man and Cul
ture') in: Nauka i chelovechestvo (Science and Human
ity), Vol. II, p. 71.
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plation (Anschauung), but not as human sen
suous activity, practice, not subjectively.'^ This
could not be completely ruled out so long as
it was thought that the assimilation of social
relations by individuals was purely spiritual.
Discovery of the mechanism of the individual
material physiological consolidation of social
relations as functional organs of the nervous
system enables us once and for all to banish
from Marxist social science metaphysical mate
rialism which has here and there blended with
idealism. The largely spiritual interpretation
of man's essence is fading into the past. Man
stands before us as a biosocial structure. The
relation of consciousness to being has proved
to be not only a question of man's relation
to the outside world, but also a question of
his relation to himself, to his organism, his
actions, of the relation of the liigher forms
of man's reflection of the world to the lower,
of the ideological reflection to the psychologi
cal, and of the ideological and psychological
to the psychophysiological reflection, and of
the relation of the thinking man to himself as
the sensuous man.
The doctrine of the psychophysiological

assimilation by people of the human essence
in organs of the brain and brain structures
shaped in the process of activity confirms the
correctness, integrity and harmony of histori
cal materialism. L. S. Vygotsky wrote on this
score: 'Changing the well-known tenet of
Marx we could say that the psychological

^ Karl Marx, 'Theses on Feuorbach'. In: Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected IForfcs, Vol. 1,
p. 3.
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nature of man is the sum-total of the social
relations that have been transferred within
him and that have become functions of the
personality and forms of its structure. This
does not go to say that the Marxist tenet means
this very thing. But we see in this tenet the
fullest expression of everything we are being
led to believe by the history of cultural devel
opment.'^
This is just one of the forms of reflection by

the subject of the social object. Lenin describ
ed sensation as 'a direct connection between
consciousness and the external world', 'the
transformation of the energy of external excita
tion into the fact of consciousness',- whereas
in the case of functional organs of the nervous
system being formed there is a conversion of
continuously active social relations into a
function of the human organism reshaped under
their influence in the process of its practical
activity.
The analogy with sensations is, as it were,

broad but not deep. Functional organs are not
simply an immediate connection with what
is for the individual the outside world of
social relations. They are part of that world,
in which the social is grafted on and tranforms
the biological.

Unlike sensations, which last only so long
as an outside excitant is being applied, function
al organs, once they are formed, determine
man's behaviour as man outside the social

^ L. S. Vygotsky, Razviliye vysshykh pstkhicheskikh
funktsii (Development of Higher Psychic Functions),
Moscow, 1960, pp. 198-99.

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'Materialism and Enipirio-
criticism'. Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 51.
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sphere as well. Having become a function of
life, social relations acquire in every individual
not only an ideal but also a material form
of their singular being, just as the individual
becomes a more or less complete, more or less
perfect, embodiment of the social relations
and asserts himself in bis intercourse with
other individuals as an element of social
being. The individual measures all these con
tacts with the outside world by the gauge of
social relations assimilated by him in the
process of ontogenesis. Consolidated psycbo-
pbysiologically, they do not die in the indivi
dual until the individual dies himself.
Mankind parts fairly easily with one or

another economic and social structure of so
ciety and the corresponding social conscious
ness shaped by one of the systems of property
in means of production. But it cannot, by its
nature, part with labour. Not only because
it would then deprive itself of the means of
subsistence, but also because it would lose
the features it has acquired in the process of
labour and without which it cannot be the
embodiment of societal qualities. The function
al organs of the brain, which are biological
accumulators of social qualities, are the pro
duct and psycbopbysiological basis of first
of all societal relations common to several
succe.ssive epochs and essential to man in
general—relations of labour, production, la
bourer, and the like, and then, only second,
of economic relations. The latter do not conso
lidate in the brain physiologically and chiefly
determine the identity of the social class.
Property and labour relations are assimilated
by people differently. The essence of man covers,
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first of all, those societal relations which lead
to an at least partial repatterning of individual
psycho physio logica I structures.

Since economic relations have this ability
to a lower degree, the re-education of persons
contaminated with proprietary views is wholly
feasihle. The main thing is to place the indivi
dual in a situation created by the life activity
of a fully-developed work collective. By joint
organised reaction to successful furtherance or
to breaches of the interests of the collective,
which is here both subject and object of educa
tion, it maintains a system of relations in
which it is impossible and undesirable for
the individual to behave anti-socially. This,
in substance, is the principle behind the peda
gogical system of Makarenko, the reputed
Soviet educator.
The functions of the brain with which indi

viduals are endowed by nature are organised
by the social environment into a physiological
apparatus of a special quality. The correspond
ing needs arising in an organism with this
apparatus are not natural physiological needs,
but social-physiological needs. Any attempt,
at explaining the latter on the basis of concrete
historical social relations, by analysis of the
basis and superstructure of a society, usually
leads to conclusions of an ethical order. The
'naturalisation' of all man's needs, for its
part, leads, as in the case of Feuerbach, to
loss of any idea about the specific quality of
social principles. It is essential to consider
both sides, to find the bridge from the psycho-
physiological—the only natural element in
which the societal can take firm root—to tlie
system of essential bonds between people, and
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to see the reverse influence of these ties on
psychophysiology, leading to a reconstruction
that will enable it to be the natural bearer of
the socio-creative beginnings, of faculties that
do not exist in man's biological fabric.

Soviet authors write prolifically about la
bour turning into a prime vital need under
communism and about man's assimilation of
the true human essence. In some cases, how
ever, this sounds like an empty declaration.
Take the question of abolishing the exploita
tion of man by man, and the alienation of the
process and product of labour. Is this not an
inspiring goal for nations performing one or
another type of socialist revolution? Which of
the socialist countries has not seen the mighty
labour dlan and enthusiasm of the masses
spurred by their knowledge of controlling the
wealth that was previously appropriated by
exploiters, spurred by the knowledge of work
ing for themselves, for the good of society?
But we would have been poor dialecticians if
we were to expect this factor to be as efiective
all the time in countries where socialism has
existed for several decades and where a genera
tion of people has grown up that never knew
exploitation and that, naturally, reacts to
different forms of stimulation. This is not
only a matter of any further socialisation of
the means of production, of creating systems
of automated machinery, and of furthering
the communist education of the working peop
le. The question is broader and more complicat
ed, and cannot be well solved unless we take
account of factors that have only recently
come within the field of vision of science and
practice.
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Among other things, the objective is to
mould a need for creative work in the rising
generations of Soviet people through education
and training. This has got to be a conscious,
single-niinded, scientifically organised process.
Here there is a junction of sociology, scientific
communism, ethics, psychology, and the scien
ce and practice of education—a field of fruit
ful search and discovery that would contribute
substantially to the moulding of the man of
cpmmunist society.

It will be recalled that Lenin defined com
munist work not only in the context of moral
factors, but also as 'labour performed because
it has become a habit to work for the common

good, and because of a conscious realisation
(that has become a habit) of the necessity of
working for the common good—labour as the
requirement of a healthy organism.'^

Lenin was not repelled by the word 'orga
nism' (which some interpreters of Marxism
regard as a sign of 'drift' from the sociological
to a 'medical' standpoint), because he had his
feet solidly planted on scientific ground. When
setting out to organise labour on scientific
lines in the light of Lenin's approach, we
must thoroughly study the psychophysiological
and social-psychological nature of creativity.
This is the road to a truly communist transfor
mation of the basic sphere of man's life acti
vity. There'are ample grounds, therefore, to
question the old approach of referring the

1 V. I. Lenin, 'From the Dcstniclion of llic Old
Social System to tho Creation of the New', Collected
Works, Vol. 30, p. 517.
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creative incentive purely to moral, identic
factors of the process of labour.
Can we count exclusively on the moral

factor in the second phase of communism?
Evidently not. No, we do not underrate the
tremendous significance of the emerging com
munist ethical consciousness. But it would be
wrong, all the same, to interpret communism
in an idealistic spirit.

Material stimulation of labour will at all
times be relevant. Under communism, to bo
sure, it will be of a different kind than now.
Once man will already have the material
and spiritual blessings he needs, the only
way to encourage him will be with more inte
resting, more creative work. In other words,
labour will stimulate labour. For under com
munism too—and we better give it thought
now—we must not be idealists who ignore
man's needs, and not only such needs as food,
clothing, housing, medical treatment, enter
tainment, leisure, and the like, but also the
creative needs, the level of which is the measure
of the level of truly human social relations.
Labour, no matter the degree of its sociali

sation, will always be personal, concretely
individual. Incentives of a purely social,
moral type cannot replace the incentives of
personal enjoyment or satisfaction of personal
needs which will no longer be self-seeking,
but are certain to survive and develop. The
personal needs, whose satisfaction will be
guaranteed by society, will no longer influence
man's attitude to labour.

Social interest as1 a moral incentive is al
ready exercising and will surely continue to
exercise a decisive influence on the work of
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the members of communist society, who will
treat it as a personal interest. But the indivi
dual will not dissolve in the collective. He
will always show his distinctiveness, primarily
in creative work, work that bears the imprint
of his personality but at the same time attaches
man to society, imparting to him the secrets
of his own human essence and that of other
people.
The question of material and moral stimuli

of labour has a specific bearing on the basic
question of philosophy. The fact that some
authors predict disappearance of material
stimuli aud exclusive domination of moral
stimuli under communism would lead us to
the conclusion that on the highest rung of the
new social system the relation of being to
consciousness will be of a new type, that being
and consciousness will change places and that,
in any case, the effort to maintain being will
become meaningless in the life of the indivi
dual.
Only people for whom the being of man is

mere physical existence can reason in these
terms. They are blind to the other, more es
sential side of the problem, namely, men's
need to galvanise social relations in his personal
life activity continuously through his own la-
hour, for outside social relations he is not man.
His need is continuously to sustain the flame
of social being. This is the key of historical
materialism to the future material stimuli of
labour. Also, it is the bedrock sense behind
Marx's formula that communism 'is Iha genuine
resolution of the conflict between man* and
nature and between man and man—the true
resolution of the strife between existence and
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essence, between objecLification and self-con
firmation, between freedom and necessity,
between the individual and the species.'^

4. The Transformation of Labour into Use Value

In his initial elaboration of the theory of
surplus value Marx referred to labour as a
commodity, as a purchase and sale of useful
activity. Later, however, he wrote of the cir
culation of labour power as a commodity. Why
this alteration?

In the industrial practice of the factory-
owner there evolved the popular notion (later
adopted by bourgeois political economy) that
he buys and pays for the labour of his workers.
This was convenient for accounting, and also
profitable for the capitalist because it conceal
ed from the workers that he appropriated un
paid labour. The abstract money form of wages
corresponded to and fed this illusion. It era
dicated, as Mar.x put it, 'every trace of the
division of the working-day into necessary
labour and surplus-labour, into paid and un
paid labour. All labour appears as paid la
bour.'^

To break the secret of capitalist exploita
tion it was essential to destroy this illusion and
prove that the capitalist does not pay for, and
therefore buy, labour. If he did so, produc
tion would cease to be a source of capitalist

^ Karl Marx, 'Economic and Philosophic Manu
scripts of 1844'. In; Karl Marx and Frederick Engel.«s,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, j). 2'.Ui.

2 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 505.
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accumulation and the capitalist would cease
to be a capitalist.
What does a capitalist buy if not labour?

He buys tbe capacity for labour, says Marx.
He buys labour power, which has the wondrous
property of creating more value in the process
of labour than is necessary to sustain its
active state and assure its reproduction. This
capacity to yield additional value makes it
valuable to the owner of the means of produc
tion. It is immaterial for the capitalist what he
produces, whether it is soap, rifles or embroi
dery. He is indifferent to the use value of the
product, but not to its value. And only for
this reason he is not indifferent to where he
invests his capital.
What does a worker consume in the process

of labour? Does he consume his labour power?
No, it has been sold to the capitalist and is
being consumed by the capitalist as a source
of surplus value. It would be consumed by the
worker if he were to produce products for
himself with his own means of production.
In fact, however, the worker consumes means
of production in the process of labour. 'La
bour,' Marx wrote, 'uses up its material fact
ors, its subject and its instruments, consumes
them, and is therefore a proce.ss of consump
tion. Such productive consumption is distin
guished from individual con.sumption by this,
that the latter uses up products, as means of
subsistence for tlie living individual; the form
er, as means whereby alone, labour, the labour-
power of the living individual, is enabled to
act. The product, therefore, of individual
consumption, is the consumer liimself; the
result of productive consumption, is a product
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distinct from the consumer.'' Productive con
sumption is not an aim in the worker's case,
for it does not directly satisfy any of his needs.
It is no more than a condition for satisfying
other needs—those that the worker experien
ces outside the process of production.
In sum, capitalist production pre.sents the

following picture of consumption in the pro
cess of labour:

The social
class

What 11
consumes

The result
of consump

tion

The relation
lo Incllvldual
consumption
and develop
ment of tile
personality

Capilalisl Labour po Surplus va Indirect
wer lue

I'roU'lariaii Means of Product of Indirect
production labour (not
(not its own) its own)

Despite the different situations of capitalist
and wage worker, neither satisfies any direct
need in the process of labour. There is a gra
nite wall between the labour appropriated
by the capitalist and personal consumption,
insurmountable for both the non-working
owner of the means of production and the
working proletarian.
The capitalist's indifference to the content

of the labour process is obvious, for he can
perform his specific social function even if
ignorant of the rudiments of production in his
factories, which is run by salaried employees.

I [bid., p. 179.
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for he operates in a distinct sphere of the di-
®f labour or does not work at all.
worker is a different matter. His con-

tmuous and direct participation in the process
01 production should, one would think, arouse
an active—positive or negative—attitude to
the various types of work. Under capitalism
It IS the labourer (digger, ironsmith, carpen
ter, fitter, miner, engineer, architect, poet,
singer, thinker, or what have you) who expe
riences either hatred or love of labour. And
this love is tlie source of the vital need to
work, a product of its universal nature that
enters into conflict witli the system of capi
talist social relations.

Affection and sympathy amount to attach-

^  dedicated attachment orpredilection for a concrete person or object.
Uove of labour, like any other love, is .selec
tive. It may he a love of one or two types of
activity. Love of labour, industry, is always
oriented and presupposes a definite level of
individual proficiency in the chosen type of
work. One cannot like drawing if one is not
adept at drawing. One cannot like physical
work if one only watches others at work. And
it is to this concrete and oriented attitude to
labour, to activity in general, that capitalism
IS hostile. In capitalist conditions choice of

Is subordinated not to the free play
of human abilities, but to the inexorable logic
and needs of capital.
_ Capitalist production erodes love of labour
in two ways: first, by exploiting and alienat
ing labour, due to which the aversion for work
ing for an exploiter often spreads to working
in general and, second, by bringing love of
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laboul-, 'loyal' aucl 'constant' to the chosen
type of activity, and therefore stable, into
collision with the exceedingly tickle needs of
capital, which, as a rule, has the last word in
this conflict.

The vital need for work is not stimulated by
capitalist social relations. Under capitalism
it has no social relevance and is rarely more in
meaning than a fact of the individual's per
sonal life. In the social climate created by
capitalism dedication, creative zeal and sa-
critice of personal tranquility and prosperity,
and so on, are considered a sign of the 'eccen
tricity' of talent, a 'peculiarity' of an extraor
dinary individual worthy of ridicule. Indivi
duals subordinated to the needs of capital and
standardised by it are involuntarily afraid of
those who submit to nothing but their own need
for work. 'The most that a worker can sell,'
Engels writes, 'is his future labour, that is,
undertake to perform definite work in a de
finite time. But by so doing he does not sell
labour (which has still to be performed) but
places his labour power at the disposal of the
capitalist for a definite fee and a definite time
(in the case of day wages) or for a definite piece
of work On the case of piece rates); he rents out
or, in other words sells, his labour power. But
this labour power is fused with the worker's
person and cannot be separated from it. This
is why its cost of production coincides with
the worker's own cost of production—that
which economists used to call the cost of pro
duction of labour and which is the cost of the
production of the worker and, consequently,
the cost of the production of labour power.
Thus, we can go on from the cost of the pro-
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duction of labour power to the value of labour
power and determine the amount of the labour
that is socially necessary for the production
of labour power of a definite quality.'^
That is how matters stand under capitalism.

But is some other situation possible?
Certainly. Let us assume a society in which

the labourer is rewarded according to the
quantity and quality of his work, irrespective
of the value of his labour power, which would
have ceased to be a commodity. Let us assume
further that the portion of the product made
by society that is not sent to the sphere of
direct individual consumption is consumed
collectively, irrespective of the possible value
of labour power or of the quantity and quality
of the labour of the individuals comprising
the collective of consumers. In such a society
there can be no division into sellers and buyers
of labour power and there must be a steady,
planned exchange of activity between groups
of laboiu^ers employed in different branches of
production. Would not the new relations evolv
ed here between people be a complete negation
of what we see under capitalism? Would there
not be a direct exchange of objectified labour
for living labour—which exchange, according
to Marx, 'would either do away with the law
of value which only begins to develop itself
freely on the basis of capitalist production,
or do away with capitalist production itself,
which rests directly on wage-labour'?^ Nobody
can seriously deny that all the features listed
above are those of socialism.

^ Marx/Engels, Werke, Vol. 22, pp. 206-07.
2 Ibid., p. .502.
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Among the most substantive features of
socialism are the following:

1. The aim of socialism is the ever fuller
satisfaction of the growing material and cul
tural needs of the people through the conti
nuous development and improvement of so
cial production. This is put down in the pro
gramme documents of ruling Marxist-Leninist
parties and, notably, in the Programme of the
CPSU, Under socialism production is adjusted
not to the artificial need of capitalists for
appropriating the unpaid labour of other peo
ple, as is the case in bourgeois society, but to
the normal human needs of the members of
society; here production is a direct unity of
the process of labour and the process of in
creasing the quantity and improving the qua
lity of use values,^ a restored unity (more
precisely an identity) of the process of labour
and its concretely useful content, and all
types of productive activity.
2. The interest society has in the indivi

dual's labour is determined not by his ability
to provide a definite quantity of surplus value
but by his ability to produce a useful object.
Under socialism labour is regarded in a social
context primarily by virtue of its usefulness,
as concrete labour embodying the individual
abilities of the labourer. Hence society's spe
cial interest in man. The concept of abstract
labour can here be applied only conventionally.

The accent on the concrete qualitative side of
the individual's activity is a crucial condition

^ Increasing value, as we see in Chapter 11, is
not part of the content of socialist production, and
is its characteristic only in the context of quantity.
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for making labour a prime vital need, because
labour in general cannot become a need (let
alone a prime need) irrespective of its content
and the range of emotions which it arouses in
the person who performs it.
The need for creative labour has to be sa

tisfied. But to do so, as we have seen, there
must be suitable social conditions, because
often they prevent this creative need from aris
ing and because they do not yield the satisfac
tion sought in labour—the concrete type of
labour for which the individual has a predi
lection. For in this respect the need for work
stands alongside other needs—breathing, eat
ing, drinking, and so on—with labour, assessed
on a par with air, bread, water, and so on,
itself becoming a use value.
Why was nothing said in the past about

labour's ability to be a use value? Evidently,
because in capitalist society the accent is
laid primarily on value, while use value is
only the bearer of value. Possession of value
is a social recognition of a thing which, in a
way, deforms even the notion of its usefulness.
We have already said that under capitalist

relations the labour process does not coincide
with the process of its consumption, because
labour acts not as a need for labour but 'mere
ly di means to satisfy needs external to it'.^
Survivals of this under socialism impose the
imperative of continuously improving distri
bution according to labour and more accura
tely differentiating payments for labour. Yet,

^ Karl Marx, 'Economic and Philosophic Manu
scripts of 1844'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, p. 274.
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over-concentration on this type of stimulation
may make the historical perspective unjusti
fiably narrow. Because communism, which
necessarily asserts labour's transformation in
to a prime vital need, is able, in this sense, to
secure the immediate identity of labour and
consumption—a kind of consumption that is
of purely social origin and, moreover, speci
fically constructive, not wasteful.

Certainly, in this case, too, there is expendi
ture of means of production and of creative
potentials, but this new coagulation of social
labour received as a product through the con
sumption of labour that has become a vital
need, is much superior to the expenditure in
quantity of socially necessary working time
because it combines past or dead labour with
living labour.
We may be told that this view of the use

value of labour, or of labour as a use value, is
incorrect because Marx did not use these terms
in this context, though labour evidently was
to some extent a human need in all social-
economic systems.^ However, these objections
may apply to how the individual apprehends
labour, not to the social function of labour.
Marx's conception of the alienation of labour
proved that the system of exploitation of man

^ In Marx's works the expression 'use value of
labour' denoted the usefulness not of the objectified
product of labour, hut of labour whose process is
itself a product in, say, the services sphere. The use
value of my labour relates in this case to someone's
non-labour needs which my labour satisfies. Here,
however, wo are dealing with something else: the
use value of my labour in relation to my own need
for labour.
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by m&n leads to prevalence of the tendency
repulsing people from work, creating a gap
between personal labour and personal consump
tion, with the latter acting as a preferred
or even the sole desired occupation. Besides,
the exploitation that is necessarily implicit
in the appropriation of the product of some
one's labour by the owner of the means of pro
duction, causes a depersonalisation of the
labourer and dispossesses him not only of the
thing but also of the authorship, that is, it
undermines the very foundation of his socially
relevant self-assertion, the social recognition
of the maker's abilities, and the moral assess
ment and self-assessment of his labour.
There is a direct connection between the

subordination of production to the motive of
the maximum profit and labour's inability to
be a use value on a society-wide scale. Labour
can be a use value only when not abstract hut
concrete labour is the basis of social recogni
tion. This means that production must be orient
ed on creating use values.
Labour cannot be a universal need and

acquire use value as a process where production
is not directly subordinated to satisfaction of
man's needs. Conversely, when this subordi
nation, begins and when the labour of each is
assessed not from the standpoint of increasing
the abstract universal value but is measured
by how much it contributes to the satisfaction
of the needs of others, all the obstacles that
prevented labour from being ranged alongside
other needs are gradually put out of the way.
Alongside its social function of a means that
satisfies needs other than the need in itself,
labour becomes an aim and at the same time
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a means of attaining this aim—the continuous
renewal in individuals of the intricate com
plex of emotions connected with activity
which, precisely as a complex, provide an
outlet for the true human individuality. These
emotions, acting as an outlet, mould the in
dividual as a personality, as social man. In
this sense labour stimulates itself and every
individual acting as the subject of the creat
ive process stimulates man in himself. Pre
cisely this process taken as a unity with the
socially determined relation to it of the sub
ject is the substance of the use value of
labour.

If we take the sum-total of the factors we
have here discussed in their general relation
to one another, we will get something like the
picture given in the adjoining table. It goes
without saying that here what is recorded as
the final state is under socialism actually a
tendency sometimes obscured by other, rival
tendencies. But that does not alter the fact
that this is the direction of our development
as socialist social relations ripen and commun
ist social relations begin to emerge.
The second word of the expression 'use va

lue' sounds improper in reference to labour.
It will be recalled that 'use value' is that which
can be useful and capable of satisfying a hu
man need. The German word Wert seems to
cover the meaning more suitably. The ex
pression 'consumer worth of labour' looks more
logical. It is more precise, more simple, more
comprehensible. What is the worth (not the
cost) of labour as a process of satisfying the
need for activity? Put in this way, the ques
tion is not in the least ambiguous.lt is simple,
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comprehensible, and will nearly always be
answered.

In short, we are speaking of the use-worthin
ess of labour which it acquires irrespective of
its result once it becomes a need. We delibe
rately avoid any discussion of the conditions
for its transformation into a need, and con
centrate on the general method of approach.
The matter, as we see it, boils down to the follow
ing: the tactical and strategic solution of the
problem of making labour a prime vital need
depends objectively on the process or labour^s
acquiring the qualities of use-worthiness. This
is yet another formula of freedom in the
making.
Among the objective factors of this trans

formation is the abolition of the social and
technical conditions that create an aversion
to labour, that is, of the exploitation of man
by man and of the specialisation and working
conditions that warp the personality. Labour
is filled with a creative intellectual content
like, say, the work of a composer which Marx
described as the 'self-materialisation of the
individual'. According to Marx, 'in material
production labour can acquire this character
only if 1) its social character is given and 2)
this labour is of a scientific nature, and is
also universal labour, man's effort not as a
force of nature trained in a certain way but as
a subject active in the process of production
not in purely natural, naturally evolved, form,
but in the form of an activity that governs all
the forces of nature.'^ As for the subjective
factors, much arduous work is being done, and

^ IC. Marx, Grundrisse..., Op. cit., p. 505.
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is still to be done, to cultivate the labourer'^s
positive predilection for labour—from a sys
tem of communist education to elaboration

of methods of concentrated influence on the
functional organs of the brain among the ris
ing generation.

Admittedly, the need for work is not simply
a spiritual-ethical thing. As a human need
for bodily activity it has the 'basis' of a com
plicated psychophysiological mechanism. We
must also remember, however, that creative
activity as a variety of the labour process
can play the role of a use value, and this to
an ever greater degree with the growth of the
elements of communist work. This brings us
to the conclusion that the idea about the ero
sion of material stimuli during the advance to
communism is incorrect.

It is more than clear that communist society
will not need to provide economic incentives
for the labour of individuals. But the fading
away of the economic stimulus does not mean
that there will be no material stimuli of any
kind. It is impossible to exaggerate the im
portance of determining what material stimul
us there will be for communist work. It will
possibly be the stimulus of creative work. An
understanding of the role of this stimulus is
the key to understanding the new form which
historical materialism is taking when it draws
not only on the material of the pre-history of
human society, but also on the rich experience
of communism developing on its own basis.
As we see. Communists have given this con

siderable thought. They have come to grips
with the self-love of the philistine for whom
parasitical consumption is the sole purpose of
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life, but are themselves prone to creative
*self-love\ In its most striking form it comes
close to self-denial for the sake of a cherished
job, and is ingrained in Communists as the
individual's respect for his constructive social
beginnings. Attempts to portray Communists
as foes of any personal creative self-assertion
are a malicious and dishonest caricature. They
may be prompted by the behaviour of a few
dogmatists and ascetics, but have no ground
in the practice of Communists as a political
party. Nor could this be otherwise. After all,
communism sees its main vocation in further
ing the individual aptitudes of every citizen
and in switching them into the process of the
all-round enrichment of the life of society.

5. Will Free Labour Remain Purposeful!

Marxists-Leninists associate the progressive
emancipation of labour in socialist society
with the emancipation of working people from
personal material cares. This process is already
finding expression in steadily rising living
standards in the socialist countries. People
have gained a sense of security. The knowledge
that by virtue of their right to work they will
always have work relieves them of one of the
material cares—that of having a source of
livelihood. This speaks of the diminishing
dependence of the individual's personal fate
on social necessity.
In the sixties there was a change of quality

in the development of the Soviet economy.
For the first time since the Revolution, the
Communist Party and the socialist state were
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able to approximate the rate of growth of^
industries serving the immediate needs of the"
people with the high growth rates of heavy
industry. The preferential increase of low-
level wages with the expanding social wealth,
and larger allocations for meeting public
needs, are a token of the drive, as envisaged
in the Programme of the Communist Party,
for levelling living standards.

In 1976 the average monthly wage in the
USSR was 151.4 roubles, and 206.3 roubles if
allowances and benefits from social consump
tion funds were added. This compared with
the 33.1 and 40.6 roubles respectively in 1940.
The salaries of administrative staff, formerly
on average 20 per cent higher than the in
comes of industrial workers, are now lower
(132.4 and 168.2 roubles respectively).

Naturally, like all averages, these figures
do not show the differentiation of incomes by
quality, quantity and skill of the labour given
to society, and the difference in living stan
dards deriving, among other things, from un
equal opportunities for spending earnings. In
industry, agriculture and construction, for
example, the salaries of engineers and techni
cians (205.8 182.1 205.5 roubles respectively)
were higher in 1973 than those of workers
(168.2 133.1 185.3 roubles), followed by
office workers and other employees (139.2
119.1 145.6). Some food products are cheaper
and more easily obtainable in rural than in
urban areas, in southern parts of the country
than in the northern, and so on. But this is
not the point. The growing amount of material
and cultural goods acquired by Soviet people,
while showing a definite level of well-being
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and a definite degree of economic equality, is
still restricted by, mainly, the size of wages and
salaries, and the time has not yet come to
write off personal budgets, personal spending,
economising, savings, and the like. Though
the personal work of an increasing number of
people is no longer unconditionally depen
dent on the necessity of satisfying individual
non-creative needs, it is still too early to say
that a relative independence of the individual's
labour from all personal needs other than the
need for work has been secured. In any case,
practice yields insufficient evidence as yet to
buttress attempts—on the grounds of Marx's
words about the development of human energy
into an aim in itself and of labour into a self-
stimulating process—to negate material in
terest either in the immediate or the more
distant future.
Should labour be a source of livelihood under

communism, too? Will it still be oriented
on securing goods? Some Soviet authors have
given negative answers to these questions.
They contrasted the two main functions of
labour—that of maintaining life (the economic
function) and that of developing human apti
tudes, of humanising man. It was held that
since the former superseded the latter under
the pre-socialist social systems, the latter
would be sure to oust the former under com
munism even on a society-wide scale. But
this does not look right.

It is true, of course, that under communism
the centre of gravity will shift to the use of
labour as a means of moulding the personality.
Personal labour will cease to be a source of
livelihood in the immediate, narrow sense of
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the word, because the bulk of the malorial
goods required by the individual will finally
be provided unconditionally at the expense
of society.
Those who ai'gued that collective material

interest would no longer be necessary, main
tained that to consider it timeless is tanta
mount to perpetuating just one social rela
tion—the relation of usefulness which, as they
saw it, would lose all meaning under commun
ism. They held that communism would then
look like a 'realm of collectivised utilitarian
ism'. But their position was untenable for it
was impossible to prove that collective inter
est in the manufacture of goods will fade away
at some stage of the communist system. Can
anyone seriously argue that relations of use
fulness will fade away if consumption will
continue?

Labour has always been and always will be
a source of livelihood and a source of develop
ment. Man cannot live without labour, with
out producing the means of life. In the light
of these elementary verities it is obviously
wrong to infer that the necessity for labour
will one day give place to a 'free' self-activity
conceived as an activity independent of any
material factors since freedom is, in fact,
interpreted as a metaphysically conceived
absolute opposite of necessity. It should be
remembered that freedom is also a necessity
(perceived and assimilated technically and
socially by man) resulting from the progress
of science, production and social relations.
Freedom is a specific quality and supreme type
of the necessity for people's practical activity.
This is precisely why it cannot be conceived
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as wholly abdicating the material basis. It
is a harmonious synthesis of the objective and
the subjective elements in the activity of
humans.
Take the notion of 'man's active essence as

a philosophical principle'. 'Activity,' wrote
Soviet philosopher G. S. Batishchev, 'cannot
but pass continuously from the form of a
living process into an objectified embodiment
and vice versa; it is an interminable mutual
transformation of conditions and of the act,
of the objectified world of culture and the
actions of people (labour and the like). In
this way activity conditions itself by the re
sults of previous activity since it draws them
into its own process, engulfs and dissolves
them in it so as later to reproduce and recreate
them as its own, new result in which the re
sults of previous activity are thereby sublated.
In this sense, human activity is truly a causa
sui—the cause of itself. That which looks like
an independent, outside action of "circum
stances" on man is, in fact, if we analyse all
connections and mediations, merely a complex,
indirect form of the self-conditioning of human
activity through its objectified embodiments.
In society it is not things by themselves that
act on people, but people who act on one anoth
er and each on oneself through the medium of
things: "circumstances" are such only inasmuch
as they are reproduced by activity as its own
conditions in strict accordance with the na
ture of this activity.'^ And more in similar
vein.

1 Chelovek v sotsialisticheskom i burzhuaznotn ob-
shchestve (Man in Socialist and Bourgeois Society),
Moscow, 1966, pp. 249-50.
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Certainly, this abstraction of human activ
ity has its attractions, creating the illusion
of its primordial independence and freedom
from the natural environment. It is good to
feel oneself god who moulds the surrounding
and accompanying 'circumstances'. But there
is one 'circumstance', hunger, the need for
nourishment, that does not as a fact depend
on activity and can be altered by activity only
in form. It calls in question this seemingly
absolutely sovereign abstracted activity. To
say nothing of the fact that in the absence of
any 'circumstances' activity could not have
begun at all; neither can it continue in their
absence.

The dialectical formula of obfectification—
deobjedification, through which the author
expresses activity, seems to have little or no
sense when not buttressed by analysis of the
dialectics of human needs and aptitudes. By
virtue of the fact that there is always need
behind human activity, the latter is always
'burdened' with meaning. But this is a virtue
rather than a fault.

Disquisitions like the above underestimate
the fact that all human activity is conscious
and purpose-oriented. Man, Marx writes, 'not
only effects a change of form in the material
on which he works, but he also realises a
purpose of his own that gives the law to his
modus operandi, and to which he must subord
inate his will.'^

Conscious purpose is a law of human activ
ity. This Marxian formula is no 'distortion'
of historical materialism, no 'subjectivist

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 174.
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echo', no 'psychologism', but a highly meaii-
ingful scientilic generalisation. Unfortunately,
vulgar interpretations of the determining role
of the environment and the determined role
of man and his activity keep cropping up in
literature. The author we have quoted earlier
tried to evade this. But he was more inclined,
contrary to reality, to regard human activity
as a self-sufficient objective process rather than
acknowledge the sublated influence of 'cir
cumstances' on its natural fixing of aims and
purpose-oriented character. It was hardly
accidental that he avoided all mention of real
needs and interests.
Let us suppose that labour a) has ceased to

be a source of livelihood and b) has become a
pure 'aim in itself, irrespective of its con
crete, useful result. In that case, however, we
would be dealing not with labour, but with
an exercise: its specific purpose-oriented cha
racter would have disappeared, and vague,
high-flown verbiage, overlooking the practic
al, mundane basis of the problem, would take
the place of the Marxist view of the matter.
Besides, the problem was fui'nished with
conditions that made its solution impossible:
it Was assumed that, having become a need,
labour becomes indifferent to the concrete
results, to the works of labour.
But can this sort of 'labour' activity, one

that sheds all purposes aside from self-educa
tion, become a need? Can it, having become a
sport, remain a need differing from sport only
in that it develops intellectual, as well as
physical, abilities? If the answers are in the
affirmative, the position will be untenable,
there will be a gaping breach in it because for
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labour to become a need it is absolutely'ne
cessary for the labourer to have an interest in
the pi'oduct of labour, in the object in which
his creative ability is being embodied; this
interest has nothing in common with the phi-
listine (truly utilitarian) worship of things
as obligatory attributes of philistine content
ment, conceivable only outside the sphere of
social labour.

Naturally, attempts to 'emancipate' man
from the useful character of labour ai-e not
novel. In this particular case they derive from
preoccupation with one of the aspects of the
Hegelian conception of labour. Referring to
Hegel's words about implements (means) of
labour, Lenin observed in his Philosophical
Notebooks that in Hegel there were the rudi
ments of historical materialism. The end,
Hegel said, is always finite, while the means
presuming the ways of achieving the end con
centrate in themselves reason as such: 'To
that extent the Means is higher than the finite
Ends of external usefulness: the plough is more
honourable than those immediate enjoyments
which are procured by it, and serve as Ends.
The instrument is preserved, while the imme
diate enjoyments pass away and are forgotten.
IN HIS TOOLS MAN POSSESSES POWER
OVER EXTERNAL NATURE, ALTHOUGH
AS REGARDS HIS ENDS, HE FREQUENT
LY IS SUBJECTED TO IT.'^

Is this subordination to nature overcome
by man who pursues some finite ends? Yes
and no. The ends of man depend wholly on

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Conspectus of Hegel's Book The
Science of Logtc\ Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 189.
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nature as long as his labour is a means of
maintaining his physical existence and until
labour turns into the profoundly apprehended
main content of man's life, his prime vital
need. Thereupon man 'sublates' this subordi-.
nation, because he begins to take an interest
not in the given concrete product intended for
his personal consumption, but in the product
(more precisely the work) of his labour.
The interest in a thing as an object of un

satisfied needs gives way to interest in a thing
as the embodiment, subjectification, self-
assertion of man satisfying his need for labour.
In sum, the immediate ends that will be pur
sued by the man of communist society must
be subordinated not to nature, but to the creat
ive process comprising the essence of human
life activity. Yet, man will never be able to
completely abandon his physical, bodily or
ganisation. He must sustain it, must produce
material goods in order to maintain it as a
natural condition of every vital manifestation,
including the most important one, namely,
labour. Can anyone seriously suggest that
labour will cease to be a means of life if there
is no other way of sustaining the very process
of labour?^ This 'transformation' is an illus-

^ The 'root' of this methodological error is trace
able to the fact that consumption is conceived as
a force hostile to labour, as the absolute antithesis of
creative activity, as dissipation of material and spirit
ual values accumulated by labour. In that case, the
analysis is not taken to its end and evades the thought
that man feeling the need for labour consumes labour
as such, and that consumption is possible as an en
joyment of the creative process—as consumption of
a perfectly individual and constructive variety. It
must not be identified with productive consumption,
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ion that does not stand up to philosophical
criticism, let alone the criticism of practice.
It is true that man has become the aim of

social production, and it is also true that under
communism this will gain a new, more con
summate and more graphic expression. But
collective material interest in products with
out which development of the integral, har
moniously developed man is nothing but a
hollow phrase—material interest in things
that are not an aim but a means of providing
better conditions for life and creative endeav
our as an element leading to another, loftier
aim—is still the most important condition
for this aim to be achieved. Scientific ideas
about communism have nothing in common
either with the pharisaic 'philosophy' of
poverty as a 'virtue' or with the philistine
bourgeois cult of things. Marxism-Leninism
holds that material wealth is created to satisfy
the reasonable needs of man and is essential
for the development of human abilities and
the flowering of the personality. In building
the foundations of communism we must not
ignore the material factor, the needs of people.
And this applies not only to the present stage,
of socialist society, but also to the future.

because the 'object' consumed is not a tbinn but a proc
ess, not an object outside the individual but one of
his own vital manifestations.

Thus, divorcing labour as a need from the process of
consumption, overlooking the fact that labour can
be a use value, that is, play a new role, they conceive
consumption as an eternal antipode of production,
as a process satisfying only the non-creative needs.
In other words, they conceive consumption in lorms
of 'alienation' or from a standpoint which they them
selves 'criticise'.
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iBuilding communism and transforming la
bour into man's prime vital need, society
faces at least two problems: in the economic
sphere it is of prime importance (especially for
planning agencies) to register the needs of
society (including the developing need for
labour); in the sphere of culture it is essential
to cultivate in people a sensible attitude, a
sense of proportion, towards their needs. Un
der socialism this is the core of all cultural and
educational work, and is being done through
state control over the measure of labovur and
the measme of consumption.
Needs can differ. They can be sensible and

consonant with the normal needs of a healthy
and culturally developed man (these needs,
if they are in material goods, cannot be li
mitless); they can be unreasonable, frivolous,
the consequence of perverted taste, poor up
bringing, and the like. And to align the volume
of personal needs with scientifically grounded
standards is a challenge that socialist society
must meet as it approaches commimism. This
brings to mind Spinoza's thought about lim
iting affects and about sensible 'organisation'
of human desires as a condition of freedom.
Given all the other premises, under commim
ism freedom of the individual will depend
exclusively on man's approach to the satisfac
tion of his needs. And it is no accident that the
Programme of the Soviet Communist Party
calls attention to the cultivation in Soviet
people of the ability 'to enjoy the benefits
of communism in a rational way'.^

^ The Road to Communism, p. 567.
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In communist society personal needs are no
longer the foundation of human activity." The
question of personal maintenance will recede
to the background. Human activity will be
independent from all personal needs but one—
the need for labour. Man's independent activ
ity in relation to other needs, his freedom
from material cares, is a token oi communist
freedom.

Why, however, cannot man be free in rela
tion to labour? In the immediate sense such
freedom would mean at least a relative inde
pendence of man's life activity from labour,
freedom from labour, indolence, that is, a
life activity stripped of its main content. Can
this sort of life be called free if the very con
cept of freedom is applicable only to human
activity whose; main content is labour? Free
dom is a positive quality of any type of activ
ity, not a negation of all activity, not freedom
from activity in general. Human labour cannot
be free in relation to itself. The free man can
not be free of the need for labour, because pre
cisely the development of this need is the fun
damental condition for and supreme expres
sion of freedom.

Labour directed to obtaining means for
satisfying needs other than the need for labour
is to be viewed as subordination of the essen
tial human activity to man's natural character.
Labour satisfying the need for labour is a
dialectical negation ('sublation') of this
subordination and stands for the ultimate
triumph of the social principle, a process that
stimulates itself and a creative activity
relatively independent from factors external
to it.
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Given the opportunity to satisfy all other
needs, it is in labour as a need that freedom
finds its consummate embodiment. But this
does not destroy the necessity for labour. Here
necessity takes the form of freedom. While
remaining a source of subsistence for society,
for the individual, labour will act as a means
of self-assertion, of opening all his spiritual
and physical potentialities.
No matter how much a worker may like his

work, in socialist conditions the thought of
the emolument he will get for making an object,
whether a machine part, a table or a book, tends
to obtrude on the concept of the aim of his
work, on the thing he is making, on the ap
prehension of his activity. For some people
it blots out the social aim of their labour, the
aim that gives their work any social meaning.
This kind of 'bifurcation' of the aims of labour
will disappear under communism. Labour will
be rid of all overtones of utilitarianism
and will arouse the individual's interest
as an engaging process yielding profound
moral satisfaction, as a source of aesthetic
pleasure, as a means to a social result, and
certainly not as a source of the indirect advan
tages that it is as yet yielding in socialist
society. This makes the present principle
of personal material interest historically
transient.
To labour in the second phase of communism

we may apply Marx's description of truly
human labour: 'Let us suppose that we had
carried out production as human beings. Each
of us would have in two ways affirmed himself
and the other person, 1) In my production I
YTQllW Qtjectified my indM(h(iUty^
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specific character, and therefore enjcJyed not
only an individual manifestation of my life
during the activity, but also when looking at
the object I would have the individual plea
sure of knowing my personality to be objective,
visible to the senses and hence a power beyond
all doubt. 2) In your enjoyment or use of my
product I would have the direct enjoyment both
of being conscious of having satisfied a human
need by my work, that is, of having objectified
mare's essential nature, and of having thus
created an object corresponding to the need
of another more's essential nature. 3) I would
have been for you the mediator between you
and the species, and therefore would become
recognised and felt by you yourself as a com
pletion of your own essential nature and as
a necessary part of yourself, and consequently
would know myself to be confirmed both in
your thought and your love. 4) In the indivi
dual expression of my life I would have direct
ly created your expression of your life, and
therefore in my individual activity I would
have directly confirmed and realised my true
nature, my human nature, my communal
nature.

'Our products would be so many mirrors in
which we saw reflected our essential nature.
'This relationship would moreover be reci

procal; what occurs on my side has also to
occur on yours.

^ Karl Marx, 'Comments on James Mill, Siemens
d'Sconomle Politique'. In: Karl Marx, Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, pp. 227-28.
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6. Reduction of the Working Day,
Gradual Elimination of

Distinctions Between Working
and Free Time

In Capital Marx described reduction of the
working day as the main condition of free
dom.* At first glance there is a contradiction
here—labour as a need defined as the highest
form of freedom, on the one hand, and reduction
of the working day, that is of the time of labour
as the main condition for freedom, on the
other. But this is only a seeming contradic
tion.

Any of man's needs—and in this regard the
need for labour is like all other needs—are
of a restricted nature at any given moment.
No matter how much you may like physical
or mental labour, once you go beyond the
measure of its enjoyment it may become its
opposite. Fatigue, dissatisfaction with the
results, unpleasant emotions caused by over
strain—all these things are common among
modern men.

Already under socialism labour becomes a
developed need for many members of society,
but this in doses smaller than necessary "at
the present level of production. Hence the con
ventional division of every person's working
time into two parts: 4) working time accord
ing to need, when the person experiences sa
tisfaction in the process of activity, and 2)
the time when the individual is compelled to
work in excess of his need, of necessity creat
ed by the present level of production.

* See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. Ill, p. 820.
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Raising the productivity of labour facilita
tes reduction of the working day. Since the re
volution, the average working week in indu
stry has been reduced by nearly 18 hours
(from 58.5 hours to 40.7). In the late sixties
a five-day week was introduced, with two
weekly days off. The rising consciousness of
people, rising skills, the greatly higher ma-
chine-to-worker ratio, the broader outlook of
people employed in socialist production—all
this increases the time of labour according to
need in absolute as well as relative terms. The
reduction of working time and the increase of
the time of labour according to need are converg
ing tendencies. And there is no social force in
socialist society that would act against their
convergence.
But this is not all that Marx envisaged. See

ing the restricted need of man in some single
type of activity, he also envisaged changes
from one type of labour to another. We must
not see the condition for freedom in a ceaseless
reduction of working time in general. What
is meant is reduction of established specialised
working time, though the time of work as a
whole may even increase. The creative mental
process cannot be in principle limited in time.
It can and will continue after the established
working day.
^ One of the important tasks arising in connec

tion with' the reduction of working time is to
secme rational use of the time that is thus freed.
Valuable research was begun in this field by
Soviet Academician S, G, Strumilin, and con-:
tinued in the late fifties under G. A. Pruden-.
sky at the Siberian branch of the USSR AcaT
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the biggest changes were found not in the du
ration, but in the structure of free time.
The Siberian researchers divided the time

of a worker into working and extra-working
time. Extra-working time was divided into
four basic pai-ts:

1. Time for household chores and self-service,
including use of community services and
service entei-prises (shopping, preparing food,
child and personal care, care for the home and
furniture, for clothing, shoeware, and so on);

2. Time for sleep and eating',
3. Time connected with production but not

part of working time (travel to and from work,
time used at the enterprise before and after
work, shower, changing clothes, and the like);
4. Free time for rest, study, proficiency train

ing, self-improvement, upbringing of children,
social activities.
Not only the duration of extra-working time,

but also its distribution under the above four
heads were studied.

It was found that the usual structure of
extra-working time on week days was this:
free time amounted to 15-20 per cent, 12-
15 per cent was spent at work (changing clothes
and showering at the enterprise, travelling
to and from work, and so on), 45-50 per cent
on physiological needs (sleeping, eating), and
23-25 per cent on work around the house and
self-service. The time for sleeping and eating
cannot be reduced. But free time can be con
siderably increased by reducing the time spent
on household chores and time spent at work
but not related to working time.
Women spend much time on housekeeping,
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with active and creative participation in
social labour and public activity, in study and
in artistic pursuits, far-reacbing efforts are
being made in the Soviet Union to lighten
living conditions, to provide improved shop
ping facilities and expand the public catering
industry, to improve the service industries,
child-care institutions, to provide good hous
ing, to redistribute family duties, and
so on.

The same may be said of the time spent on
travelling to and from work, on preparing and
cleaning up the workplace, and the like. Meas
ures are being taken to improve transport
facilities, working conditions, and so on.

Analysis of extra-working time and the re
serves of free time is highly useful. What
strikes the eye, however, is that it is incom
plete: no study has been made of the relation of
extra-working to working time, that is, of the
content of the sum-total of the workers' time,
which is, in fact, the only true characteristic
of their way of life. Let us add two items to the
suggested structure of working time. This will
give us the following picture:

Sum-total of a worker^s time
A. Working time
1. Time for satisfying the need for labour;
2. Time worked in excess of the individual

need for labour;
B. Extra-working time
1. Time for work at home and for self-

service;
2. Time for sleep and eating;
3. Time spent at work but not as part of

working time;
4. Free time.
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How, roughly, will all these items change?
/In working time, which will be reduced in
absolute terms, item one will increase in
absolute and relative terms while item two
will diminish correspondingly. The need for
labour, as we have shown, is limited by the
natural resources of the human body. Still,
it is wrong to expect that working time will
go on shrinking indefinitely. What is desirable
for the worker in present-day socialist pro
duction, in whose case item two still plays a
considerable part, may turn out to be unaccep
table for the worker in communist society. Any
further reduction of the working day may,
under full communism, come into collision
with the general need for labour. Since the
■time of labour in excess of need is expected to
disappear, the problem of reducing the work
ing day will probably become irrelevant. Being
the effect of technical improvements in the
production of material goods and in mechanical
mental work, the reduction of working time
will increasingly 'compel' people to take up
creative pursuits, especially in the truly bound
less field of cultural production. Yet, the
need for creative work does not tolerate any
time restrictions and periodically reveals its
truly insatiable essence.

The growing extra-working time will see a
considerable reduction of items one and three,
albeit at dissimilar rates, while item two will
probably remain the same and item four will
tend to increase. One cannot expect, of course,
that under communism time for home work
and self-service will disappear completely;
it will change quality, however, for there will
be a socialisation of daily living conditions,
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which will be a field of social labour and, will

see the hulk of the time spent in it merging
with working time, that is, the time for sa
tisfying the vital need for labour. Time related
to work in production will also diminish to
some extent; given efficient public transport
and other improvements, it should not amount
to much.

|n the long run, the time of working people
may be expected to consist of the following
items:

The workefs total time
A. Working time or time for satisfying the

need for labour;
B. Extra-working time:
4) Time for sleeping and eating;
2) Free time.
All three parts (one of working time and two

of extra-working time)—amounting to prac
tically all the worker's time—will he devoted
to satisfying human needs, chiefly the social
ones (the need for labour, satisfied in working
time, and the need for creative pursuits, for
social activity, for various forms of cultural
activity, for the harmonious development of
the personality, and the like, satisfied in free
time), and to normal physiological needs
(sleeping and eating). This shows that man
and his needs are becoming the aim of social
production.
There is still a certain difference between

working and extra-working time: the first
belongs to the labour sphere and the second
to the sphere of everyday life. Under capital
ism this differentiation is full of meaning,
because there is a gaping abyss between work
ing time, which the capitalist frpw thfi
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worker, and personal time, which belongs to the
worker.

Socialism and communism put an end to
this perverse state of affairs. As it turns into
a need of the spirit, labour ceases to be an
imposed necessity. It becomes a free self-
activity. It becomes an enjoyment and takes
on the quality of rest and leisure, though, to
quote Marx, it remains a devilishly serious
thing entailing intensive strain.
Even now the labour process is tending to

transcend the fixed working time, especially
in the case of the creative professions. The
rising cultural and technical level of people
working in material production tends to alter
their attitude to work. The restrictions ina-
posed by technical standards, applied techni
ques, and so on, are becoming too narrow for
a technically advanced, highly educated spe
cialist. He gets to be critical towards his work.
His approach to his daily practical tasks gets
to be creative. His searching mind seeks better
ways of organising production. Worker and
collective farmer turn into worker-intellectual
and farmer-intellectual. The rationaliser and
innovator, whose labours become labours of
the spirit, works on innovations and impro
vements not only during his working day, but
also spends hours of his free time, the time
meant for rest, over blueprints and calcula
tions. Doing in his leisure time what he did
during his working time, and the creative sa
tisfaction he obtains, are evidence of an erosion
of the line between working time and free time.
This is one of the consequences of labour
becoming a prime vital need and of man s
achieving active social freedom.
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At present, time spent on social activities
is considered part of free time, though it
differs from working time only conventionally,
because social activity is also work—work
done for the benefit of society but with no
compensation.
The future reduction of working time and

the trend towards learning two (or more)
trades and professions, the proliferating oppor
tunities for rational use of free time not only
for cultural entertainment or sports, but also
for satisfying the growing need for creative
pursuits—all this convinces us that there are
two processes. On the one hand, laboiu: that
is ceasing to be a burden is no longer opposed
to leisure as its antithesis and, on the other-
hand, the new content of leisure, the many
active forms of recreation, and the spread of
creative pursuits to everyday life, lead to the
eradication of distinctions between working
and free time.

The time devoted to labour as a need of the
spirit becomes equivalent to free time, and vice
versa. The antithesis of labour and living ceases
to exist. Communism creates conditions
that harmonise best with man's social nature
and his diverse vital needs. Labour becomes a
socially necessary activity mediated not by
every individual's want of products, but by
a developed social need for labour. As a result,,
man finally gains independence from his ani
mal nature and wins all possible opportuni
ties for unimpeded development of his social;
essence.



Chapter IV

ON THE ROAD TO A CLASSLESS SOCIETY

1. Analysis of the Social Structure
of Soviet Society

No matter how fruitful the study of the 'os
teal and muscular system of production' and
analysis of the essential definitions and dy
namic laws of the new system may be, it will
have purpose only as the basis and premise
for studying the anatomy of the 'body polit
ic', the fabric of society shaped by its social
structure. Lenin wrote: 'The social structure
of society and of state power is characterised
by changes, and unless these changes are un
derstood not a single step can be taken in
any sphere of social activity. The understand
ing of these changes determines the prospects
for the future, by which we mean, of course, not
idle guessing about things unknown, but the
basic trends of economic and political develop
ment—those trends, the resultant of which
determines the immediate future of the coun
try, those trends which determine the tasks,
direction and character of the activity of
every intelligent public man.'^

^ V. I. Lenin, 'The Social Structure of State Power,
the Prospects and Liquidationism', CoUecfeti VForfts,
Vol. 17, p. 144.
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This is why the development of the social
structure of Soviet society has invariably
attracted the close attention of the latest
congresses of the CPSU and is a prominent
topic in the speeches of Party leaders and of
numerous studies.

The growing interest of the Soviet public
in current social changes in the USSR and in
the tendencies marking the relations between
classes and inside classes, has highly important
practical grounds. First, there is great need
for periodically determining the degree of
progress to the crucial aim—classless society—
and accordingly bringing the pertinent tasks
up to date. Second, study of the social compo
sition and social relations under socialism is
essential for scientific guidance of society,
because it gives the ruling Communist Party
detailed knowledge of the object of guidance.
Lastly, knowledge of the nature of the social
changes is a crucial initial factor for working
out current and long-term economic and cul
tural plans.
Much material has been collected about the

different aspects of the social development of
Soviet society, including concrete sociological
studies and theoretical generalisations. The
broad exchange of opinion has shown where its
participants are of one mind and where thev
differ.

The social structure of society embraces the
inner fabric, that is, the division of society
into qualitatively definite and socially signi
ficant parts, as well as the ties between them.
In contrast to structure by sex, age, and na
tionality, which follows natural biological
lines, the social structure arises on a material
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foundation of a purely historical origin, con
ditioned by the development of social produc
tion. This foundation, according to Marxism-
Leninism, is the social division of labour. In
other words, the social structure is the natural
reflection of the division of labour as personi
fied by groups of people belonging to different
specialised spheres of production and society,
and by the relations between these groups. Just
as Marxism found the key to understanding
the history of society, as Engels put it, in the
history of the development of labour, so have
Marxists found the key to explaining the history
of social relations in the history of the division
of labour.
The interest shown by the Communists in

the social differentiation of people derives
from their search of a revolutionary and at
once scientific solution of the age-old problem
of equality. Since individual aptitudes cannot
be standardised, Marxists-Leninists approach
the idea of social equality from the only rea
listic angle of abolishing the old division of la
bour and its consequences—the antithesis of
mental and manual labour, creative and routine
labour, organisational and executive work,
and of town and country. The main obstacle
here is the most pronounced of the social divi
sions—the division of society into classes, it
self the product and at once the pillar of the
old division of labour. It cannot be abolished
without a determined class struggle of the
proletariat against the bourgeoisie and its
ultimate victory in alliance with all other
working people.
What has to be done to abolish classes is

strikingly iUustrated by the example of the
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Soviet Union. There are visible signs that 8'
classless society is emerging in the USSil.
But, understandably, this historic objective
is not reached at one stroke. It must not be
treated simplistically. It is too early to say
that some of the processes have run their course,
too unwise to show haste, to go against
the dialectics of the rapidly flowing stream of
life.

To understand the real scale of this object
ive we must compare the starting point of
socialist development with the present state
of affairs, and treat the present as the starting
point for the fmal eliniination of class distinc
tions in the course of building communism.
At the time of the October Revolution (1917)
there were in Russia several economic and
social patterns, ranging from the patriarchal
to the large-scale capitalist, with sharp class
contrasts and an exceedingly motley social
structure. It was entirely natural, therefore,
that initially, during the transition from ca
pitalism to socialism, society came to grips
with the most acute social-class distinctions—
those that were the immediate obstacle to the
objectives of socialist and communist con
struction. Directed by the Marxist-Leninist
party, the worker-peasant state set the object
ive of abolishing the classes that were anta
gonistic to the working people, that is, those
which privately owned the means of produc
tion, exploited the labour of others, and con
stituted the social basis of the system of do
mination and subordination.
As we have said, judging from Soviet ex

perience, the crucial economic task of the
transitional period is to socialise the in-
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struments and objects of labour and thus as-
siu:e appropriation of the results of production
by the producers themselves. This was done
in two essential ways, depending on the na
ture of the means of production that were
being socialised. The machinery, technology
and organisation of large-scale industrial pro
duction require appropriation by the whole
people on a countrywide scale. In the case of
small-scale production based on manual la
bour, however, the most suitable form was
that of cooperatives, for cooperatives provide
the right conditions for introducing advanced
machinery and for a collectivist readjustment
of the skills and mentality of previously dis
persed individual producers.
As a result, there were radical changes in

the social structure: the bourgeoisie, the land
lord, merchant and kulak classes, who repre
sented 16.3 per cent of Russian society before
the revolution, were stripped of their econom
ic and political privileges, disappeared as
classes, and were gradually absorbed by the
mass of the working people.
The social structure of the working people,

too, changed radically. Workers and others
employed in the state sector of the economy
increased from 17 per cent of the population
in 1913 to 84.3 per cent in 1977. Their num
bers and influence are rising continuously in
the conditions of building the material and
technical basis of communism and of the scient
ific-technical revolution. In the meantime,
the percentage of individual peasants and
artisans outside cooperatives, who represented
74.9 per cent of the population in 1928 and
dropped to 0.03 per cent by the end of the
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sixties, is so insignificant that it is nO longer
shown in statistics since 4970. Having adopted
the economic basis of large-scale collective
farming, the peasantry has changed its social
nature radically and is an organic part of the
socialist social forces. In fact, kolkhoz peasants
and workers in producer cooperatives now re
present an entirely new class, that of coope
rative producers, numbering one-fifth of the
population.
In view of the abolition of social-class anta

gonisms and the emergence of a society con
sisting exclusively of labouring classes and
social groups that are by nature socialist,
the term 'class', as conceived in the works of
Marx,Engels and Lenin,has become debatable
in relation to the new conditions in the
USSR. Most scholars hold, and rightly so,
that the term is still applicable to the Soviet
working class and kolkhoz peasantry in the
stage of developed socialism particularly when
characterising their place and role in the world
revolutionary process. It is another matter
when we deal not with classes as such, but
with their mutual relationship inside Soviet
society, where class distinctions are visibly
fading. In the latter case the concept 'class'
does not reflect the social reality as clearly
as it does in the context of an antagonistic
class structure, because it is being applied to
a fundamentally new object of, in a sense, an
opposite nature—to an emerging classless
society.

Lenin listed the following criteria distin
guishing the large groups of people described
as classes: a) their place in a historically de
finite system of social production, b) their rela-
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tion to the means of production, c) their role in
the social organisation of labour and d) the
methods of receiving their share of the social
wealth, and the size of that share, which both
depend on the above criteria. Summing up
the experience of the antagonistic class sy
stems, Lenin added that classes are groups of
people, one of which^due to their distinctive
places in a definite mode of social produc
tion—appropriates the labour of the others.^
The Marxist-Leninist method requires us to
consider all these clear criteria of inter-class
distinctions, and rules out the use of any other
criteria.

What do these criteria show when applied
to present-day Soviet society? The distinc
tion of place in a historically definite system of
social production in conditions of privately
owned means of production signifies that one
class dominates and the others are subordi
nate. This does not apply to the system of
socialist production. Public appropriation of
the means, objects and products of labour-
destroys the economic roots of exploitation and
the relationship of domination and subordi
nation. As for the distinction of place in the
system of production between the working
class and the collective farmers, it is confined
to the fact that the former is employed in the
determining branch of the economy (socialist
industry) and is therefore the leading force of
the whole national economy.
That property is socialised in all areas of

the economy means that the relation to the

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'A Great Beginning', Collected
Works, Vol. 29, p. 421.
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means of production is socially homogeneous and
collectivist, and that it is a relationship of labour.
the means of production are owned jointly,
and each labourer is a participant in common
ownership and common use. None is a private
owner, and cannot become one. The monopoly
on handling the means of production is vested
exclusively in the organised association of
working people, he it a cooperative or the
socialist state. Workers and collective farmers
are related to the property of the whole people
in equal degree and are, in this sense, in an
equal position.""
The distinction in their relation to the means

of production is seen only in the production
process itself. The worker deals with machin
ery and raw materials' that are socialised on
the scale of the state. The collective farmer,
though working land that belongs to the whole
people, uses implements that are usually
collective property socialised on a local scale
(of village or district). This distinction is
becoming less and less basic, both in essence
and because it is obviously temporary. In
the final count, the process of countrywide
socialist socialisation is bound to spread to
the entire economy in breadth and in depth.
Thus, the second criterion of classes is felt
much less strongly in the case of the working
class and the collective farmers, and is gra
dually tending to disappear entirely.
As for the role in the social organisation of

labour, the distinction in the status of workers
and collective farmers has, in fact, been re
duced to naught. One cannot say, as one would
about the bourgeoisie and the proletarians
or the landlords and their serfs, that the work-
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ers organise labour and the farmers merely
perform it. Both aspects are now merged in
the persons of the immediate owner-producers.
The working class and collective farmers are
entirely equal in this respect.
Now the distinctions in distribution. Here,

neither the working class nor the collective
farmers are social groups that can appropriate
anybody's product outside the framework
of the planned exchange of activity under the
system of the social division of labour. The
socialist way of life closes the channels for
non-labour incomes. The principle of distri
bution according to quantity and quality of
work is gradually leading to a unification of
the methods of receiving the earned share of
the social wealth, to a levelling of its size
for people of the Same proficiency and doing
equally productive labour.. The inclusion of
collective farmers in the system of state so
cial maintenance and in other benefits related
to free use of social consumption funds, is
clear evidence that class distinctions in this
sphere are fading away as well.
As we see, the social structure in the USSR

ho longer accords with the 'classical' striictxire
of a class society. Developed socialism iis- o
social system without antagonisms and with
class partitions essentially destroyed. The social
distinctions are highly mobile and there is
an active and free passage of citizens from one
social stratum of working people to another-
The basic class criteria that distinguished

the largest segments of the social structure-r
the working class and collective farmers—in
the past are becoming increasingly similar.
This means that the two classes are objectively
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on the way to an organic fusion into one^whole,
into a close-knit classless labour association
as it was envisaged by the founders of scientific
communism. Sociologists note that these days
the ̂ macrostructure' (class structure) of Soviet
society has become simpler, and that the deep
est and sharpest social distinctions are fad
ing away, on the one hand, and that the 'micro-
structure' is becoming more complicated, that
non-class distinctions which were formerly
secondary are forging into the lead in daily
life, on the other.
Not only objective but also subjective fac

tors, it is true, make it difficult to grasp these
new features of social relationships in the
USSR. The source of one of the difficulties
is the fairly widespread reluctance to draw
a radical, fundamental, distinction between the
tendencies of social development in modern
capitalist society, which is multiplying the
forms of and sharpening class and national
antagonisms, and those of the non-antagonist
ic socialist society, which is overcoming surv
iving class distinctions and strengthening
the friendship of peoples. As a result of this
'logic', correct criticism of, say, Garaudy's
right opportunist concept of a 'new historical
bloc' of proletarian, petty-bourgeois and bour
geois elements which he invented to 'replace'
the leading role of the working class in , the
revolutionary struggle—this correct criticism
is, of all things, used to evaluate processes in
the social structure of developed socialist
society. As a result, matters reach a point
where it looks as though the Soviet working
class, the collective farmers and people's
intelligentsia are pitted against one anotheri
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contradicting the social-political and ideolog
ical unity of the Soviet people, the firmness
of the bloc of Communists and non-Party peo
ple, which has repeatedly been confirmed by
the facts and recorded in Party documents.
The terms 'classless society' and 'socially

homogeneous society' are often treated as
synonyms. To be sure, social homogeneity,
once attained, also means absence of class
oppositeness and class distinctions. But eli
mination of these distinctions, though it will
be a qualitative advance to social homogeneity,
will not really settle the matter. To put it
briefly, the classless social structure is created
by identifying the basic 'class' criteria in a
non-antagonistic society, whereas the socially
homogeneous structure of society can result
only from a complete restructuring of the
old division of labour. The classless society,
and thereafter its social homogeneity, are
components of a consistent solution of one and
the same problem. But they have a different
content and are achieved at different points in
time. This must be borne in mind to ensure
correct and timely analysis and not to miss the
time when distinctions between classes dis
appear. Besides, it shows that one must not.
expect the newly-created classless society to
attain overnight what has still to be secured
by long and arduous work.
Two friendly classes—the working class and

the collective farmers (along with a rapidly
growing social stratum, the intelligentsia)—
stood out in the social structure of Soviet
society for many years. Later, and this may
be considered a reflection of objective social
processes, some sociologists began to regard
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this 'three-member' formula widespi:ead in
the late thirties as insufficient. They sug
gested that in addition to inter-class distinctions
as such, the basic social-class distinctions
should also include the distinction between
predominantly mental and predominantly ma
nual labour, between urban and rural, the
distinctions within classes and social groups,
and so on.
There was also the suggestion to single out

three so-called socially active groups—the
working population (which included the two
classes, the intelligentsia, and office workers),
the student population, and the pensioners.
But upon closer scrutiny it was found that
this 'social structuring' was based not on the
social division of labour, as Marxism requires,
but on age differences. Certainly, this variant
merited attention along with other similar
experiments. But it could not substitute for
the class approach, and this especially because,
contrary to this approach, it stripped two large
groups—the rising generation and those mem
bers of society who are beyond the working
age—^^of their class identity. .
This and many other attempts to anatomise

the social changes in our society do not ob
scure but, on the contrary, accentuate the
timeless relevance of the Marxist-Leninist
method. Since the natural regularity of the
emergence of a classless, socially homogeneous
society has manifested itself in practice, • it
is important to constantly hear in mind the
social force that is at the centre of the transfor
mations, leaving on them its own, decisive im
print. Otherwise, preoccupied with sociologic
al exercises in fragmentising the social strucl^-
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ure of society, we may lose sight of the main
perspective and forfeit our integral understand
ing of events. Instead, we would fall prey to
the illusory idea that the eradication of class
distinctions is a disorderly process.
The force we are referring to, the social in

telligence and social heart (Marx) of the emerg
ing classless structxire of society and, for that
matter, of all other revolutionary processes,
is the working class. Wholly relevant, filled
with new and rich content, is Engels's thesis
that 'the condition of the working class is the
real basis and point of departure of all social
movements of the present' The working class
is the mass guarantor that a socially homoge
neous society will finally emerge, and this by
virtue of its main qualities, as recorded by
Lenin: 1) it is trained, united, educated and
hardened by decades of economic, political and
ideological struggle against capital; 2) it has
assimilated the urban, industrial culture creat
ed by capitalism, and is determined and able
to safeguard it, to preserve and advance its
gains, to put it within reach of the whole peo
ple, of all working people; 3) it is able to bear
all difficulties, trials, adversities and sacrifices
that history inevitably imposes on the front-
rank fighters, on those who break with the
past and boldly blaze the trail to the future;
4) its best part is filled with hatred and con
tempt for the Philistine, for philistine features
and habits that are so deeply ingrained among
the petty bourgeoisie; 5) it derives special
strength froni having passed the school. of

^ Frederick Eugels, 'The Condition of the Working
Class in England'. In: Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels, Collected . Works, yol. . 4, p. 302.
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labour, its diligence inspiring respect,among
all working people, all honest men.^
These features of the working class are con

centrated in the Marxist-Leninist revolutio
nary party created by the working class and
expressing its vital interests. Thanks to this
the working class is the natural bearer of
the socialist ideology and the social relations
of cooperation and mutual assistance of ex
ploitation-free people, the most consistent
fighter for the aims and ideals of communism.
In socialist society the working class has

long since overcome its former proletarian
condition and controls a powerful modern
industry, the decisive basis for the develop
ment of the productive forces and, therefore,
the wellbeing of society as a whole. It produces
the greatest part of the social product, is
associated with the latest machines and tech
nology, and works in fields that ensure scien
tific and technical progress, from which this
progress spreads to all the other branches of
the economy. The working class is united by
the large-scale industrial organisation of pro
duction and the corresponding discipline, by
modern technological processes requiring a
high degree of concentration and coordination
of labour. The role of the working class in the
revolutionary movement and in building the
new society, its political make-up, its inter
ests, its views and ethics are becoming a
standard for all social groups. And it is only
natural that the peasantry and intelligentsia
are changing in suitable ways to come closer

See V. I. Lenin, 'Greetings to the Hungarian
Workers', Collected Works, Vol. 29, pp. 389-90.
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to the working class under its leadership and
with its active assistance.
The leading place of the working class in

Soviet society is growing more pronounced
thanks to the general rise of culture. The
educational standard of the workers is higher
than that of the collective farmers, higher than
the average for all employed in the economy,
and also higher than the countrywide average.
Educational growth rates among workers are
the highest in the country.
Usually, when analysing statistics related

to social changes in Soviet society, attention
is attracted first of all to the rapidly increas
ing numbers of people engaged in predominant
ly mental labour: in 1977 there were 12.5
times as many of them as in 1926. A truly
impressive growth. According to the Central
Statistical Board of the USSR there were 46.5
times as many engineers and agrotechnical
workers in 1977 as in 1926, 18.35 times as
many medical workers, 15.8 times as many
science workers, lecturers, teachers, press
workers, writers and artists, and cultural
workers, 9.8 times as many workers in plan
ning and accounting, and 8.2 times as many
top administrative workers. Unfortunately,
these important and generally progressive
processes are not always correctly interpreted.
The reason is that the new social nature of the
socialist intelligentsia is not wholly under
stood, on the one hand, and that quantitative
changes are confused with changes in quality.
This would not have happened if the no less
impressive growth of the working cZflss, of its
skilled section, would have been examined at
the same time.
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tn 20 years before the war (up to,1941) the
working class nearly tripled in number. And
in 30 years since the war (from 1945) the ave
rage annual number of workers increased by
50 million, that is, 250 per cent. The number of
highly skilled workers in industry increased
at a very high rate, while the number of un
skilled workers rose at a lower than avei'age
rate.

In 1970, 653 people per thousand employed
had a higher or secondary (complete or in
complete) education. For those employed in
predominantly manual labour this figure was
540 and for those employed in predominantly
mental labour 952.^ A close second to the
latter group are such working-class groups as
tram, trolley-bus, and subway drivers; mill
ing machine operators, electricians, railway
engineers and their assistants, lathe operators,
compositors and printers, fitters, and mecha
nics, out of whom 800 and more per thousand
have a higher or secondary (complete or in
complete) education. Seven hundred and more
per thousand have a higher or secondary edu
cation (higher than the average for the coun
try as a whole) among workers in the distri
butive trade and public catering, chemists, iron
and steel workers, metalworkers, store kee
pers, weighers, acceptance clerks and distri
butors, fitters, toolmakers, machinists, roll
ing mill operators and others. Professional
skills are also rising.

1 By 1975 the educational standard rose still
higher, with 751 per thousand employed having
a higher or secondary education, and the other two
indicators being 664 and 965 respectively.
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'Along with other groups of builders of com
munism, the working class is rightly regarded
as the bearer of the creative intellectual potential
of Soviet society.
For one thing, workers are deeply involved

in the massive technical movement. In 1976
the membership of the USSR Society of
Inventors and Innovators, functioning
under trade union auspices, stood at 8,945,700;
more than half were worker innovators.
In the ninth five-year plan period members
of this society introduced in production
more than 195,000 inventions and 18.5
million innovations, with the overall
economic gain passing the 19 billion rouble
mark.

What the working class is for Soviet society
may he seen from the example of the peasan
try, which has performed a tremendous qua
litative evolution under its leadership. Out
of a class of petty proprietors with a distinctly
capitalist tendency, it has turned into a class
whose objective conditions daily cultivate
habits of collective labour and a collectivist
mentality. With farm labour moving closer
to industrial labour in technical terms, the
collective farmers are getting to look more and
more like the working class. Two typical pro
cesses are under way. First, the total number
of peasants is shrinking due to the outflow
from rural to urban areas and the conversion
of part of the collective farms into state farms
(in 1976 collective farms had 15 million peo
ple, against 29 million in 1940). Second,
among farmers the number of skilled specia
lists, those handling modern machinery, is
rising steadily.
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True, the seasonal nature of farming, which
differs from industry also in the breakdown of
working and free time, absence of the steady
rhythm of work seen in industry, and so on,
strongly affects the life style and make-up
of the farmer. Not surprisingly, the problem
of converting agricultural production to mo
dern industrial principles bringing the con
ditions and standards of life in rural areas
closer to urban conditions, is now on the order
of the day, with an accent on the priority
development of social, cultural, and commun
ity services in villages.

There are those who regard the formation of
a socially homogeneous society as a process
in which all classes and social groups assimi
late each other's finest qualities and not simp
ly those of the most advanced class, the work
ing class. There is no denying that such a mu
tual enrichment is under way in Soviet so
ciety among socialist classes and groups. But,
clearly, there is a basic, dominant tendency.
Take the mutual influence of workers and pea
sants: it reveals this tendency quite definitely.
Not industrial and state-farm workers learn
from peasants in Soviet society, but, on the
contrary, peasants assimilate the qualities and
features of industrial workers, acquiring a
higher social-political and cultural-technical
level which offers greater scope to the socialist
potentialities of farmers.
This 'likening' of the peasantry to the work

ing class should not be conceived in any vul
garly empirical sense. The working class, too,
like any social stratum, has its advanced and
its backward section. Marx, Engels and Lenin
had never deified the proletariat and had al-
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ways firmly combattocl 'lailism' and worship
of the accidental and extraneous, including
petty-bourgeois, sentiments among workers,
as well as any opportunist reluctance to assess
them in the light of the long-term interests of
the working class and revolutionary theory.
But they also repulsed all attempts at belit
tling the virtues of the proletariat, at portray
ing the working class as a 'mob of ruffians' or
as passive sufferers, and as ignorant victims of
capitalism incapable of standing up for their
interests.

The latter-day anti-Marxists, too, are using
this argument to falsify the social nature and
ability of the working class. Ernst Fischer used
it to refute the historical mission of the pro
letariat, maintaining that 'troublesome in
tellectuals' were the vanguard 'in East and
West'. The Maoists use it to further the petty-
bourgeois Utopia of 'barracks socialism'. But
it has nothing in common with either the make
up of the proletariat, the backbone of the pro
duction apparatus under capitalism and na
tural vanguard of the working masses, or the
status of the working class that is at the helm
of power in the socialist countries.
The world-historic significance of the exam

ple of the working class and the objective
need for the other sections of the working
people to follow it, should not be reduced
to the vulgar idea that people of all profess
ions must be made to do unskilled physical
labour. That is something 'left' revisionists
impute to Marxism, but it is profoundly hostile
to it. What we are referring to is, above all,
the revolutionary mission of the proletariat,
supporting which is nowadays a most impor-
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tant (if not the most important) crilenon
of allegiance with the forces of progress. Ih®
working class, and this means mainly it®
advanced, politically conscious and skill®®
section, is the most typical mass of workers
in modern, scientifically organised indusiria
production—with which no other section ot
working people can compete in social and
labour initiative, versatility, and social an®
professional efficiency in the setting of rapi®
scientific and technical progress and of revo
lutionary changes in social relations.

Since the mid-sixties it has been suggested
that a new social-historical category of peopl®
with features of workers of communist society
should be singled out in Soviet society along
side the two labouring classes and the intel
ligentsia. It is being assumed that this group?
which embraces people from all sectors of
society, shares the leading role with the work
ing class. There is no denying the definite
factual grounds for this view, namely, the
emergence of highly cultured workers who
harmoniously combine functions of mental
and manual labour, and activity in produc
tion with social-political activity. But the
theoretical interpretation of these facts is
obviously incorrect.

First, it is tacitly assumed that elimina-
tion of substantial distinctions between men
tal and manual labour cannot occur within
the classes of workers and collective farmers,
whereas the heightening of the intellectual
content and skill of these social groups shows
that the process is, indeed, taking place
within each of them, and then only in the
sphere of their relations with the intelligent-
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sia. Second, workers of the communist type may
be contrasted to the working class only by
o- misconception, because they become such
precisely by embodying its finest qualities in
their life activity. This is why the appearance
of workers of a new type fits into the frame
work of our earlier generalisations. Any other
approach will only betray a narrow under
standing of what the modern working class
really is.
The three-member formula, 'working class—

kolkhoz peasantry—people's intelligentsia',
does not strictly abide by the rule of mutually
exclusive elements. It fits the two classes but
not the intelligentsia. The latter is not and
cannot be a class,^ because it is distinguished
from the mass of working people not due to
class criteria, but due to its professional and
only professional place in the sphere of predo
minantly mental labour.
The already complicated lot of the intelli

gentsia is made still more complicated by two
highly typical tendencies. First, the processes
of industrialisation, the scientific and techni
cal revolution and the building of the mate
rial and technical basis of communism, coup
led with the intensively rising educational,
cultural and technical level of the masses,
bring millions of people of non-intellectual
occupations into the orbit of mental labour
of one form or another. There is an intellec-
tualisation of many new trades, and so on.
Second, the intelligentsia itself, once a small
social stratum, is growing into a substantial

^ Soo V. I. Lenin, 'Concerning an Article Published
in the Organ of the Bund', Collected Wor&s, Vol. 11.
pp. 379-80.
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and highly heterogeneous social group, which,
in the USSR, is numerically greater now than
the class of kolkhoz peasants due to the
growing demand for competent mental labour.
In practically any exploiting society the

intelligentsia serves the interests of the domi
nant classes and gravitates towards them in
status and way of life. The bourgeois system,
however, and this only after passing its peak
and beginning to decline, causes considerable
changes in the structure and social status of
the intelligentsia. Lenin referred to the sour
ces of this tendency. He said: 'In all spheres
of people's labour, capitalism increases the
number of o//ice and professional workers with
particular rapidity and makes a growing
demand for intellectuals. The latter occupy
a special position among the other classes,
attaching themselves partly to the bourgeoisie
by their connections, their outlooks, etc., and
partly to the wage-workers as capitalism
increasingly deprives the intellectual of his
independent position, converts him into a
hired worker and threatens to lower his living
standard.'^ The dependent economic status of
the intelligentsia, its indefinite relation to
the means of production under capitalism,
naturally lead to vacillation between the two
antagonistic classes.
The socialist intelligentsia differs from the

bourgeois intelligentsia first of all because,
being mainly 'recruited' from the midst of
the working class and peasants, it is part of the
single labour collective of the whole people
and by social origin fairly accurately reflects

V. I. Lenin, 'Review of Karl Kautsky's Book'*
Collected Works, Vol. 4, p. 202.
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the characteristic features of the social struc
ture of Soviet society. The vast majority is
employed in the state sector of the economy,
in the cultural field, and in the services indu
stry. Another group is in cooperative produc
tion. Both segments are in no way intermedi
ate strata. They are on an equal footing with
other categories of working people in the corres
ponding economic branches or cultural fields in
relation to the means of production, and differ
from them only in such historically secondary
features as employment in a definite area of
the division of labour, education, a higher
professional culture, and the like. Depending
on whether they work in the state sector or the
kolkhoz-cooperative sector of the socialist
economy, these groups of the intelligentsia
already possess to one or another degree the
basic class criteria of either the working class or
the kolkhoz peasantry,and gravitate towards them
In the setting of the scientific-technical

revolution, skills that rise in step with the
technical advance play an ever greater role in
the manufacture of the social product. The
gradual growth of science into a direct produc
tive force means that mental rather than
muscular effort is becoming increasingly more
effective. This may be illustrated with exam
ples from industry. At the Elektrostal
plant, near Moscow, skilled workers ^ run
a plasmatron, a device that only physicists
could cope with some time ago. It was deve
loped by scientists together with workers; it
took them over a year to design it. Thereupon
they built the plasma furnace, and learned
to control the electric vacuum smelting proc
esses. In cultural and technical level these
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workers are on a par with researchers. The
team leader has an academic degree.'Yet he
never left his work place for a single day.
He is a worker-intellectual. And with the
advance of the scientific-technical revolution
the number of such workers who combine
mental and manual labour is rising rapidly.
Already by 1970, 25.6 per cent of all qualified
technicians in Soviet industry were employed
as workers.
In the new, progressive branches of pro

duction the ratio of engineers and technicians
to the executive personnel is changing visibly:
qualified specialists often constitute half or
even more of the staff. Mental labour in science
and technology is becoming productive to an
ever greater degree. As a result, their relation
to the means of production being the same
as that of the workers, a definite section of
engineers and technicians who are directly
engaged in the technological process merge in
effect with other categories of the industrial
personnel, among which, naturally, the deter
mining place is held by industrial workers.
We deliberately use the concept 'productive

labour', because it has been underestimated
so far as a methodological instrument helping
to define class identity moi-e accurately.^
For Marx productive labour is the only

effective, continuously pulsating agent of
social production creatively processing natu
ral material, the bedrock of social develop
ment. Productive labour is an extremely

1 The useful idea of using the concept of 'productive
labour' to define the boundaries of the working class
was put forward in the seventies by V. G. Gelbras,
who refers to S. G. Strumilin.
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abstract concept, but its definition has both
empirical and ethical significance. To distin
guish between productive and non-productive
labour is necessary for effective management
and correct evaluation of the role and merits
of different economic and other spheres, and
of the people employed in them.
Having analysed and critically assessed all

previous political economy, notably the views
of Adam Smitli and David Ricardo, Marx
suggests a dual type of definition of productive
labour:
a) from the point of view of the plain

process of labour creating use values, irres
pective of any definite social form;
b) from the point of view of the social

form of labour and the economic relations
of the corresponding social system that me
diate it.

That these propositions do not (or may not)
coincide Marx notes in Chapter Five of the
first volume of Capital. Tf we examine the
whole process from the point of view of its
result, the product,' he writes, 'it is plain
that iDoth the instruments and the subject
of labour, are means of production, and that
the labour itself is productive labour.'^ But
Marx adds in a footnote that 'this method
of determining from the standpoint of the
labour-process alone, what is productive la
bour, is by no means directly applicable to
the case of the capitalist process of produc
tion, and repeats the same in the beginning

^ Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 176.
® Ibid., p. 176.
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of chapter Fourteen, citing both tlie above
passages from Chapter Five.'
Let us examine the first definition. It fol

lows directly from the already mentioned
(chapter IV, § 4) concept of the ultimate,
absolute aim of all social production, consist
ing in the creation of objects satisfying human
needs, that is, use values, and recognises as
productive only that labour 'which maintains
and increases the value of materialised labour
rendered independent in relation to labour-
power. Generally speaking, accretion of
value is not a necessary token of the thus
defined productive labour. 'If a day's labour
only sufficed to keep the worker alive, that
is, to reproduce his labour-power,' 'speaking
in an absolute sense his labour would be pro
ductive because it would be reproductive;
that is to say, because it constantly replaced
the values ... which it consumed (It pro
duced in fact no new value, but only replaced
the old; it would have consumed it—the
value—in one form, in order to reproduce
it in the other. And in this sense it has been
said that a worker is productive whose pro
duction is equal to his own consumption, and
that a worker is unpi'oductive who consumes
more than he produces.'^
Here Marx presents his viewpoint in a pure

ly abstract and paradoxical form. The econo
mic law of rising labour productivity, the
whole mechanism of laws governing extended
reproduction, and the growing range of social

1 Ibid., p. 476.
- Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part I,

Moscow, 1975, p. ;-i9C.
® Ibid., pp. 152-53.
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and personal needs—for all this, naturally,
mere replacement of consumed goods is not
enough. Nor does Marx insist on that. He
simply wants to express the idea as clearly
as possible and separates productive labour
in the absolute sense, possible in principle
even in the case of (such is its lowest qualita
tive limit) ordinary reproduction, and produc
tive labour in the capitalist sense, impossible
without the production of surplus value.

It is proper to stress that all scientific ideas
about productive labour were continuously
modified. The mercantilists held that labour
was productive only in fields whose exported
products yielded more money than they had
cost. For the physiocrats the only productive
labour was performed in agriculture. Smith
transcended these limits. He took a broader
methodological approach and proceeded to
prove the productiveness of the labour of non-
agricultural, industrial labourers, giving Marx
the proper grounds for the following conclu
sion: 'a productive labourer is one whose
labour produces commodities', and indeed such
a labourer does not consume more commodi
ties than he produces, than his labour costs'.'-
He amplified that the peculiar thing about
this labour is its fixation and objectification
in a thing that can be sold or exchanged,
and also the fact that the worker performing
it continuously produces the jund which pays
him, 'which maintains and employs him'.^
'In so far therefore,' says Marx in his

Theories of Surplus-Value, 'as we leave labour-

1 Ibid., p. 164.
8 Ibid.
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power itself out of account, productive labour
is labour which produces commodities, mate
rial products, whose production has cost
a definite quantity of labour or labour-time.
These material products include all products
of art and science, books, paintings, statues,
etc., in so far as they take the form of things.'^
By unproductive labour Marx meant useful

and purposeful human activity that is not
crystallised in things and possesses use value
not in respect of its end result but as a process.
This is labour designated under the head of
services—labour that has no protracted objecti
fied embodiment and that disappears at the
instant of its performance. Under this head
Marx put a large range of services brought
into being by genuine or false, sensible or
perverted, freely developing or artificially
implanted needs—the need for a waiter or
hospital nurse, or for a fortune-teller or
priest, or the needs connected with the activity
of performing artists or the existence of impe
rial officials. 'The former includes (except for
that labour which creates labour-power it
self),' Marx says about the distinction bet
ween productive and non-productive labour,
'all material and intellectual wealth—meat,
as well as books—that exists in the form of
things; the latter covers all labours which
satisfy any imaginary or real need of the
individual—or even those which are forced
upon the individual against his will.'^ In this
sense, non-productive labour differs from
productive also because it does not create

» Ibid., p. 172
^ Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part I,

p. 173.
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any directly material funds out of which the
labourers who perform it are paid; this means
that it is not supported at its own expense,
but at the expense of productive labour. 'All
productive labourers,' says Marx, 'when all
is said and done, produce firstly the means
for the payment of unproductive labourers,
and secondly, products which are consumed
by those who do not perform any labour.''^

Certainly, the non-productive labourers of
the services sphere 'do not receive their share
of revenue (of wages and profits), their co
partnership in the commodities produced by
productive labour, gratis: they must buy
their share in them; but they have nothing
to do with their production. Neither have
they any relation to the production of the
social product, though their activity may be
socially necessary. The value, and for that
matter the very existence of servants and
mistresses, says Marx, depends entirely on
the 'net product' of productive labourers.
He adds: 'Their price and their value have
little in common with each other.
The essential difference between productive

and non-productive labour is that the former
creates objectified use values that are different
from it, that is, 'immediate, material wealth
consisting of commodities, all commodities,
except those which consist of labour-power
itself.'* Non-productive labour, on the other
hand, is itself a use value and is useful, as has
been said, by virtue of its process, its dura-

^ Ibid., p. 185.
2 Ibid., p. 158.
» Ibid., p. 211.
* Ibid., p. 161
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tion, its live functioning. 'The labour-power
of the productive labourer is a commoidity for
the labourer himself,' Marx said. 'So is that
of the unproductive labourer. But the produc
tive labourer produces commodities for the
buyer of his labour power. The unproductive
labourer produces for him a mere use-value,
not a commodity, an imaginary or a real
use-value. It is characteristic of the unpro
ductive labourer that he produces no commo
dities for his buyer, but indeed receives com
modities from him.'^
Certainly, production of material goods is

for Marx primary and decisive as the key area
of productive labour. But he does not stop
there. We already know that Marx also refers
material products of spiritual production
(works of art and science, books, paintings,
statues, and the like) to the results of produc
tive labour.® The question of mental labour,
too, which participates in the creation of the
material product, of the objectified use value,
is also clear. Along with the workers, Marx
refers engineers and organisers of production
(non-capitalists) to the category of productive
labourers.® In the narrow sense of the word,
Marx regards as productive labour 'labour
which enters into the production of commodi
ties (production here embraces all operations
which the commodity has to undergo from
the first producer to the consumer) no matter
what kind of labour is applied, whether it is
manual labour or not ([including] scientific

' Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part I,
p. 160.

® Ibid., pp. 172, 285, 295, 410,
® Ibid., pp. 156-57, 295.
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labour), and labour which does not enter
into, and whose aim and purpose is not, the
production of commodities. This difference
must be kept in mind and the fact that all
other sorts of activity influence material
production and vice versa in no way affects
the necessity for making this distinction.'^
Viewed from this angle, the labour of an

ironsmith and that of a sculptor correspond
equally to the Marxian concept of productive
labour. Furthermore, due to changes in pro
duction technology some formerly productive
functions die away, while some types of for
merly non-productive labour become produc
tive. Take singers or musicians. In the nine
teenth century Marx held that out of the
people professionally involved in music the
composer (who recorded his creations on music
paper which continued to exist irrespective
of the composer's activity) and the maker of
musical instruments could be considered P^"
ductive labourers, whereas performers, who
merely reproduce someone else's music, and
this anew in every case, were non-productive
labourers.^ The invention of sound-recording
changed matters radically. The interpretative
arts are now as objectified as the art of Bach

^ Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part III,

^ a 'It may seem strange,' Marx writes, 'that the
doctor who prescrihes pills is not a productive labourer,
but the apothecary who makes them up is. Similarly
the instrument maker who makes the fiddle, but not
the musician who plays it. But that would only
that "productive labourers" produce products which
liav0 no purpose except to serve as means of production
for unproductive labourers' (Karl Marx, Theories of
Surplus-Value, Part I, p. 185).
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Or Stradivari. The singer's voice recorded
on disc or tape is in principle reproducible
without the performer's participation any
number of times, while the performer parti
cipates in the manufacture of these material
products, which are sold and bought as com
modities. That non-productive labour can
thus dialectically become productive has got
to be borne in mind when analysing the
present epoch of transition from capitalism
to socialism on a world scale, of which the
scientific-technical revolution is an essential
component. To recognise this is not contrary
to the Marxist method, and is based on other
principles than the attempts to indiscrimi
nately proclaim all labour as being produc
tive.

Marx's second definition of productive la
bour, unlike the first, depends not on the
final but the direct aim of social production
conditioned by the interests of the economic
ally, and consequently also politically and
ideologically, dominant class. 'Productive
and unproductive labour,' Marx says of bour
geois society, 'is here throughout conceived
from the standpoint of the possessor of money,
from the standpoint of the capitalist, and not
from the standpoint of the labourer.' And he
explains: 'The use-value of the commodity in
which the labour of a productive worker is
embodied may be of the most futile kind.
"The material characteristics are in no way
linked with its nature which on the contrary
is only the expression of a definite social
relation of production. It is a definition of
labour which is derived not from its content
or its result, but from its particular social
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form/'^ It is precisely for these reasons that
in capitalist production labour is recognised
as productive not because it creates an objec
tified material or spiritual work, but because
it 'produces a surplus-value, a new value over
and above the equivalent which it receives
as wages'.^ This is why, indeed, productive
labour from the standpoint of the plain
process of labour does not coincide here with
productive labour from the standpoint of its
social form.

Marx writes in the Theories of Surplus-
Value:
'An actor, for example, or even a clown,

according to this definition, is a productive
labourer if be works in the service of a capi
talist (an entrepreneur) to whom be returns
more labour than be receives from bim in the
form of wages; while a jobbling tailor who
comes to the capitalist's bouse and patches
his trousers for bim, producing a mere use-
value for bim, is an unproductive labourer.
The former's labour is exchanged with capital,
the latter's with revenue. The former's labour
produces a surplus-value, in the latter's,
revenue is consumed. The tailor who works
at the home of bis client is not, from the
capitalist point of view, a productive labourer
because he does not meet the basic criterion
of a hired labourer, that of producing 'wealth
for another',^ does not serve as a means of

^ Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part I,
p. 158.

Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Part I,
p. 202.

3 Ibid., p. 157.
* Ibid., p. 225.
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increasing that wealth and thereby as a means
of the extended reproduction of the entire
system of capitalist economic relations. On the
contrary—and here, as in many cases before,
we turn to something we have already discus
sed—in substance senseless and even anti-
humane activity which, though it inflicts
obvious harm on the health of society, helps
maintain the historically outdated system,
serves here as the true pillar of the exploiting
system. Small wonder that the military-
industrial complex has grown so cancerously
on the body of the national economies of
developed capitalist states along with all the
ramifications of the mind-warping 'industry' —
the omnipresent advertising claiming to prog
ram all human needs, the massive production
of 'horror' movies, the moral and physical
depreciation of man, and the quasi-scientific
propaganda of the deliberately anti-scientific,
anti-communist ideology.
In short, so long as the wealth of society

is based on the quantity of the directly ex
pended working time, productive labour in
its absolute expression is, according to Marx,
labour that produces material values. It is
precisely with such labour in large-scale
capitalist industry that Lenin associated the
proletariat.^ At the same time, it follows from
the contradiction between the final (absolute)
and direct (relative) aim of production under
capitalism that here labour yielding a profit
to the owner of the means of production is

^ 'The proletariat,' says Lenin's definition, 'is the
class which is engaged in the production of material
values in large-scale capitalist industry' (Collected
Works, Vol. 33, p. 65).
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directly productive labour, irrespective of
whether it provides material goods, aesthetic
pleasure or useful services. Marx explains:
'If we may take an example from outside the
sphere of production of material objects^
a schoolmaster is a productive labourer, when,
in addition to belabouring the heads of his
scholars, he works like a horse to enrich the
school proprietor. That the latter has laid
out his capital in a teaching factory, instead
of in a sausage factory, does not alter the
relation. Hence the notion of a productive
labourer implies not merely a relation between
work and useful effect, between labourer and
product of labour, but also a specific, social
relation of production, a relation that has
sprung up historically and stamps the labourer
as the direct means of creating surplus-value.''
Clearly, under socialism this situation of the
productive labourer comes to an end. Produc
tive labour in the absolute sense becomes directly
productive labour.
Marx showed that in the conditions of

highly-developed machine production (and
doubly so in the conditions of the scientific-
technical revolution) material values are crea
ted not by manual labour alone, but by
combined labour (sometimes with mental ele
ments predominating), and that as a result
the role of engineers and technicians looks
different from what it was before. The pro
duction collectives are increasingly more
complex and their nature is incompatible
with any privileges for mental workers,
requiring extensive democratisation. Marx

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 477.
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wrote; 'As in the natural body head and
hand wait upon each other, so the labour-
process unites the labour of the hand with
that of the head. Later on they part company
and even become deadly foes. The product
ceases to be the direct product of the indivi
dual, and becomes a social product, produced
in common by a collective labourer, i.e., by
a combination of workmen, each of whom
takes only a part, greater or less, in the mani
pulation of the subject of their labour. As
the cooperative character of the labour-process
becomes more and more marked, so, as a ne
cessary consequence, does our notion of pro
ductive labour, and of its agent the productive
labourer, become extended. In order to labour
productively, it is no longer necessary for you
to do manual work yourself; enough, if you
are an organ of the collective labourer, and
perform one of its subordinate functions.'^
This expansion of the concept of productive

labour accords with the essence of socialist
production, in which there is no room for
class antagonisms and the antithesis between
mental and manual labour is being gradually
overcome. Engels's words are coming true.
'In a rational order which has gone beyond
the division of interests...' he said, 'the
mental element certainly belongs among the
elements of production and will find its
place, too, in economics among the costs of
production.'^ The still existing greater or less
closeness of labourers to the immediate mani-

^ Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 476.
® Frederick Engels, 'Outlines of a Critique of

Political Economy . In: Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels, Collected Works, -Vol. 3, p. 428.
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pulation of the subject of their labour should
no longer be perceived in the spirit of their
social class incompatibility; there are no
longer any social grounds to oppose them to
one another as bearers of different subordinate
functions of productive labour. -More, this
would now be detrimental if not reactionary.
Under socialism, however, labour in non-

material production should not be put under
the head of productive labour. First of all
because society has not yet attained material
abundance and the direct labour performed by
man himself is still the main basis of production
and wealth. The time is still relatively distant
when production and wealth will be based
on 'appropriation by man of his own universal
productive force, and when his understanding
of nature and domination over nature will
result from his being as a social organism—
in short, the development of the social indi
vidual.'' And though 'production reposing on
exchange value collapses', man will, paraphras
ing Marx, succeed in eliminating from the
direct process of material production the form
of antagonism sooner than that of relative
scarcity.'^ This is the restricting agent that
prevents us so far from recognising all useful
labour meeting various human needs as pro
ductive labour and that requires us to refer
as workers only to those who create material
goods.
The processes we have discussed above are

still far from having run their course and
their present degree of development must not

Marx, Grundrisse... Op. cit., p. 593.
2 Ibid.
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be exaggerated. For Soviet scholars they are
an object of hot discussion. For -example, it
is still necessary to study and understand the
effect on the structure of society of the dialec
tical law revealing the dual tendency of the
composition of productive workers to expar^
through the inclusion among them of productive
mental workers and through the intellectualisa-
tion of the labour of an ever greater part of
industrial workers.
The convergence of technicians and the

working class shows that the various 'elitist'
concepts of the intellectual exclusiveness of
'technocratic'. sections of society, and so on,
are untenable. On the other hand, it requires
that individualist tendencies among part of
the intelligentsia should be overcome and that
all mental workers should acquire a sense of
belonging to the great army of the working
people of socialist society, to the 'aggregate
labourer' which, along with the rural intelli
gentsia, also includes the kolkhoz peasantry.
At the present stage of our society we see

more and more distinctly that 'division of
labour brings about very different modes of
work within the same class,'^ with the result
that many non-class, particularly occupation
al, distinctions often make themselves felt
to an even greater degree than the gradually
disappearing class distinctions. The highly
skilled section of workers, for example, is
closer to engineers and technicians in produc
tion, education and culture than to unskilled
manual workers. The operators of farm machi-

^ K. Marx, 'Moralising Criticism and Critical Mo
rality', In: Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Collected
Works, Vol. 6, p. 330.
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nery on the collective farms are closer to
industrial workers than to those farmers who
perform the old farm jobs where modern
machines are not yet xised.
The intelligentsia, too, is not homogeneous

in this respect. With parts of it gravitating
either to the one or the other class of Soviet
society, a discussion is underway, in which
Lenin is often quoted, to the effect that the
intelligentsia is 'a separate social stratum,
which will persist until we have reached the
highest stage of development of communist
society.'^ But is this meant to apply to the
whole intelligentsia? Will it persist in the
same form and what groups will it consist
of? Unfortunately, these questions, which
reflect the substance of the matter, are not
always asked. Yet, it is absolutely clear
that there must he a concrete, differentiated
approach.
Such large groups of the intelligentsia as

teachers and medical workers will, for exam
ple, still for a long time, doubtless remain
stable specialised groups. This applies equally,
if not more, to people engaged in certain areas
of scientific research and to those professionally
associated with such a specific field as the
arts. As for those groups that now belong to
productive personnel, their development in
the now already foreseeable future should be
primarily analysed in close association with
the development of those classes which they
adjoin, modifying evaluations as the two

^ V. I. Lcuiii, 'Draft Theses on the Role and
Functions of the Trade Unions under the New Econo
mic Policy', Collected Works, Vol. 42, p. 384^
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classes come closer to one another.^
The modification and convergence of the

social strata of socialist society occur in
a setting of a general heightening of wellbeing
and culture, an extraordinary rapid change
of life style, its reconstruction on a modern
industrial and urban pattern. The level of
social homogeneity achieved so far is expres
sed in the typical features of the Soviet way
of life of workers, peasants and the intelli
gentsia. And this way of life is affected,
among other things, by the diminishing mem-

M. Lotsch, H.-G. Meyer and F.-H. Schroder
seem to liave been right when they said that 'belong
ing to a class or a stratum isnot necessarily a mutually
exclusive alternative. Though there is a special round
of problems relating to the intelligentsia it is no more
right to maintain that the intelligentsia is part of
the working class than to absolutise the intelligentsia
as a special stratum. First of all because then the
working class would be necessarily reduced to workers
in the narrow sense of the word.

'This is why', the GDR scholars hold, 'the first
step in resolving this problem must be to define the
working people employed directly in the process of
production in large-scale industry as the social-eco
nomic nucleus of the working class. This, ho
wever, must not load us to identifying the nuc
leus of the working class with the class as a whole.
Thus, at first we must determine the basic elements
in the social structure of the working class. Partial
affinity of strata to a class does not contradict logic
and wholly accords with the criteria of the Marxist
theory of classes, which is based on the relation of
various social groups to the means of production and
on their role in the social organisation of labour.

'It would be wrong to conclude that such important
social and economic processes as scientific work,
technical and cultural development, and productive
activity with a high coeflicient of mental labour occur
only outside the working class' (Rabochy klass i sovre-
menny mir, No. 2, 1973, p. 19).
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bers of 'purely working-cla.is', 'purely peasant'
and 'purely intellectual' families. "The inter-
penetration and fusion of classes and strata,
occurring in different ways, speaks of a social
^diffusion' that is serving notice of the gradual
shaping of premises for classless society.
This is a specific phenomenon typical of the
Soviet people as a new historical community
of people, whose emergence we may legitima
tely regard as a kind of summary result of the
economic, social and political changes wit
nessed in the Soviet Union under Soviet
power.

As L. I. Brezhnev said, 'this means that
the common features of behaviour, character
and world outlook of Soviet people, features
which they have in common irrespective of
social or national differences, are becoming
increasingly marked. This means that the
alliance of the working class and peasantry,
which has always been the basis of the socia
list system, has found its development in the
indestructible political and ideological unity
of these classes with the intelligentsia, which
has long since firmly adopted socialist posi
tions. And today we can rightfully speak of
the strong alliance of all working people,
workers by hand and brain, the alliance of
the working class, the collective-farm pea
santry, and the people's intelligentsia, as
a fact of our life. This alliance, in which the
working class plays the leading role, is strong
and inviolable.'^ And it is legitimately pro
claimed in the new Constitution of the USSR

* L. 1. Brezhnev, I'olloiving Leiiins Course,
Speeches and Articles (1972~1975), p. 446.
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as the social basis of the Soviet state of the
whole people (see Article 19).
In substance, these judgements no more

than sum up what is really happening in the
Soviet Union. Yet they do evoke objections
and attacks abroad by 'left' extremists who
interpret the scientific registration of the
objective process of the elimination of class
distinctions as a renunciation of class posi
tions. This is evidence of the simplistic preju
dice that associates consistently socialist inte
rests exclusively with activity of manual
workers, or, in other words, the very category
of people whose situation socialism alters most
of all.

The concept of social 'diffusion' applies to
one of the conditions of developed socialist
society. It implies not a chaotic 'mixture'
of all social strata, but a natural, aim-oriented
tendency of their evolution. This historical
change may be briefly described as a re-smelting
of. the working people into highly cultivated
labourers of the working-class type, which in no
way tolerates conservation of the backwardness
of unskilled workers and is, at the same time,
fundamentally hostile to intellectual individua
lism. .Some sociologists tried to express this
in the concept of an emerging 'one-class'
society. But it will probably be wiser to turn
to one of Engels' propositions which, referring
to the ■ working class, reads: 'The time will
come when it will no longer be a class and
will encompass all society.''
-The effect and sign that the movement

follows precisely this direction is the conver-

i Marx/Engels, Werke,. Vol. 19, p. 287.
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sion of the working-class party into a party
of the whole people and of the proletarian
dictatorship into a socialist state of the whole
people. This 'universality' of the key politi
cal institutions of the Soviet social system
should not be opposed to their class essence.
It expresses the fact that the economic and
political interests, ideology and ethics of the
Working class and the economic, political,
state and public organisations created under its
leadership have been accepted by all strata
of the working people as their own and occupy
the dominant place in society.
In short, there is an extension of the massive

social basis of proletarian, socialist class
interests rather than its reduction. There are
no objective grounds at all for interpreting
this differently, as though there was an 'abdi
cation' of the purely working-class point of
view, a rejection of the 'class element', and
so on. 'The Party,' it was noted at the 24th
Congress of the CPSU in 1971, 'will continue
to direct its efforts to securing the growth and
strengthening of the influence of the working
class in all spheres of the life of our society
and to making its activity and initiative more
fruitful.'^ Those who do not understand that
precisely this is the line of building classless
society have no idea of what scientific commu
nism is all about.

Having built a society with gradually dis
appearing class distinctions and an extraor
dinarily high social mobility of people, the
Soviet Union made a historical step forward to
a socially homogeneous population structure.

^ 24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 88.
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But to rest content would mean' stopping
half-way. This is why the Communist Party
devotes itself to solving all the major social
problems. This expedites the eradication of
class distinctions in the developed socialist
society of our time.

2. Class Education and Continuity of
Generations

It is one of the radical advantages of socia
lism that it secures a fundamental solution
of the youth problem. The relationship bet
ween generations is based on the abolition
of the exploitation of man by man and of age
discrimination of all forms, the universality
of labour, the privileges given to youth in
production and the provision of broad educa
tional opportunities. The destiny and the
class interests and aims of different genera
tions are the same; all working people irrespec
tive of age are rallied round the Communist
Party. These are natural standards of the
socialist way of life.
The other basic advantage of socialism is

that by nature it harmonises to the maximum
with the inquisitive, searching character of
youth, with its love of adventure. Socialism
is a system of innovators, their eyes directed
to the future. It develops by scientific antici
pation and sets a variety of intricate and
interesting problems each day that require
f»rompt creative solution. Improving the socia-
ist system and building communism is a gi
gantic, truly humane undertaking, giving
boundless scope to the socially conscious
effort of Soviet youth.
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Does this mean tliat the question of youth,
the question of its bonds with the older
generations, is redundant in socialist society?
Certainly not. In Soviet conditions, the
Communist Party sees the key in the class
education of the young builders of communism
which, as all will agree, takes time and
effort.

The ideological opponents of socialism have
their own way of looking at this problem.
It is no accident that the heavy artillery of
anti-communist and opportunist propaganda
is aimed chiefly at the revolutionary unity
of generations in the socialist countries.
Conscious of its own rapidly waning historical
perspective, the capitalist class portrays its
irreconcilable controversy with the rising
generation as something that is common to
all classes and all states.

Unable to sow suspicion between the work
ing class, the collective farmers and the
people's intelligentsia, that is, to split Soviet
society on the social principle, our enemies
are trying to capitalise on ago distinctions,
hoping for a bourgeois-oriented evolution of
the consciousness of youth. These designs are
doubly dangerous because they exploit the
emotional make-up of young people, their
receptiveness to radical or spuriously radical
ideas, their temperament, their credulity and
absence of any deeply understood experience
in politics and life. This means that in the
present conditions the political, philosophical
and ethical education of the rising generations
in the socialist countries is no abstract, purely
academic, task. It is closely associated with
the present-day class struggle which, as the
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sixties and seventies have shown,' is apt to
rise to crescendo not only internationally, but
also within the separate socialist states.
Lenin's idea of introducing scientific socia

lism into the movement of the working mas
ses, propounded in What Is to Be Done?, is of
timeless significance not only in the period
preceding socialist revolution. The task of
joining Marxism-Leninism and scientific socia
lism with the activity of the masses faces the
ruling communist and workers' parties, the
youth leagues, the public organisations and
the whole system of ideological institutions
again and again as new generations rise, and
this in a specific form suiting the higher edu
cational standard, the new social-psychologi
cal complex, and the attitude towards past
and present. The form is in accord with the
changed economic, political and cultural con
ditions of society, which are starting points
for the rising generations brought up by the
new system. And it is dangerous to underesti
mate this form. But it is also wrong to think
that introduction of the scientific, socialist
ideology in the public mind in any of the
socialist countries is something that Commu
nists of the first generation have, in effect,
accomplished once and for all, and no less
dangerous to consider ideology as something
that is passed on automatically from genera
tion to generation and is part of the genetic
constitution of young people.

It will do untold harm to forget Lenin's
view on this score and just as much harm if
it is ineptly carried into effect. Not only
because part of the youth will then abstain
from their civic, socialist duty and the]nation's
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undertakings, but also because this leaves
them defenceless in face of anarchist, anti
social activity. When the ideological education
of youth is neglected or when it ignores the
specifics of the situation in which children
assimilate the world outlook of their parents,
there appears an 'ideological vacuum' that is
instantly filled by the opponents of commu
nism. Frequently, they capitalise on the
special place of youth in the ranks of the
generations of builders of socialism, and its
peculiar perception of existing social values.
That the Marxist-Leninist ideology domi

nates public thinking in socialist countries
does not mean that moulding the socialist
consciousness of citizens ju.st entering on adult
life does not need hard work. It is specific,
intricate and contradictory. And the diffi
culties derive not only from factors of a sub
jective nature or from mistakes, but also
from certain objective circumstances.
One of these is that generations which have

grown up in conditions of victorious socialism
cannot have any personal experience of class
relations and conflicts, for there no longer
is any class antagonism. The situation in the
field of ideological education is therefore
entirely new. Speaking in dialectical terms,
there is a visible contradiction between the
necessity for the class education of working
people and the objective process of abolishing
classes and class distinctions in socialist
society.
Under capitalism, as we know, the bulk

of the proletariat is conscious of its hostility
to the capitalist class, which it confronts
daily, if only by virtue of the empirical condi-
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tions of its existence. It is conscious of this
at social-psychological level. Leniri put it
thus: 'In a representative of the oppressed
and exploited masses, this hatred is truly the
"beginning of all wisdom", the basis of any
socialist and communist movement and of its
success.'^ Here the Marxist party introduces
the proletariat, and all working people to the
scientific, socialist ideology, for which tliere is
the prepared psychological soil of hostility
towards the capitalist class. In the immediate
sphere of material relations of friendly social
groups and classes of socialist society which
is entering its time of maturity the spontaneous
class feeling and awareness that the interests
of the working people are opposite and hostile
to those of the capitalist class appears much
more slowly. It is brought in mainly from
the sphere of social science through the delibe
rate, purpose-oriented activity of the Commu
nist Party and the socialist state.
There results a peculiar correlation between

the labour and struggle of the socialist classes
and the fundamental elements of their social
mass consciousness—psychology and ideology.
Under socialism the new collectivist man,
master of all social wealth and of his own
destiny, is shaped above all by the way of
life resulting from the building of the new
society. The scientific and educational acti
vity of the ruling parties and the youth
organisations, as well as public and govern
ment bodies, cultivates his Marxist-Leninist
principles, his moral image, and his knowledge

^ V. I. Lenin, '"Left-Wing" Communism—an Infan
tile Disorder', Collected Works, Vol. 36, p. 80.
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of current and long-term policy. This activity
is also the chief source of his conscious anti-
capitalist outlook on the ideological, as well
as social-psychological, plane. And since this
attitude remains the key element of class
consciousness even after the victory of socia
lism inside the country, the standards set for
the content and form of youth education keep
rising continuously.
To live up to its purpose this youth educa

tion must be based not only on the power of
logic, but also on emotional power. Lacking
this, Marxist-Leninist ideas will not grow
from a sum of assimilated knowledge into
knowledge-based convictions. This is why ideo
logical and educational work must be dif
ferentiated according to age and social, pro
fessional and cultural background of different
groups of youth. And the main thing here
is to take account of and use the system of
material and ideological relations in which
the rising generation of builders of socialism
and communism is active today. The specific
conditions in which the youth acquires its
socialist ideology and its proletarian class
hardening explains why revolutionary and
labour traditions hold such a prominent place
in the educational work of Marxist-Leninist
parties and communist youth leagues. True,
this method will not yield the desired results
unless it is organically linked with the every
day life and activity of youth and the econo
mic and cultural objectives they take part
in reaching. This is why the practice of the
present day must never be contrasted with
the glorious achievements of the past; this
would strip the present of its own 'heroics'.
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Neither must we ever forget Lenin's warning
that class propaganda will not yield the
desired results if divorced from the practical
experience of the working people.
The goal of the working class and its

mission in history is to build a developed
socialist and, later, a communist society.
This means that it needs politically, philoso
phically, professionally, technically, cultu
rally, and ethically trained young people—
and this not only to destroy the old way of
life, but also to build a new life competently
and creatively. These young people must be
able to relate their every step and action
to the interests of this undertaking. It would
harm the communist cause, Lenin warned
at the historical 3rd Congress of the Komsomol,
if young men and women assimilated nothing
but communist slogans without a firm grasp
'Of human knowledge and culture, without
blending knowledge and practice, knowledge
and the diversity of everyday work.

Certainly, it is easier to cultivate the pro
letarian class psychology and consciousness
in people who are economically, socially and
politically exploited. But, mildly speaking,
it would be strange to wish such a school of
life on our youth. No, it is not a flaw, as
Maoists are trying to prove, but on the cont
rary an advantage of the Soviet system of
'education that it is based on the great social
■gains of the working people, who have been
putting scientific communism into effect for
now well over sixty years. It is an advantage
(Of the Soviet system of education that no one
is allowed to flaunt the rights or the dignity
'Of youth, to call in question its material
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wellbeing, or to deprive it of access to know
ledge.

It does not follow, however, that the rising
generation in the Soviet Union does nothing
but enjoy the blessings of life and has no
responsibilities of its own. Certainly, the
exploit and sacrifice of the older generations
have spared it the daily risk of direct clashes
with the class enemy. But, as a concomitant,
they have imposed on youth the important
and difficult duty of cultivating in peaceful
construction features equivalent to those that
originate in severe class struggle.

Before becoming fully trained Marxists-
Leninists (which takes years), it is psycholo
gically peculiar for youth to decide who to
imitate, who to learn from, who to follow
on the road to civic and professional maturity.
This is why it is so important to keep alive
the image of the heroes of the revolution.
The history of the USSR should be for

every Soviet boy and girl not a mere chronicle
of events and dates, but an immortal exploit
of selfless patriots and internationalists, cham
pions of freedom and socialism. It is one
of the most accurate signs of a normal society
that its citizens cherish the memory of nation
al heroes and pass down their admiration
to the rising generations. Youth, which is
only entering on its civic duties, will
treasure the inherited social relations only if it
respects those who established these relations
before it.
The latest experience of a head-on clash

between the Soviet people and the class enemy
was that of the Great Patriotic War. Even
those who were children at that time, are'
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how in their forties. But well over half the

population of the USSR today is under
30 years of age. It follows that the class edu
cation of youth must aim at giving yotmg
men and women a knowledge of the positive
content of socialism, and not only cultivate
a negative attitude to imperialism in the
struggle of the Soviet and other peoples for
peace, democracy and social progress.
The political and philosophical education

of youth will not, it seems to us, be satisfac
tory if it does not learn the fundamentals of
scientific criticism of capitalism, if it has only
a vague knowledge of the anatomy of socialist
society, of its natural laws of development,
and if it does not learn how to explain the
superiority of the socialist system over the
capitalist. An understanding of socialism as
a system of the most sensible and humane
social relations in the modern world is acquired
by young men and women not only from
education and propaganda, but also from their
own practical experience, from participating
in the labour of the people.

Imperialist propaganda seeks to impose the
view that though capitalism has its flaws,
so does socialism, that the world is always
divided into good and bad people. This
camouflaged preaching of the apolitical out
look the youth counters with socialist, Mar
xist-Leninist criteria, assessing events through
the prism of socialism as the embodiment of &ie
interests of the working class and all other
working people. This, indeed, is the present
form of the class approach, and every Soviet
young man and woman must know how to
use it. It is a vision of the world through the
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prism of the values of freedom that is being
asserted in practice.

Bourgeois ideologues ascribe to Soviet socie
ty a 'conflict' with youth, tracing it to the
higher educational standard of the rising
generations than that of the older generations.
For us, however, steady improvement of the
conditions for the development of people is
a standard of the socialist way of life. We are
proud of it. These days, jointly with the
trade unions and public education agencies,
the Komsomol is furthering the mass drive
for secondary education for all young workers.
The drive was mounted by 700,000 school
teachers and teachers and instructors of voca
tional schools. One out of every three specia
lists with a higher or specialised secondary
education is under 30.
Lenin held that an educated specialist,

though lacking practice in class struggle, can
espouse communism through the prism of his
science. This road to scientific communism is

within reach of all people in our country,
which is completing the transition to univer
sal secondary education. Lenin's words that
mastering the communist world outlook pre
supposes enrichment of the memory with
knowledge of all the values produced by
mankind, are as relevant as ever. Sociologists
who allege that the rising generation is getting
too much education, that the level of know
ledge of the youth is far in advance of the
technical heeds of present-day production, are
wrong. First, in this age of the scientific and
technical revolution, when science is getting
to be an immediate productive force, it is
impossible to achieve technical progress with-
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Out a 'surplus' of knowledge among the
basic mass of workers. Second, under socia
lism education is not mere training of quali
fied labour power. Its most important function
is to prepare the rising generation for learning
the fundamentals of scientific communism,
the world outlook of the working class. This
helps resolve an important political problem,
that of strengthening the revolutionary conti
nuity of generations through enlightenment
and education. Lastly, the wish to 'relieve*
working people of 'surplus' knowledge goes
against the programme aim of communism—
to provide for the all-round, harmonious deve
lopment of the personality.
In socialist society the prime condition for and

key indicator of the revolutionary continuity
of generations is consistent and principled
guidance of the youth movement by the
Communist Party.
The Party in all its activity combines the

innovating initiative and energy of the youth
with the knowledge and wisdom of more
advanced age, the creative efforts of people
of all age groups. The Communists have
always generously shared their knowledge
with youth, passing down the lessons of their
diverse political experience, teaching young
naen and women to he ideologically stable and
skilled fighters for the cause of Marx, Engels
and Lenin.
The older generation of revolutionaries has

always considered it its duty to critically
generalise what has been done and to pick
out the valuable elements of their own expe
rience that can serve the progress of socia
lism, giving preference not to their own presti-
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ge but to the interests of communist constru^
tion. Nothing can substitute for the scienti
fically verified experience of past generations.
By assimilating this experience youth is
spared the search for what is already known,
and learns to administer social development
by advanced methods. In this way it shares
in the life and struggle of the builders of the
new society who had had to act in other,
usually less favourable, conditions. It depends
largely on the older generation to what extent
youth learns the lessons of history. To culti
vate this ability is a difficult and responsible
task.

The virtues and services rendered by the
older generation of Communists are in no
way depreciated by the fact that the rising
generations surpass it in education and com
petence. On the contrary, these qualities ol
their successors are for the older generation
a mirror of their own achievements and the
earnest of success in the cause to which they
devoted their lives.
The Communist Party does not base its

trust or mistrust of cadres on their age. Long
service is no absolute measure. The Party's
personnel policy is directed to using the
experience and knowledge of old cadres and
promoting young, promising workers. This is
an essential condition for securing continuity
in the Party's political course.
The Party's critical revolutionary spirit has

always attracted the youth. The Communist
Party has always been the keeper of the
valuable experience accumulated since the
turn of the century—through three revolutions
and well over 60 years of socialist and com-
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munist construction. At all stages the CPSU
concentrated its attention on the main thing—
continuous and effective implementation of
the principles of scientific communism. It
relied not on just one generation, but skil
fully united and merged the forces of different
generations, obtaining a valuable alloy of
their strong points and neutralising their
weaknesses. Nothing but this alloy can gua
rantee the immortality of the traditions of
the October Revolution, the existence and
development of socialism as the best orga
nised society.

3. The Political Factors of the Emancipation
of Labour

The problem of freedom has always rightly
been treated as an object of bitter class strug
gle rather than of orderly academic discus
sion. Its practical solution has a bearing on
the basic issues of the existence of the opposite
classes, which naturally resort to the most
effective political means at their disposal,
including the main one—state power and all
its attributes (the army, judiciary, counter-
intelligence, and so on)—to promote their
cause. The cardinal condition for social free
dom—abolition of exploitation—under any,
whether peaceful or non-peaceful, form of
socialist revolution is evidently always secu
red against the will of the dominant exploiter
class. The compulsive force that disregards
the economic interests of the minority is
concentrated, above all, not in individuals
or narrow groups, but in the laws of social
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development embodied in the activity of the
working class and the mass of working people
that it leads.
Few bourgeois democrats (even of the most

sincere and progressive) fail to rebuke Com
munists for their gravitation to force, to
'suppression' of freedom, and still fewer of
the best of them ever stop to consider
the true logic of the class struggle and the
essential ways of destroying the exploiting
system.
Communists have said time and again that

force has no part in their ideal. Yet, the
working people were compelled to resort to
force by the exploiting classes who were being
or had been overthrown and who had exer
cised force over the'mass of the people for many
centuries.

Bourgeois propaganda is betimes glad to
discourse on the incompatibility of coercion
and individual freedom. But never has it
clearly and specifically shown the true social
content of coercion and force as applied by
one or another class. Is the resort to force
justified? For what purpose is it applied?
Is it reactionary or revolutionary? This is the
only way to approach the matter. There is
force and force. In one case it expresses the
essence of the relation of the dominant class
to the oppressed and seeks to preserve^ the
system of wage slavery. In the other it is
a response by the exploited to the brute force
of the exploiters as a means of asserting social
freedom and is conditioned by the resistance
of the exploiters.
Encountering stubborn political resistance

of reactionary forces, freedom cannot assert
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itself in any other than the political way,
through the new forms of power, the dictator
ship of the proletariat that overcomes the
dictatorship of the capitalist class and that
restricts and suppresses the freedom of action
of the enemies of freedom.^
The polemics over questions of freedom

between anarchists and Bolsheviks occupied
a prominent place in the ideological struggle
before and immediately after the October
Revolution in Russia. The anarchists opposed
the idea and practice of proletarian dictator
ship. They advanced a theory of 'chiefless'
(that is, stateless, wholly decentralised) com
munism and proclaimed the primacy of eman
cipating all individuals belonging to the
mass. They did not care what individual, of
what qualities, raised in what surroundings,
they were going to emancipate. The anarchist
attempts to carry into effect the slogan of

Every stiugEle for freedom has required coercion
in order to establish and preserve its victories. This
is not felt to be inconsistent with the freedom fought
for by such men as Milton and Locke, and later by
Washington and Lincoln' (John Lewis, Socialism and
the Individual, Lawrence &Wishart, London, 1961,f»p. 78-79). Let me add that the condemnation of revo-
utionary coercion by the capitalist class is not con
demnation of coercion that is in the interests of cap
italists. It is a political action in the ideological
struggle against communism: 'You cry anathema
upon Paris, because Paris destroyed the Vendomo
Column and tho bouso of Thiors. Have you ever
seen a whole village destroyed by the flames for
having given shelter to a volunteer, or a franc ttreur?
And that not only in Franco, the same in Lombardy,
in Venetia. As to tho palaces set fire to in Paris by
petroleum, let them ask the priests, who, from their
intimate acquaintance with the hell-fire about which
they preach, ought to be good judges, what difference
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boundless and unrestricted freedom of the
individual who scorned the authority of
science and ethics, the authority of organisa
tion and labour, often boiled down to the
most commonplace banditry. The individual
brought up in capitalist conditions, burdened
with many of the vices of the exploiter society,
was in most cases incapable and unwilling
to use complete freedom of action sensibly.
The temporary flaw of freedom—lack of self-
discipline, which is a most important feature
of the free individual—Soviet power was
compelled to compensate with sometimes
fairly severe organisation, a degree of regula
tion of individual behaviour, and outside
control.
During the period of transition from capita

lism to socialism personal freedom was not
in all things identical to personal freedom
in the conditions of already built (let alone
developed) socialism. In the former the accent
was on creating universal conditions for the
liberation of the masses, which only gradually
developed into the concretely special and
individual conditions for the freedom of the
individual. In the latter the free development
of each is gradually becoming a crucial condi
tion for the free development of all. This is

there is between petroleum fire and those fires which
the Austrians lit in order to burn down the villages
in Lombardy and Venetia, when those countries were
still under the yoke of the men who shot Ugo Bassi,
Giceruachio and his two sons, and thousands of Ita
lians who committed the sacrilege of demanding
a free Rome and a free Italy.' (Quoted in: The General
Council of the First International 1871-1872. Minutes,
Moscow, 1974, p. 289.)
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due to the fact that the socialist revolution,
when it comes, has a relatively small number
of individuals with a socialist mentality to
rely on (chiefly professional revolutionaries
and the foremost section of the working class)
and deals with 'human material' shaped
under capitalism. Suffice it to recall the
drive to overcome the estranged attitude to
labour of those who worked and the need for
compulsion, turning idle people (also 'estrang
ed' from labour) who had belonged to the
exploiting classes and the declassed elements
into workers and peasants (for other means
of abolishing classes there are none).

Excessive condemnation of force on the part
of the socialist state, it is only fair to note,
would obscure and conceal the fact of
force on the part of the exploiter classes
in the past, and dampen attention to the dif
ficulties of building the new society; it is
disrespectful to the victims of the revolu
tion and wars, and may confuse the revolu
tionary movement in countries where tlie wor
king class is still to take power.

Certainly, in our time, in the late seventies,
it would look strange for anyone to condone
the use of force in socialist society in the
same forms as were witnessed in the early
years of the new system. Where socialism has
triumphed open struggle of class against class
is a thing of the past, and the dictatorship
of the proletariat grows into a state of the
whole people. Here, force is applied by the
whole people chiefly against the few crimi
nal and other hostile elements, who do not
make a specific social stratum.
Butj referring to the experience of the
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socialist couiitries, it would be no less strange
of anyone with an eye on a peaceful passage
to socialism to preach the thesis that class
force is not needed where workers, peasants
and the intelligentsia daily experience the
class coercion of the capitalist class. There
are many cases in the history of the revolu
tionary movement where by hesitating to use
compulsion the progressive forces missed their
chance, where a revolutionary situation was
forfeited, dooming the mass of the people to
more needless decades of suffering and poverty.
This is why when settling the question of
whether revolutionary force is lawful or un
lawful (or,'more precisely, timely or untimely)
where the exploiter system still exists, a con
crete historical approach is of paramount
importance. 'So long as there is an opportunity
given to the people to obtain peaceful victo
ries,' Engels warned, 'they will never raise
their cry "to arms"; or if, nevertheless, provo
ked into an emeute, they will fight with very
little chance to victory.'^ Lack of political
intuition, neglect of the concrete historical
approach when passing on the experience of
the more advanced detachments of the work
ing-class movement to those that are only
setting out, may cause all but irreparable
harm to the revolutionary forces in individual
countries. Correct solutions in each specific
case of the revolutionary struggle for freedom
is one of the most accurate indicators of the
maturity of the Marxist-Leninist parties.

^ F. Engels, 'Letters from France'. In: Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 10,
p. 31. '
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Examining the political means for the
emancipation of labour, we gave priority
to the question of revolutionary compulsion
and force not because it occupies any exclusive
place in the Marxist-Leninist teaching, but
because much of the anti-communist specula
tion is being based on it. Yet, if we approach
it scientifically, neither freedom nor democracy
(concepts that are very close) rule out compul
sion.

The question of force during the choice
between one or the other social system in the
world—a choice that predetermines the poli
tical and class content of further develop
ment—is a highly complex question. Certain
ly, the choice must be free, and democratic
in form, but whether it is in content a choice
for true democracy depends on how well
people understand the true interests of society
for which they should fight. There can be two
extremes: a 'free' expression of will in favour
of reaction, as in the case of the majority
of the German nation in the early thirties,
with the nazis coming to power or, conversely,
'dictatorial' compulsion on the part of the
working class to make former exploiters parti
cipate in building socialism. Those who believe
in purely formal democracy may find (and
often have found) themselves on the side of
those who had set fire to the Reichstag, the
executioners of Europe. Because hy clinging
to formal democracy they often fail to take
the side of true democracy, democracy in
essence.

Democracy cannot be guaranteed by merely
observing the fixed voting procedure or the
prevailing views and sentiments whose origin
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ttiay partly depend on accidental circumstances
and partly on the interests of those who control
the media shaping public opinion. It would
be wrong to measure the degree of democracy
by any empirical, transient criteria, no matter
how attractive they may look at first glance.
It is the substance of the choice, not its
trappings, that affects the destiny of people,
and how democratic this choice depends on
how fully the true, not illusory and extraneous-
ly imposed, interests of the working people,
the majority of the nation, are expressed and
implemented.
Democracy has meaning only if it is not

contrary to freedom, which organically in
cludes the truth of social cognition. Socialist
democracy is not a cacophony of diverse and
divergent ideas, but the maximum concentra
tion of the majority of wills for the sake of
'euphonic' and concerted action for progress
according to a single plan drawn up on the
basis of scientific concepts about the nature
and regularity of social development.
Does such democracy ignore the right of the

individual to a personal opinion? Certainly,
not. On the contrary, a diversity of opinions
is essential when the collective or society are
occupied in settling some problem. A variety
of approaches helps the right solution to
crystallise or, at least, to pick the solution
best suited at the moment. Naturally, once
this solution is adopted as a basis for action,
any community (and doubly so a socialist
society) is interested in its organised and aim-
oriented implementation, and seeks to restrict
all attempts at degalvanising or fragmentising
the collective will. Search on a different
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plane, that of optimising personal auctions in
order to secure the best possible implementa
tion of the jointly adopted solution—remains
unrestricted.

If reliance on the broadest possible mass
of the working people is the first pillar of
socialist democracy, its second pillar is reliance
on progressive social science, which studies
the needs of the masses and charts the most
effective ways and means of satisfying them.
In a certain sense, socialist democracy co
incides with scientific organisation of the life
of society.
Truth, science, freedom and true power of

the people, all of which are embodied in
socialist democracy, are indivisible. Breaking
its alliance with science not only endangers
the socialist system, but leads to a degenera
tion of democracy;' to free expression and
furtherance of designs and interests that are
contrary to the interests of the people. This
is the objective logic behind the petty-bour
geois demand of 'liberalising' socialism in the
modern world, in which a 'vacuum' in the
class struggle is obviously impossible.
In an attack on the Marxist-Leninist con

cept of freedom, the clerical 'expert' in dia
lectical materialism, Gustav A. Wetter, set
out to malign life in the socialist countries
and the unity there of science and democracy,
scientific ideology and the freedom of the
mass of the people, by juggling about with
Engels's tenets concerning freedom and neces
sity.
Wetter went through the motions of com

mending Engels's definition of freedom, and
spotted in it a double meaning: freedom is
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both cognised necessity and the ability to
adopt competent decisions. In the first case
(here Wetter discovered a flaw in the purely
epistemological interpretation of the issue) it
is not freedom itself, but only its necessary
spiritual premise; only conscious adoption of
decisions (not knowledge alone) expresses the
essence of human freedom.

Wetter drew this subtle distinction not for
an objective examination of Marxism, but for
a much more prosaic purpose, that of declaring
that in the Soviet Union the mass of the
people knows freedom only in the first sense,
that here 'the essence of freedom is understood
only as "cognised necessity", as knowledge of
nothing but necessary regularities'.^ The mas
ses, according to Wetter, have only the right
to know everything, while the adoption of the
more important decisions (and, consequently,
the true freedom) is the monopoly of the
Communist Party. In this fashion a seemingly
harmless abstract exposition of the Marxist
concept of freedom, appropriately doctored,
fulfilled the highly specific propaganda piurpose
of at least in words opposing the people to
their inalienable part, their foremost detach
ment and collective leader, the Communist
Party.
Wetter the anti-communist 'espied' in the

Soviet Union a division of freedom into
a freedom 'to know everything' for the masses
and a freedom 'to decide everything' for the
Party. The true tendency is, however, quite
diflerent. There is a distinct convergence of

^ G. Wetter, Sowjetideologie heute, Fischer Buche-
rei, 1963, p. 98.
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the intrinsic nature of the activity of Com
munists and of those outside the Party on the
basis of the essential unity of their interests;
there is constant joint participation in the
scientific administration of society, in creating
conditions that would prevent narrow group
interests from taking the upper hand over the
collective interests, the interests of the whole
people in communist construction, and that
would rule out subjectivism and the conco
mitant depersonalisation of the mass of the
people.
The issue of the democratism of the socia

list system has long since been settled not
merely in theory, but also historically. Basing
their activity on the scientifically cognised
interests of the working masses and organising
society on the principles of public property
and universal labour, the ruling communist
parties of the socialist countries have given
effect to higher forms of democracy than
those heretofore known in history. Yet they
are being fiercely attacked for alleged 'anti-
democratism'. Those who attack them make
the most of the residual philistine individua
lism that still survives among part of the
population.
History has proved the superiority of socia

list democracy, a democracy for the working
people, over the bourgeois 'democracy' for
those who own capital and for their henchmen.
To replace class criteria with any other yard
stick is wrong politically and equally wrong
scientifically. It is the historical right of the
builders of socialism and communism to mear
sure all social phenomena with the criterion
of socialist democracy, which serves the
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people by deed and accords with the interests
of the vast majority of mankind. This is not
to say, of course, tliat socialist democracy as
it exists needs no improving. We know from
experience that often the enemy speculates
precisely on the difficulties that arise in its
development. But it should always be borne
in mind that the democracy of the new society
has no use for injections of 'liberalism', has
nothing to borrow from the bo.urgeois world,
and that it secures progress in accordance
with its own intrinsic laws. And learning
these laws is the highly important job of
social science.

The bourgeois press never tires of charging
the communist parties in the socialist count
ries of restricting the freedom of speech,
press, and assembly, the freedom of the
personality, human rights, and so on. Yet,
in fact, it is not these freedoms as such that
are being restricted, but their use for anti-
socialist purposes. One cannot conceivably
waive juridical regulation of social (including
ideological) processes in the setting of the
acute struggle between the two world systems.
It would be strange indeed for a party to do
so if it is guided by scientific theory and is
aware of its responsibility to the people
which entrusted it with administering the
state.

It is certainly not 'neglect' in developing
democracy that explains the abolition in
socialist society of such 'advantages' of the
capitalist 'free world' as legalised gambling
dens, crooked lotteries, societies of 'witches',
'certified' fortunetellers, astrologists, and the
like. Powerful syndicates making a billion-
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dollar business out of murder, smuggling,
pornography, drugs and other rackets, are
part of, and function freely within, the system
of bourgeois social relations. Do these 'free
doms' deserve to be permitted in a sensibly
organised society? Certainly, not. It is only
for demagogical and selfish ends, simply to
make cheap politics and earn cheap publicity,
that some intellectuals advocate an equw
degree of freedom for science and for mysti
cism, for knowledge and ignorance, for the
promotion of morality and the promotion of
immorality, for art of humane content and
beauty of form and for 'art' in which disinte
gration of form causes disintegration of con-
1;ent.

What can this diversity of 'freedoms' serve?
In each separate case it confuses public opi
nion, and on a more general scale it impairs
the education and ethical development of
entire generations.
Why are these 'freedoms' so cherished by

capitalist propaganda? Simply because the
•'spiritual cacophony' of capitalist society, its
streams and currents of social thinking that
collide and merge, that intertwine and sepa
rate, causing the uninitiated to lose their
bearings—all this tends to obscure the truth.
■In this clamorous diversity it is much easier
to promote views that, taken by themselves,
obviously contradict not only science but also
common sense. And considering that the
moral and aesthetic principles, and the social
psychology are undermined in this way, that
the mentality of people is fragmentised and
depreciated, that people lose their immunity
to obviously reactionary ideas, that indiffe-
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rence is bred to public affairs, it is easy to see
bow profitable it is for the exploiting class.
For it is an atmosphere in which the bourgeoi
sie can, contrary to science and true freedom,
exercise its spiritual dictatorship with grea
ter ease.

This is why ideological 'pluralism' in socia
list society, even if urged by mistake or infa
tuation with faddish rhetoric, would lead not
to more democracy, but to greater influence
of bourgeois ideology and ethics. This is why
it is a step backward in a social system whose
very existence depends on authentic knowledge
of social realities.

Exercise of freedom is inconceivable outside
the organisational forms of the movement of
the masses. It is a very complicated process
that runs at different rates in the different
stages of building socialism and communism.
As we see it, social development, to be

correctly understood, must be seen in the
light of historical materialism and scientific
communism. But if general regularities de
fined in science are used in disregard of local
i.Batures, that is, of their particular and singu-
lar manifestations, if they are treated as
stereotypes, then, as social freedom develops,
there may even occur certain infringements
on the freedom of the individual. And this,
after a time, is bound to affect matters on
a broader social scale.
Both scientifically and politically, it is

vitally important to remember the peculiar
duality' of laws and regularities: that it is
impossible to carry out the necessity implicit
in them outside the accidental. The very
combination and conflicting unity of necessity
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and accident is also a necessity, one that
integrates within itself these polar" opposites.
No discussion of, say, personal freedom can
be competent unless this is understood. Because
personal freedom in scientific terms consists
in that accidental circumstances, features,
aptitudes and acts of an individual form
a unique optimum complex, coupled with an
as complete as possible expression in the
individual's life activity of the foremost and
leading trends of social progress.
How is this complex secured from the

point of view of organisation? The answer
to this, it seems, is best formulated by answer
ing a completely different question;
How is the capitalist society, the perfect

exploiting society that directly precedes socia
lism, organised?

In its pre-monopoly period there was anar
chic decentralisation that suited the needs of
free competition and the spontaneous market.
Monopoly capital, on the other hand, seeks
to offset the effects of the competitive struggle
by introducing bm-eaucratic centralism, and
this on an ever increasing scale. Monopoly
groups, which have extended their monopoly
to political and ideological affairs, are assert-"
ing their omnipotence. And though anarchic
decentralisation and bureaucratic centralism
exclude one another, this does not prevent
them from coexisting within the herders of
the same states because their substance is the
same—arbitrary rule of the capitalist class
(either in a 'democratic' or bureaucratic
form) and wage slavery meeting the needs
of capital.

Neither principle is suited for socialist
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society. Democratic centralism is for it the
only fitting principle. And the level of perso
nal freedom depends at any given period on
the concrete correlation of democracy and
centralism. 'We are for democratic centra
lism,' Lenin said. 'And it must be clearly
understood how vastly different democratic
centralism is from bureaucratic centralism
on the one hand, and from anarchism, on the
other. The opponents of centralism continually
put forward autonomy and federation as
a means of struggle against the uncertainties
of centralism. As a matter of fact, democratic
centralism in no way excludes autonomy, on
the contrary, it presupposes the necessity
of it.'i

It is in the centralist principle of the orga
nisation of socialist society that the univer
sality of regularities governing the passage
from capitalism to communism finds its
practical expression. Scientific guidance from
one centre is the crucial guarantee that the
most essential social relations are controlled
by the countrywide collective of the working
people, that these relations are constantly and
consciously improved, and that development
is oriented on communism.

Still, it should always be borne in mind that
the common regularities of socialist and com
munist construction operate differently in
different places, and that their optimum effect
in the activity of nations, collectives and
individuals may differ very strongly from

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Original Version of the Article
"The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government"',
gqflfc(f4 Yol, 27, p. 207, '
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their effect on the scale of whole societies,
and much more on the scale of a world system.
And it is precisely because common regulari^
ties are impossible outside their particular and
individual expression that cognised necessity
can be put into effect only through democracy,
that is, the granting of broad independence
to collectives and to individuals.

If centralism is unjustifiably raised to an
absolute, for example, this may restrict the
initiative of the rank and file, and hence
lead to subjectivism. Anarchy, the opposite
to excessive centralism, may result if democra
cy does not get a dependable, scientifically
grounded organisational structure, and if work
ing people do not, by reason of poor education
al work, acquire the requisite skills of run
ning society. It may lead to disorganisation
and partial loss ,of control over social rela
tions, and may make some social processes
ungovernable. For these reasons, determining
and maintaining the right correlation of de
mocratism and centralism suiting the develop
ment level attained by society is one of the main
aspects of improving the entire social system
of socialism. In effect, this is the chief issue
of political guidance in the new society.

Centralism conceived in a truly democratic
sense presupposes complete and unimpeded
development not only of local features, hut
also of local initiative, and variety in the
ways, methods and means of advancing to
the common goal.^ It makes for the most

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'Original Version of the Article
''The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government*",
Collected Works, Vol. : 2.7, p. 208.
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effective organisational pattern of mass
activity.
Democratic centralism does not tolerate

stereotype or neglect of majority will. It does
not tolerate the interests of local organs or
work collectives being opposed to the inte
rests of the whole people.
'Communism requires and presupposes,' Le

nin stressed, 'the greatest possible centralisa
tion of large-scale production throughout the
country....
'To deprive the all-Russia centre of the

right to direct control over all the enterprises
of the given industry throughout the country ...
would be regional anarcho-syndicalism, and
not communism.'* But this is not 'bureaucra
tic centralism', which levels and reduces to
naught any and all particular and individual
distinctions. 'Local distinctions, specific eco
nomic formations, forms of everyday life, the
degree of preparedness of the population,
attempts to carry out a particular plan,''
Lenin wrote, 'all these are bound to be reflected
in the specific features of the path to socialism
of a particular labour commune of the state,'
The greater such diversity—provided, of cour
se, that it does not turn into eccentricity—,
the more surely and rapidly shall we ensure'
the achievement of both democratic centralism
and a socialist economy. Because the initia
tive of the masses is the basic factor of the

* V. I. Lenin, 'Comments on the Draft "Regula--
tions for the Management of the Nationalised Enter
prises'", Collected Works, Vol. 42, p. 96.

2 V.'I. Lenin, 'Original Version of the Ajticlo
"The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet GovernmfsnV'Jv
Collected Works, Vol. 27, p. 208. , . - -..-.t
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new community. Because bureaucratic auto
matism is hostile to the spirit of the new
system. Because living and creative socialism
is a creation of the mass of the people.
Democratic centralism presupposes an orga

nic blend of initiative and search with idgorous
discipline and model organisation based on
meticulous observance of the laws and stan
dards of the socialist way of life. Democracy
without discipline and 'limitless collegiality'
without accountability on the part of indivi
dual executives lead to disorder and chaos.
'Collective discussion and decision of all ques
tions of administration in Soviet institutions,'
Lenin pointed out, 'must be accompanied by
the precisely defined responsibility of every
person holding any Soviet post for the per
formance of definite, and clearly and explicitly
specified, functions and practical jobs'.^ The
most dangerous of evils was how Lenin described
executives who disclaimed responsibility by
pleading collegiality.^
On the other hand, discipline by compulsion,

under bureaucratic pressure, barring indivi
dual or collective initiative, is liable to
deteriorate into bureaucratic wilfulness, because
it raises no obstacle to subjectivism and
the 'accidents of centralism'. Only by combat
ing both extremes can there be success in
creating a new social connection, labour
discipline, and organisation of labour combin
ing the last word in science and technology

^ V. I. Lonin, 'Rough Drnft of Rules for the Adrni-
nietration of Soviet Institutions'i Collected Works,
Vol. 28, p. 349,

9 See V. I. Lenin, 'All Qut for the Fight Again,
penihtn', Collected Works, Vol. 29, j), 43?,



with the mass association of conscious labou
rers engaged in large-scale socialist produc
tion.*
The most effective correlation of democracy

and centralism in the life of a socialist society
takes shape gradually and is continuously
corrected by practice, with democracy always
gaining additional ground. Centralism is in
creasingly concenti'ated in the key positions,
which ensure the socialist character of the
social system. The orientation on independent
action by individuals and collectives gains
ever greater scope. The trust in them of
society increases. So does their responsibility
to society. And this trust and responsibility
are two sides of the increasing freedom. Speak
ing of improvements in the organisational
structure and in methods of management,
L. I. Brezhnev said: 'We shall have to re

inforce both principles of democratic centra
lism simultaneously. On the one hand, centra
lism must be developed and a barrier thereby
raised to departmental and parochial tenden
cies. On the other, it is necessary to promote
democratic principles and local initiative, to
relieve the upper echelons of management
from petty concerns and ensure speed and
flexibility in decision-making.'^
The creative personality of the 'man of the

masses', rapidly gaining in stature, is rapidly
becoming the focus of the social interests.
The basic economic law of socialism is gaining

1 See V. I. Lenin, 'A Great Beginning', Collected
Works, Vol. 29, p. 423.

3 Documents and Resolutions. XXVtk Cfin^ress o/
CRSU, p. 7|,
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new facets: the aggregate physical and cul
tural needs are taken into account more and
more fully, but so is the need of every indi
vidual for independent search, for freedom
and for creative endeavour.
The modern world and the contending

social systems are best characterised by two
events of 1977, the year of the 60th anniversary
of the Great October Socialist Revolution in
Russia:
— the world's first socialist country adop

ted the new Constitution—the most advanced
charter of the rights and freedoms of the
individual at the present level of human
civilisation;
— the decision was made by the leading

imperialist state to begin production of the
neutron bomb, seen by the knights of profit
as the perfect weapon of mass annihilation.
Here we have Shakespeare's great question

on a universal scale: to be or not to be? The
socialist and capitalist systems give anything
but similar answers to it.
When in his day Marx began his study of

capitalist relations of production, he first of
all analysed their primary 'cell'—the sepa
rate commodity, which he defined as the
elementary form of wealth in capitalist socie
ty. 'Our mutual value,' Marx wrote about
man's relation to man under capitalism, 'is
for us the value of our mutual objects. Hence
for us man himself is mutually of no value.
A commodity cannot be the starting point

^ K. Marx,^ Comments on James Mill. EUmens
d''Economie Polilique'. In: Karl Marx and Fre.derick
Engels, Collected Works. Vol. 3, p. 227; - -
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in the analysis of production relations under
socialism, because the elementary form of
social wealth here is fundamentally different.
What is it? Economists have struggled over
this question for a long time. The answers
suggested by analogy with the capitalist
economy are unconvincing. And every time
we are impressed by one and the same thing:
it is impossible even in the very beginning
and even if the approach is purely economic,
to sidestep the 'human factor', the existing
aggregate of human aptitudes and their mani
festation in the aggregate concrete laboxm
creating use values. Perhaps it is these apti
tudes that are the elementary form of wealth
of socialist society? Perhaps this is the under
lying meaning of Marx's thesis about the
victory of the political economy of labour
over the political economy of property?

It is easy enough to see the intrinsic harmony
between the above and the following provision
of the Soviet Constitution (which, in effect,
reproduces the thesis of the Programme of the
CPSU quoted here in Chapter III): 'Thesupreme
goal of social production under socialism
is the fullest possible satisfaction of the
people's growing material, and cultural and
intellectual requirements' (Article 15). The
orientation of the socialist social system on
man, on developing his abilities and on satis
fying his needs, is treated in the Constitution
with impressive thoroughness, even though
in precise, academically dry, juridical for
mulas.
The Greek Protagoras, whom a court in

Athens sentenced to death for impious refer
ences to the immortal gods four and twenty
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centuries ago, is the coiner oF the proverb
that has not, evidently, been wholly under
stood to this day: 'Man is the measure of all
things.' Generations of philosophy students
heard their professors censure Protagoi'as for
his subjectivism. And from the purely idea
listic angle, seeing nothing but man's spiri
tual essence, the professors were right. But
suppose we look at man as the 'aggregate of
all social relations', that is, according to
Marx, according to the rules of materialist
dialectics? Doesn't Marx's definition of com
munism as real humanism suggest that the
proverb 'man is the measure of all things'
has a second—this time not illusory—life
in the conditions of the communist society?
It is man who is the measure of all things,
not things that are the measure of man, of
his qualities, of his worth, his dignity. This
is now the boundary that divides the com
munist and the bourgeois individualist con
ception of social realities.
On the face of it the adoption of the new

Soviet Constitution and the US bid for a
new spiral of the arms race are things that
defy comparison. But this is not so. The
codiiication of socialist social relations, secur
ing for the man of labour constitutional guar
antees of wellbeing carries a historical charge
that is diametrically opposite to the develop
ment and production of a 'pure' nuclear
weapon.

The main argument made in favour of the
neutron bomb is that it is 'humane', that it
kills people in a matter of a few hours, leaving
intact for the 'victor' the buildings, machines,
furniture, au4 works of art. Yes, tbls Is wb^i
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they are 'humanely' worried about, these
men who dream of capitalising on war. The
relation to things is here declared the measure
of humanity—a logic of scavengers raised to
an ideological principle. One cannot help
asking if those who think along these lines
and who, by the way, are not loath to dis
course about 'human rights', have an at
least elementary idea of social responsibility
and humanism? It seems to us that no social
system that still had something to its credit
would ever even whisper of legalising a new
method of exterminating human beings supe
rior to any method known so far, when the
opposite system is offering a new, more com
prehensive and diverse code of democratic
principles and norms than any that ever
existed. It seems to us that in the United
States we see what Marx observed in the
Paris of Louis Bonaparte's time. 'The people
of this city,' he wrote, 'are in general so fed
up with the successes of freedom abroad that
they almost forget to observe the successes of
slavery at home.'
A word about the 'humanity' of the neutron

bomb. One can hardly suspect Harold Wust,
the general inspector of the West German
Bundeswehr, of incompetence. Yet, he said
in so many words: 'Neutron arms cannot be
considered either more or less humane than
other weapons.' And he added: 'The neutron
weapon acts not only by radiation, killing
people, but also causes destruction where it
hits, destroying everything, including houses.'
To be sure, the halo of 'purity' was given

to the neutron bomb with no uncertain pur
pose. First, it was meant to dampen the
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public outcry, easing the way for the military-
industrial complex in raising Us profits.
Second, its reputation of 'purity' would make
the bomb more acceptable to the people, clear
ing the way for legalising its use, and this
not only in the world at large but also, per
haps, on the internal class front. This has
very little in common with any progress of
democracy.

After the Helsinki Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Europe there were many
ill-wishing diatribes about the Soviet way
of life and the rights and duties of citizens
under socialism. But do people favouring a
system that does not even guarantee the right
to life have any moral right to criticise any
body? There is no denying that the right to
life was recognised as self-evident back in
1776 in the American Declaration of Indepen
dence. But what does this recognition mean
for those who live by selling their labour
power, but who are denied the right to a
guaranteed job? If there is no right to work
there is no right to the means of subsistence
and, therefore, no right to life. Only those
have it who have wealth and non-labour in
comes.

For socialist legislation, on the other hand,
the right to work is primary and basic. Com
pared with the previous Constitution, the
new Soviet Fundamental Law has formulated
it more fully, reflecting the broader opportuni
ties the country has gained in the stage of
developed socialism. Guaranteed work paid
for according to its quantity and quality also
provides for the right to choosing one's trade
or profession in accordance with one's inclina-
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tions, abilities, training and education, with
due account of the needs of society (see
Article 40). Under socialism man is not de
pendent on any factors other than his own
conscientious work. 'Socially useful work and
its results,' it says in the Constitution, 'de
termine a person's status in society.'

Absence of the right to work, on the one
hand, and worship of the right to private
property, on the other, I'ule out any serious
consideration of economic and social equality
in capitalist society. The actual, 'preordained'
inequality there is camouflaged by a formal
juridical equality and is the fundamental sin
of bourgeois democracy.
Alexander Blok, the great Russian twen

tieth-century poet, made the following obser
vation in his notebook: 'Only one thing makes
man a man: his knowledge of social inequali
ty.' For this mercilessly sincere poet such
knowledge was neither frigid nor abstract. It
had the heat of his heart behind it and was
vitalised by his fiery lust for action—'to
arrange matters so that everything would be
new; so that our specious, dirty, boring, ugly
life should become just, pure, joyous and
beautiful.' And the new USSR Constitution
is the embodiment of this in the stage of
developed socialism, expressing the will of
the whole Soviet people in clear legal for
mulas. For the first time the communist ideal
has been raised to a constitutional principle:
'The free development of each is the condition
for the free development of all.' It is proclaim
ed as an aim of the state to extend opportuni
ties for citizens to develop and use their
creative powers, abilities and gifts.
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Before this became possible there were
decades of arduous effort. The young prole
tarian state established public ownership of
the means of production, pushed out the
remnants of exploiter relations, turned the
peasantry into a socialist class alongside the
industrial workers, and promoted culture among
the mass of the people. Now that socialism
has won completely and for good, the process
is intensively under way of eradicating class
distinctions, the remaining distinctions be
tween town and country, and those between
manual and mental workers. And it is on
this social foundation that the creative indi
vidual, the unique aptitudes and unrepeatable
abilities of every man, stand in the centre of
public attention. This turn derives not only
from the humane nature, the 'anthropocent-
rism',of the socmlist social system, but also
from the fact that for the system itself the
development of the individual is a fresh
source of strength and influence, the motor of
its continuous improvement.
The socialist system has imparted to the

slogan of freedom of the individual an ac
curacy, definiteness and solidity that it lacked
under the private property systems. In the
capitalist world freedom of the individual
can mean many things—freedom to plunder
and freedom from plunder, freedom of op
pression and freedom from oppression, free
dom of sense and freedom of nonsense, free
dom to preach the truth and freedom to lie,
the 'right of the strong' and the 'right of the
weak', and so on. Socialism has put an end
to this anarchy, and considers that one of
its main achievements. Lenin said: 'Needless
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to say, for every revolution, socialist or de
mocratic, freedom is a very, very important
slogan. But our programme says that if
freedom runs counter to the emancipation of
labour from the yoke of capital, it is a decep
tion.'' That emancipation of the masses and
of the individual is identified with the eman
cipation of labour means that it has been
radically seemed. Not capricious willfulness,
that imitation of personal freedom adver
tised in the capitalist West, but the free, crea
tive self-assertion of the personality for the
good of the people—such is the ideal which
socialist society has always followed and
always will follow.
The two., worlds, the two systems facing

one another, have each its own answer to the
question, 'to be or not to be?'

Socialism's answer—'to be' for the labouring
masses, 'to be' for nations in conditions of
peace, freedom and progress, deciding their
own future—is obviously contrary to the
wishes of the monopoly bourgeoisie.
The letter's reply is primitive and egoistic,

grim and sinister: 'to be' for exploitation of
man by man, 'to be' for the arms race and
monopoly profits.
The peoples of the non-socialist part of the

world still face a choice. And their final
option is sure to be influenced by the new Soviet
Constitution.

According to the Constitution, 'the leading
and guiding force of Soviet society and the

V. I. Lenin, 'First All-Russia Congress on Adult
Education', Collected Works, Vol. 22, p. 351.
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nucleus of its political system, of all state
organisations and public organisations, is the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The
CPSU exists for the people and serves the
people' (Article 6). The revolutionary Marxist^
Leninist party, the in effect first organisation
of freedom, united the politically conscious
fighters for a new life on the principles of
scientific socialism even in the conditions of
capitalist society. It was a close-knit league
of the bearers, keepers and disseminators of
the cognised necessity of abolishing capitalism
and establishing social relations of practical
humanism, notably the universality of crea
tive labour.

The Party embodies not only the spiritual
unity of the followers of scientific communism,
but also the material unity of their organisa
tion. An especially stable organism that arose
and develops in the framework of the working-
class movement as an aim-oriented political
association, it has set out to emancipate
labour, which mission it performs on becoming
the ruling party of the state, the primary
institution of the new social system. Small
wonder that enemies of socialism see it as
their main obstacle and make it the target
of ferocious attacks.
The historical responsibility that devolves

on the Communist Party is all-encompassing
and universal. Everywhere in society the
Party establishes social freedom not only in
its capacity of the leading political force of
the working masses, but also as the initiator
in developing socialist democracy.
Hence the direct relation of the actual level

of freedom in society to the degree of corres-
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pondence of inner-Party relations to the ideal
of communist freedom. The scientific standard
and collegiality of leadership in general depend
on the scientific standard and collegiality of
the Party's leadership.
In seeking to raise the scientific standard of

the guidance of social change, the Party first
of all analyses its own activity. In doing so
it begins with .self-criticism. And this is as
it should be. The Communist Party would not
be able to guide the organised building of the
realm of freedom if it had not itself been a
kind of creative laboratory devising new and
better forms of organisation and testing them
before they are put into effect on a mass scale.
The Party is on guard against conservative
tendencies contrary to the liberation of the
initiative of the masses and of individuals.
It combats them firmly in its own ranks at
first and also on the scale of all society. The
embodiment and bearer of cognised necessity
and focus of the most advanced forms of social
relations, the Party retains importance in
all the stages of building socialism and com
munism. Out of all the associations of working
people the Party is the one that above all
others is the being of freedom in organisation
and the highest expression of people's domi
nation over their social relations in present
conditions.
In their attempts at discrediting the com

munist parties, bourgeois ideologues often
portrayed Communists as robots lacking in
dividuality, who blindly carry out orders
coming from the centre. 'The Communist,'
wrote the West German anti-communist Lud-
wig Schulte in his book The Dynamics of the
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hee World, 'learns from the Party the neces
sity whose understanding is to make liim
Because it is the Party that decides what i
necessary. The free man is not, it is
subordinated to any party, but is insiea
subject to the influence of the social environ-
ment.'^
There are at least three faults in the above.

First, the Communist owes his knowledge o
necessity not only to the Marxist-Leninis
party, but also to social science, which guides
the Party and which the Party promotes and
disseminates. Second, the contention that the
Party decides what is necessary may be
variously interpreted: the definition of neces
sity may be the result of objective scientific
analysis or the result of arbitrary thinking
when that which is called necessity is such
only from the subjective point of view, that
is, is a pseudo-necessity. By failing to e.\plain
which necessity Communists accept, Schulte
demonstrates the sophistic inventiveness of
anti-Sovieteers. Unable to 'prove' the uni-
formism of Communists in any other way,
he charges the communist parties with volun
tarism and denies them any link with science.^
This is true of most of the anti-communist
attacks on the Marxist-Leninist parties.
Third and last, the idea of opposing affilia

tion with the Party to the influence of the
social environment looks more than strange.

L. Schulte, Dynamtk der freien Welt, Verlag
A. Fromm, Osnabriick, 1961, p. 70.

® 'The necessity is in no case the truth itself, but
the Party's directives for action,' writes Schulte
{Op. cit., p. 68).
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While, according to Schulte, affiliation with
the Party is unacceptable for the free indivi
dual, the influence on him of the environment
is recognised for a fact. But is not affiliation
with the Parly a particular case of the in
fluence of the environment? Do the two rule
out one another? By constructing his argu-
uaents faultily even from the point of view
of formal logic, the anti-communist forfeits
the moral right to his readers' trust.
Schulte may be excused in just one respect:

his ideas about parties, which he tried to
®Ppiy to communist parties, originate from
his observations of bourgeois parties, which
have no scientific programmes and no scienti
fic organisation. But this does not absolve
him of guilt, for his unpalatable methods.
The slander of anti-communist critics is

refuted not only by the high scientific stan
dard of the policy of communist parties,
which has nothing in common with bourgeois
policy-making, but also by the mechanism of
decision-making based on criticism and self-
criticism, democratic centralism, subordina
tion of minority to majority, and unity of
will and action in tbe advance to the common
goal.

In the framework of a Party organisation
freedom of the individual is expressed in a
conscious orientation of his actions in keeping
with the progressive tendencies of society's
development. The decision to join the Party
is one of the most important decisions in the
life of any man. It signifies readiness to as
sume a share of the collective responsibility
for building communist society. The trust
put in the individual by the Party organisa-
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tion when admitting him to its ranks is evi
dence of his having attained a high degree of
personal freedom- The unity of trust in and
the personal responsihility of the Communist
is secured by Party discipline, which is the
necessary condition of free activity and
initiative.

Each Communist faces the challenge of using
the personal freedom implicit in the Party's
trust to the best possible advantage for the
purpose of securing the freedom of society.
The essence of communist activity is always
the same: to forge humane social relations
that will give scope for the creative abilities
of each individual, and to establish a positive
and sensible human freedom. It is to achieve
this goal that the efforts of all Communists
are directed to changing the inner world of
people.
The awareness of the citizen of socialist

society is not the mere result of much reading
and of education, and of ideological training,
and not only of an ability to learn the formulas
of communism from books and pamphlets.
It is also a new body of habits and traditions,
emotions and tastes. And in this sense only
those people are truly free whose communist
beliefs are not contrary to their daily beha
viour and whose communist views and sen

timents are well expressed in their communist
deeds. This quality is usually described as
commitment to the Communist Party, ir
respective of whether the person concerned is
inside or outside the Party. Communist com
mitment is the content of the highest of the
present forms of the spiritual freedom of the
individual, a powerful stimulus for the coU'
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tinued successful emancipation of labour and
improvement of socialism as the initial stage
of the realm of freedom.

The ideological foes of communism cast
doubt on the socialist system and whitewash
the tyranny of capitalism. For this they
juggle with the highly popular topics of de
mocracy and human rights. Soviet measures
buttressing discipline, law and order they
portray as anti-democratic. But in the absence
of these measures democracy would resemble
anarchist chaos and become [impracticable.
The responsible approach of every citizen
to his duties and the people's interests, the
25th Congress of the GPSU pointed out, is
the only dependable foundation for the fullest
possible implementation of the principles of
true, socialist democracy and true freedom
of the individual.



Chapter V

SOME GENERAL PROBLEMS OF THE

FIRST PHASE OF COMMUNISM

1. The Logical and the Historical.
The Part Played by Socialisation of

Production 'In Facf

Socialism does not spring full-grown from
the brow of capitalism as did Athena from
the brow of Jove. This is why in a formula it
would be too simplistic to present it merely
as C-C-C (labour made collective by the in
struments of production, labour made col
lective by its organisation, and collective
forms of appropriation of its results) with
no complementary details. This would be an
abstract antithesis to capitalism lacking the
wish and skill of reaching down to the con
crete forms and degrees of transition from
capitalism to socialism. Lenin once wrote:
'The teachers of socialism spoke of a whole
period of transition from capitalism to socia
lism and emphasised the "prolonged birth-
pangs" of the new society. And this new
society is again an abstraction which can
come into being only by passing through a
series of varied, imperfect concrete attempts
to create this or that socialist state.''

' V. I. Lenin, '"Left-Wing" Childishness and the
Petty-Bourgeois Mentality', Collected Works, Vol. 27,
p. 341.
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The vast spaces inhabited by dozens of
nations that are now in the act of passing
from the realm of necessity to the realm of
freedom possess a staggering variety of con
ditions and of cultural and historical features.
This cannot but reflect on the patterns of the
separate socialist societies. And we must
bear it in mind if we want to avoid stereotype
in our judgement of the emergence of univer
sal freedom and the progress made in this
direction in different countries.
History had willed that when working-

class dictatorships were established in the
countries of the socialist world system the
collective character of labour (the first C in
our formula), usually conditioned by a high
degree of mechanisation, was not even pre
dominant in most of them, let alone undivi-
dedly dominant. This means that the socialist
system began developing on the basis of the
technology corresponding to socialism only
in part of the national economies, whereas the
other, usually greater, part had the kind of
technology that corresponds, in substance, to
private proprietary relations.
For a time after the Revolution the economy

of Russia, for example, consisted of a mosaic
of five modes of production: 1) patriarchal,
i.e., to a considerable extent subsistence, far
ming; 2) small commodity production (which
included the bulk of those peasants who sold
their grain); 3) private capitalism; 4) state
capitalism; 5) socialism.^ The fourth and to
some relatively small degree the third of

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'The Tax in Kind*, CoUeft^d
Works, Vol. 32, p. 331.
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these had the productive forces, technology
and pattern of production that were ready
for socialist socialisation. So, of course, did
the fifth. The first and second were wholly
based on individual means of labour, that is,
on manual and not machine labour, and, at
the same time, predominated in terms of
quantity. This also applied to a large extent
to the third.
In sum, there were the following types in

the country:
(the fijth mode: nationa-

1) lised industry, state and
cooperative socialist enter-
prises; the I, i.e., indi
vidual character of la

bour. is here coupled with the first C because
even in the most advanced enterprises there
was much manual labour, while a good many
enterprises had manual labour only);

(the fourth and third modes:
2) state-capitalist enterpri-

ses, private-capitalist en-
terprises, and kulak farms;
the last I stands for indivi

dual appropriation of the results of labour);
3) I—I—I (the second and first modes: chiefly
peasant farms with no hired labourers; here
the second I stands for their organisationally
individual character of labour).

This is a summary picture of the transition
al period. Politically, its content was dicta
torship of the working class. Economically, it
saw the spread of the socialist mode of pro
duction (C—C—C), while the other listed
modes of production were gradually elimina
ted. Closeness to this aim was an objective
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indicator of the degree of society's socialist
maturity. , _ , . ^
Lenin said: 'The most difficult task in th

sharp turns and changes of social life is that
of taking due account of the peculiar fea^res
of each transition. How socialists
within a capitalist society is not a difficult
problem and has long since been settled.
Nor is it difficult to visualise advanced socialist
society. This problem has also been settled.
But the most difficult task of all is how in
practice, to effect the transition from the old,
customary, familiar capitalism to the new
socialism, as yet unborn and without any
firm foundations. At best this transition will
take many years, in the course of which our
policy will be divided into a number of even
smaller stages. And the whole difficulty of
the task which falls to our lot, the whole dif
ficulty of politics and the art of politics, lies
in the ability to take into account ̂the specific
tasks of each of these transitions. ̂
In the above passage two points are espe

cially important for us. _
First, it is not difficult to visualise advan^d

socialist society (note that Lenin said this
in 1920). . ,
Second, the most difficult task in the passage

to developed socialism is that of taking into
account the specific features of each stage of
transition.

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Report on the Work of the All-
Russia Central Executive Committee and the Council
of People's Commissars Delivered at the First Session
of the All-Russia Central Executive Committee,
Seventh Convocation, February 2, 1920 , Collected
Works, Vol. 30, pp. 330-31.
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It is important to emphasise the first point
because these days the image of developed
socialist society, which it was not especially
difficult for Lenin's contemporaries to visua
lise, may at times in some countries bo covered
over with all sorts of sediments; certain efforts
have to be made by Communists to restore it
to its original pattern. The reference is to the
influence of 'left' and right revisionists, and
to the many schools of non-Marxist socialism
that have mushroomed in the past 15-20
years.

The second point is, in a way, a reminder
of the need for observing a sense of propor
tion in determining the current stage of
development and its scope, a reminder of the
need for realism. It is naive to think that
on crossing the threshold of socialist society
people will immediately understand every
thing, and will neither exaggerate nor mini
mise their achievements. That there can be
miscalculations Lenin warned all revolution
aries; 'We are afraid to look the "vulgar truth"
squarely in the face, and too often yield to
"exalting deception". We keep repeating that
"we" are passing from capitalism to socialism,
but do not bother to obtain a distinct picture
of the "we".'i
The experience of the Communist Party and

the Soviet state shows conclusively that socia
lism is in vital need of precise and systematic
self-analysis and all-round self-perception if
only because it is a scientifically organised socie
ty. This enables it to leave as yet impracticable

* V. I. Lenin, 'The Tax in Kind', Collected
Works, Vol. 32, p. 349.
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tasks well enough alone and to show requisite
audacity in matters already objectively ripe.
The theoretical picture of developed socia

lism produced by Marx, Engels and Lenin
presupposes that certain socio-economic proc
esses are essentially completed. This applies
first of all to the spread of machine production
and the accompanying rise of the cultural and
technical standard of all labourers; ousting
of unskilled manual labour, and technical
and organisational socialisation, as well as
centralisation, of the economy.
Given these premises, the period of prole

tarian dictatorship is conceived as necessarily
short, because its main and essentially sole
function would be to convert the means of
production from private property into the
property of the whole people (and, naturally,
to organise the appropriate people's control
and accounting of the measure of labour and
the measure of consumption, coupled with
individual distribution of products in ac
cordance with the quantity and quality of
work). 'The first act by virtue of which the
state really constitutes itself the representa
tive of the whole of society,' Engels wrote,
'the taking possession of the means of pro
duction in the name of society—this is, at
the same time, its last independent act as

This logical approach to the establishment
of the new social system expresses o law as
such. During the lifetime of Marx and Engels,
in the early period of Lenin's activity, and

' Frederick Engels, Antl-Duhring, Moscow, 1975,
p. 322.
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tip to the October Revolution, it could not he
otherwise. This was completely confirmed by
the history of the victorious proletarian dic
tatorship in the USSR, the first experiment
in building socialism, but did not coincide
with it as regards the order and time of the
transformations.

This discrepancy has been widely discussed
in the USSR and abroad. Tendentious inter

pretations were given by anti-Marxist, anti-
Leninist, anti-communist propaganda. The
discrepancy between the logical (scientific
prognosis) and the historical (fulfilment of the
prognosis) in the passage from capitalism to
socialism is, indeed, obvious. Theoretical
forecasts may give a correct picture of the
content of future events but, anticipating
them dozens of years in advance, usually
present some problems a bit differently from
what they look like in practice later. But
only the superficial critics would conclude
therefrom that there is disagreement between
theory and practice. This is refuted by the
fact that the theory of Marx, Engels and Lenin
was conceived for a longer {and more eventful)
stage of the movement of the masses than has
already been passed by the new system.
Furthermore, we would do well to recall

what Marx wrote about the relation of the
logical to the historical in the case of his
contemporary (and probably any other) socie
ty. 'It would therefore be impracticable and
false,' he wrote, 'to let economic categories
follow each other in the order in which they
were historically the determining ones. Their
order depends much more on their relation to
one another in modern bourgeois society,
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wkich is the very opposite of the natural or
of the one that corresponds to the order of
historical development. It is not a matter
of the place which the economic relationships
held in the various successive historical forms
of society. Still less is it a matter of their
order "in the idea" {ProudhorC), a vague idea
of historical movement. It is a matter of
their place inside the modern bourgeois socie
ty.'^
And this applies not only to capitalism.

Socialism, for example, as it emerged and is
developing historically in some countries, is
compelled to tackle social problems whose
solution should in substance have been a
precondition for its emergence. Take indus
trialisation or conversion of farm labour into
a variety of industrial labour, or electrifica
tion of production and the home, elimination
of illiteracy, urbanisation, development of
modern communications, and so on. Logically
these are tasks of the capitalist system. And in
the developed imperialist countries the capi
talist system has, indeed, essentially fulfilled
them. In the part of the world where the
working people had come to power, however,
and where the pre-revolutionary level of
social-economic development was lower than
in the West, socialism is often compelled to
complete what capitalism had failed to com
plete.
This complicates the mission of the working-

class dictatorship. It goes far beyond the
socialisation of the means of production pre
dicted by Engels. But this does not mean

^ Karl Marx, Grundrisse... Op. cit., p. 28.
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that Engels had been mistaken. In the case
of the industrial countries of Western Europe
and North America his prognosis is wholly
valid because there, as a result of state-mono
poly capitalism, the working class will, follow
ing the revolution, inherit a production ap
paratus that is almost wholly complete and
almost wholly adapted for running a social
ised economy. The working people in these
countries will need no gigantic effort to level
out the economic development of separate
regions, to eliminate a diversity of modes of
production, to spend years on combatting
ignorance or eradicating the distinctions bet
ween town and country. Here the history of
proletarian dictatorship will essentially coin
cide with the logic of the scientific prognosis.
But let us go back 1o socialism as it em

erged. The young Soviet republic was in a
situation, Lenin wrote after the October
Revolution, when a whole set of initial pre
conditions for the passage from capitalism
to socialism was, in fact, to hand. 'On the
other hand,' Lenin wrote, 'quite a number of
these preconditions are absent in our country,
but can be borrowed by it fairly easily from
the experience of the neighbouring, far more
advanced countries, whom history and inter
national intercourse have long since placed
in close contact with Russia.'^ This dialectical
dependence of the new system on both the
internal and the external conditions referred
to a country where capitalism had reached
a medium level of development and had only

^ V. I. Lenin. 'Original Version of the Article
"The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government'".
Collected Works, Vol. 42, p. 71.
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partly come to its monopoly stage, where
there was the world's highest concentration
of workers in large industrial enterprises and
a fairly strong working-class movement that
had learned from the class struggle of the
West European proletariat and had a good
stock of its own experience.
The above is even more true of, say, China

where capitalism was at a relatively lower
level, where the proletariat was just about
0.5 per cent of the population, and the libera
tion niovement was largely anti-colonial, anti-
feudal, national-democratic, and agrarian in
class content. More, while due to the imperia
list blockade the Soviet Republic had to build
the new society chiefly on the basis of internal
preconditions and therefore encountered tre
mendous difficulties, and while the 'storming
of heaven' by the Russian proletariat in al
liance with the working peasantry did cul
minate in victory, this variant of development
had been impossible in China due to the
weakness of these very internal preconditions
for socialism. The very idea of building so
cialism could arise here only by virtue of the
probable assistance of the Soviet Union, the
socialist industrial giant, and that of the
fraternal people's democracies.
At one time the Chinese leadership bran

dished the slogan of 'reliance on home forces'.
But this concept was false from start to
finish. Firsts because for at least ten years
after the 1949 revolution it was reliance on
outside socialist forces, in addition to home
forces that enabled the People's Republic of
China to overcome the country's incredible
backwardness, to lay the industrial founda-
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tion of socialism, and to build up g modern
scientific, technical and cultural potential.
At that time 'reliance on home forces' was
not official policy. It was the Maoists who
made it such, figuring that enough had been
received from the socialist countries. They
were guided by purely pragmatic considera
tions, flouting the interests of international
solidarity, the tradition of socialist coopera
tion, trampling upon its very memory and
using the slogan of 'reliance on home forces*
as camouflage for nationalist designs and for
rupture with the socialist community.

Second, the concept of 'reliance on home
forces' was false because, while appearing to
further the nation's responsibility for building
socialism, it caused stagnation of socialism in
China and countries of the same type, and was,
in fact, irresponsible in the context of safe
guarding and consolidating the new system.
Stagnation has been in evidence for as long as
20 years, and it is hard to say when it will
end, considering the sustained self-isolation
of the PRC from the socialist world system.
The danger of this self-isolation from its

natural allies extends these days to a far wider
sphere than foreign policy and inter-state rela
tions. In China socialism cannot attain mature
forms unless there is interaction, fusion, and
'integration' of its internal with international
preconditions. The only thing the Peking
leadership can boast of so far is the gigantic
social-economic form of social appropriation,
which has still to be complemented with
techno-industrial, organisational, cultural and
scientific content. And any further delay im
perils the survival of this form, for it cannot
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be maintained indefinitely (or chiefly) by means
of purely political factors—government, army
and propaganda. The natural thing for it is
to seek correspondence with the existing pro
ductive forces.
The socialist maturity of a country, as

proved by the doctrine of historical materialism
and by social practice, depends first of all on
the quality of, and the stage reached in, the
socialisation of economy. The varied and long
international experience of building the new
society has shown the fallacy of reducing all
problems of socialisation to mere nationalisa
tion of any means of production or to setting
up cooperatives. Once the means of production
become collective property it is not enough to
set them in motion with the best possible
results in new economic, organisational, juri
dical and political conditions. They have to be
made to correspond to the scientific and tech
nical demands of socialism's techno-material
basis. Lenin distinguished between nationalisa
tion, i.e. confiscation of large capitalist and
landlord property by the people's power, and
socialisation in fact. To socialise production
in fact and secure a smooth, organic passage
to the socialist mode of production, Lenin
pointed out, it was necessary in the conditions
of Russia to do two things in addition to
socialising the means and objects of labour:
1) ensure strict and wholesale accounting and
control of production and distribution, and
2) secure on a countrywide scale continuous
heightening of the productivity of labour.
What the first condition amounted to was

that all work in the economy, and all available
resources, should be subordinated to the socia-
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list aim of satisfying human needs. The ap
proach of the Chinese leaders is fundamentally
different. They disguise non-socialist aims by
pleading the people's interest.
In general, any mention of the people is a

travesty here, because for the people all it
amounts to is what Marx and Engels spotted
in the anarchist 'programmes' of Bakunin and
Nechayev a hundred years ago: 'Work much,
so as to consume little'.'

Everything is subordinated to paramilitary
control with the purpose of building a power
ful techno-military, nuclear-missile potential,
using the form of social appropriation for sque
ezing out more funds for the militarised econo
my, and restricting the operation of the main
economic law of socialism (satisfaction of the
people's needs) in order to satisfy the artifi
cially inflated, putatively social but in fact
caste needs of the military.
That the economy has drifted away from the

aim of socialist production and, consequently,
the fact that accounting and control over the
production and distribution of products has
acquired a clearly irrational trend, have
literally frozen the potentialities and advant
ages of socialism in China. Practice shows that
the problem of raising the productivity of
labour, which Lenin considered the ultimate
and most important condition for the victory
of the new system, cannot be normally resol
ved" there. By flouting socialist international
solidarity and permitting the productive forces
and culture to degenerate, the Peking lea
dership has caused true socialisation to decline

^ Marx/Engels, Wer&e, Vol. 18, p. 426.
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and has put socialism in jeopardy in its count
ry. Maoist practice is a striking example of
the discrepancy between the historical and the
logical. Socialised property, which had thanks
to outside assistance considerably outstripped
the development of its own internal original
cause—the industrial productive forces—is
stagnating due to the declining rate of growth
of industry and has been denied the chance
of showing its lofty social and humane quali
ties. This proves that the indicator of the degree
of socialisation of an economy is not an infalli-
able criterion of the maturity of socialism in a
country.
In method, the distinction drawn by Lenin

between nationalisation and confiscation, on
the one hand, and socialisation in fact, on the
other, can be traced back to the Marxist teach
ing on the formal and real subordination of
labour to capital. This warrants an at least
brief examination.

When a peasant who had previously been
independent and produced for himself becomes
a day labourer working for the tenant; when
the hierarchical division of producers in the
guilds gives way to the antithesis between
capitalist and artisan, whom the former com
pels to work as his hired hand; when the for
mer slaveowner uses his former slaves as wage
labourers, and so on, Marx writes, socially
otherwise determined production processes turn
into the capitalist process of production.^

Certainly, this 'socially otherwise deter
mined' labour loses'none^of its'relevance. This

^ Seo Marx and Engels Archives, Vol. 2 (7), pp. 90-
91.
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is why Marx names such subsumption of labour
under capital as 'formal'. But the spread of
capitalist relations levels its participants.
They become agents of the purchase and sale
of labour power, whereas 'within the process
of production they confront each other as
personified functionaries of the factors of this
process, the capitalist as "capital" and the
direct producer as "labour", and their relation
ship is determined by labour as the mere factor
of self-increasing capital.'^
Experience shows that in the course of the

socialist socialisation of production the victo
rious proletariat, too, has to deal with pre-
industrial and pre-capitalist 'socially deter
mined' processes of production (qualities, pro
perties, and the like). The modes of production
that capital subsumes only formally were still
in exi.stence in countries where socialist revo

lutions have occurred so far. And the more
difficult their real socialisation has been, the
more grounds there were to distinguish pre
liminary approaches to socialisation, the for
mally legal measures of the new power, from
real socialisation {socialisation in fact).
Marx noted that no substantial change occur

red in the methods of labour, the actual process
of production, immediately after labour was
subsumed by capital. On the contrary, in the
beginning capital subsumed the existing process
of labour, say, artisan labour or the method of
farming corresponding to the small independent
peasant farm.
The fact that labour becomes more intensive

or that its duration is increased, that it be-

1 Ibid.
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comes less intermittent and more orderly under
the supervision of the capitalist does not per se
alter the nature of the labour process, the actual
method of labour. This situation is in contrast
to the later development in capitalist produc
tion of the specifically capitalist method (labour
on a large scale, and so on), which revolutionises
the method and real character of the whole
labour process. In contrast to this labour trans
formed by capital Marx describes the sub-
sumption by capital of the mode of production
that existed before the appearance of capitalist
relations as formal subsumption of labour by
capital.^
One of the distinctions of labour subsumed

by capital at least formally as compared with
its previous state is, as Marx notes, the scale
on which this labour is performed. 'What
appears as the maximum on the basis of,
say, guild production (e.g., as regards the
number of journeymen),' he wrote, 'can hardly
be the minimum under capitalist relations....
It is this expansion of the scale that forms the
real basis on which, given other favourable
historical conditions, the specifically capita
list mode of production arises'^. And need
anything be said about the importance of
expansion of the scale of social labour • for
socialism, the system that replaces capitalisnn.
Marx associates the emergence of the speci

fically capitalist mode of production with a
revolution in technology, with machine pro
duction. 'The general characteristic of formal
subsumption remains, id est, direct subordina-

* Marx and Engels Archives, Vol. 2 (7), p. 90 (91),
3 Motx and Engels Archives, p. (90) 91,
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tion of the labour process, no matter how techno
logically performed, to capital,^ he writes.
'But on this basis there arises a technologically
and otherwise specific mode of production
which transforms the real nature of the labour
process and its real conditions.^ Arid Marx
amplifies: 'There develop the social productive
forces of labour and with the larger scale of
labour science and machinery get to be employ
ed directly in production.'^ Then he said:
'With the actual subsumption of labour by
capital there is a whole revolution (which con
tinues and repeats itself constantly) iri the
mode of production itself, in the productivity
of labour and iri the relationship of capitalist
and worker.'®
At this stage there appear 'social productive

forces of labour or productive forces of directly
social, socialised (commori) labour; they appear
through the cooperation or division of labour
inside the workshop," use of machinery and,
in general, the transformation of the produc
tion process into conscious use of natural
science, mechanics, chemistry, etc., for definite
purposes, technology, and so on, as Well as thfe
corresponding labour on a large scale, etc. (it
is only this socialised labour that is able to
use the common products of human develop
ment, such as mathematics, etc., In.the direct
process of production, whereas, on the other
hand, the development of these sciences pre
supposes a definite level of the iriaterial pro
cess of production).''*

1 Ibid., p. (118) 119.
2 Ibid., p. (120) 121.
» Ibid.
* Ibid., p. (98) 99.
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These are the productive forces that form
the material and technical foundation and
the scientific and technical potential on which
the economic basis of socialist society can
develop rapidly following the revolutionary
^bstitution of public for private property.
Only these productive forces can, after the
"Working people headed by the working class
Come to power, he socialised in fact relatively
tjnickly, without any delay at the stage of
mtionalisation, without formal socialisation,
end the like. Not surprisingly, Lenin consid
ered state capitalism permissible on certain
terms under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
More, he considered it closer to socialism than
Small-scale proprietary and private capitalist
enterprise. For him state-monopoly capitalism
Was outright material preparation for socia
lism, the threshold to socialism.^
But what about the socialist revolution in

countries that have, on a mass scale, gone no
farther than formal subsumption of labour by
capital and where subsumption in fact has
shaped in only a small part of the economy?

Marxism-Leninism sees the key to this
problem in nationalising industry and collec-
tivising small-scale 'commodity production
with the essential aim of raising them to a
higher, modern technical level through sweep
ing electrification and mechanisation of pro
duction, securing scientific organisation of
labour and management, and a steep rise of
the cultural and technical level of the work

1 See the following works of Lenin: 'The Impend
ing Catastrophe and How to Combat It', "Left"
Childishness and the Petty-Bourgeois Mentality', 'The
Tax in Kind'.
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force. This, as we have said, is essential, and
should never be forgotten or regarded as
secondary. The building of socialism in the
USSR and in most of the people's democracies
has proved the worth of this approach.
There are those who think that it is enough

to turn the means of production into collective
property; then the transitional period is over
;and it only remains to bring the superstructure
in line with the basis and go on directly to
building communism. That is how the Chinese
leaders conceived the process in the mid-fifties.
And that in the sixties they changed their
tune and began saying that the socialist stage
with features of the transitional period would
still last for dozens of years, perhaps centuries,
confirms the fact that an important element
was overlooked in the theoretical analysis
in both cases. .

'Socialism is impossible,' wrote Lenin on
this score, 'unless it makes use of the achieve
ments of the engineering and culture created
by large-scale capitalism.... Only those are
worthy of the name of Communists who under
stand that it is impossible to create or introduce
socialism without learning from the organisers
of the trusts.
The only correction history has made here,

and one that would have benefited the Chinese
leaders, is that they need not have adopted
the experience of capitalist management of
large-scale production, and should have taken
account of the experience of planned socialist
economic management already available in

^ V. I. Lenin, '"Loft-Wing" Childishness and the
Petty-Bourgeois Mentality', Collected Works, Vol. 27,
p. 350.
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the Soviet Union and other socialist countries.
In all other respects the problem is the same.
A party carrying out socialisation where labour
has predominantly reached no farther than
the stage of formal subsumption by capital^
must prevent this socialisation from becoming
formal.
The absence of the corresponding productive

forces and culture and the related low inten
sity of social relations prevent the advantages
of socialist ownership to assert themselves
in full over private ownership. To put it figur
atively, the primitive techniques of artisan
production which, naturally, do not involve
extensive use of science, have too much scope
in the integument of socialist appropriation.
In such a situation public ownership is a size
too large or amounts to social assimilation far
in advance of technical assimilation. This is
probably one of the main contradictions of
the emerging socialist way of life. The best
way of consolidating it is to build a large-
scale industrial scientific-technical potential.
Conversely, it is easily crippled if this poten
tial is neglected or subverted.
We know from a history that there were fads

and extremes in the Soviet Union during the
collectivisation of agriculture in the early
thirties. One extreme was that kolkhozes were
overestimated and idealised- as a socialist
form of organising the economy; it was thought
to ensure good management, correct planning,
and growth of model agricultural enterprises.
'The collective farm,' Stalin said at that time,
'is a socialist form of economic organisation
just as the Soviets are a socialist form of poli
tical organization. Both collective farm and
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Soviets are a tremendous achievement of our
revolution, a tremendous achievement of the
working class. But collective farms and So
viets are only a form of organisation—a so
cialist form, it is true, but only a form of
organization for all that. Everything depends
upon the content that is put into this form.'^
Stressing the political aspect, Stalin said
that 'from the point of view of Leninism
collective farms, like the Soviets, taken as
a form of organisation, are a weapon, and
only a weapon. Under certain conditions
this weapon can be turned against the revolu
tion. The likelihood of socialisation being
used in this way, both economically and
politically, has arisen in modern China. The
drawn-out manipulations there with forms
of social property, which are not given the
corresponding content, manipulations directed
exclusively to accumulating material resources
for purposes hostile to the people and to socia
lism are in substance a petty-bourgeois vari
ant of socialist forms of organising economy.®
This is something to be reckoned with, some
thing that has got to be studied and understood,
for, among other things, petty-bourgeois na
tionalist reaction, along with reactionary im-

J. V. Stalin, 'Work in the Countryside. Speech
Delivered on January 11, 1933', Works, Vol. 13,
Moscow, p. 231.
^ Ibid., p. 233.
' By the mid-seventies military expenditure in
the People's Republic of China was thrice that of
1960. Today, it amounts to nearly one-third of the
budget. It exceeded total investments in the national
economy and was several times greater than invest
ments in industry (see Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Mos
cow), No. 30, 1973, p. 21).
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perialism, tends to be a source of international
tension in present conditions.
A political leader who claims that 'speaking

of property, socialist transformations are on
the whole already completed' (Mao Tse-tvmg)
ought to make sure beforehand whether the
process of socialisation has really run its
course and is really serving the needs of the
working people. In China's case, public owner
ship brought economic relations into line
with the level and character of only part of
the productive forces, those created by capi
talistic machine production. For their bigger
part, socialisation created a disalignment, and
it was not production or economic relations
that were behind, this time, but precisely the
productive forces, based as they were on routine
technology. Historically, it was the productive
forces that had to be raised to the level of
the new economic organisation.

Restricting consumption and maximally re
ducing the 'necessary product'^ while enlar
ging the 'surplus product' is one of the leading
trends in the economic policy of the present
Chinese leadership. However conventional
these concepts of capitalist political economy
may be in reference to a socialist type of
society (in which, if it functions normally,
both the 'surplus' and 'necessary' products
belong to everybody, with the former differing
from the latter only in that they are consumed
not individually but collectively), they are
wholly warranted for the situation in China.
The Maoist regime has gone out of its way

^ The average monthly wage of 54 yuah did not
rise from 1958 to 1971 (see Ekonomicheskaya gazeta.
No. 30, 1973, p. 21).
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to keep socialist property at the stage of
formal socialisation. It did so by delaying
industrialisation and outright deindustriali'
sation; by unleashing a drawn-out and brutal
coxmter-revolution in the cultural field spe
ciously styled a 'great proletarian cultural
revolution', and by channelling tremendous
resources into nuclear armaments, the last
thing the Chinese people need. This is drag
ging down the already low living standard.
It could be reasonably explained and justified
if the matter concerned necessary defence.
But what can be said of colossal spending io
the name of nationalistic prestige, totally
senseless from the socialist point of view?
In terms of its impact on the material con
dition of the working people it is hardly differ
ent from the exploiter's parasitical appro
priation of the surplus product. Such is the
logic of a petty-bourgeois disposal of public
property in means of production.
Given the formal subsumption of labour

to capital that prevailed in China before the
revolution, with pre-machine routine tech
nology dominating, 'surplus value can be
produced only by lengthening working time,
or, in effect, in the form of absolute surplus
value'.^ But under the specifically capitalist
mode of production there are also other ways

■ of obtaining surplus value. Given a developed
technical basis, which capitalism creates by
itself, surplus value is obtained by intensi
fying labour. 'Real subsumption of labour
by capital,' Marx writes, 'develops in all
the forms that produce relative, as distinct

^ Marx and Engels Archives, Op. cit., p. (94) 95.
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from absolute, surplus value. In our time
monopoly capital finds various concealed forms
of exploitation, profiting from the latest
achievements of the scientific and technical
revolution and seeking to benefit from the
increasingly productive effects of intellectual
activity.
To further the aims they have set themselves

at the existing social and economic level of
China, the Peking leaders have had to repro
duce (and this was more easily done by
inertia than by introducing new principles),
in conditions of socialised production, the
pattern of obtaining surplus value typical
when labour is formally subordinated to
capital. In this respect, they were in a sense
heirs to the pre-revolutionary practice. But
despite this striking resemblance of new and
old, the cardinal difference is that now China
has a different, in essence collectivist, struc
ture of property, a 'skeleton' of the socialist
basis, which could, given a correct policy,
easily eliminate this resemblance. In other
words, if obtaining absolute surplus value
had been objectively necessary in the capita
list framework, at present it is merely the
effect of subjectivist practices. It is the result
of the activity of the social-militaristic regime
of Mao's successors, its economic foundation,
and can be removed by altering internal and
foreign policy and the methods of leadership.
When real subsumption of labour by capital

predominates (e.g. in the economically^ deve
loped capitalist countries), post-revolutionary
socialisation has one and only one direction.

1 Ibtd., Vol. 2, p. (120) 121.
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leading to the consolidation of social property
with all the concomitant social and economic
consequences (from changing the aim of pro
duction to changing cultural policy).
When real and formal subsumption of

labour by capital exists side by side (as in
capitalist countries at a medium level of
development, as in Russia in 1917 and in
some Latin American countries today), the
situation is less simple: along with the above-
mentioned direction there is a second one,
where nationalisation is not the eSect but
the premise for the creation of socialist pro
ductive forces. This aim is not necessarily
tackled at once. It takes a certain time before
the formal socialisation of part of the economy
turns into real socialisation through indu
strialisation and cultural development, and
the country becomes a wholly developed
socialist land.

Lastly, if due to a country's backwardness
formal subsumption of labour by capital pre
dominates or, still worse, there are remnants
of pre-capitalist structures not yet integrated
in the system of capitalist economy, socialisa
tion of property by the people's power does
not yet mean that the socialist transforma
tions are complete. On the contrary, this is
when they can only begin to unfold in depth.
Though the visible transitional period, associa
ted with the elimination of private property
and settlement of the issue of who beats whom
in favour of the working people, is over, the
process of socialisation continues. Labour
formally subsumed or not yet subsumed by
capital can be socialised at first only formally.
Due to the weakness and dispersion of the
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production resources working people cannot
use the tangible fruits of socialisation. One
more stage is needed to fill the integument
of socialist property with socialist productive
forces and socialist culture.

2. Socialism as One Whole

In the Soviet Union the victory of socialism
was secured in the latter half of the thirties.
Nearly forty years of heroic labour and
struggle have passed since then. The Soviet
economy of that time and the present-day
economy are based on one and the same type
of production relations and follow the same,
socialist, economic laws. But important new
elements distinguish the present-day economy
from that of the late thirties. Seen from this
angle, the building of developed socialist
society is, in substance, equivalent to achie
ving a high degree of real socialisation of labour.
Its main criteria are the following.
To begin with, a new scale of the national

economy, enormous economic power based on
a diversified industry and large-scale socialist
agriculture, advanced science, a skilled work
force, highly qualified specialists and managers.
Then, the much greater opportunities and

resources, coupled with society's rising de
mands on the economy. One of these new
demands is to devote ever more energy and
funds to work for the wellbeing of the people,
while also ensuring a margin for future econo
mic growth, technically re-equipping pro
duction, and allocating large sums for science
and education.
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The demands on planning, management, and
methods of management are also rising speedily
in view of the rapid scientific-technical revo
lution and the Soviet Union's active involve
ment in the integration of the socialist world
economy.

Studying the current problems of building
communism from the angle of the historical
creative initiative of the masses, the 25th
Congress of the CPSU called attention to the
specific operation of the law of the socialisa
tion of labour in the present-day Soviet
economy.

But does this mean that the process of
socialisation has been completed in all res
pects? Certainly not. The technical, technolo
gical and organisational socialisation of pro
duction is continuing. This is evidenced by
changes and improvements in its specialisa
tion and cooperation. There are new types of
'merged' enterprises belonging to different
forms of socialist property. Not only theoreti
cal research but also daily practice involving
many millions of people shows that the level
of the socialisation of economy continues to
rise in developed socialist society.
The steadily continuing socialisation of

labour is that deep-down process on which
the emergence of communist relations of
production reposes under socialism. Closely
associated with the growing scale of socialist
production, socialisation expresses itself in
the concentration of production, especially
rapid in industry.
The socialisation of labour introduces far-

reaching changes into the agrarian cooperative
sector of the socialist economy. Its develop-
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ment rests on an ever broader use of the
country's general economic potential and the
establishment of various types of associations—
involving either sevei-al kolkhozes, or several
state farms (known as sovkhozes), or both.
This form of organising production expedites
the maturing of socialist property relations
in the countryside.
Of the more palpable tendencies accompany

ing the socialisation of labour and causing
far-reaching changes in a broad range of
social relations and, consequently, in people's
way of life, the following are the most pro
nounced:

—industrialisation, which has reached from
the sphere, of production into the sphere of
everyday life, especially with the new types
of housing, and the broad introduction of
up-to-date domestic appliances on the basis
of the coimtry's sweeping electrification;

—urbanisation, which means a reconstruc
tion of man's environment, of the sphere of
his daily life activity, and the means of
satisfying his needs; the spread of the highest-
grade conveniences of modern living and
splendid facilities for man's leisure. The de
termining influence here was exercised by the
gradual eradication of the antithesis of town
and country, on the one hand, and the radical
ly improved conditions of city life, on the
other;

—internationalisation of the life of society,
based on the common features natural for
socialist society, a society without class or
national antagonisms; these features are taking
ever deeper root with the increasingly inten
sive cooperation within large, medium-sized
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and small multinational collectives, and the
constant friendly exchange of activjty, an
of material and spiritual values, between tn
Soviet nations; . , ,

—integration in the field of social relati
based on the above-mentioned basic tendencies
and expressed in a progressive convergence oi
the working class, the kolkhoz peasantiy an
the people's intelligentsia, and the elimina
tion of the remaining substantial distinctions
between town and country and between manual
and mental labour.

Industrialisation in the above broad sense
was examined by the 25th Congress of the
CPSU in relation to the goal of accelerating
scientific and technical progress. Congress
produced a fundamental and far-reachmg
Marxist-Leninist formula, which related this
process to changes, in social relations.
The present-day scientific-technical revolu

tion offers society unprecedented opportunities
for using science to harness and protect the
forces of nature, and to solve the social pro
blems. In view of the ever greater impact of
industrial development on man's environ
ment, Congress also dealt with the problem
of the socialist use of nature. This proved
possible by virtue of the scientific and techni
cal revolution under way in the Soviet scienti-:
fically organised society that is building
communism, the most humane of all social-
economic systems.

Urbanisation as a social problem was treated
by the 25th Congress in the light of the general
task, set by Lenin, of combining industry
and agriculture through conscious use of
science, and combining collective labour and
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a new resettlement of people with the battle
against the seclusion of village life, its isola
tion from the outside world and against the
concentration of gigantic populations in large
cities. Congress examined the ideological and
political, as well as economic, aspects of the
internationalisation of the life of society. The
economic and social progress of Soviet society
is progress in the Russian Federation, the
Ukraine and Kazakhstan, Byelorussia and
Moldavia, the Central Asian republics, the
Baltic republics, and the republics of Trans
caucasia. The single economy that has taken
shape within the boundaries of the Soviet
Union is a dependable material foundation for
the friendship and cooperation of the nations
living in the USSR.
An examination of social integration in

developed socialist society demonstrates the
present state of class relations and the process
of overcoming the basic class distinctions in
the Soviet Union. Lenin's proposition on the
working class being the main guarantor of
the achievement of a classless society is
coming true in the course of communist con
struction. In the conditions of developed socia
lism this proposition reposes on two mutually
complementary processes.
On the one hand, the finest social-political

and moral features of the working class are
spreading to the kolkhoz peasantry, the
people's intelligentsia, and all sections ̂ of
the working people in step with the unfolding
of the scientific-technical revolution, the buil
ding of the material and technical basis of
communism, the convergence of the two
socialist forms of property—that of the whole
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people and the cooperative form—and the
moulding of the communist attitude to labour
and to the •wealth of society.
On the other hand, serious quantitative and

qualitative changes are taking place within
the working class itself: it has become the
most numerous class in Soviet society, its
educational standards, professional skills, and
political activeness are rising continuously.
The notion of a worker's being someone
engaged in purely manual labour is hopelessly
outdated. Nowadays, not only growth of the
country's material wealth, hut also growth
of its intellectual potential are inconceivable
without the direct participation of the working
class—the leading social force, an active fighter
for scientific and technical progress, and the
subject of massive scientific and technical
initiative. For this reason the alliance of the
working class and the peasantry, which is a
fundamental principle of the socialist system,
has now, in effect, shaped into a close 'alliance
of the scientists, the proletariat and the tech
nologists' that, as Lenin envisaged, has
emerged in socialist conditions.^
These are some of the premises for the im

portant theoretical conclusion of the 25th
Congress of the CPSU concerning the new
historical community, namely, the Soviet
people, which reposes on the indestructible
alliance of the working class, the peasantry
and the intelligentsia with the working class
at their head, and on friendship of all nations

^ See Y. I. Lenin, 'Speech Delivered at the Second
All-Russia Congress of Medical Workers, March 1,
1920', Collected Works, •Vol. 30, p. 402.
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and nationalities of the USSR. This is
how the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union visualises the present stage of the
advance to the social homogeneity of Soviet
society and to the programme aim of social
equality.
Here, attention should be drawn to the

vistas opening for researchers with the in
troduction in Party documents of the concept
of 'the new historical community—the Soviet
people.' Everything that occurred in the
social structure of the Soviet population was,
as a rule, considered in the light of the evolu
tion of relations between the working class,
the kolkhoz peasantry and people's intelli
gentsia, the changes in their quantitative and
qualitative composition, and the processes of
their development and convergence. But there
is this other fruitful approach: analysis of
social processes not from the particular to the
general but vice versa, from the common fea
tures that the Soviet people has already ac
quired as a social and international entity
(for it is in this framework that the classless
society is taking shape) and from the stand
point of extending and consolidating those
of its features that correspond with the finest
qualities of the working class, with its socialist
interests and communist ideals.
This review of the specific features of de

veloped socialism is probably too brief to
produce an exhaustive picture. But we did
not set out to produce an exhaustive picture.
Our review shows—and that is all that it
was intended to show—that the features envis
aged by Marx are surfacing more and more
distinctly in Soviet society. People want to
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know whether developed socialism is ultim
ately destined to coincide in its main features
with Marx's vision or whether progress will
follow some other trajectory? Many people
ask this question, and answer it variously.
From the very beginning, we may recall,

communism was visualised by Marxists-Leni
nists as a classless social system with one type
of ownership of the means of production, that
of the whole people. This prompts the following
theoretical and political question: when, in
the historical framework of which phase, does
society acquire this quality?

Indeed, if socialism can exist only on the
basis of two forms of property and if com
munism is impossible unless there is the
single form of property of the whole people,
how are we to conceive the transition from
the former state of society to the latter?
We seem to have (he choice of either recogni
sing the necessity for bringing together and
merging the two forms of property, for over
coming the distinctions between classes, when
still in the socialist stage (evidently directly
before passing to communism) or of recognising
that these problems are solvable only under
communism.

In the first case we would have to assume
in the socialist phase a stage of complete socia
lisation of the means of production in the
framework of an already classless social struc
ture, while the second allows for a 'commu
nism' with two forms of property and with
division into classes. As a result, at least
two mistakes are made: first, for some reason
we take what is said of socialism in the ideal
'model' of Marx, Engels and Lenin as impos-
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sible even in the final count; second, the
Marxist-Leninist idea of the distinctions bet
ween the higher and lower phases of the
communist social system is considerably dis
torted.

Surely, in the light of the practical and
theoretical experience accumulated so far the
feasibility of the scientific vision of socialism
should be viewed differently now from, say,
15 or 20 years ago. And the judgement may
be based on the example of the Soviet Union
and the other socialist countries seeking to
build developed socialism, on the one hand,
and on the example of the developed capitalist
countries that are economically and cultur
ally best prepared for socialist reconstruc
tion.

The fact that the mass of the people m the
USSR is being intensively integrated with
property in the means of production shows
the direction of progress.
To be sure, this does not mean that the

cooperative form of socialist economy is no
longer relevant or is about to become so.
Due to the rapid growth of the services in
dustry and of its importance in the life of
society it may be necessary to use the group
method of socialist association and, therefore,
to promote rather than roll up the cooperative
sector—not in the countryside as before, but
in the city. Here, however, we are dealing
with agriculture, a definite field of production
in which certain definite and obvious tenden
cies have now come to the fore.

Certain quarters in the West tend to dis
sociate themselves from the 'Soviet model of
socialism, giving preference to some as yet
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Untested 'model' for highly-developed coun
tries. But their disquisitions on nhis score
smack of scholasticism, because their ideal
model' is still in the not very effective draft
ing stage, while in the Soviet Union socialist
society has existed and made visible headway
for dozens of years. Besides, history has al
ready adjusted and 'shaken down' the new
system, so that socialism, when it triumphs
in countries where it will replace economically
developed capitalism, will differ from the
Soviet system in just those points which
Marxist-Leninists do not consider decisive
but which anti-communists seek to portray
as an insuperable watershed.
The practice of developed socialist society

bears out Lenin's thought concerning the
worldwide influence of our example both in
the broad sense of , the impact on other coun
tries of all the basic and many of the second
ary features of the October Revolution and
|in the narrowest sense of the word, taking
international significance to mean the inter
national validity or the historical inevitability
of a repetition, on an international scale, of
what has taken place in our country'.^

If we were to attempt some sort of prognosis
of what will happen in the economically de
veloped capitalist countries following a socia
list revolution, we should assume in the case
at.least of most of them a somewhat different
structure of public property and a somewhat
different social structure from that of the
USSR and the other socialist countries. Where

T r' y,'. '"Left-Wing" Communism—anInfantile Disorder', Collected Works, Vol. 31, p. 21.
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in the structure of capitalist society the peas
antry has been reduced to the minimum and
the class of small producers consists of arti
sans and workers of the services industry and
distributive sphere, we may expect the cooper
ative type of socialist property to figure for
a more or less considerable period in mainly
the so-called non-productive sphere.

Since socialisation on a countrywide scale
will from the start be of a broader nature

than in countries that set out on the road to
socialism from medium-level or only slightly
developed capitalism, or even from the pre
capitalist stage, it is safe to assume a greater
degree of similarity to Marx's blueprint. On
the other hand, since the cooperative form
of property will encompass a fairly large
mass of service workers, which in some coun
tries surpasses the productive work force,
they will face a problem much like the
one facing those socialist countries that
have a considerable cooperative sector. In
any case, there will for a long time still be
empirical material to which those q^uestion-
ing the Marxian 'model' of socialism will be
able to refer. But life and socialisation are
sure to come into their own in the long
run.

Some people draw a line between Lenin's
vision of socialism and tliat of Marx and
Engels. They claim that Lenin devoted in
comparably more attention than his great
predecessors to the problems of economic
policy in the era of proletarian dictatorship.
They seize on the fact—and this does, indeed,
strike the eye—that socialism is much more
dependent than visualised in theory on cate-
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gories such as commodity, value, price, money,
and so on, to service its planned economy.
But as we have endeavoured to show (in
chapter 2), Marx's vision was wholly realistic,
considering that he had no other material to
go by save his own anticipation. To understand
Marx better, we ought to recall that, as he
saw it, commodity-value categories lose their
essential meaning for society and do not reflect
the qualitative side of economic and other
social relations after capitalist private pro
perty and the commodity nature of labour
power, the culmination point in the historical
development of commodity production, are
finally abolished. Whether they survive in
the above sense or are replaced by more effec
tive instruments of commercial responsibility
and economic stimulation (many Socialists
thought, for example, that they would be
replaced by work -hours, and the like) must
have seemed irrelevant from the summits of
Marx's methodology. Nor could it seem other
wise. Marx was interested in the historically
conditioned content of the matter, not in
the economic organisational aspect. As for
Lenin, he added to the former conception
and filled out Marxism with a doctrine on
the latter.

The fact that Lenin is recognised a faithful
follower of the Marxian concept of socialism
does not detract from his own contribution
to ■ scientific communism. If there are dis
crepancies, these are just that Marx and Engels
were masters of scientific prognosis and theo
rists of a consummated socialist society (in
the philosophical sense, that is, one which
in the process of consummation acquired all
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the essential features possible in the frame
work of one quality). To Lenin, on the other
hand, it fell to develop and, by virtue of
varied experience, put the finishing touches
to the 'model' of the future created by Marx
and Engels, to work out the theory of emerging
socialism—notably the political economy ̂ of
the transitional period, the economic policy
of the proletarian dictatorship, the teaching
on the functioning and development of the
socialist social system, and the fundamentals
of running it.
The need for strict continuity in the develop

ment of Marxism-Leninism is no more dogma
tic than the conclusions drawn by Lenin are
a revision of Marxian propositions. Simply,
the frontiers of the epoch in which scientific
communism is being applied have widened.
This does not lessen the heuristic value for
the future of Marx's analysis of capitalism
or his vision of socialism. They are still a
dependable antidote for the methodologically
impotent attempts condemned by Lenin at
obfuscating the political-economic and social-
political content of the issue with hundreds of
technical details.

Socialism is incomplete communism. But
like the first phase of the new social system it
has not so far taken on mature forms in all
spheres and has nowhere yet come to the
wholly complete and consummate state when
it 'sublates' itself and becomes communism.
Attempts at raising some stage of it to an
absolute are incompatible with the dialectical
and historical materialist method, and hem
in the potential of theoretical search and the
horizons of practical activity. And they are
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especially unacceptable if they contrast has
tily generalised practice, practice limited by
nation-state frameworks, over a relatively
short term, to scientific anticipation (often
poorly studied and inaccurately interpreted)
of the basic features of the new society, as
outlined in the works of Marx, Engels and
Lenin. To 'finalise' the classical prognoses
there must be immaculately justified grounds,
lest the result leads to an unjustified replace
ment of the many-coloured spectrum with
just the two or three colours of a national
flag, whereupon the hasty conclusions will
later have to be dropped all the same.

Socialism as such (after its complete victory,
of course- that is, after the transitional period
is over) is a long stage in the process of the
new society's final transformation into com
munist society. Tt does not claim, nor can
claim, to be an independent social-economic
system, because both scientifically and in
practice it is but a phase in which social re
lations and forms of consciousness accumulated
by mankind in its pre-history are overcome,
abolished, or transformed—a phase in which
the sprouts of a conscious historical way of
life, a fundamentally new organisation of
human community and culture—communism,
communist civilisation—are systematically
and deliberately cultivated.
Study of the highly diverse 60 years of

experience of socialist and communist con
struction in the Soviet Union offers extensive
opportunities for both a retrospective and
prognostic vision of history. The important
point hore is that th© Soviet Union has covered
the greatest distance so far on the road to the
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end goal of the working class. Among other
things, this justifies use of the Soviet example
in attempting to divide the first phase of com
munism into periods. Assuming, as we have
said before, that the stage of socialist develop
ment can follow the lines drawn by Marx,
these periods could be the following.
1. First of all, there is the period of transi

tion from capitalism to socialism, a period in
history whose economic content is to consolid
ate socialist forms of economy and the corres
ponding social pattern in society, and whose
political content is dictatorship of the prole
tariat. The necessary juridical socialisation
acquires ever greater economic and social
content during this period as the material
and technical basis corresponding to socialism
(if society did not have it before) is being
built. This may take longer than just the
transitional period if building the material
and technical basis of socialism takes longer
than nationalisation and cooperation of pro
duction.

2. The transitional period and the full victory
of socialism is followed by a period in which
the new social-economic forms are consolida
ted, the productive forces are brought up to
date and other-problems are solved, securing
socialisation in fact. Socialism proves its
superiority over capitalism in the given coun
try by securing a higher level of labour pro
ductivity than that before the revolution.^
A non-antagonistic social structure takes sha-

^ The pre-revolutionary productivity of labour was
not surpassed in the Soviet Union until the early
half of the thirties.
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pe, consisting of friendly classes, strata and
gx'oups of a socialist nature.
3. Developed socialism, which continues so

cialisation in breadth and depth, eliminates
its formal elements and leads in its final stage
to a communist structure of property and a
corresponding social structure; organic fusion
of the achievements of the scientific-technical
revolution and the socialist economic system
serves as its techno-economic foundation. As
a definite period of history it breaks down
into two less protracted stages:
a) the stage of the convergence of the two

forms of socialist property, their fusion under
the impact of the rising material and technical
basis of communism, coinciding with the
intensive eradication of class distinctions
which, nevertheless, are still substantial;
b) the stage when socialist property of the

whole people becomes all-embracing and so
ciety becomes classless, i.e., 'when there is
no distinction between the members of society
as regards their relation to the social means
of production'^; this does not yet, however,
signify final transformation into a socially
homogeneous society.

Judging by the rate of the transformations
now under way, these aims will take a relati
vely shorter time than achieving complete
socml homogeneity as a precondition of com
munist equality.
This is because, judging from the current

pace, the above transformations will take
less time to complete than to overcome the

^ Lenin, 'The State and Revolution', Collected
Works, Vol. 25, p. 462.
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remnants of the old division of labour into
menial and physical, creative and reproduc
tive (meclianical), organisational and execu
tive. Yet this, according to Marx, Engels and
Lenin, is a crucial watershed between the
first and second phases of communism.

'Politically, the distinction between the
first, or lower, and the higher phase of com
munism will in time, probably, be tremen
dous,' Lenin wrote shortly before the October
Revolution. 'But it would be ridiculous to
recognise this distinction now, under capita
lism, and only individual anarchists, per
haps, could invest it with primary import
ance....'^ Nowadays, however, in the conditions
of developed socialism, it is a sign of a truly
serious attitude to the problems of building
communism to examine the tremendous poli
tical difference between the first and second
phases of communism.

It was no accident that Lenin referred to
political distinctions. During the gradual pas
sage to the second phase of communism, it
is the very basis and source of politics—the
class structure of society—that undergoes
radical change. Functions that had earlier
been political are inherited by a system of
administration that still retains the character
istics of a state but expresses interests of the
working class that have become the interests
of the whole people; it still needs a specialised
full-time administrative stafi but gradually
acquires features of self-administration by
the whole people.

1 Ibid., p. 470.
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The difference in quality between-socialism
and communism chiefly concerns labour rela
tions and relations of distribution. Commu
nism is impossible until there is an abundance
of material and cultural goods meeting the
diverse needs of harmoniously developed indi
viduals. It is also impossible until the mass
of the people is ready to work irrespective of
earnings, that is, until labour becomes a
prime need of the spirit for the majority and
until they learn to regulate all their other
needs sensibly. These problems are politically
important because they are decisive for con
trol over the measmre of labour and the mea
sure of consumption—the chief function of the
socialist state—and because the introduction
of communist distribution according to need
also depends on them, meaning the end of the
socialist phase and the beginning of the higher
phase of communism.

It is said sometimes that Marx and Engels
visualised communism as a system organised
practically on identical lines in both phases.
But this is a misconception. The organisation
of production based on state enterprises and
cooperatives and the organisation of produc
tion based exclusively on ownership of the
means of production by the whole people
cannot be identical; the organisation of an
economy based on distribution according to
labour and thus requiring control over the
measure of labour and the measure of con
sumption and of an economy based on distrib
ution according to need and no longer needing
such control cannot be identical; a state
economy (under socialism) and an economy
without a state, a self-managing economy
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that will evolve under communism (once the
danger of outside capitalist restoration is
lifted) cannot be identical.
The passage from the first type of organisa

tion to the second requires, among other
material and productive conditions, a mani
fold increase of the intellectual and creative
content of the labour of the bulk of the pro
ductive work force and also requires, with the
growth of large-scale industry, that 'the crea
tion of true wealth', to quote Marx, should be
'less dependent on working time and on the
quantity of expended labour than on the
power of those agents which are set in motion
during the working time and which them
selves, inturn.(their powerful effectiveness), do
not correspond to the direct working time
needed for making them, and rather depend
on the general level of science and the progress
of technology or on the use of this science in
production.'^
The myth about the identical organisation

of socialism and communism collapses when
you look at the problem of social equality.
Socialism is a still imperfect communist
society 'which is compelled to abolish at first
only the "injustice" of the means of produc
tion seized by individuals, and which is
unable at once to eliminate the other injustice,
which consist in the distribution of consumer
goods "according to the amount of labour per
formed" (and not according to needs).''' 'And
so,' Lenin wrote, 'in the first phase of com
munist society (usually called socialism)

' Karl Marx, Grundrisse..., Op. cit., p. 592.
® V. I. Lenin, 'The State and Revolution', Col

lected Works, Vol. 25, p. 466.
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"bourgeois right" is not abolished in its entir
ety, but only in part, only in proportion to
the economic revolution so far attained, i.e.,
only in respect of the means of production. ̂
Certainly, this 'extent' is not constant. The
consolidation of socialism and the emergence
of communist social relations extend these
limits. The historical qualitative leap pre
pared by all preceding growth leads to the
repeal of the above-mentioned legal regulators
also in relation to objects oj consumption.
This is only a different way of expressing the
passage to communism which, due to the
above-mentioned change, must be organised
in an essentially different way than socialism.
Any feature distinguishing socialism from

communism' that we may take, is also asso
ciated with human nature, the qualities of
the mass of the people that, being qualities
precisely oj the mass, are an objective factor
of development. The Central Committee report
to the 24th Congress of the CPSU stressed:
'A great project—the building of communism—
cannot be advanced without the harmonioiis
development of man himself. Communism is
inconceivable without a high level of culture,
education, sense of civic duty and inner ma
turity of people just as it is inconceivable
without the appropriate material and tech
nical basis.
This basis can play its historical role only

as part of the communist productive forces,
the main one of which is man. How the emer-

1 Ibid, p. 467.
® 24th Congress of the CPSU, Documents, Moscow,

1971, p. 100.
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material conditions of communism will
^Unction' depends on the extent to which
'hey are oriented on the progress of commu-

Moulding man with a scientific, Mar
xist-Leninist, world outlook and skills of
administering the affairs of society, with a
high level of general and professional culture,
^ highly developed need for creative labour
®*id the ability to use the benefits of socialism
^Qd communism sensibly, is a proposition that
^ill take many years. The way this propo
sition is handled by different generations of
builders of the new society has some specific
features. Yet all generations must effectively
meet one requirement: the individual has less
^ud less grounds to regard himself a passive
product of circumstances, and his development

be rationally understood only in the
light of revolutionary practice, namely, as a
Coinciding change in circumstances and in
human activity.

Socialism as the first phase of communism is
the beginning of a truly collective life of
iiations. The objective grounds for this are:

—technics, technology, and modern ma
chine production, which predetermine joint
unintermittent and intensive labour of large
masses of people;

—collective, social appropriation of the
means, objects, and products of labour, coup
led with determination of the contribution of
each worker to the sum of material and spiri
tual goods in direct relation to- the quantity
and quality of the work done by each;

—practice of the principles of the socialist
way of life first of all by the working class,
the motivated mass bearer of collectivist
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principles, labour ethics and the spirit of
collective cooperation.
Of course, socialist society has not yet

fully uprooted remnants of individualism.
They surface quite visibly from time to time.
But this does not alter the essence of socialism
as a truly, collectivist system which secures
this essential property in the entire system of
social relations and institutions, the type of
culture, and the standards of morality and
law.

The Communist Party concentrates atten
tion on the economic indicators of the maturity
of socialism, both the initial and the basic.
But it does not confine itself to just this. It
is impossible to judge more or less conclusively
about a developed social system by just one
factor, however important it may be. Because
it is a system. The other signs of socialism's
maturity, apart from the economic ones, must
also be analysed.
These days most Soviet sociologists consider

fruitful, though needing much additional re
search, the way shown by Marx in reference to
the formation of any new social system. 'It
must be remembered,' he wrote, 'that the
new productive forces and relations of pro
duction do not develop out of nothing, not
out of the air or the womb of any self-assumed
idea; they develop inside and in conflict with
the existing development of production. and
the inherited, traditional property relations.'^
This determines the link of the new system
with the past, the elements of continuity, and
the negation of the past.

^ Karl Marx, Grundrisse..., Op. cit., p. 189,
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Marx continues: 'If in a consummated bour
geois system every economic relation presup
poses another in a bourgeois economic form
and thus every proposition is also a premise,
then this is the case with every organic system.
This organic system itself as a totality has
its preconditions, and its development towards
totality consists precisely in subordinating
all elements of society or in creating organs
that are still missing. In this way, in the
course of historical development, the system
turns into a totality. The emergence of this
totality is a moment of its process, of its
development.'
These propositions are evidently also appli

cable to socialism. After its full victory and,
consequently, its growth into an 'organic'
social system, each socialist social-economic
relation presupposes (to an increasing degree)
other relations and is their precondition, while
simultaneously flowing out of them as its
own precondition. The socialist system, too,
tends to become a definite qualitative totality,
subordinating to its principles and norms
different spheres of social life one after the
other, and forcing out all kinds of recurrences
of the proprietary system, all kinds of alien
social phenomena.

Socialism's organic social system growing
into a totality, the core of which is an in
fact socialised economy, is increasingly mar
ked by a natural mutual correspondence be
tween its parts and elements, which gradually
spreads to a wide spectrum of relations of
production—technical and technological, admi-

1 Ibid.
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nistrative and economic—and in general to
the whole set of social relations—relations of
production, socio-political and ethico-legal,
material and ideological relations. The stage
when the system becomes a totality is the
stage of developed socialism. At this stage
all elements of society's way of life are already
converted to collectivist principles and the
homogeneity of 'direct' and 'reverse' links
is already apparent.
'Developed socialism...,' L. I. Brezhnev said

in his report on the draft Constitution of the
USSR and the results of its countrywide dis
cussion, is 'that stage of maturity of the new
society at which the structuring of the entire
system of social relations on the collectivist
principles intrinsic to socialism is being com
pleted. Hence the full scope for the operation
of the laws of socialism, for bringing to the
fore its advantages in all spheres of the life
of society. Hence the organic integrity and
dynamic force of the social system, its poli
tical stability, its indestructible inner unity.
Hence the drawing ever closer together of
all classes and social groups, all the nations
and nationalities, and the formation of a
historically new social and international com
munity, the Soviet people. Hence the emerg
ence of a new, socialist culture, the establish
ment of a new, socialist way of life.'^
The gravitation towards integrity, while

wholly in harmony with the law of the socia
lisation of labour and production, also im-

^ L. I. Brezhnev, On the Draft Constitution {Funda
mental Law) of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the Results of the Nationwide Discussion of the
Draft, Moscow, 1977, p. 25.
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plies headway, on the basis of the industriali
sation of all economic branches, of the con
vergence processes of the cooperative pro
perty form and property of the whole people,
of culture and life in town and country, estab
lishment of an identical relation to the means
of production of workers, peasants and the
intelligentsia, and a gradual eradication of
social distinctions between classes and be
tween mental and manual labour. Those are
the socially-based premises. This accords with
socialism's growth in its developed stage
into a totality, with the growth of socialist
democracy and the workers' state into demo
cracy and the slate of the whole people an
important step closer to future communist
public self-administration.
A substantial role in the development of

socialist social relations is played by the
consciousness in general, and state legislation
in particular. Legislation stimulates the pro
cesses of knowing existing social relations,
on the one hand, and, on the other, helps
improve them by making some of them a
standard sanctioned by state and people.
Now, after the new USSR Constitution has
entered into force, a political, juridical and
methodological foundation has been secured
for the further elaboration of Soviet legisla-
tion.

The active codification of socialist social
relations and of many norms of morality
and the way of life shows that they are gra
dually approaching maturity. The now emer
ging single system of legislative acts proves
the integrity of developed socialist society,
which the 25th Congress of the CPSU described
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as gradually growing into communist society.
The development of socialism is accompa

nied with the gradual surfacing and growth
of its advantages over the proprietary system.
The striving of the socialist nations to sur
pass capitalism in all economic and cultural
areas is natural and necessary, and the suc
cesses achieved are apparent: the rates of
long-term economic growth are high and
stable, there is stable employment, the stan
dard of living is rising steadily and according
to plan, the mass of the people have unim
peded access to spiritual values, and are
guaranteed personal rights and freedoms, which
are fully reflected in the new Soviet Consti
tution. Even with the so far relatively lower
productive potential, the socialist system is
able to afford cum,ulatively more material
and spiritual goods to the working people
than capitalism, and better social opportuni
ties and prospects. The rising quantitative
results and the competition in raising the
quality of consumer goods, however, must not
obscure the main thing: the characteristic
content of the socialist way of life, its social-
psychological climate, the synthetic conception
of the conditions of work and life, of man's
inner world and his relations with other people,
which under capitalism breed pessimism and
under socialism, on the contrary, produce
social optimism.
Take the abolition of exploitation of man

by man in socialist countries. Its tremendous
beneficial effect on the creative and moral
qualities of the citizens of the new society is
incontestable. They know nothing of the
dispiriting and crippling effects of economic,
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political and national oppression and discri
mination which are an inescapable elements
of life in exploiting societies.
The relatively prosperous sections of working

people in the industrialised capitalist coun
tries pay a high price for their material well-
being. Only partly can it be expressed in
terms of money; neither can the social stress
and chronic social-cultural underconsumption be
defined in terms of quantity. The bourgeoisie
would like nothing better than to conceal this,
because paying the bill in full would spell
bankruptcy for it. Precisely this is what Gus
Hall had in mind when he said at the 24th
Congress of the CPSU that 'what is placed
on the scales now is the overall quality of
life. Standards of physical comforts remain
very important in determining the quality
of life, but the yardstick is much broader
now. It includes the total spectrum of human
values, the order of priorities, dictated by the
inherent laws of each system. It includes the
moral cultural and philosophical concepts
nurtured by each system. Many of the new
components that add up to a quality of life
cannot be measured by charts.'^ It is in this
broad and solely correct comparison of the
two systems that socialism—as an integrity—
demonstrates and will ever more convincingly
demonstrate its unquestionable advantages.
In abstract terms, any human community—

be it society as a whole, a generation, a nation,
or a class—has productive capacity, i.e., a
definite sum-total of means and objects of

Our Friends Speak. Greetings to the 24th CPSU
Congress, Moscow, 1971, pp. 344-45.
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labour, skills and habits, power capacities,
and the like, on the one hand, and a historical
ly conditioned consumer capacity, on the other.
It is typical of exploiting antagonistic class
society to place these capacities at different
poles and to allocate the productive duties
mainly to the have-nots, and the opportunities
of using consumer benefits mainly to the
owners of the means of production. This
establishes the measure of needs imposed on
the oppressed class by the norms and forms
of consumption suiting the interests of the
exploiters—at first ascetically primitive, then
programed by omnipresent advertising, while
the dominant class is given unrestricted scope
for luxury and new, refined types of enjoy
ment. Marx wrote that 'the enjoyments them
selves are indeed nothing but social enjoy
ments, relations, connections.'^
Socialism as the social system of the work

ing people abolishes this contradiction inas
much as it abolishes exploitation in general.
But this does not mean that the problem of
needs loses urgency. On the contrary, now
everybody gains the opportunity to satisfy
them in keeping with the capacity of social
production and the personal creative contri
bution to the common labour of the associa
tion. Now it is this contribution that deter
mines personal wellbeing and worth. Again,
we see the principle of the totality of the
organic social system, which concerns all
social phenomena and processes that must
ultimately be coordinated and aligned with

K. Marx, 'Wages'. In: Karl Marx, Frederick
Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 6, p. 422.
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one another. This is why the interests and
needs arc measured differently than under
capitalism.
In the now society full scope is given to

the law of heightening needs discovered by
Lenin, according to which the spectrum of
intellectual, socio-cultural and creative needs
expands relative to the satisfaction of sensibly
comprehended 'needs of existence'. In the
final analysis, this is the law that makes the
need for meaningful and socially useful labour
a prime and vital need of the individual.
Which means that for the new man labour
acquires the social property of a use value.
Socialism has borne out Marx's prediction

that the negation of the negation, such as the
socialist revolution, 'does not re-establish
private property for the producer, but gives
him individual property based on the acqui
sitions of the capitalist era; i.e., on co-opera
tion and the possession in common of the
land and of the means of production'.^ The
nature of socialism is hostile to acquisitiveness,
to the lust for personal comfort, and to living
beyond one's means. That there still are
individuals who, besides socialist sources of
income (i.e., distribution according to labour),
also have 'extra' earnings from profiteering,
deceiving customers, filling private orders
with state-owned machinery, from bribes,
and the like—all this is, as a rule, the con
sequence of sometimes insufficiently effective
ideological and educational work, on the
one hand, and of poor public control, admi
nistrative oversight, and neglect of law-

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 715.
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enforcement agencies, on the other. Still, in
the conditions of developed socialism things
must be so arranged as to make the formation
of personal property completely and forever
independent of non-socialist forms of income.
All channels through which these things
occur must be put under control and locked,
and so secure the high density of socialist
social relations without whicJi communism
is inconceivable.



Chapter VI

SOCIALISM IN THE SOCIAL-POLITICAL

CONTEXT OF THE TRANSITIONAL EPOCH

1. Modern Forms of the Realm of Freedom

Until recently Marxist literature did not
often call attention to the distinction between
societies in the act of transition from capita
lism to socialism and societies that have
already passed the transitional stage. Both
were called socialist, which was sooner a
political description that defined their aim
but not their current state. The importance
of the latter point, however, was brought
home by the problems that arose in the six
ties in the search of an optimum combination
of the general, internationalist interests of
the socialist world with the specific interests
of the separate countries that were part of it.
If we want to resolve these problems we can
not visualise the past, present and future in
a  'monotonous grey' and cannot afiord any
dogmatic canonisation of forms of organisa
tion anywhere.^

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'A Caricature ol Marxism and
Imperialist Economism', Collected Works, Vol, 23,
p. 70.
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The fraternal parties that have taken the
responsibility of guiding the construction of
the new society, naturally benefit from one
another's experience and cannot fulfil their
mission unless they verify their own progress
with that of the Soviet Union and tlie other
socialist countries. But far from eliminating,
this only accentuates the need for comparing
all the concrete-historical societies building
socialism with one another and with the theo
retical vision of the new system in the works
of Marx, Engels and Lenin. This brings us
to what L. I. Brezhnev said during his visit
to Yugoslavia in 1971: "We as Communists-
Marxists know well that there are definite
general laws of socialist construction and
general fundamental features and attributes
of socialism without which no socialism at
all is possible. As for the choice of concrete
forms of organisation of social life this is the
internal affair of every Communist Party,
every people...
'We are against counterposing to one another

the practice of socialist construction in differ
ent countries and even more so against any
one imposing his concrete methods of develop
ment on others.

'For us Communists, Marxists-Leninists,
what is fundamental is that our countries

belong to one socio-economic formation. And
this, comrades, is in the final count, the most
important thing.
The question of socialism's single essence

and the inevitable diversity of its forms of

^ L. I. Brezhnev, Following Lenin"s Course. Speeches
and Articles. Moscow, 1972 p. 485.
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emergence is not novel. It was dealt with,
to suit the times, in the Programme of the
Communist International.^ Which said; 'The in
ternational proletarian revolution represents
a combination of processes which vary in
the time and character: purely proletarian
revolutions; revolutions of a bourgeois-de
mocratic type which grow into proletarian
revolutions; wars for national liberation; colo
nial revolutions. The world dictatorship of the
proletariat comes only as the final result of
the revolutionary process.
'The uneven development of capitalism,

which became more accentuated in the period
of imperialism, has given rise to a variety of
types of capitalism, to difierent stages of
ripeness of capitalism in different countries,
and to a variety of specific conditions of the
revolutionary process. These circumstances
make it historically inevitable tbat the prole
tariat will come to power by many different
ways and degrees of rapidity, that a number of
countries must pass through certain transition
stages leading to the dictatorship of the
proletariat and must adopt varied forms of
socialist construction.''^

Accordingly, all countries were divided into
three main types: a) countries of highly devel
oped capitalism, b) countries with a medium
development of capitalism, and c) colonial
and semi-colonial countries. The countries ip

^ The Communist International was an interna
tional revolutionary proletarian organisation of the
communist parties of different countries. Founded
in 1919, it was dissolved in 1943.

® Programme of the Communist International, Mos
cow, 1932, pp. 41-42.
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which socialist revolutions took place at
difiereut times belonged to different types
(in the context of their pre-revolutionary
classification): Czechoslovakia and Germany
to the first type, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland,
Rumania, Russia, and Yugoslavia to the
second type, and Albania, China, Cuba, Korea,
Laos, Mongolia and Vietnam to the third.
The incorporation of these countries (or parts
of them) to the socialist world system changed
the whole picture radically: the law of the
uneven economic and social-political develop
ment operating in the capitalist world system
in the imperialist epoch gave place to the
law of levelling the development of all aspects
of social life, the operation of which is im
mediately connected with the principle of
proletarian internationalism.
Applying the, same concrete historical ap

proach in the new stage of the passage from
capitalism to socialism on a world scale, the
CPSU says in its Programme: 'The fact that
socialist revolution took place at different
times and that the economic and cultural
levels of the countries concerned are dissimi
lar, predetermined the non-simultaneous com
pletion of socialist construction in those
countries and their non-simultaneous entry
into the period of the full-scale construction
of communism.'^
In the Soviet Union, the world's first socia

list country, a developed socialist society has
already been built. The Soviet people con
tinue to consolidate and to improve all ele
ments of the new system and are making

* The Road to Communism, p. 512.
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good headway in laying the material and
technical basis of communism. The problems
of developed socialism in the current period
amount in many ways to securing a ̂ marginal
reserve' in building communism, which, indeed,
conforms with the following important item
in the Programme of the Communist Party:
'The CPSU being a party of scientihc com
munism, proposes and fulfils the tasks of
communist construction in step with the
preparation and maturing of the material
and spiritual prerequisites, considering that
it would be wrong to jump over necessary
stages of development, and that it would be
equally wrong to halt at an achieved level
and thus check progress.''-
And this is not the only example. 'The

1960s will occupy a special place in the history
of world socialism,' L. I. Brezhnev said at
the International Meeting of Communist and
Workers' Parties in 1969. 'It is in this decade
that many fraternal countries have completed
the foundation of socialism and proceeded to
the building of developed socialist society.
As it matures, the socialist system more and
more fully reveals the advantages of its
economic, social and political organisation
and its genuine, intrinsic democracy.'®
The common features of these countries

are: a highly developed industrial, scientific
and technical potential which enables them
to fruitfully resolve the problems of the cur
rent scientific and technical revolution in the

' The Road to Communism, p. 512.
® L. I. Brezlinov, The CPSU in the Struggle

for Unity of All Revolutionary and Peace Forces,
Moscow, 1975, p. 60.
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setting of the socialisation of the basic meahj
of production in industry and agriculture.
These countries tend to gravitate more and
more towards socialist international economic
integration, whereby they are laying the
foundation for the future communist world
economy.

How do the ruling parties in this segment
of the socialist world system visualise the
current period?

Bulgarian Communist Party. Todor Zhiv-
kov's report to the 11th Congress of the BOP
(March-April 1976): 'The period until 1990
will be one of new, far-reaching qualitative
and quantitative changes in all spheres of
our social development. These changes will
gradually lead to the completion of the mate
rial and technical basis of socialism, to a
further improvement of social relations, to
a many-sided development of the individual.
In general terms, the People's Republic of
Bulgaria will become a country of mature
socialism, which is the highest and last stage
of socialism's development as the first phase
of the communist social-economic system.'
Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party. Janos

Kadar's report to the 11th Congress of the
HSWP (March 1975): 'As the vanguard of the
working class and the guiding force of society,
our party bears the obligation, while keeping
in sight the affairs of the present day, to show
the way to the future. The draft of the Pro
gramme Statement submitted by the Central
Committee contains the long-terms aims, the
tasks whose fulfilment in the coming 15-
20 years will serve the further development
of our socialist society, the wellbeing of our
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people, and the further advancement of our
motherland.

'By fulfilling the tasks set in our Party s
new Programme Statement, by building de
veloped socialist society, we will come closer
to our final goal, communism.'

Socialist Unity Party of Germany. Erich
Honecker's report to the 9th Congress of the
SUPG (May 1976): 'Leaning on what we have
already achieved, our 9th Party Congress is
setting new and bigger tasks. The Socialist
Unity Party of Gonnany is setting the goal
of continuing the construction of developed
socialist society in the German Democratic
Bepublic and thus creating the basic premises
for a gradual passage to communism. In short,
we are tackling the tasks of the present day
at a higher level of development and turning
our eyes to the future, to our great goal, com
munist society.'
Party of Labour of Korea. Kim II Sung s

Teport to the 5th Congress of the PLK (Novem
ber 1970): 'Having fulfilled the historic task
of industrialisation, our country has become
a socialist industrial state.... At present, our
Party and people face the urgent task of secur
ing a further consolidation and growth of
the socialist system in the People's Democra
tic Republic of Korea on the basis of successes
already achieved in the revolution and in
construction, and thereby bring closer the
final victory of socialism.'

Polidi United Workers' Party. Edward Gi^
rek's report to the 7th Congress of the PUWP
(December 1975): 'Our motherland, people s
Poland, is entering a new, higher stage of
socialist development, the stage of building
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developed socialist society. This is opening
• D horizons....Building developed socialist society is a

programnie for a whole generation in terms
of both the magnitude cf the effort and the
depth of the transformations.'
Romanian Communist Partxj. Nicolae Ceau-

^scu s report to the Hth Congress of the RCP
(November 1974): 'Our further activity will
be based on the Party Programme, which
gives the theoretical grounds for, and illumi
nates the ways of our practical activity direct
ed to building a fully developed socialist
society and to furthering Romania's advance
to communism.

Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. Gustav
Husak s report to the 15th Congress of the

1976): 'In the coming period
we will Mntinue building developed socialist
society. This means, therefore, that we will
continue the line of the 14th Congress, but
already in the present internal and interna
tional conditions and at a higher level.'

Needless to stress the fundamental resem
blance of me tasks facing the various parties
My more than to set out the specific conditions
in which they work. The latter would be more
justified in relation to parties that cannot for
various, primarily objective, reasons as yet
set the goal of building communism or develo
ped socialist society. There is a rigid logic to
this. The socialist phase has its degrees of
maturing, which depend on the level of the
productive forces, improvements in the rela
tions of production, and the concrete historical
situation.

Take the facts. The postrevolution develop-
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ment of such countries as Albania, China, Cuba,
Laos, Mongolia and Vietnam was greatly
complicated because they started at a low
base line. Besides, in the years of the people s
democratic system in these countries (exclu-
ding Mongolia), the situation was aggravated
by extraordinary circumstances that are still,
in some of them, impeding a normal solution
of the tasks of construction. This applies to
the military-bureaucratic deformations and
harmful self-isolation from the socialist world
in Albania and China, and in the case of the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam., Laos and
Cuba to the consequences of US imperialist
aggression and blockade which Peking s
aggressive policy prevents the first two listed
countries from rectifying. Inconapleteness of
the material and technical basis consonant
with the socialist system^ and, at the same
time a more or less intensive resolution of the
problems of the transitional period —these are
their distinctive features. While still c(^-
pelled to devote tremendous eSorts to mrther
industrialisation, they have already begun,
more or less distinctly, to acquire some of
the features of societies where socialism has
already been built.
What are the features that could come

under this head? According to L. I. Brezhnev,
they are 'the power of the working people
with the vanguard role excercised by the
working class and the leadership of social
development provided by the Marxist-Leninist
party; public ownership of the means of
production and, on its basis, the planned de
velopment of the national econonay on the
highest technological level for the benefit
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of the whole people; the implementation of
the principle "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his work"; the
education of the whole people in the spirit
of the ideology of scientific communism, in
the spirit of friendship with the peoples of the
fraternal socialist countries and the working
people of the whole world: and lastly a foreign
policy founded on the principles of proleta
rian, socialist internationalism.*^
The development of these features is not

autoniatic. It begins from the moment of the
socialist revolution (or in the socialist stage
of the people's democratic revolution) and the
establishment of people's power (one or another
form of working-class dictatorship), and varies
in intensity from period to period. Apart from
the objective factors that complicate matters,
success depends in many ways on the class-
oriented consistency, fidelity to principle,
scientific approach and political flexibility
of the ruling Marxist-Leninist parties, and
their fidelity to proletarian internationalism.
Conversely, neglect of these requirements may
retard or stop socialist progress in some spheres
of society, disorganise it and, worse still,
reverse the course. This may call in question
the very survival of some of the features of
the already constructed socialism. Take the
tendencies witnessed in the People's Republic
of China since the late fifties. If these tenden
cies are not stopped before it is too late, they
will gravely endanger the new system as a
whole.

"  1 L. I. Brezhnev, The CRSU in Struggle for Unity
of All Revolutionary and Peace Forces, Moscow, 1975,
p. 177. '
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The Mongolian People's Republic offers
a graphic example of how socialist construc
tion may proceed in these countries, given rela
tively favourable internal and external condi
tions.
The 15th Congress of the Mongolian People's.

Revolutionary Party (June 1966) recorded:
the fact that 'the historic transition from feu
dalism to socialist society was a triumph for-
the Party's general line of taking the country
to socialism bypassing capitalism'.
The next, 16th Congress (June 1971) notedl

that, having built the foundations of socialism,,
the Mongolian People's Republic entered ai
new stage of development in the early sixties—
the stage in,which it will complete fashioning:
the material and technical basis of socialism..
This takes much time and much constructive;
©Sort. To complete the building of socialism.
a country goes through a whole historical peri
od of development and a number of stages of
economic growth. The initial stage, as pointed!
out in the Programme of the Mongoliani
People's Revolutionary Party, consists in-,
turning Mongolia into an industrial-agra
rian country in the close future, with a ra
tional structure of extractive and processing
industries and a correct, effective combina
tion of the main branches of socialist eco
nomy.

Socialist construction in Poland has some
distinctive features. In the past 30 years the
growth dynamics there was among the highest.
The Polish economy, which had formerly been
agrarian and pre-industrial, has already passed
the first phasd of industrialisation. The country
is approaching the level of the highly indus-v
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trialised states, and is doubling production on
average every eight years. The country is
already ahle, by virtue of its economic, scien
tific, technical and cultural potential, to
begin shaping developed socialist society.
On the other hand, however, it is still also
dealing with problems of the transitional
period from capitalism to socialism.
The fact that the main social stratum in the

countryside consists of middle peasants is of
no small importance for a clear picture of
economic and social relations in the Polish
People's Republic. What is the policy of the
Polish United Workers' Party towards this
social group? They have been integrated in
the general economic system of socialist plan
ning and are associated with it intimately
through annual and longer-term contracts,
the marketing system, and the system of
supply. New elements of socialist relations
are being introduced into the life of the
countryside through the development of ties
with socialist industry, modernisation of the
material and technical basis, and expanding
cooperation.
The agricultural development programme

adopted by its 15th Central Committee Ple
num (October 1974) is regarded by the Polish
United Workers' Party as an important ele
ment in the drive to make Poland a land of
developed socialism. Edward Gierek stressed
at the Plenum that the Party supports pro
ducer cooperation and joint forms of crop
and animal husbandry. In due course Poland
will have a highly productive socialist agri
culture supplying the nation with the requisite
amount of food and ensuring farmers with
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good working conditions and a prosperous and
cultured life.^

It is often pointed out that there is a con
tradiction between Poland's highly developed
socialised industry and its still largely private,
small-scale farming. Attention is called to
the long duration of this combination in the
light of available experience. And on this
account the feasibility of building developed
socialism in Poland is being questioned. Ed
ward Gierek replied to this at the 7th Con
gress of the Polish United Workers' Party.
'As we begin building developed socialist
society,' he said, 'we must remember that
despite the general high level of our country's
socialist development, the level of individual
social-economic spheres varies. In many fields
we already tackled tasks that belong to the
new stage, tasks that our country as a whole
is already quite prepared to tackle. In other
fields, notably agriculture, we are still settling
problems of the preceding period, because
stages of development in socialist society are
not clearly demarcated. Solving some of the
problems of the preceding stages in appropriate
forms at a higher stage of development is
a natural and entirely feasible thing. This
is facilitated by the greater economic poten
tial and the higher political maturity of
society, and—which is highly important—by
the relation of world forces favouring
socialism.'

It should be noted, however, that the
Polish example is unusual not only from the
point of view of past and present, but also

^ Trybuftci ludu^ 23 October 1974.
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of the future. This makes it especially inter^t-
ing. As we see it, the highly developed capita
list countries, notably those of Western
Europe, will in the beginning, when they
finally tackle socialist reconstruction in prac
tice, face much the same contradiction. Be
cause socialisation of capitalist monopoly
property will evidently take much less time
than the integration in the socialist cooper
ation pattern of the small-scale independent
private proprietors (in many Western coun
tries active chiefly in the greatly expanded
service industries rather than agriculture).
Hence, public ownership of the means of
production will here, for a considerable time,
inevitably be of a somewhat different structure
than in most of the now existing socialist
countries. It is quite obvious that the com
munist and workers' parties in the zone of
developed capitalism have to work very
seriously in shaping the long-term policy de
signed to secure voluntary participation in
the building of the new way of life by the
large and relatively stable middle strata,
which, as distinct from the past, are mainly
urban. And the realism of their programmes
depends equally on their scientific groimding
and on Marxist-Leninist consistency in im
plementing them.
The social and economic system of the

Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia,
too, is still a transitional one.

According to the 9th Congress of the League
of Communists (March 1969) Yugoslavia
has risen to a level of medium development.
Speaking at the 10th Congress of the LCY
(May 1974), Josip Tito stressed that in the
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'postwar period rapid industrialisation had
been the main target. It proved hard to reach,
but was the only possible way of overcoming
the country's economic backwardness. The
decisive influence on agriculture, Tito said,
is exercised by the public sector, which now
accounts for 15 per cent of arable area and half
the output.
Many new and complicated problems faced

the heroic people of Vietnam following their
historic victory over the US aggression and
internal reaction, and reunification of North
and South. 'In the past 20 years in the North,'
Le Duan said at the 4th Congress of the Com
munist Party of Vietnam (December 1976),
'many successes were achieved in socialist
reconstruction and the building of socialism:
the exploiting classes have been abolished,
socialist relations of production have been
introduced, the initial base of large-scale
socialist production has been built, there has
been a revolution in ideology and culture,
and the living standard and cultural level of
the people have risen. All the same, the
economy as a whole, notably its material and
technical basis and structure, has not yet
risen above small-scale production and is
only in the initial stage of the passage to large-
scale socialist production. In the south, which
has only recently been liberated from the
trammels of neocolonialism, though there
had been some capitalist development, small-
scale production is still prevalent. In short,
despite the fact that elements of large-scale
production have appeared in some fields,
small-scale production is still predominant
in the country as a whole....
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tt is clear that our country is still in the
process of direct passage from a society with
predominantly small-scale production to socia
lism bypassing the stage of capitalist develop
ment. This is a most important feature, show
ing the essence of the process of socialist
revolution in our country and determining its
main content.'
In the mid-seventies the family of socialist

nations welcomed one more member to their
naidst. The successes of the national liberation
movement in Southeast Asia led to the con
stitution of the Laotian People's Democratic
Republic. 'The socialist revolution and the
socialist reconstruction in our country are
going on in difficult and complicated con
ditions,' wrote K. Phomvihane. 'Our economy
is based on small-scale, dispersed and back
ward subsistence farming. Culturally, too,
the country is behind. The material and tech
nical basis for building socialism is extremely
weak. Besides, heavy losses were inflicted on
our economy during the many years of war....
^ 'At present, the historical task of the Lao
tian revolution is to unite the people, all the
ethnic groups, still more closely on the basis
of the worker-peasant alliance under the
leadership of the Party, to firmly enforce
the dictatorship of the proletariat, to further
our people's sense of being masters of the
country, to get rid completely of the harm
ful aftermaths of the colonial and feudal past,
to actively boost production, especially agri
culture, to fully normalise and steadily im
prove the life of the people along with ex
panding commodity circulation, to strengthen
and extend the state sector of the economy and
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at tlie same time energetically transform tlie
dispersed and backward agriculture, to trans
form the private capitalist sector, to develop
education, culture and health, to build the
material and technical basis of socialism, to
safeguard our people's democratic republic
vigilantly, and to firmly follow the socialist
road.*

All these evaluations of the ruling parties
give a clue to the place occupied by the res
pective countries according to the maturity
of the new system.
The first thing that is usually taken into

account is the percentage of the socialisation
of the means of production. It is usually held
that the higher this figure (though its role
should not be raised to an absolute), the closer
society is to completing the transitional
period.
In view of the fact that the degree of socia

list development is measured not by just any
socialisation but only by socialisation in
fact, one other criterion is tremendously im
portant—that of the level of industrialisation,
the level of scientific and technical develop
ment, and prevalence of machine over manual
labour.
Even by purely economic criteria (though

bearing in mind the certain incompleteness of
this analysis) the countries of the socialist
world system—as their programme documents
show—belong conditionally to four basic
groups.
—the group of countries that have in prac

tice carried out blanket socialisation of the
means of production and possess what is ba
sically a material and technical basis corres-
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ponding to socialism; as a rule these countries
have begun building developed socialist socie
ty; . , I.
—the group of countries that have in prac

tice completed blanket socialisation, but have
not yet completed building the material and
technical basis of socialism;
—the group of countries that are, by virtue

of their productive capacity, able to tackle
the problems of building developed socialism,
but are still behind the first and second groups
in extent of socialisation;
—the group of countries in the transitional

period that have so far only tackled the pro
blems of building the material and technical
basis of socialism and socialising the means of
production.
Along with these basic criteria, we must also

consider the social-political distinctions of the
individual socialist societies. Lenin attached
tremendous importance to this. He said: 'To
develop democracy to the utmost, to find the
forms for this development, to test them by
practice, and so forth—all this is one of the
component tasks of the struggle for the social
revolution. Taken separately, no kind of
democracy will bring socialism. But in actual
life democracy will never be "taken separate
ly"; it will be "taken together" with other
things, it will exert its influence on economic
life as well, will stimulate its transformation;
and in its turn it will be influenced by economic
development, and so on. This is the dialectics
of living history.'^ The influence that socialist

^ V. I. Lenin, 'The State and Revolution', Col
lected Works, Vol. 25, pp. 457-58.
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democracy exercises on economic development,
giving it added impetus, while itself subject
to active economic influence, requires us to
study more closely the basic principle of the
organisation of socialist society—democratic
centralism—and the typical methods of im
plementing this principle.
The history of the Soviet and other socialist

states bears out the fact that by virtue of its
tremendous influence on various social in
stitutions, democratic centralism is a most
essential criterion of the type of socialist
society. The type may be relatively more cen
tralist (CD) or relatively more democratic
(DC). This according to just one rule: inter
ference of the centre and methods of admini
strative intervention are the more justified
the less 'automatic' is socialist development,
which unquestionably depends on the level
of machine production. In other words, in a
:socialist country where artisan methods of
^production are still relatively widespread and
industrial discipline is relatively limited since
industry itself has not yet taken shape, the
(degree of organisation depends chiefly on the
^authority of people's power. It bears a special
responsibility, for its authority, not restricted
by the rigid framework of democratic control,
rthe discipline of large-scale industry* and the

1 'Authority and autonomy, 'Engols writes, 'are
relative things whose spheres vary with the various
phases of the development of society— Social orga
nisation of the future would restrict authority solely
to the limits within which the conditions of produc
tion render it inevitable.' (Frederick Engels, 'On
Authority'. In: Marx and Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 2, p. 378.)
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demands of science, leaves a formal chance
of subjectivism if incorrectly used.
Now, let us recall the literal notation of the

transitional period in the Soviet Union, con
sisting of three formulas;

-C, and I—I—|

There is only one reply to the question,
what organisation naturally conformed to it—
a relatively more centralised or relatively
more democratic organisation: due to the
predominance of manual labour and the dis
persal of production units, the more centrali
sed form (CD) was preferable.
But other variants were also possible. There

were decentralist experiments, conducted in
spite of the needs of the relatively backward
economy. As a result, many advantages of the
prevalently centralist organisation, more suit
ed to the concrete historical conditions, were
forfeited. Futile expectations of success led to
a considerable loss of time. The difficulties
encountered by the economy and the people
derived from what may be described as an
inside-out subjectivism: usually associated
with excessive administration, here it stem
med from not enough administration, from
reliance on automatic development, some
times accompanied with semi-anarchist pleas
to combat the 'omnipresence' of the state.
Like the 'anti-authoritarians' whom Engels
criticised in his time, the present day anti-
eta tists are often 'blind to all facts that make
the thing necessary and they passionately
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fight the word'. Despite the lessons of history,
they follow in the footsteps of their ideological
predecessors and also 'demand that the autho
ritarian political state be abolished at one
stroke, even before the social conditions that
gave birth to it have been destroyed'.^
In short, we must take into account the pre

valent form of democratic centralism along
with the types of production prevailing in the
country. This will give us a fairly complete
picture of the social system in the socialist
state concerned.

Will it really be complete? Should not the
level of culture also be considered? It should
not, as we see it, because a definite level of
culture is bound to exist if concrete productive
forces already exist. Implements of individual
use applied on a massive scale attest to the
cultural level of the mass of labourers. In.
conditions where manual labour predominates,
the pay-off of even universal literacy is not
very high, whereas at a higher level of tech
nology it can be an active force of all-round
progress. Prevalence of machine production
naturally presupposes a high scientific and
technical potential of society and a high
cultural and technical level of the working
people. A definite minimum of culture is a
premise for this, on the one hand, and its
effect, on the other. But it is also a condition
for successful functioning. This is why there is
no need to single out culture here, which does
not by itself alter the quality of the social
relations unless it is materially embodied in

^ Frederick Engols, 'On Authority'. In: Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, pp. 378-
79.
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the means of production and relies on thenij
Now, with the above in mind, we can port

ray the social system of the socialist countries
diagramatically in the context of its most
essential elements, and draw the appropriate
conclusions. The example of the Soviet Union
is the most typical in this respect. Less for
historical reasons and more because it dis
covered and established the most tested and
widespread type of socialism's social-economic
structure. The Soviet Union is the world's
second industrial power. We may infer from
its powerful machine basis in all economic
fields and its up-to-date scientific and technical
potential built on the foundation of public
property (that has existed for more than half
a century) the prevalence here of the form
C—C-C.
The fact that nearly two-fifths of those

working in industry, and a still greater num
ber in building and agriculture, are so far
doing manual labour, shows that the form
I—C—C still survives in the national economy
and especially the kolkhoz-cooperative sector.

Neither must it be ignored that a still fairly
considerable segment of social labour is ac
counted for by subsidiary personal industries
of workers (especially state-farm workers) and
collective farmers (the form I—I—I). This
is not, of course, a mode of production in its
own right, but merely a type of industry that
depends on the state of socialist social pro
duction, and is compounded with it for one
of two reasons: either because auxiliary sources
of distribution and supply are needed by the
population or to satisfy the need for amateur
gardening, flower-raising, vegetable farming,
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livestock breeding, fishing, and the like. Only
in the former case does it have any social-
economic significance, and is mentioned here
precisely because it is still fulfilling an im
portant mission.^
The fact that the process of unifying socialist

socialisation, i.e., turning all means of pro
duction into property of the whole people
(as distinct from kolkhoz-cooperative proper
ty), is as yet incomplete, due chiefly to the
dissimilar technical levels of industry and
agriculture, should also, we feel, be reflected
in our formulas. Out of the three C's, let us
give the third, if it stands for the cooperative
form of property, as Co. Then we will get
the following picture for the USSR: first,
state industry will be G—C—C and I—C—C,
or:

c •

^ c-c

The first form naturally predominates, and
is pushing out the second; the process is slower
on the state farms, where the forms are the
same, but the percentage of manual labour
is higher. Second, kolkhoz production follows
the forms C—C—Co and I—C—Co. Third, to
the state-farm and kolkhoz forms we must
add the form I—I—I, which stands for the
subsidiary personal industries of workers and
collective farmers.

> In the 1976 incomes structure incomes from subsi
diary personal industries amounted to 0.9 per cent
for industrial workers and 26.3 per cent for coliectivo
farmers.
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In other words,

2. ( C — C) + (l — ( — I) (lor stale farms),
C'^

+ (f-l-l) (for collective farms).

As Marx, Engels and Lenin conceived it,
the C—C—C scheme is the final, ultimate
form of mature socialism. For it to spread
throughout the USSR at least three conditions
are necessary at present:
a) to eliminate the mass of individual la

bour according to the character of implements
applied (I) as a socially significant factor, that
is, to complete the machinisation of labour;
b) to bring Co closer to C, that is, raise

cooperative property to the level of the pro
perty of the whole people through fulfilment
of condition 'a', i.e., factually identify it
with the latter;
c) to do away with the I—I—I form (in the

given social-economic sense) by seeing to it
that the needs it covers are more fully covered
by the socialised economy and services.
For reasons we have given earlier, the form

of democratic centralism in Soviet society
evolves in step with the emergence of an all-
encompassing highly industrialised economy
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and the above conditions, from the centralist-
democratic variant to the variant accentuating
use of local initiative; this evolution from
CD to DC is inevitable in all socialist societies
on the way to maturity, for it is typical of
their normal development.
As we see, at every given moment some

socialist countries are inevitably closer^ in
one or several respects to mature socialism
and communism than others. But it would
be a big mistake to think that due to this
discrepancy some are absolutely superior and
others are absolutely behind. The place of
any individual country cannot be defined once
and for all at any point of the highly diverse
and long transition from capitalism to com
munism. On the contrary, by virtue of its
intrinsic and profoundly progressive nature
the great dynamism of the socialist system
finds expression in an irrepressible drive for
ward and upward. This drive is naturally
better seen, and secures higher rates of growth,
in countries that were less developed in the
past. The practical evidence of this tendency,
it is true, depends on how well it has been
■understood and is being taken into account
by the ruling Marxist-Leninist party.

In the case of the world system as a whole,
the example of the socialist community sh(ws
that all its elements, however considerable
their cultural, historical and national dis-
tinctiveness and their possible but transient
departures from the general direction of de
velopment, are going through a kind of asymp
totic' evolution towards the known, scienti
fically grounded type of 'socialism in its
developed form' or socialism of which, cni*'
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ming in with Marx's and Engels's predictions,
Lenin spoke in his day.^
Socialism, according to Lenin, is not a ready-

made system that 'suddenly' falls into the lap
of mankind. This is something followers of
scientific socialism understand and know, in
contrast to the presenl-day admirers of Utopian
socialism. To expect that the new society will
appear in consummate form out of wholly
ready premises with no sign of any discre
pancies with this historic task, is unforgivably
naive. Only the 'man in a muffler', to use
Lenin's expression, might fall for this sort of
idea, who 'forgets that there will always be
such a "discrepancy", that it always exists
in the development of nature as well as in the
development of society, that only by a series
of attempts—each of which, taken by itself,
will be one-sided and will suffer from certain
inconsistencies—will complete socialism be
created by the revolutionary co-operation of
the proletarians of all countries.

Analysing the shaping of this 'consummated
socialism' is no simple undertaking; in fact,
it is comparable in scale and importance only
with Marx's production of Capital. The Com
munist Party of the Soviet Union and other
fraternal parties of the socialist countries have
all their attention concentrated on this task,
and their collective theoretical search is

^ See V. I. Lenin, 'Speech Against Bnkharin'sAmendniBnt to tho RGsolution on the Party Pro-
gramme. March 8', Collected Worts, Vol. 27, pp. 147-
148.

•j ® V. I. Lenin, '"Left-Wing" Childishness and the
Petty-Bourgeois Mentality', Collected Worts, Vol. 27.

'pp. 345-46. .
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steadily compounding the principles of the
scientific Marxist-Leninist method with de
tailed study of the processes of our time and
the new developments in the life of society,
with a generalisation of the practical exper
ience of the masses.
The socialism existing in countries of three

continents rises before humanity as a dyna
mically developing social system embodying
the communist ideals of freedom from exploi
tation and oppression, of people's power, socia
list democracy, cultural growth, the well-
being of the broad mass of the people, and
equality and unity of all nations and ethnic
groups. 'No impartial person can deny,'
L. I. Brezhnev stressed at the 25th Congress,
'that the socialist countries' influence on world
affairs is becoming ever stronger and deeper.
That, comrades, is a great boon to mankind
as a whole, to all those who aspire to freedom,
equality, independence, peace and progress.'^
In recent years there has been an ever mofe

distinct advance of the socialist countries
towards developed socialist society, and to
wards communism. There has been inner poli
tical consolidation, social production grew
rapidly, material and cultural standards rose
visibly, socialist nations flowered, and state
sovereignty grew stronger. At the same time,
there is the ever more visible trend, as noted
by Lenin, 'towards the creation of a single
world economy, regulated by the proletariat
of all nations as an integral whole and accord
ing to a common plan. This tendency has

^ XXVth Congress of the CPSU. Documents and
Resolutions, p. 8.
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already revealed itself quite clearly under
'Capitalism and is bound to be furlhcr devel-
'Oped and consummated under socialism.'^
•Alongside, and in conjunction with the further
socialisation of the planned economy in each
'of the socialist countries, there also emerges
an international mechanism. Here a special
part is played by the long-term programme of
socialist economic integration jointly elabor
ated by the socialist countries in the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance. Among other
things, it means joint development of natural
resources for the common benefit, joint con
struction of large-scale industrial comple,ves
aimed at meeting the needs of all its partici
pants, and cooperation between enterprises
and whole industries planned for many years
ahead.

Portentous social-historical change is under
way in the vast spaces of the socialist part
of the world—from the first steps in setting
up a collectivist mode of life in the south of
Vietnam and in the young Laotian People's
Democratic Republic to the developed socialist
society's completion of the first phase of the
communist social system. All this diverse
change has an inner essential unity condition
ed by the main content of the present epoch
determined by its hegemon, the working class.
The socialist community is showing the world
its striking achievements, namely, its devel
opment and the increasingly benign} influence
of its international policy, which represent
the main direction of social progress today-

^ V. I. Lenin, 'Preliminary Draft Theses on the
National and the Colonial Questions', Collected Works,
Vol. 31, p. 147.
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As the mature forms emerge of the socialist
social system, its impact and example is
winning the hearts and minds of more and
more millions of people in all parts of the
world, who see it as the embodiment of the
practical humanism that is destined to become
the system of all nations.
Past experience has shown the good results of

the joint efforts of socialist coimtries in
protecting their revolutionary gains, in econo
mic and cultural development, and in streng
thening international security. Nations on
all continents have been impressed by this
fact, among other things, through the Peace
Programme of the 24th Congress of the CPSU,
which is the basis of the agreed foreign policy
line of the socialist states.
As an organic continuation and projection

of this already in many ways realised pro
gramme, the 25th Congress put forward a
programme of further struggle for peace and
international cooperation and for the freedom
and independence of the peoples. The active
involvement of the working class that first
came to power in October 1917 in international
afiairs is yielding rich fruit. An unprecedented
democratisation of international relations is
under way thanks to its influence. It has be
come possible to contain the forces of reaction
and war. Lenin's prediction, made in his
historic report on peace, is coming true.
'The workers' movement,' he said, 'will
triumph and will pave the way to peace and
socialism.'^

^ V. I. Lonin, 'Second All-Russia Congress of
Soviets of Workers' and Soldier's Deputies', Collected
Works, Vol. 26, p. 253.
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Socialism is the greatest achievement of the
working class of the world, of its long struggle
and constructive effort, its use in practice
of the revolutionary Marxist-Leninist doctrine,
and of the political art of the communist and
workers' parties of the socialist states. It is
ingrained in the international communist
movement, the strength of which in the capi
talist world alone increased by nearly one
million in the early half of the seventies. The
numbers of those who cast their ballots for the
Communists in capitalist countries is grow
ing steadily. More and more people doing
manual and mental work, living from the
sale of their labour power, see the Communiste
as representatives and champions of their
vital interests. Most items of the anti-imperia
list action programme of the 1969 world con
ference of Communists have been put into
effect. The joint efforts of the fighters for
peace, democracy and social progress have
elicited a broad response and are yielding
good results.
The ideological servants of monopoly would

like nothing better than to see the mighty
world communist movement divided, disor
ganised, and weakened. Unfortunately, the
designs of reaction are not always firmly re
pulsed. Sometimes, tolerance is shown on the
plea of specific national situations, the con
crete historical circumstances of the country
concerned. This does not go to say that the
revolutionary stream should be completely the
same in appearance or that it should spread
only along a straight line. There can be no
such thing. But the stream must not break into
fragments or run dry; on the contrary, it must
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swell continuously, fed by the people^s anti-
capitalist initiative, and must, of course,
follow the definite, historically determined

thus justifying mankind's hopes
of deliverance from the icy gales of the cold
war and the nightmare of hot war, from the
pressui'es and abuses of the proprietary exploi
ter system.

Conscious of the historical mission of the
working class as builder of the new society,
and of their own duties as its foremost orga
nised detachment, the Communists are guided
in their actions by the universal laws of the
class struggle, the laws of the passage from
capitalism to socialism, and the laws of
socialist and communist construction dis
covered by revolutionary science and con-
firrned in revolutionary practice. It is our revo
lutionary duty 'not to lose our way in these
zigzags, these sharp turns in history ... to
retain the general perspective to be able to
see the scarlet thread that joins up the entire
development of capitalism and the entire
road to socialism, the road we naturally ima
gine as straight and which we must imagine
as straight, in order to see the beginning, the
continuation and the end—in real life it will
never be straight, it will be incredibly invol
ved— Constant reliance on the general
regularities of revolution and the building
of socialism and communism, appreciation
of the general perspective, creative application
of the objective laws and regularities to the
actual national conditions, and maximum con-

* V. I. Lenin, 'Extraordinary Seventh Congress
of the R.C.P.(B.). March 6-8, 1918', Collected Works,
Vol. 27, p. 130.
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sideration for the cultural and historical dis
tinctions of the country concerned—all this
the 25th Congress of the GPSU dehned as the
necessary elements of success in the socialist
countries' coordinated international efforts.

2. Types of Infernaiional Relafions

In some cases, international relations shaped
by the October Revolution are the starting
point and prime, even determining, factor
behind the change of course towards social
as well as national emancipation—the socia
list development of whole nations though, for
the moment, fully developed internal objec
tive premises may not yet exist in the countries
concerned and there is only revolutionary,
anti-imperialist enthusiasm which, as exper
ience has shown, does not always express it
self in active anti-capitalism.

International relations, as we know, are
social relations of intercourse between na
tions and between states. Here they are a
projection and peculiar modification of in
ternal social relations and, like the latter,
may he divided into three types: a) interna
tional relations of domination and subordina
tion, b) international relations of comradely
cooperation and mutual assistance and c) in
ternational relations of the transitional type.

All forms of international ties come under
one of these three heads. The first two, which
are stable, have a qualitatively definite social
characteristic, the third, as the heading shows,
sees the decline of one social system and the
emergence of another on a world scale. There
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was only the first type before the October
Revolution. The second came with the emer
gence of the system of socialist states, and
the third during the struggle of the two oppo
site social-economic systems—socialism and
capitalism.

International relations of domination and
subordination are| a type of social relations
typical of the pre-history of human society
not yet wholly abolished because capitalism
survives so far in a considerable part of the
world.

When referring to the internal pattern of
pre-socialist society we usually speak of co
operation and mutual assistance in primitive
communities and show the higher quality of
cooperation and mutual assistance under so
cialism. But when analysing international
relations—and this is what distinguishes them
from internal relations—this need does not
arise. Because prior to the emergence of the
socialist world system and the 'extension' by
separate socialist societies of the new social
relations to the field of mutual cooperation,
international relations of cooperation and
mutual assistance simply could not exist.
Even the primitive communities, which had
no internal antagonisms, were often engaged
in antagonistic, mutually destruQtive strug
gles. When class antagonisms appeared, the
antagonism between nations became ̂ more
diverse in form. And when the capitalist
system became all-embracing, it took the
form of imperialist dependence of the vast
majority of socially and economically back
ward peoples on a handful of 'advanced'
nations. The 'world city' confronted the
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'world village'. This contraposition survives
to this day.
What are the causes of this?
There are two. First, it is typical of every

exploiting state to extend the exploitation
of the working classes inside the country to
other peoples. The history of the slave-owning
and feudal systems abounds in this type of
thing and in temporary successes of the mighti
est powers of their time. Why, then, were
these attempts at exploiting other peoples
only temporary? Because, as a rule, they
lacked the foundation of stable, fully-devel
oped economic and above all foreign commer
cial, ties. And since there was no fully-devel
oped world-wide division of labour and the
many local markets arising in different parts
of the world were invariably unstable, no
pre-capitalist social system was able to grow
into a world system. As a result, the world
empires of those days began falling apart
almost the moment they were founded.
This brings us to the second cause. Capitalism

is the first social-economic system whose main
laws, and regularities spread to all social—
international as well as internal—relations
(since mankind had gone over from organi
sing life in the framework of local societies
and markets to organising it on a worldascale,
in the shape of world systems). The specific
ties between dominant and oppressed classes
within societies were extended by capitalism in
its highest and last stage to contacts between
nations. Hundreds of millions of people in
colonial countries, peoples of whole states,
were at first likened to the proletarians of the
metropolitan countries, and later found them-
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selves in still worse circumstances. The anti-
imperialist striving for national freedom
proved socially kindred to the anti-capitalist
struggle of the working class. A \mited front
of the communist, working-class and national
liberation movements emerged in the general
stream of socialist world revolution.
There have been cases of an equilibrium of

forces in capitalist international relations
when, for example, large imperialist powers
did not oppress one another or when some
large imperialist pi'edator was unable, due to
some unfavourable factors, to exploit a smaller
neighbouring country or was even temporarily
interested in having equal, officially friendly
relations with it. But by virtue of their essence
the exploiting states gravitated all the same
to relations of domination and subordination
in international politics. Knowing that this
essence had to be analysed to determine the
strategic thrust of tijo revolutionary strug
gle, Lenin considered it tactically impor
tant to examine those political relations
between capitalist states that depended on the
concrete relation of strength and were. shap^
ed by rivalry and conflicts on the world
scene.

The first of these systems is, so to say, di
rectly expressive of the 'pure' type of inter
national relations of domination and subordi
nation: 'the relation of the oppressed nation
to the oppressing'.^ This type of relationship
is the ultimate (whether practicable or im
practicable) aim of the foreign policy of the

^ V. I. Lonin, 'To In<»sa Armand', Collected
Works, Vol. 35, p. 264.
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exploiting classes of any country. The fact
that not every exploiter state is able to reach
this aim is not a sign of its 'peaceable nature'
but of its weakness, of the existence of more
powerful and dangerous rivals, of strong re
sistance by the peoples, and so on. The now
practically extinct colonial system is a clas
sical example. Elimination of the remnants of
colonialism and struggle against neocolonia
lism is, from this point of view, a gradual
elimination of relations of direct domination
and subordination from international affairs
and is undermining capitalist social relations
on a world scale.
The second system of political relations

between capitalist states is 'the relationship
between two oppressing nations on account
of the loot, its division, etc.'.^ As a tendency
this, too, is a relationship of domination and
subordination which has not been put into
effect for some reason and which the domi
nant classes of the hostile powers had, as a
rule, hoped to secme by war. For the imperia
list powers the first and second world wars
were a materialisation of precisely these sys
tems of relations, for the wars began as at
tempts by groups of states representing the
interests of rival monopolies to redivide the
world.
The third type is 'the relation of a national

state which does not oppress others to one
which ppresses, to a particularly reactionary
state'.2 Here there is considerable flux: 'A
system of nations with equal rights. This

» Ibid.
a Ibid.
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question is much more complexWW.^ To deter
mine one's position in Ihis third case one
has to know the whole complex of interrela
tions and ties between different countries.
Yet, these cannot be immutable, because the
balance of power in the world is changing
continuously.
Each shifting of the centres of the world

revolutionary movement and the centres of
world reaction gives this 'system of nations
with equal rights' a new appearance. Stereo
typed and dogmatic assessments are intoler
able here, as is oblivion of the Marxist prin
ciple of the concreteness of the truth. This
the socialist countries always take into ac
count in their policy towards independent
states (non-imperialist as well as imperialist)
of the nonsocialist world. In each case they
seek to use a special, scientifically elaborated,
individually differentiated approach. The his
tory of the Soviet state offers evidence of
positive results in foreign policy thanks to
the correct conception of this system of rela
tions in the modern world—from the famous
Rapallo Treaty of 1922 to the outstanding
actions of our time, notably the visits of the
General Secretary of the CO CPSU and Chair
man of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme
Soviet, L. I. Brezhnev, to leading capitalist
countries.

For socialism organised as a state that is
compelled to exist side by side with capita
lism for a long time, it is essential to have a
system of dynamic and equal international
relations that could, at least partly, paralyse

* V. I. Lenin, 'To Inessa Armand', Collected Works,
Vol. 35, p. 273.
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imperialism's aggressive and exploiting
bitions, and help create favourable conditi®. g
for the coexistence of the two systems.
L. I. Brezhnev said, 'the desire to impose tbf^^
own rules on anyone is alien to the sociaB®
countries. Revolutions are not exported.
we always fight resolutely against the exp®^
of counter-revolution, against imperialist
terference in the internal affairs of the peopl®®*
Every nation must exercise its inalienaH®
right to choose its own social system, to decid©
its own destiny. . t t
'In the name of this principle the socialist

countries have over many years been wagioS
a consistent struggle for a firm and enduring
peace whose benefits' could be enjoyed both
by the present generation and by generations
to come,'^
The other class of [international relations

are relations of comradely cooperation and
mutual assistance between free peoples and
peoples winning freedom. They arose for the
first time after the first non-exploiter state,
Soviet Russia, was formed, which extended
the principles of proletarian internationalism
to the sphere of foreign policy in relation to
fraternal countries and to the mass of the
working people in all countries. Their most
important premise: recognition and exercise
of the right of nations to self-determination
not short of secession and constitution of
their own statehood.

^ L. I. Brezhnev, 'Speech at a Luncheon in the
Grand Palace of the Kremlin in Honour of the-Dele
gation of the Vietnam Workers' Party and the Govern
ment of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam^ JUry fO,
1973, Following Lenin*s Course, p. 193.
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'We are lold that Russia will disintegrate
and split up into separate republics,' Lenin
wrote in the early years of Soviet power. But
we have no reason to fear this. We have no
thing to fear, whatever the number of inde
pendent republics. The important thing for
us is ... whether or not the working people
of all nations remain allied in their struggle
against the bourgeoisie, irrespective of na
tionality',^ which is above all 'based not on
treaties, but on solidarity of the exploited
against the exploiters.'^ Later Lenin wrote:
'We are defending not the status of a great
power, and not national interests, for we
assert that the interests of socialism, of world
socialism are higher than national interests,
higher than the interests of the state.

International relations of cooperation and
mutual assistance are social relations between
states that came into being as instruments or
anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist struggle
in the course of the socialist world revolution.
They encompass a broad range of international
ties of a new type, differing according to the
nature of the countries concerned and their
closeness to socialist social relati(ms.
The nrst form of these relations, distinctly

socialist in character, took shape after the
October Revolution between the independent
Soviet republics that five years later joined

^ V. I. Lonin, 'Speech at the Fir^ All-Russia
Congress of the Navy. November 22 (December 5),
1917", Collected Works, Vol. 26, p. 344.

8 v!\'. Lenin, 'Report on Foreign Policy Delivered
at a Joint Meeting of the All-Russia Central E/ecutive
Committee and the Moscow Soviet. May 14, 1J1» ,
Collected IVorfes, Vol. 27, p. 378.
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in a socialist federation—the Soviet Union.
The voluntary democratic consolidation of
the at first fo\ir Soviet socialist republics—
the Russian Federation, Byelorussia, the
Transcaucasian Federation, and the Ukraine—
which now includes 15 socialist states, pro
vides for centralised administration of the
key economic and cultural fields, of military
and diplomatic activity, and foreign trade.
It is based on the inter-republican division
of labour, a single complex of productive
forces developed under Soviet power, a
system of organic plan-governed economic
ties without which the economy of any of the
republics could npt conceivably function. The
inter-republican relations are, in effect, devoid
of the features of inter-state relations, and
increasingly resemble inter-regional relations
within one state. They are the prototype of
the relations that will ultimately evolve
between the socialist states as a result of the
integration of their national economies in one
world-wide socialist (communist) cooperative.
The second and chief form of international

relations of cooperation and mutual assistance
obtains between states belonging to the socia
list world community. These relations are
relatively more independent than those of the
first form and cannot be wholly identified
with the internal relations reigning in each
socialist country.

First, the main economic and oilier laws of
socialism operate differently on the piano of
economic relations between socialist states
than they do in each separate country. Due
to the obvious dissimilarity of their economic
and social-cultural potentials it is still too
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early to say that the socialist world economic
system is functioning as a whole to ensure
the harmonious all-round development of
every individual. What is law for the separate
national economies is seen only mediately
in the relations between sovereign states.
Second, the relative independence of inter

national relations within the system is due to
the fact that every socialist state is compelled
to concern itself with the commercial advant
ages of its international economic ties, because
its planned economy is based on the prin
ciples of economic accountability. On the
other hand, its partners include not only
socialist, but also capitalist countries.

Third, while the internal socialist social
relations of the separate countries are con
trolled and regulated through the concentra
tion of ownership of the main means of pro
duction in the hands of the state and through
planned guidance of all life in society, there
is no specially set up international body to
control and regulate international relations.
Besides, they have no economic foundation
resembling state property (of the whole people)
inside each country. So far, there is no multi
national socialist property as a dominant
economic relationship. Neither is there any
single planning and single guidance of all
(or at least several) national economies from
one centre. The socialist countries can govern
all their relations only by concord, on the
basis of voluntary and equal cooperation, by
coordinating positions and removing contra
dictions, by determining the diverse national
interests and compounding them in one inter
national whole—the socialist interests of the
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peoples that have thrown off the yoke of
capital. This is clearly expressed in the Com'
p'rehensive"? Programme adopted by the 25tli
Session of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance in July 1971.
Hence the special significance of sovereign

relations between countries and acceptance of
the fact that the socialist process of transforming
the life of society, though international in con
tent, so far inevitably assumes a nationally
distinct form. Hence the compulsive need for
comparing and sensibly uniting the experience
of many socialist nations in the search of the
best forms of organising the life of society
along new lines, ,which will continue until
the passage to fully-developed communism.^

_ The most salient feature of the international
ties of socialist states is their profound demo
cratism. Whereas inter-governmental relations
of antagonistic class societies are essentially
relations between the exploiting classes of
different nations, in fact minority classes
whose interests invariably diverge from those
of their peoples, the relations between socia
list countries are, on the contrary, relations
between the working people represented. by
their people's governments or, more precisely,
relations between peoples in the literal sense
of the word. The socialist countries' progress
to classless society, the growing social homo
geneity of their peoples, and growth of prole
tarian dictatorships into socialist states of the
whole people add to the popular nature of tho
international relations of the new type abd
facilitate the ever more sweeping convergence
of socialist nations. The dampening of class
distinctions, removal of all social partitions
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and of Ihe old division of labour, is bound to
have a positive effect on the mutual ties of
the socialist countries. '
The popular nature of the international

relations of socialist countries shows how fo
reign to cooperation and mutual assistance
are relations of oppressed and oppressor na
tions, relations between two oppressor nations,
and relations between non-oppressor and op
pressor nations, which come under the head
of relations of domination and subordination.
Socialist nations, which have put an end to
capitalist exploitation and are building their
society on public ownership of the means of
production, apply to their mutual relations
only that which is typical of internal relations
in their countries.

The rejection of internationalist principles
in relation to other countries of the socialist
world system which, for example, is a feature
of the foreign policy of China's Maoist leader
ship, is indirect evidence of immature internal
social relations.

Anti-communists ignore these factors. They
maliciously attribute the antagonistic rivalry
typical of relations between capitalist count
ries to the mutual contacts of socialist peoples.
By so doing they completely divorce inter
national from internal relations, and arbitrarily
postulate, contrary to science, that interna
tional relations can in substance be antitheti
cal to internal relations. This view is wholly
at variance with the actual state of affairs.
The third group of relations of cooperation

and mutual assistance embraces relations be
tween socialist stales and states on the non-
capitalist road (revolutionary-democratic dic-
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latorsliips of the proletariat and peasantry,
people's democracies, national democracies).
These relations embody the alliance between
peoples of the socialist countries and the
public forces representing socialist currents
in the developing countries. Due to the weak
ness in the latter of the industrial pi'oletariat,
the only class capable of heading the struggle
for socialism, and due to the fact that prole
tarian dictatorship is not possible there for
the time being, their close international re
lations with the socialist states offer the only
guarantee of passage to socialism. Violation
of these relations leads back to the orbit of
imperialist dependence and neocolonialism.
Reversely, their consolidation provides safety
against imperialist intrigues and secures hege
mony of the -forking class lliroiigh its main
acliievement—the socialist world system. This
is especially necessary where classes and social
groups that have already come to grips with
capitalism are not as yet mature enough to
build socialism on the basis of just the internal
resources and e.\perience.

International relations of this type may
prove decisive for the social option of many
of the developing countries. True, these in
ternational relations trail behind relations
between socialist countries in quality and
socialist content. But this is temporary. The
emergence of a new society in the developing
countries is ultimately bound to inject all
the qualities of socialist relations into tlieir
international relations.
The fourth class of the international relations

of cooperation and mutual assistance are
the relations between countries on the non-
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capilalist road. They differ from the third
group in that socialist states are not directly
involved. They are relations between anti-
imperialist and anti-capitalist forces that
have not as yet become consistently socialist.
They can maintain their specific quality only
if the foreign policy of the young national
states is consistently oriented on the socialist
world .system. Otherwise, their relations may
turn into relations between peoples that do
not oppress one another or even into hostile
relations, that is, into a type of the interna
tional relations of domination and subor
dination.

Transitional international relations. The new
element in international affairs since the
October Socialist Revolution is that complete
ly new international relations are taking
shape, enabling oppressed nations to shako off
imperialist oppression. This applies to peoples
that seek to break the trammels of capitalist
slavery, and also to those that want to end
their imperialist dependence while not yet
able to set the goal of ending the bourgeois
system. 'Our policy,' Lenin wrote, 'is group-,
ing around the Soviet Republic those capita
list countries which are being strangled by
imperialism.'^
The socialist states establish with countries

of the capitalist world system only such rela
tions that rule out domination and subordi
nation by either side, and abide strictly by
the principles of equal rights and liie equality
of large and small states. Certainly, as long

1 V. I. Lonin, 'Tlio Eighth All-Russia Congress of
Soviets. December 22-29, 1920', Collected Works,
Vol. 31, pp. 477-78.
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as capitalism exists they are not able unilate
rally to transform all international relations
into a field of cooperation and mutual assist
ance. But what they do to limit exploitation
of countries by other countries is significant
by itself. It shows that in world affairs, too,
socialist social relations have begun their
offensive on capitalist social relations, which
are gradually losing ground.
Those international relations which, since

peoples of socialist countries have entered
into them, are no longer relations of domina
tion and subordination, on the one hand,
and, which, since'the exploiting classes are still
involved in them, have not yet become rela
tions of cooperation and mutual assistance,
on the other, are by nature transitional inter
national relations. They, too, consist of several
types.

First, there are the relations between socialist
and capitalist anti-imperialist states. Socia
list internationalism and the progressive na
tionalism of newly-independent countries ap
pear to meet halfway. Despite all the differ
ences between them in essence, both find
common points and join hands so long as the
stage of struggle against the aftermaths of
colonialism continues. It was this that Lenin
had "in mind when he called on Communists
to take their bearings from the bourgeois na
tionalism of the peoples of the East, one that
could not but arise, and that is historically
justified.* The historical justification of the

^ See "V. I. Lenin, 'Address to the Second All-
Russia Congress of Communist Organisations of the
Peoples of the East, November 22, 1019', Collerted
Works, Vol. 30, pp. 101-02.
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nationalism of the young states that had
been colonies only yesterday is, in a way,
the margin of tolerance of the elements of
cooperation and mutual assistance in the
relations between them and the socialist
countries.

Second, international relations of. countries
on the non-capifalist road and young anti-
imperialist countries developing on a capita
list basis are also transitional. The latter
often have more in common with the former
than either have with the socialist states. The
similarity of their fate and the similarity of
the tasks of their anti-colonial struggle, their
similar economic and social structures, the
nationalist complexion of their ideologies,
and the like, plajr a prominent role.
These relations, however, are unstable, be

cause the inner evolution of these two types
of states follows opposite directions. As the
countries that opted for the non-capitalist
variant of social progress advance to socialism
their ties with capitalist anti-imperialist states
become increasingly similar in content to the
same relations of the socialist countries. It
is natural that socialist internationalism is
more and more directly felt in the interna
tional relations of countries that consistently
follow the non-capitalist way. Nationalism
takes a back seat there, while it flourishes iri
the bourgeois states.

It stands to reason that there are many diner-
ent shades and intermediate phases in all
these transformations and transitions. The
new content of international relations often
manifests itself peculiarly in the old form
and, conversely, there are cases when the old
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content is clotliod in new garb. But this does
not alter mattei's.
The socialist states are internationalist in

their international policy. The as yet not
socialist (but already not capitalist) states
strive for the same thing. A contradiction
arises here with tlie nationalism typical of
the policy of capitalist (non-imperialist) states.
The cooperation and mutual assistance of in
ternationalist and nationalist forces on the
world scene continues so long as both forces
are locked in struggle witli their common
class opponent—monopoly capital.

Third, relations between socialist and im
perialist countries can also be classed as tran
sitional. This is a sector of international
relations in which tliere is already no domina
tion of one group of powers and subordination
of otlier countries, tliougli tliere can be no
friendly cooperation and mutual assistance
either.

From the first day of its existence every
socialist country establishes relations with
the capitalist world on a fundamentally new,
unprecedented social basis. The former anta
gonism between the bourgeoisie and the pro
letariat, deriving from domination and subor
dination, gives way for the first time to class
antagonism without domination and subor di-
nation, inasmuch as the proletariat organised
as the dominant class faces the bourgeoisie
from positions of equal power. Whether it likes
or not, the bourgeoisie can no longer treat
the victorious working class of a socialist
state as it treats its own proletariat, that is,
cannot exploit it. The dominant proletariat,'
in turn, while working to eliminate elements
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of exploitation in its own country, no longer
treats the foreign bourgeoisie as a bourgeoisie,
i.e., does not sell it its labour power. This is
a  tremendous achievement of socialism in

international relations, though it is still a
long way to direct relations of comradely
cooperation and mutual assistance with peop
les of capitalist countries. This will not be
possible until the nature of political power
in the latter is finally altered.
As the socialist world system develops, the

proletariat organised as a state, though it
cannot destroy relations of domination and
subordination inside the capitalist countries,
is vigorously removing exploitation from the
sphere of international relations. Having won
economic and political independence, it works
for equal and mutually beneficial cooperation
with capitalist states. As a result, the situa
tion shaping in the relations between capita
lism and socialism is in harmony with Lenin's
concept of peaceful coexistence as a specific
state of the class struggle in the field of inter
national contacts.

It took dozens of years of strenuous and sel
fless labour, the mass heroism of the Soviet
people in the war against fascism, and a long
and persevering political and diplomatic
struggle for this vital need to be recognised
by the realistically-minded statesmen of the
major imperialist powers.
The Leninist foreign policy of peace owes its

splendid results to the changed relation of
world forces in favour of socialism, to socia
lism's more solid international positions and
the forward-looking international activity of
the Soviet Communist Party and the Marxist-
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Leninist parties of the other socialist countries.
As L. I. Brezhnev put it, 'we are witnesses
to—and not only witnesses to but active
participants in—the most momentous event
in the whole of postwar history. This is the
transition from the period of hostile confron
tation in international life, when the dange-
rous tension could break and plunge the world
into the holocaust of war, to a period of a more
stable peaceful coexistence, of reasonable,
peaceful cooperation between socialist
capitalist states on a basis of mutual benent
and equal security.'^ The many negotiations
with representatives of the biggest capitalist
countries in the seventies were devoted by the
Soviet side to a search of a solution of the
paramount problem, that of consolidating
the positive changes in world affairs and as
serting in international relations the prin
ciples for which the Soviet state has worked
throughout its 60-odd years.
True, these benign processes are not always

uniform. Extreme rightist imperialist groups,
advocates of an aggressive course and of the
arms race, opponents of checking it and of
disarmament, are trying to hold them back.
But there is fresh evidence every day that tha
changes begun in world affairs will bear fruit.
It says in the Soviet-FRG declaration signed
in Bonn on 6 May 1978: 'Out of the develop
ments of the past 10 years both sides have
drawn the conclusion that detente is necessary,

1 L. I. Brezhnev, 'Speech in the Grand Palace
of the Kremlin on Receiving the Lenin International
Peace Prize', Following Lenin s Course. Speeches and
Articles (1972-1975), p. 204.
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possible, and useful. They see no sensible al
ternative to the peaceful coexistence of states
despite differences in some haste standpoints
and the dissimilarity of political, ecoiiomic
and social systems. They express their deter
mination to extend and deepen the detente
process, to make it progressive and stable.
Respecting the indivisibility of peace and
security in all regions of the world, they will
use their political and economic resources in
dependently, jointly, and on a multilateral
basis to reach this aim.'^
Fourth^ the relations between countries ad

vancing to socialism bypassing capitalism and
imperialist countries are similar in content
to the relations between socialist and imperia
list states. Here, too, imperialism is no longer
able to impose its domination. But neither
can the countries building the new society on
a non-capitalist basis wholly determine tie
climate of these relations. Even though sup
ported by the socialist world system, they
lack resources to repattern international rela
tions along lines obtaining inside each such
country until capitalism falls in the bigger
part of the world. |
Such is the sum-total of modern internatio

nal relations, an overall picture of whi^h
is essential for an understanding of the sciep-
tihc concept of socialism, an essential con
dition for successful external relations and. a
premise for a scientifically justified foreign
policy. .i

.  ' ' 1 ■

* Pravda, 7 May 1978. , ; .it .,-.
' ■ ■ • '-.i
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3. Internafional Relations and the Socialfsf
Orientation

We must go back to international relations
because even a sketchy picture of the state of
emerging socialism will be incomplete if we
overlook the peculiar 'pre-socialist' societies
that have opted for the non-capitalist way of
development from a pre-capitalist society and
even in some cases^ from communities precede
ing the antagonistic social-economic systems.
Many Asian and African countries that

shook off colonial dependence after the Second
World War found themselves in a conflicting
situation. Their internal social conditions
were centuries behind the possibilities and
needs of world-wide intercourse, on the one
hand, and the penetration of diverse influences
thanks to modern communications found
highly receptive soil there, on the other. This
is why the finest minds of the only recently
awakened peoples understandably opt in fa
vour of socialism.

It is not simple to make this option. For in
many of these countries there is no or practical
ly no elementary objective premise for the
socialist system—no large-scale machine pro
duction, and only an incipient proletariat,
the main subject of socialist revolution. But
thanks to ramified and intensive international
relations in the present-day world it is pos
sible, over a definite period, to compensate the
lack of some, perhaps even the most import
ant, conditions for rapid progress with a con
sistent orientation on the countries of the
socialist world system in foreign policy, fore
ign economic relations, in science, technology,
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the ideological field, culture, and so oil.
Small-commodity production, reaching into

farming and embracing the crafts (the I—I—I
form) is basic in the economic structures of the
newly-independent countries. The collectivist
patriarchal pattern (the commune) still pre
vails in, say, the African countryside (the
I—C—C form). Private capitalist production,
what there is of it, is mainly in its home-craft,
manufacturing stage (the I—C—I form).
A relatively small public sector (the C—C—C

form) has taken shape through extensive na
tionalisation of the means of production owned
by foreign and local capitalists, along with
attempts to form peasant cooperatives. This
applies chiefly to Algeria, Angola, Benin,
Burma, Congo, Guinea, Guyana, Ethiopia,
Mozambique, and Syria. The working class
in most of these countries is still insignificant.
All this is not enough, so far, to ensure stable
socialist development. This is why the count
ries on the non-capitalist road are not guaran
teed against the revival of private capitalist
tendencies and against counter-revolutionary
overturns.

This in the first place. Second, the weakness
of the public sector (C—C—C) can, for the
time being, be supplemented by international
ties (IT) with the socialist world community
to buttress the socialist orientation.^ In this

^ PassageJ^of colonial and semi-colonial countries
to proletarian dictatorship is, as a rule, possible by
a series of preliminary stages, only as a result of
growth of the bourgeois-democratic revolution into
socialist revolution, and successful building of social
ism, in most cases, only if there is direct support
from proletarian dictator^ps in other countries, said
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function international relations act as ail
intensive 'beam of freedom' sent abroad by
tbe socialist world. This is why any breach
or break may, as a rule, disrupt the socialist
programme of a country's regime. By means
of the international relations of the new type,
coupled with developing progressive internal
structures, there arises a peculiar new type of
society that cannot yet be defined as socialist
but is no longer capitalist. It gravitates to
wards the socialist world system, may hope
fully join it in the future, but does not yet
belong to it in the present.
The existence of different modes of produc

tion in such socialist-oriented countries (for
mulas:

(  + tR, l-C-Co. I-C-I, l-l-l, I-C-' )

is a sign not only of the weakness of the
productive forces (predominance of manual
labour), but also of the eclectic social-econo
mic system and of the need for tremendous
efforts to achieve the socialist aim.^

the Programine of the Communist International. In
the case of still more backward countries (e.g. in
some parts of Africa), national uprisings and their
victory may pave the way for socialism bypassing
the capitalist stage, provided powerful aid is rendered
by countries of proletarian dictatorship {Kommunist-
iehesky International v dokiunentakh 1919-1932, p. 30).

^ More than anywhere else 'an enormous step
forward must be taken in developing the productive
forces; it is necessary to overcome the resistance (fre
quently passive, which is particularly stubborn and
particularly difficult to overcome) of the .numerous
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It also predicates the need for centralised
power and control, and accentuates the role
of politics so long as a socialist economy pro
per has not yet taken shape. This is one side
of the dialectical unity, while the other con
sists in the need for greater conscious parti
cipation of the mass of the people in progres
sive programmes.
The experience of anti-imperialist revolu

tions that gradually turn anti-capitalist in
content, shows that the most honest inten
tions of convinced, often heroic, fighters for
socialism may end in defeat and needless sacri
fice if the accent is on cloistered politics and
Blanquist conspiratorial methods and if there
is no persevering and systematic work to
inspire the broad mass of the people with the
ideas and aspirations of an as a rule small
vanguard of revolutionaries. Wherever the
revolutionary democrats sincerely aspiring to
a socialist future for their peoples fail to do
what they must in order to be understood by
the masses, imperialism frequently takes its
revenge. For them and, to be sure, for all
other social forces that opt for socialist aims
in earnest, Lenin's rule must always stand
uppermost: 'Capitalism cannot be vanquished
without taking over the hanks, without repealing
private ownership of the means of production.
These revolutionary measures, however, can
not be implemented without organising the

survivals of small-scalo production; is necessary
to overcome the enormous force of habit and conser
vatism which are connected with ^ese survivals
(V. I. Lenin, 'A Groat Beginning , Collected M^orAs,
Vol. 29, p. 421).
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entire people for democratic administration of
the means of production captured from the
bourgeoisie, without enlisting the entire mass
of the working people, the proletarians, semi-
proletarians and small peasants, for the demo
cratic organisation of their ranks, their forces,
their participation in state affairs.'^
In summing up, let us note that there are

at present several structural types of societies
broadly described as socialist. So far, only one
of them is ideal, namely, the Marxian theoreti
cal description of socialism connoting the
qualitative limit of development following
which socialist countries will enter the second
phase of communism. Its scientific picture
drawn from the works of the founders of the
revolutionary teaching, is an accurate guide
line which Marxist-Leninist parties take good
care to follow. Some other types conform with
the actually existing societies in the frame
work of the socialist world system. There is
also the type represented by societies of a
transitional nature, for which the socialist
perspective is not as yet strictly fixed.

Recently, ways of transition to the new
system and forms and models of socialism
became a topic of much discussion. Unfortu
nately, those involved in it often neglected
a crucial condition of debate, failing to agree
on its initial concepts and principles. The
socialist form, for example, was conceived
by some as its national or, more precisely,
concrete historical variant. Others saw socia-

* V. I. Lonin, 'Reply to P. Kievsky (Y. Pyata-
kov)'. Collected Works, Vol. 23, p. 25.
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list form as the primary stage of socialist
society.

Crucial significance in studying these prob
lems attaches to the correct use of the notions
of the singular, particular and general in the
revolutionary activity of the peoples. For
instance, if the specifically individual exper
ience of a nation is elevated to the status of a
general rule, this may lead to a distorted idea
of socialism and to imposition of hegemonic
nationalist methods of socialist transforma
tion on all countries regardless of whether or
not they fit the prevailing conditions. Study
of concrete experience, of all its details and
peculiarities is, above all, the business of
historians. But it would be a rank violation
of the methods of scientific socialism to regard
the conclusions drawn from such study as
universal principles.
The experience of building socialism by

any nation merits close attention and respect.
But it can claim to be an international giude
to action only after it has been found faith
ful to the essence of socialism as outlined by
Marx, Engels and Lenin, i.e., to the general;
only after it has been verified and compared
with the experience of other socialist countries
and that of the world communist and working-
class movement. This is the level not of th£
singular, but of the particular, at which, in
effect, the above classification was made.
Laying no claim to singularity since the di
versity of socialist societies also presumes
variety of types, this classification is,^ how
ever, an objectively grounded alternative to
revisionist subjectivism, which has made a
kind of idol out of 'pluralism' in order to
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submerge the only correct, scientific concept
of .socialism in a murky stream of arbitrary
philistine inventions.
''This calls to mind the concept 'model of
sociiaMsm' which revisionist elements have
uiied to malign the building of socialism in
thb fraternal socialist countries. The attempts
to prove, on the pretext of 'modelling', a plu-
r^ility of 'socialisms' tended to undermine the
positions of scientific socialism and were na
turally denounced by Communists.
'There was this antithesis: either there is one
and only one scientific model of socialism as
presented in the works of Marx, Engels and
Lenih,j and in the documents of the world
cpfrimunist movement, or there is a plurality
of 'models', as suggested by opportunists. In
the present state of the discussion this anti
thesis has a fairly firm groundwork. But this
dobs hot put the question to rest. While de-
nounciqg revisionist incursions into the theory
of .socialist society, we must not narrow the
limits of studying it.
The true scientific model of socialism, if we

cpheeive it as a completed, integral social
system that uses its potentialities to the full
arid has already reached the threshold of
communism, is only one. As we have noted,
this is the extreme condition in the movement
of developed socialist society.
But there is also a number of societies that

represent stages in the advance to this model.
Sifice these stages are different, the societies
iri ■ questiori .may be described as different
structural types (or, if you like, 'models').
But types not of socialism as such, of fully-
developed ' socialism, but of an emerging



socialism developing from the lower forms of
social organisation to the higher, a socialism
in construction following the dictates of
objective laws to a greater or less extent.^
An emasculated concept of socialism is used

by the foes of socialism to confuse the people
in the socialist countries. This has to be
combatted firmly, uncompromisingly and sys
tematically. But it does not follow that one
has to give up study of the degrees of develop
ment of the new society. The lack of such
study has already visibly affected scientific
prognosis of the development of socialist society,
and hinders us from finding competent solu
tions on the national and also International
plane. As always, we should seek Lenin's
advise; *Do not hinder our political work,
especially in a difficult situation, hut go on
with your own scientific research.'®
The expansion of such research and its

influence on the guidance and practice of
socialist and communist construction is not
simply desirable but, indeed, vitally neces
sary. It is sure to play a truly historic role
in substantiating the choice of the best forms
and methods of transition from the pre
history of human society to its true, con
sciously created history.

^ Certainly, not all uses of the term 'model of
socialism" lead to any distortion of Marxist-Leninist
theory. Frequently, it implies different forms of build
ing socialism or certain distinctions in individual
countries. In such cases one can only question the
wisdom of using a term which, by virtue of revisionist
efforts, has acquired an anti-Marxist complexion and
may create confusion.

® V. I. Lenin, 'Imperialism, the Highest Stage
of Capitalism', Collected Works, Vol. 32, p. 256,
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SUMMING UP

The foregoing has given us little more than
the material for a theoretical understanding
of the emergence of the new, communist for
mation, of its orientation and tendencies, its
motive forces, and factors that may hold it
back. We do not feel justified to speak here of
the laws, regularities, and categories of scien
tific socialism and communism, because these
scientific concepts require very careful and
cautious handling. And since formulating
law-governed connections has never been sim
ple, all we venture in conclusion is to single
out some objective correspondences that are
either directly named in the book or that
may be inferred.
What are these correspondences?
For example, the correspondence between the

development of the technical basis of modern
production and its socialisation in fact, be
tween the completion of socialisation in fact
and the successes in abolishing the old divi
sion of labour, the correspondence between all
these processes and the gradual elimination of
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class distinctions and thereby the emergence
of the social homogeneity of society.
Or take the correspondence between the ab

solute aim of production under socialism (pro
duction of use values) coinciding with its di
rect aim, and the shifting of the interest of
society to concrete labour, deposing the law of
value as a universal regulator of the economy.
This correspondence is hewing its way forward
and requires further study. From the point of
view of the individual this means that all his
labour is becoming labour for himself, that
labour is historically becoming a field for the
self-assertion of creative personalities, that
labour power and human aptitudes are no
longer subject to the influence of the market
and that man has begun to conquer not only
nature, but also his own social relations. The
material of the present era helps trace the
way from the destruction of exploitation to
the elimination of all remnants of alienation
and all forms of the alienated vision of the
world, from the first reactions of the mentality
of the oppressed to the growth of labour into
the most joyous of human experiences, and
from merely theoretical criticism of philistine
consumerism to the elimination of the very
basis for opposing creativity to consumption,
and labour to enjoyment.
What does this show?
To begin with it shows the extraordinary

consistency and totality of Marxism-Leninism,
the harmony and concurrence of its seemingly
disparate tenets belonging to fields far remo
ved from one another. Marxism-Leninism is
incompatible with eclecticism. Any assump
tion with a claim to novelty and validity can
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undergo direct or indirect verification by com
paring it with what has already been establish
ed by means of the classical Marxist method.
No single proposition may be dropped from
Marxism-Leninism, and all alien additions
instantly betray their incompatibility with
it. It may be proper to recall that bourgeois
liberalism has long since espied this feature
of the revolutionary teaching from its own
class angle. 'The revisionists believed and
still believe,' the 'democratic' Frankfurter
Zeitung rebuked its allies of the social-demo
cratic camp in 1908, 'that it is possible some
how to keep to Marx and yet become a differ
ent party. Vain hopes. Marx has either to be
swallowed whole or completely rejected. A half
hearted course is of no use here.' And Lenin
responded: 'Quite right, gentlemen of the
liberal fold! You do sometimes come out with
the truth by accident.... You have admirably
expressed the essence of bourgeois science, of
bourgeois liberalism, and its entire policy.
You have grasped the fact that Marx cannot
be swallowed piecemeal.'^
The above-mentioned correspondences show

that the scientific view of the new society has
got to be an over-all view. It is wrong, for
example, to single out just the social-political
processes and to try and erect a doctrine
on them about the emerging social system.
This kind of reduction is not viable. To raise
superstructural phenomena to an absolute, to
abstract oneself from the bedrock trends in
the technical and economic basis of society

' V. I. Lenin, 'An Estimate of Marx by Inter
national Liberalism', Collected Works, Vol. 13, p. 49
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would not only upset the totality of the
Marxist historico-materialist approach, but
would also be liable to breed various subjecti-
vist illusions—from categorical 'left' extre
mism to treacherous rightism that shies from
clear-cut views and conceals its omnivorous-
ness with florid professions of 'pluralism'.
The all-embracing totality of Marxism-

Leninism and especially of its part known as
scientific communism means, among other
things, that the scale and range of analysis
must be determined by nothing other than the
'measure' of its object. Only a study that
strives to encompass all its in any way sub
stantial aspects may be expected to yield a
correct understanding of the basic specific
features of the development of socialist socie
ty, a thorough knowledge of the ideals, long-
term aims, and tasks of the communist and
working-class movement, the entire revolu
tionary movement of liberation, and of the
social and economic forms and the way of
life shaped by the present era. It is our hope
that the reader will feel this more distinctly
after reading this book.
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